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量子ドットの緩和とコヒーレント制御に関する論文

(明]は IIV.発表論文集Jに別刷りを再録したもの)

1)* Y. MasumotQ， M.Ikezaw~， B.-R. 狂yun， K. Takemoto and M. Furuya: 
"Homogeneous Width of Confined Excitons in Quantum Dots at Very Low 
Temperatures" 

physica status solidi (b) 22生 613(2001); Int. Conf. Semiconductor Quantum Dots 
(Munich， 2000). IIINVITED PAPERII 

2) S.V. Nair and Y. Masumot0: 
"Muli-Exciton States and Many-Body Correlations in Quantum Dots" 
physica status solidi (b) 22壬， 739 (2001); Int. Conf. Semiconductor Quantum Dots 
(Munich，2000). 

3) M. Sugisaki， H. -W. Ren， 1.S. Osadko， K. Nishi and Y. Masumot0: 
"Fluorescence Intermittency in InP Self-Assembled Quantum Dots" 
physica status solidi (b) 224， 67 (2001); Int. Conf. Semiconductor Quantum Dots 
(Munich，2000). 

4)大 A.V.Baranov， V. DaηTdov， A.V. Fedorov， H.-W. Ren， S. Sugou and Y. Masumot0: 
"Coherent Contr叶 of Stress-Induced InGaAs Quantum Dots by Means of 
Phonon-Assisted Resonant Photoluminescence" 
physica status solidi (b)辺生 461(2001); Int. Conf. SenlIconductor Quantum Dots 
(Munich，2000). 

5) V.G. Davydov， A.V. Fedorovフ1.V.Ignatiev， I.E. Kozin， H.-W. Ren， M. Sugisaki， S. Sugou 
and Y. Masumot0: 
"Quantum Beats in Photoluminescence of InP Quantun1 Dots in Electric Field" 
physica status solidi (b) 22生， 425 (2001) Int. Conf. Semiconductor Quantum Dots 
(Munich， 2000). 

6) V. Davydov， 1.V. Ignatie¥ヘ1.E.Kozin， S.V. Nair， J.-S. Lee， H.べ九T Ren， S. Sugou andエ
Masumot0: 
"Carrier Relaxation Dynamics in Self-Assembled Quantun1 Dots Studied by Artificial 
Control of Nonradiative Losses什

physica status solidi (b) 22壬， 493 (2001); Int. Conf. Sen1iconductor Quantum Dots 
(Munich， 2000). 

7)大 Y MasumotQ， I.V. Ignatiev， I.E. Kozin， V.G. Davydov， S.V. Nair，日.-W.Ren， J.-S. Lee and 
S. Sugou: 
"Breakdown of the Phonon Bottleneck Effect in Self-Assembled Quantum Dots" 
Jap. J. Appl. Phys.生Q，1947 (2001); Proc. Third Int. Symp on Formation， Physics and 
Device Application of Quantum Dot Structures (Sapporo， 2000). 

8)士 K.Nishibayashi， T.OkunQ， T. Mishina， S. Sugou， H. -W. Ren and Y. Masumot0: 
"Optical Study of Strain-Induced GaAs Quantum Dots" 
Jap. J. Appl. Phys.生Q，2084 (2001); Proc. Third Int. Symp on Formation， Physics and 
Device Application of Quanuull Dot Structures (Sapporoフ 2000).

9)* M. Sugisaki，註.-¥V. Ren， K. Nishi and Y. Masumot0: 
"Fluorescence Intermittency in Self-Assembled InP Quantum Dots" 
Phys. Rev. Lett. .8.立 4883(2001). 

10)大 J.Zhao， S.V. Nair and Y. Masulllot0: 
"Exciton-phonon coupled states in CuC 



12) M. Sugisaki， H. -W. Renヲ K.Nishi and Y. Masumot0: 
"Photoluminescence and micro-imaging study of optically anisotropic InP 
self-assembled quantum dots" 
Solid State Commun. 117，679 (2001)ー

13) M. Sugisaki，日.-W.Ren， S.V. Nair， K. Nishi and Y. Masum位Q:
"Many carrier effects in self幽 assembledInP quantum dots" 
Solid State Commun.よ17，435(2001). 

14) A.V. Fedorov， A.V. Baranov， A. Itoh and Y Masumot0: 
"Renormalization of Energy Spectrum of Quantum Dots under Vibrational Resonance 
Conditions" 
Semiconductors皇室， 1390 (2001). Translated 企omFjzlka j ゐchnlkaPoluprovodnlkov 
主豆， 1452 (2001). 

15) Y. Masumot0: 
"Energy and phase relaxation in quantum dots" 
Abstracts of 8th Int. Workshop on Femtosecond Technology， p. 31 (Tsukuba， 2001). 
IIINVITED PAPERII 

16) T.OkunQ， G.R. Hayes， B. Deveaud， A.A. Lipovskii and Y. Masum位Q:
"Intraband transition in PbSe quantum dots" 
Abstracts of 8th Int. Workshop on Femtosecond Technology， p. 82 (Tsukuba， 2001). 

17) T.OkunQ， M. Nomura， Y. MasumotQ， Y. Terai， S. Kuroda and K. Takita: 
"Eighteenth order optical phonons in CdTe quantum dots in ZnTe" 
Abstracts of 1st Int. Workshop on Quantum Nonplanar Nanostructures & 
Nanoelectronics '01， p. 103 (Tsukuba， 2001). 

18)* 1\11.Ikezaw~， T.OkunQ， Y. MasumotQ and A.A. Lipovskii: 
"Complementary detection of con五nedacoustic phonons in quantum dots by coherent 
phonon measurement and Raman scattering" 
Phys. Rev. B壬生 201315(R)(2001). 

19) A.V. Fedorov， A.V. Baranov and Y. Masumot0: 
"Acoustic phonon problenl in nanocrystal-dielectric matrix systems" 
Solid State Commun. 122， 139 (2002). 

20) A.V. Fedorov， A.V. Baranov and Y. Masumot0: 
"Coherent Control of the Quasi-Elastic Resonant Secondary Emission: Semiconductor 
Quantum Dots" 
Optics and Spectroscopy 92， 732 (2002). Translated from Optlka j人Spektroskopl:ya92， 

797 (2002). 
21) M. Sugisaki， H. -W. Ren， K. Nishi and Y. lVlasumot0: 

"Optical Properties of InP Self-Assembled Quantum Dots Studied by Imaging and 
Single Dot Spectroscopy" 

Jpn. J. Appl. Phys.生]コ 958(2002); 13th Int. Conf. lndiunl Phosphide and Related 
Materials (Nara， 2001). II INVITED PAPERII 

22)犬I.E.Kozin， V.G. Davydov， I.V. Ignatiev， A.V. Kavokin， K.V. Kavokin， G. Malpuech，五.-W.
Ren， M. Sugisaki， S. Sugou and Y. Masumot0: 
"Zero-field spin quantum beats in charged quantum dots" 
Phys. Rev. B ~ 241312(R) (2002). 

23)大I.A.Yugova， V.G. Davydov， I.Ya. Gerlovin， I.V. Ignatiev， I.E. Kozi 
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"Interferometric coherence measurement of stress-induced InxGa}-xAs/GaAs quantum 

dots at the resonant-luminescence phonon sideband" 
Phys. Rev. B 66， 075326 (2002). 

27) M.Ikezaws!， K. Takemoto， Zhao and Y. Masumot0: 
ItCoherent acoustic phonons in quantum dots" 
Proc. 26th Int. Conf. Physics of Semiconductors，五140.pdf.(Edinburgh， 2002). 

28) K. Takemoto， M.Ikezawa and Y. Masumot0: 
"Residual Dephasing mechanism at low temperature in semiconductor quantum dots" 
Proc. 26th Int. Conf. Physics of Semiconductors， H145.pdf. (Edinburgh， 2002). 

29) 1.V. Ignatiev， 1.Ya. Gerlovin， S.Yu. Verbin， 1.A. Yugova and Y. Masumot0: 
"Spin dynamics in the charged InP quantum dots" 
Proc. 26th Int. Conf. Physics of Semiconductors，日158.pdf.(Edinburgh， 2002). 

30) K. Nishibayashi， I.OkunQ， 1.V. Ignatiev， S. Verbin and Y. Masumot0: 
"Quantum beat of strain-induced GaAs quantum dots" 
Proc. 26th Int. Conf. Physics of Semiconductors， M3.4.pdf. (Edinburgh， 2002). 

31) Y. MasumotQ， J .L. Zhao and A. Kanno: 
"Excited state LO phonons in quantum dots" 
Proc. 26th Int. Conf. Physics of Semiconductors， R2.5.pdf. (Edinburgh， 2002). 

32戸YMasumotQ， M. Nomura， T.OkunOフY.Terai， S. Kuroda and K. Takita: 
"Highest“order optical phonon-mediated relaxation in CdTe/ZnTe quantum dots" 
J. Lumin. 102-10s.， 623 (2003); Int. Conf. on Luminescence and Optical Spectroscopy of 
Condensed Matter (ICL '02) (Budapest， 2002). 

33) Y. Masumot0， F. Naruse and A. Kanno: 
"Photoinduced electric dipole in CuCI Quantum dots" 
J. Lumin. ]02・10s.， 629 (2003); Int. Conf. on Luminescence and Optical Spectroscopy of 
Condensed Matter (ICL '02) (Budapest， 2002). 

34)エ単位旦型企包1.V.Ignatiev， 1.E. Kozin， K. Nishibayashi， T.Okuno and S.Yu. Verbin: 
"Luminescence quantum beats of semiconductor quantum dots什

Abstracts of 2nd Int. Workshop on Quantum Nonplanar Nanostructures & 
Nanoelectronics '02フ p.81 (Tsukuba， 2002). II INVITED PAPERII 

35)大 Y.Masumot0: 
"Coherent spectroscopy of semiconductor quantum dots" 
J. Lumin. 100， 191 (2002). 

36) Y. MasumotQ， 1. Gerlovinラ M.Ikezaws!， 1. Ignatiev， T.OkunQ， S. Verbin and 1. Yugova: 
"Spin relaxation in InP quantum dots" 
physica status solidi (c) Q， 1368 (2003); Proc. 2nd Int. Conf. on Semiconductor Quantun1 
Dots (Tokyoヲ 2002).

37) A.V. Fedorov， A.V. Baranov and Y. Masumot0: 
"Coherent control of resonant secondary emission of semiconductor quantum dots" 
physica status solidi (c) Q， 
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"Coherent Control ofThermalized Luminescence in Semiconductor Quantum Dots" 
Optics and Spectroscopy豆急 555(2002). Translated from OptJ左aiSpθktroskop/ya 93， 

604 (2002). 
42)* A.V. Fedorov， A.V. Baranov and Y. Masumot0: 

"Coherent Control of the fundamental transition in a single quantum dot" 
Solid State Comlnun. 12生311(2002). 

43) V.S. Dneprovskii， E.A. Zhukov， O.A. Shalygina， V.L. Lyaskovskii， E.A. Muljarov， S.A. 
Gavrilov and Y. Masunlot0: 
"Excitons in CdS and CdSe Semiconducting Quantum Wires with Dielectric Barriers" 
J. Experimental and Theoretical Physics芝生 1169 (2002). Translated from Zhurnal 
Ek平沼nnlθ'fltal 'noi i 1忌orθtIchθskoiFizlki 1主1， 1362 (2002). 

44)穴 M.Sugisaki， H.-W. Ren， S.V. Nair， K. Nishi and Y. Masunlot0: 
"External-field effects on the optical spectra of self-assembled InP quantum dots" 
Phys. Rev. B 66， 235309 (2002). 

45)大I.A.Yugova， 1. Ya. Gerlovin， V.G. Davydov， 1.V. Ignatiev， Kozin， H.W. Ren， M. 
Sugisaki， S. Sugou and Y. Masumot0: 
"Fine structure and spin quantum beats in InP quan山 nldots in a Inagnetic五eld"
Phys. Rev. B Q色235312(2002). 

46)大 T.Okuno.M. Nomura. Y. l¥1asumoto. Y. Terai. S. Kuroda and K. Takita: 
1I0ptical Study of Phonon-Mediated Carrier Relaxation in CdTelZnTe Self-Assembled 
Quantum Dots" 
J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 71， 3052 (2002). 

47) A.V. Fedorov， A.V. Baranov and Y. Masumot0: 
“Coherent Control of Optical-Phonon -Assisted Resonance Secondary Emission in 
Semiconductor Quantum Dots" 
Optics and Spectroscopy 笠丞 52(2002). 

48) Y.Masumot0: 
"Optical Coherence in Semiconductor Quantum Dots" 
Digest of 8th Int. Synlp. on Advanced Physical Fields， p.17 (Tsukuba， 2003).11 INVITED 
PAPERII 

49)犬 K.Takemoto， B.-R. Hyun， M. Furuya， M.Ikezaw~， J. Zhao and Y. Masumot0: 
"Universal Dephasing Mechanism in Semiconductor Quantum Dots Embedded in a 
Matrix" 
J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 72， 249 (2003). 

50) 主~主旦旦Q， M.Ikeza\九r~ ， Y. MasulnotQ， G.R. Hayes， B. Deveaud and A.A. Lipovskii: 
"l.5・ドmIntraband Transitions in PbSe Quantunl Dots" 
Jpn. J. Appl. Phys.三2.， L123 (2003). 

51)犬1.V.Ignatiev， 1.Ya. Gerlovin， M.Ikezaw色 V.K.Kalevich， S.Yu. Verbin and y. l¥1asumot0: 
"Long-lived spin polarisation in the charged InP quantum dots" 
Physica E 11， 361 (2003). 

52)大1.V.Ignatiev， I.OkunQ， S.Yu. Verbin， 1.A. Yugova and Y. Masunlot0: 
"Spin quantum beats in charged and neutral InP quantum dots" 
Physica E 17， 365 (2003). 

53)士 K.Nishibayashi，主.Ok旦旦旦， y.Ma
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57) K. Bando， T. Sawabe and Y. Masumot0: 
“Room-temperature excitonic lasing from ZnO single nanobelts" 
J. Lumin. 108， 385 (2004); 14th Int. Conf. on Dynamical Processes in Excited States of 
Solids (Christchurch， 2003). 

58) A.V. Baranov， Yu.P. Rakovich， J.F. Donegan， T.S. Perova， R.A. Moore， D.V. Talapin， A.L. 
Rogach， Y. Masumoto and 1. Nabiev: 
“Effect of ZnS shell thickness on the phonon spectra in CdSe quantum dots" 
Phys. Rev. B皇室， 165306 (2003). 

59)池沢道男、奥野剛史、舛本泰章、 A.A.Lipovskii : 

"PbSe量子ドットの光物性"

ナノ学会会報 1，27 (2003). 
60いA.V.Barano九九 A.V. Fedorov， I.D. Rukhlenko and Y. Masumot0: 

“Intraband carrier relaxation in quantum dots embedded in doped heterostructures" 
Phys. Rev. B 皇室， 205318 (2003). 

61) A.V. Fedorov， A.V. Baranov， 1.D. Rukhlenko and Y. Masumot0: 
“New many-body mechanism ofintraband carrier relaxation in quantum dots embedded 
in doped heterostructures" 
Solid State Commun.よ28，219(2003). 

62) Y. Masumot0: 
“Four Kinds of Quantum Beats in Semiconductor Quantum Dots: A Tool to Study the 
Spin Structure of Quantum Dots" 
Extended Abstracts of Int. Symp. on Photonics and Spintronics in Semiconductor 
Nanostructures， p.22 (Kyoto， 2003). IIINVITED PAPERII 

63) V.K. Kalevich， M.Ikezaw~， T.OkunQ， K.V. Kavokin， A.Yu. Shiryaev， P.N. Brunkov， A.E. 
ZhukkovフV.M.Ustinov and Y. Masumot0: 
"Optical spin polarization of holes in negatively charged lnAs/GaAs self-assembled 
quantum dots" 
Physica E 21， 1018 (2004). 

64)士 Y.MasumotQ， F. Suto， M.Ikezaw~， C. U chiyama and M. Aihara: 
"Tunneling-induced dephasing in InP quantum dots" 
Physica E 26， 413 (2005); Quantum Dots 2004 (Banff， 2004). 

65戸 M.Ikezaw~， Y. Masumoto and H.-W. Ren: 
“Observation ofbiexcitonic quantum beat in strain-inaduced G3-A.s quantum dots" 
Physica E皇室， 149 (2005); Quantum Dots 2004 (Banff， 2004). 

66) Y. Chen， T.OkunQ，y.五在asumotQ，Y. Terai， S. Kuroda and K. Takita: 
“Spin relaxation in CdTe/ZnTe quantun1 dots円

Proc. 27th Int. Conf. Physics of Semiconductors， p. 1351 (Flagstaff， 2004). 
67) M. Ikezawa. Y. Masumoto and H.-W. Ren: 

“Direct comparison of biexciton binding energy in a quantum well and quantum dots" 
Proc. 27th Int. Conf. Physics of Semicond uctors， p. 721 (Flagstaff， 2004). 

68) W. Maruyama， Y. Masumoto and H.-W. Ren: 
“Observation of the light-hole quantum dots in a strained GaAs quantun1 well" 
Proc. 27th Int. Conf. Physics of Semiconductors， p. 723 (Flagstaff， 2004). 

69) Y. Masumoto. F. Suto and M. 
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73) S. Kuroda， N. Itoh， Y. Terai， K. Takita， T.Okun0， M. Nomura and Y. Masumot0: 
“MBE growth and optical properties of self嶋 organizeddots of CdTe and (Cd，Mn) Te" 
J. Alloys and Compounds 371，31 (2004). 

74)大 Y.Chen，T.OkunQ，y.MasumotQ， Y. Terai， S. Kuroda and K. Takita: 
"Spin relaxation in CdTe quantum dots" 
Phys. Rev. B 71， 033314 (2005). 

75)犬 P.-F.Braun， X. Marie， L. Lombez， B. Urbaszek， T. Amand， P. Renucci， V.K. Kalevich， 

K.V. Kavokin， O. Krebs， P. Voisin and y. Masumot0: 
“Direct Observation of the Electron 8pin Relaxation Induced by Nuclei in Quantum 
Dots" 
Phys. Rev. Lett.金生 116601(2005). 

76)士 V.K.Kalevich， I.A. Merkulov， A.Yu. Shiryaev， L.V. Kavokin， M.Ikezaws:.， T.OkunQ， P.N. 
BrunkovフA.E.Zhukov， V.M. Ustinov and Y. Masumot0: 
“Optical spin polarization and exchange interaction in doubly charged IIL.As 
self-assembled quantum dots" 
Phys. Rev. B 72， 045325 (2005). 

77) A.V. Maleev， U .V. Ignatiev， I.Y. Gerlovin， I.E. Kozin and y. Masumot0: 
"Temperature behavior of hot carrier dynamics in InP quantum dots" 
Phys. Rev. B 71， 195323 (2005). 

78) Y. MasumotQ， K. Mizuochi， K. Bando and Y. Karasuyama: 
“Optical anisotropy of excitons and biexcitons in InP quantum dots" 
To be published in J. Lumin.; Int. Conf. on LUlllinescence and Optical 8pectroscopy of 
Condensed Matter (ICL'05) (Beijing， 2005). 

79) M. Ikezawa， ， 8.V. Nair， F. 8uto， y. MasumotQ， C. Uchiyalna， M. Aihara and H. Ruda: 
"Photon echo study of excitons and excitonic complexes in self-assembled quantulll dots" 
To be published in J. Lumin.; Int. Conf. on Lun1inescence and Optical 8pectroscopy of 
Condensed Matter (ICL'05) (Beijingぅ 2005)./IINVITED PAPERII 

80) A. Kanno and Y. Masumot0: 
"Highly sensitive tin1e-resolved Kerr rotation measurements on single-Iayer quantulll 
dots" 
To be published in J. LUlllin; 15th Int. Conf. on Dynamical Processes in Excited 8tates of 
80lids (DPC'05)， (8hanghai， 2005). 

81)* Y. MasumotQ， F. 8uto， M.Ikezaws:.， C. Uchiyama and M. Aihara: 
“Non-Markovian tunneling induced dephasing in InP quantum dots" 
J. Phys. 80c. Jpn.l生(11)，2933-2936(2005). 

82)犬 M.Ikezawa.J. Zhao. A. Kanno. and Y. Masun10t0: 
“Con五nedAcoustic Vibration l¥10des in CuBr Quantum Dots" 
J. Phys. 80c. Jpn. 74(11)， 3082“3087 (2005). 

83) P.-F. Braun， X. Marie， L. Lombez， B. Urbaszek， T. An1and， P. Renucci， V.K. Kalevich， K.V. 
Kavokin， O. Krebs， P. Voisin and y. Masumot0: 
“Direct observation of the electron spin dephasing induced by nucle 
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"Detection of four-wave mixcing signal from single layer quantum dots" 
in "Ultrafast Phenomena XIV" ed. T. Kobayashi， T. Okada， T. Kobayashi， K.A. Nelson 
and S. De Silvestri (Springer 2005) p.301-p.303; Proc. 14th Int. Conf. on Ultrafast 
Phenomena， (Niigata， 2004). 

88)士 A.Kanno and Y. Masumoto: 
“Spin relaxation mechanism of strain-induced GaAs quantum dots studied by 
time回resolvedKerr rotation" 
To be published in Phys. Rev. B. 

89)* M.Ikezaw~， S.V. Nair， H.-W. Ren， y. Masumoto and H. Ruda: 
“Biexciton binding energy in parabolic GaAs quantum dots" 
To be published in Phys. Rev. B. 

90戸B.Pal， M.Ikezaw~， Y. Masumoto and I.V. Ignatiev: 
“Millisecond時間ngeelectron spin memory in singly-charged InP quantum dots" 
Submitted to J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 

その他の論文

91) J. Qi， T. Matsumoto and y. Masumot0: 
"Characterization of Simultaneously Fabricated Silicon and Silicon Monoxide 
Nanowires" 
Jpn. J. Appl. Phys.生Q，L134 (2001). 

92) J. Qi， X. Guo， K. Sakurai and Y. Masumot0: 
"Atomic structure around Mn ions in Znl.xMnxS (xご 0.01・0.02)nanocrystals prepared by 
colloidal chemistry procedure" 
Scripta Materialia 壬生 2315 (2001); Proc. 5th Int. Conf. Nanostructured Materials 
(Sendai， 2000). 

93) J. Qi and Y. Masumot0: 
"Copper silicide nanocrystals in silicon nanowires" 
Materials Research Bulletin皇室， 1407 (2001). 

94) T. Matsumoto， J. Suzuki， M. Ohnuma， Y. Kanemitsu and Y. Masumot0: 
"Evidence of Quantum Size Effect in Nanocrystalline Silicon by Optical Absorption" 
Phys. Rev. B室主， 195322 (2001). 

95) E. Tokunaga， A.L. Ivanov， S.V. Nair and Y. Masq盟旦Q:
"Hop五eldcoefficients measured by inverse polariton series" 
Phys. Rev. B皇主 233203(2001). 

96) T.OkunQ， Y. MasumotQ， Y. Sakuma， Y. Hayasaki， S. Kadono and H. Okamoto: 
"Fast Response Time in Optical Nonlinearity of MBE-grown GaAs/AlAs MQW at aroud 
n二 2Level" 
Abstracts of 8th Int. Workshop on Femtosecond Technology， p. 145 (Tsukuba， 2001). 

97) E. Tokunaga， K. Kurihara， M. Baba， Y. Masumoto and M. Matsuoka: 
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1) 池沢道男、奥野間IJ史、舛本泰章、 A.A.Lipovskii : “PbSe量子点に閉じ込められた音響型フ

ォノンのラマン散乱とコヒーレントフォノン"日本物理学会 (2001年9月)

2) 奥野!司IJ史、池沢道男、 A.A.Lipovskii、舛本泰章: “PbSe量子点における近赤外ノてンド内選

移 E:J本物理学会 (2001年9月)

3) 舛本泰章、成瀬文隆、菅野敦史:“CuCl量子点における光誘起電気双極子"とj本物理学会 (2001

年9月)

4) タj:本泰章、I.E.Kozin， I.V. Ignatiev， V.G. Davydov， H.-W. Ren，杉IIJ奇満、 K.V.Kavokin， A.V. 

Kavokin， G. Malpuech : “イオン化量子点の発光が示す章子ビート"日本物理学会 (2001
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6) 北出晋介、早!IJ奇裕一一、岡本紘、 I美野間IJ史、舛本泰章: “GaAs/A1As量子井戸構造の光吸収飽

和過渡特性の波長依存性"応用物理学会 (2001年5月)
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12)北出普介、門野真二郎、 i河本紘、奥野剛史、舛本泰章: “低温MBE成長Beドーフ。GaAsの光

吸収飽和過渡特性の波長依存性" 応用物理学会 (2002年3月)
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polarization in n-i-n structure with IILAs self-assembled quantum dots" 日本物理学会
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16) I坂東一毅、沢辺大樹、舛本泰章:“ZnO単一ナノワイヤーの光学的特性" 1]本物理学会 (2002

年 9月)

17)三上紋、丸山理、舛本泰章:“自己形成 InP量子ド y トの非線形発光" 日本物理学会 (2002

年9月)

18)丸山理、舛本泰章:“歪誘起 InGaAs量子ドットの非線形発光" 日本物理学会 (2002年 9

月)

19)菅野敦史、舛本泰章"j;[可ハライド量子点における LOフォノンのソフトニング千本物理

学会 (2002年 9月)

20)池沢道男、舛本泰章:“ガラス中の半導体量子点における LOフォノンのソフトニング" 白

本物理学会 (2002年9月)

21)鵜殿治彦、菊間勲、奥野田，JIJ史、舛本泰章:“s-FeSi:zバルク単結晶の光吸収測定(立)" 応用

物理学会 (2002年9月)

22)坂東弘之、ネrj1因不IJ成、岡本紘、奥野|背IJ史、舛:本泰章:“低温 MBE成長 Beドープ G釦'¥s~等)j英
におけるアンチサイト As濃度 }~L\ 月3 物理学会 (2002 年 9 月)

23)北出晋介、坂東弘之、岡本紘、奥野i品JIJ史、タj:本泰章:“低ilfuMBE成長 Beドープ GaAsの光

吸収飽和過渡特性のパルス!嬬依存性" 応用物理学会 (2002年9月)

24)奥野[uUIJ史、池沢道男、舛本泰章:“半導体量子ドットにおける光非線形性の高速緩和" 第 l

[I:!]ナノテクノロジー総合シンポジウム (JAPANNANO 2003) 東京都有明 2003年 2月

3， 4日 講演予稿集 pp.130-131.

25)樋口彰、坂東弘之、何本紘、奥野間IJ史、舛:本泰章:“低温 MBE成長 Beドープ GaAs薄)]莫に

おける Be--ASGa+複合欠陥による発光再結合の調査" 応用物理学会 (2003年3月)

26)桜井あやの、樋口彰、坂東弘之、同本紘、!支lli}!司IJ史、がj:本泰章:‘'InxGaJ守xAs/ALAs歪

戸構造における光吸収飽和特性" 応用物理学会 (2003年 3月)

27)藤谷論、吉野英生、吉成伸夫、坂東弘之、 i河本紘、奥阿部j史、舛本泰章:“InxGal-xAs/lno.5:zAloA8As 

歪量子井戸構造の吸収飽和:1過渡特性" 応用物理学会 (2003年3月)

28) I坂東一毅、沢辺大樹、舛本泰章:“ZnO141---ナノベルトの室泊レーザ一発振 Fl本物理学会

(2003年3月)

29)西林一彦、奥野[jIiJIJ史、I.V_Ignatiev、舛本泰章:“:歪み誘起 GaAs量子ドットにおける量子ピ

ートの研究" 日本物理学会 (2003年 3月)

30)菅野敦史、池沢道男、舛本泰章:“主み誘起 GaAs量子ドットの12I1光波混合" 日本物理学会

(2003 3月)
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歪量子井戸構造における光吸収飽和特性" 応用物理学会 (2003年8月)

32)高橋了、樋口彰、吉野英生、坂東弘之、岡本紘、奥野!詩IJ史、舛本泰章: “低温MBE成長Be

ドーフ。InGaAs薄膜及び、InGaAs/lr工AlAsM命Wにおける吸収飽和励起光密度の波長依存性"

応用物理学会 (2003年8月)

33)池沢道男、舛本泰章:“光ヘテロダイン法による半導体量子点におけるF日直在信号検出" 日

本物理学会 (2003年9月)

34)菅野敦史、舛本泰章: “銅ハライド量子点のスピン緩和" 日本物理学会 (2003年9月)

35) I坂東一毅、沢辺大樹、舛本泰章:“ZnOナノベルトのレーザ一発振特性" 日本物理学会 (2003

年9月)

36) V.K. Kalevich， M. Ikezawa， A.Yu. Shiryaev， A.Yu. Egorov， V.M. Ustinov and Y. 

Masumoto: “Influence of strain-induced valence band -splitting on optical orientation in 

dilute GaAsl"xNx alloys" 日本物理学会 (2003年9月)

37) Y. Chen， T. Okuno and Y. Masumoto :“Relaxation of carriers in CdTe self-assembled 
quantum dots in the magnetic field" 日本物理学会 (200311三9)==])

38) 丸山理、舛本泰章:“歪誘起GaAs量子ドットの円偏光励起スベクトル I~I 本物理学会 (2003
年3月)

39)舛本泰章、西林一彦、奥野i司IJ史:“歪誘起Ga...A.s章二子ドットにおけるスピン金子ビート" 日

本物理学会 (2003年9月)

40)舛本泰章、池沢道男、奥野i品;]IJ史、I.V.Ignatiev， S. Yu. Verbin : “託子がドープされたInP泣

子ドットの示す長H寺j苛スピン偏極 El本物理E学会 (200311三9月)

41)舛本泰章、V.K.Kalevich、池沢道男、奥野開IJ史、A.Yu.Shiryaev、K.V.Kavokin、P.N.Brunkov、

A.E. Zhukov、V.M.Ustinov : “電子ドーフOInAs量子ドットのFIJ偏光メモリ [1本物別!

学会 (2004年3月)

42)丸山理、池沢道男、舛本泰章:“お!;合GaAs量子):1:戸に形成される歪誘起託子ドットの|斗偏光

励起スペクトル" 日本物理学会 (2004年3)=]) 

43)池沢道男、舛本泰章: “歪誘起Ga...A.s量子ドットのフォトンエコー 11本物JIH学会 (2004

年3月)
44)徳永英司、小林孝嘉、李定植、西研一、舛本泰章: “マルチチャンネルロックインによる単

点の非線形吸収分光ヨ本物理学会 (2004年3月)

45)須藤史敬、池沢道男、舛本泰章:“単層InP量子ドットにおけるフォトンエコー" 日本物理

会 (2004年3月)

46)坂東弘之、野口あゆみ、岡本紘、奥野剛史、舛本泰章: “InGaAs/lnAlAs MQWにおける外

部応力による吸収飽和励起光密度の変化'¥応用物理学会 (20041:j三3月)

47)吉田道弘、高橋了、坂東弘之、岡本紘、奥野!可IJ史、舛本泰章:“MBE成長InGaAs/lnA1'¥sMQW 

における電界効果による吸収飽和励起光密度の低減" 応用物理学会 (2004il::3)ヲ)
48) 高橋了、古腎英生、坂東弘之、 li可本紘、奥野間IJ史、舛本泰章:“低il~:Ll\1BE成長Be ドーフOInGaAs

浮)漢における吸収飽和励起光密度の波長特性" 応用物理学会 (2004年3)j)

49)樋iコ彰、坂東弘之、|時本紘、奥野開j史、舛本泰章: “低温MBE成長Beドーフ。GaAs薄膜にお

けるBe"-AsCa+複合欠陥による発光再結合'¥応用物理学会 (200411三3月)
50)中村俊輝、!坂東一毅、舛本泰章、小林俊介、佐々木史雄、坂田収: “(チオフェン/フェニレ

ン)コオリコ、、マー結i誌の低温における光物性" 応用物理学会 (2004年3月)

51) I坂東一毅、沢辺大樹、舛:本泰章: “単一ZnOベルト ~l犬ウイスカー結ifii の室jiJL励起子レーザー
発振" 応用物理学会 (2004年3月)

52)丸山理、舛本泰章 :12誘起 GaAs量子ド y トの円偏光l時間分解発光" 日本物理学会 (2005

年9月)

53) Ye Chen、奥野!司IJ史、タ1:本泰章、寺井:慶和、黒田呉司、瀧!f!宏樹:“CdTe量子ドットにおける

スピン緩和" 日本物理学会 (2005年9月)

54)池沢道男、舛本泰章:“磁場下における歪誘起 GaAs 子トごツトのフォトンエコー" 日本物

理学会 (2005年 9月)

55)須藤史敬、池沢道男、タ1:本泰章、内L1J智香子、相)京正樹:“InP 子ドットにおけるトンネ 1)

ングに起因した位相緩和" 日本物理学会 (2005年9月)

56)坂東弘之、高橋了、伊藤清治、岡本紘、奥野i
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57)菅野敦史、舛本泰章:“半導体ナノ構造の光誘起カ一回転 Il" 日本物理学会 (2005年 3月)

58)舛本泰章:“半導体量子ドットのスピンダイナミクス" 日本物理学会 (2005年 3月)

59) I坂東一毅、中村俊輝、舛:本泰章、小林俊介、佐々木史雄、堀田収:“(チオフェン/フェニレン)

コオリゴマー結晶の光励起レーザ一発振" 応用物理学会 (2005年 3月)

60)高橋了、坂東弘之、松本俊夫、奥野間IJ史、舛本泰章:“自-v族化合物半導体における 2光子

吸収特性" 応用物理学会 (2005年 3月)

61) [坂東一毅、 i十l村俊輝、タ!:本泰章、小林俊介、佐々木史雄、堀田収:“(チオフェン/フェニレン)

コオリゴ、マー結151のi吸収端近傍における光学遷移" 日本物理学会 (2005年9月)

62)菅野敦史、舛:本泰章:“半導体ナノ構造の光誘起カ一回転位' 日本物理学会 (2005年9月)

63)藤原聖士、!坂東一毅、舛:本泰章、佐々木史雄、小林俊介、堀EEl1j又:“高密度励起下における(チ

オフェン/フェニレン)コオリゴ、マー結晶の時間分解分光" 日本物理学会 (2005年 9月)

64)池沢道男、大島隆治、舛本泰章、何回至崇:“InGaAs量子ドットにおけるフォトンエコー"

日本物理学会 (2005年9月)

65) B. Pal、池沢道男、タヰ本泰章、I.V.Ignatiev :“Very long spin memory in InP quantum dots 

observed in pump-probe photoluminescence spectroscopy" 日本物理学会 (2005年9月)

66)鳥山陽子、水落清、 i坂東一毅、舛本泰章:“InP単一量子ド y トの励起子.J万j起子分子の光学:

異方性" 日本物理学会 (2005年 9月)

67)小口修平、池沢道男、舛本泰章:"lnP量子ドットにおけるスピン緩和 2" 日本物理学会 (2005

年 9月)

68)舛:本泰章:“半導体量子ド y トi千二lのキャリア間相互作用の時間分解測定" 日本物理学会 (2006

年 3月)

69)舛本泰章、須藤史敬、池沢道男:“チャージチューナブル InP量子ドットのフォトンエコー"

(2006年 3月)

70)藤原聖士、 i坂東一一毅、タ1:本泰章、佐々木史雄、小林俊介、堀田1j又:“高密度励起--fにおける(チ

オフェン/フェニレン)コオリコゃマー結品の時間分解分光 Il" 百本物理学会 (2006年3月)

3. 出!坂物

B1) Y. MasumotQ and T. Takagahara， eds.， Sθmiconductor Quantum DOt8 “ PhY8ic8， 

今フθctro8copyand Applicatio刀8，Springer-Verlag， 2002. 
B2) Y. MasumotQ: "Persistent Spectral Hole Burning in Semiconductor Quantun1 Dots" in 

"Semiconductor Quantum Dots -Physics， Spectroscopy and Applications" eds.エ
MasumotQ and T. Takagahara p.209-p.244 (Springer-Verlag， 2002). 

B3) Y. MasumotQ: "Homogeneous Width of Con五ned Excitons in Quantum Dots -
Experimental" in "Semiconductor Quantum Dots Physics， Spectroscopy and 
Applications" eds. Y. MasumotQ and T. Takagahara p.325下.351(Springer-Verlag， 2002). 

B4)舛本泰章:人工原子，量子ド y トとは何か (pp.129・204) (1現代物理最前線6J大槻義彦

編、共立出版、 2002)

B5)舛:本泰章:28・5・1超高速分光-1(pp.665・670) (1レーザーハンドブック(第 2版) J 

レーザー学会編、オーム社、 2005)

B6)舛本泰章:フェムト秒分光の原理，技術と応用(Iフェムト秒テクノロジ一一基礎と応用」

平尾一之、郎建栄編、化学問入、 2006) (出版予定)

4.研究成果による工業所有権の出願・取得状況
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吸収半導体装置、それを用いた半導体装置および導波路出光 光スイッチJ、出版番号:特l，?fQ

2002-141011、2002.05.16出版公開番号:特!?月 2003-270696

[7] 岡本紘、坂東弘之、舛本泰章、奥里子l司IJ史、樋口彩、吉野英生、高僑了:r光非線形半導体装

置およびその製造方法J、出願番号:特願 2003-297542、2003.08.22出版

[8] 岡本紘、坂東弘之、高415 了、古 ~If'英生、舛4:泰章、奥里子 lìùjlJ r)27半導体素子j、出版番号:特

)頗 2004-249408、2004.8.30n¥JJ;!I{ 
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III. 研究成果

ドットの来妥和とコヒーレント制御

筑波大学大学俣数理物質科学研究科 舛本泰章

上研究の背景 と 毘 的

人工原子と呼ばれる半導体量子ドットは、量子化されたエネルギースペクトルを持つ。この量

子化されたエネルギースペクトルが、“線幅がどこまで狭くなるか?"言い換えれば、“どこまで

長いコヒーレンス時間を持っか?"を明らかにすることは、“原子状"の、しかし原子とは異なる

量子ドットの本質と関わる重要な課題である O

本研究ではこの問題意識のもとに、 2001年度から開始された研究の当初、次に列挙する問題を

研究する目的でスタートを切った。

1) レーザ一分光法を用いスペクトル領域と時間領域の河面から、低温の極限で量子ドット中

に量子化された電子や励起子のコヒーレント緩和(均一億)を明らかにする O すなわち半

導体量子ドットの量子化されたエネルギースペクトルの“線!揺がどこまで狭くなるか?" 

言い換えれば、“どこまで長いコヒーレンス時間を持っか?"を明らかにする O この問題

は、“原子状"の、しかし原子とは異なる量子ドットの本質と関わる基本問題である O

2) 次に、量子ドットのコヒーレント制御を実現する O 長時間コヒーレンスを利用して量子ド

ットのコヒーレント制御とその応用が可能になる O 量子ドットの双極子のコヒーレント振

動を励起したり、止めたり、自由自在に制御することで、量子コンビューティングに繋が

る基本的技術を開拓する O

3) また、量子化された電子準位間のエネルギ-緩和(フォノン緩和)機構を明らかにする O

フォノンボトルネック効果に関する実験と理論の対立を明確な 7j~で決着させる O

一一方、 2003年までの InPI~ 己形成量子ドットの量子ビートの研究の進展により、これが

電気バイアスにより自由にドットの電荷状態を制御できるチャージチューナブル量子ド

ットであることを見出し、電荷状態を制御しながら量子ドットの電子スピンの緩和やコヒ

レンスの研究を行うことを量子ドットの緩和とコヒーレント制御研究の次の重要な展

開と位置づけることとした O また、単}雪量子ド y トのコヒーレンス研究が可能となる超

感度ヘテロダイン検出フォトンエコー測定法を開発し、単j吾輩子ドットのコヒーレンス研

究を展開することとした O

2.研究実績の概要

ドット中の電子や)JlfJ起子の高速エネルギー緩和およびコヒーレント緩和、量子ビート、フ

オノンと励起子一フォノン結合状態について系統的な研究を行った。

2. 1 量子ドット中の高速エネルギ-緩和

<自己形成量子ドットにおけるフォノン緩和>[論文 6，7*，11へ15，B1，B4]

InPや InGaAs自己形成量子ドットに負のバイアスをかけ、量子ドットから光励起された正子し

を抜き取る事でゴ同日射緩和速度をf!j!J後IJし、量子ドット中の離散(:1ワなエネルギー準位間の電子の光

学型フォノン (LO)、音響型フォノンを伴うエネルギー緩和と競合させる事で、フォノン緩和を

定常ルミネッセンススベクトルおよびその励起スペクトル上にフォノン構造として明瞭に観測で

きる O 一一方、バイアスを増加させながら発光スペクトル中の各部をストリークカメラにより時間

変化を調べると、 LOフォノン構造の部分では減衰時間が速くなり、非!幅射減衰にむかう様子がよ

く観測される O 発光の立ち上がりの部分では、 LOフォノン構造が発光スベクトル中に観測される

エネルギーではストリークカメラシステムのH寺問う子解能でflJU約される立ち上がりを示すカ人音響

型フォノン構造がスペクトル仁1=1に観測されるエネルギーでは約 50psの立ち上がり時間を示し、フ

ォノンボ、トルネック効果を示す理論計算で予想、されるフォノン緩和に比べはるかに速い緩和速度

にはなっている O こうした定常発光スペクトルおよび時間分解発光の両面からフォノン緩和の様

子が明らかにされた。 量子ドット l=j1 の LO フォノン緩和は ~j一分速く、理想的量子ドットについて

考えられたフォノンボトルネック効果は、自己形成量子ド y トでは実験的に否定されたことにな
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るO これにより、初期の研究目的の 3)は達成された。

<CdTe自己形成量子ドットにおけるブオノン緩和>[論文 17，32へ46勺
ZnTe上に成長された自己形成 CdTe量子ドットにつ

いて、 ZnTe層を励起したとき 19次もの高次 LOブオ

ノンカスケード緩和過程を発光の励起スペクトルに観

測した(図 1)。これは、 ZnTe層!こドで強い電子 .LOフ I ¥ 5LO 
ォノン相互作用が高速の高次 LOフォノンカスケード

緩和過程を引き起こし、 CdTe量子ドットが ZnTeのバ

ンドギャップより高いエネルギーで、光励起されたキャ

リアーを高効率に集めていることを表す。また、共鳴

励起の発光スペクトルに観測される LOフォノン構造

のエネルギーから、 CdTe量子ドットのまわりは 凶

ZnxCdl-xTe 混品 (xは約 0.8で、 0.5から lのIlIIiI却に分 L 

布)になっていることが明らかにされた。

<電子ドープされた半導体基板上の量子ドットにおけ

る電子のエネルギー緩和>[論文 60へ61]
n・GaAs基板上に成長された自己形成 InAs量子ドツ 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 

トにおいて、量子ドットの共鳴二次発光スペクトル中 ExcitatIon Photon 

に量子ドットから 100nm離れた n-GaAs基板の LO-
1;Z1 1 Iと!己形成 CdTe rドットの発

プラズモン結合モードの上枝、下校の二つの分校が見
光のJJ)}J起スペクトルに見られる 19次

られ、量子ドットの電子準{立に共鳴増大する現象が観
LOフォノンカスケード緩和過程

測された。長距離クーロン相互作用がこのような離れ

た位置での LO-プラズモン結合モードが観測される原

国であるが、 LO- プラズモン結合モードは LO フォノンに比べてエネルギー (1ワに)よしリ1~がりを持

ち、電子の LOモードの放出によるエネルギー緩和においてブオノンボトルネック効呆を示す則

論計算で予想されるフォノン緩和によとべ LO-プラズモン結合モードによる緩和iはるかに緩和速度

を速めることが理論的に示された。
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2. 2 量子ドットの光スヘ。クトルの均一幅とコヒーレンス緩和機構の解明

“)京子状"の量子ドットの本質と関わる基本問題である量子ドット中のコヒーレント緩和(より

-1隔)を解明した。マイケルソン干渉計で作られたフェーズロック光パルス列で、励起しながら、

<共鳴二次発光を用し 1た歪誘起 InGaAs/GaAs量子ドットの位相緩和iHlJ7E>を実証し、!房j起子の

均一一 11J[~ を蓄積フオトンエコー法により時間領域から<マトリックス仁jユの CdSe および CuBr 量子

ドットにおける励起子の位相緩和メカニズム>を 0.7Kの極低泊まで測定し、量子ドットにおける

低ylii¥J力一11J日の温度依存性は、 j昆)支に依存しない成分、!万Ui包子一二準位系間の相互作用、)励M肋Ui起包子一
|閉羽じ込め?音吾響フオノンi間苛の相E互;作月用l(2フオノンラマン過程) の 3つの手布杭和[:日一:]でで、統一一一

述でで、きることをi切明手封:らカかユにした O

<共鳴二次発光を用いた歪誘起 InGaAsjGaAs量子ドットの位相緩和測定>伝i命:丈 4，20，24，26へ35勺
マイケルソン干渉計を用いて作られたフェーズロックされた光ノ¥)レス列"で、励起しながら、共q忠

光励起 iごの歪誘起 InGaAs/GaAs量子ドットの光スペクトルの均一ltffi(あるいは位相緩和時間)

を LOフォノンのエネルギーだけストークスシフトした共鳴二次発光をモニターすることで測定

した。この新しい方法は弱励起下で、低密度の量子ドットの位相緩和測定法として有効である O 共

二次発光の時間相関は位相緩和時間に由来するIpffiや裾を示し、 2Kで量子ドットの位相緩和fl寺

t~司は発光スペクトル中の低エネルギ一部分で 16-----18 psと評価され、エネルギ-側で短くなっ

てし1く様子が観測された。

<マトリックス中の CdSeおよび CuBr量子ドットにおける励起子の位相緩和メカニズム>[論文

1へ15，24，28，35ぺ38，49へB1，B4]
ヘテロダイン蓄積フォトンエコーj去を用いて、弱励起で、量子ドットの位相緩和i時!習を評価する

試みを行った。ヘテロダイン蓄積フォトンエコー法は、特徴として①高感度なため微弱光を用い
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て強励起効果を避けることができる、②単一

ドット発光のように分光器の分解能に制限さ

れない、という点が挙げられる O

強い閉じ込め領域の典型である CdSe量子

ドットと、弱い閉じ込め領域の CuBr量子ド

ットの 2種類の試料を用いて、 O.7Kの極低jZL

まで、励起子の均一幅を蓄積フォトンエコ -1去
により時間領域から測定し、その温度依存性

の詳細な検討を行った(国 2)。その結果量子

ドットにおける低温均 .rIJ~の温度依存性は、

温度に依存しない成分、おJJ起子一二準位系問

の相互作用、励起子一閉じ込め音響フォノン

!習の相互作用(2フォノンラマン過程)の 3

つの和で統一的に記述できることが明らかに

された。低温で均一幅として IμeVにもなり、

マトリクスの違いが低j昆において顕著になっ

ていることが明らかにされた。 CuCl量子ドッ

トについての以前の研究と CdSeヲ CuBr

ドットについての研究から、強い閉じ込め領

域から~~し 1 閉じ込め領域にわたる量子ドット

で、量子ドットに閉じ込められ量子化された音響フォノンと、それを問むマトリクス中の微;J、エ
ネルギーの励起が、寿命に加えて低温における量子ド yトの均一'IJffiを決定づける普遍的メカニズ

ムであると結論することができる O

この研究により量子ドットにおける励起子のコヒーレン卜緩和機構について統一的な措像を得

た。これにより、初期の研究呂的 1)は達成した。

10 
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2白 3 量子ドットのフォノンと励起子-フォノン結合状態

量子ドットでは、昔響フォノンのエネルギーが、閉じ込めによって離散的になる O 離散化は励

起子のドットのエネルギー緩和やコヒーレント緩和過程をバルクのものとは著しく変えるので、

緩和過程の理解のためフォノンの理解が必要になる O 量子ドット特有の閉じ込めを受けた奇響担

フォノンと電子励起状態、における光学型フォノンのソフトニングについて集中的に研究した。

<PbSe量子ドットのコヒーレントフォノンとラマン散乱>[論文 18へ24，59]

量子ドットに閉じ込めを受けた音響型フォノンは量子ド

ットの光スペクトルの均一 'IJ~や位相緩和時間を低温で支配
しており極めて重要である O 燐酸ガラス中に析出させた

PbSe量子ドットに閉じ込めを受けた音響型フォーノンを、コ

ヒーレントフォノンとラマン散乱による 2つの観測を行い、

それぞれ l二 Oの全対称なブリージングモードとよりエネル

ギーの(民い 1ニ2のスフエロイダルモードという異なる相補

的な閉じ込めを受けた音響型フオノンが観測されることが

示された。

図 3で、(a)は半径 2.9nmの PbSe量子ドットの吸収スペク

トル、 (b)はコヒーレントな音響フォノンの振動の様子を示

している O コヒーレントフォノンは、 i吸収スペクトルを僅か

に (~lO'8) 時間[]守に変調し、透過率の変化として観測され

るO 得られた信号をフーリエ変換したものが、 (b)の挿入図

の破線であるof可試料についてラマン散乱を測定した結果が

挿入図に点で示しであるが、二つのピークは f~~ らかに一致し

なし 1。連続的な弾性体のモデルで音響フォノンモードの計算

を行って、実験結果と比較したところ、ラマン散乱では最低

振動数のい2のスフェロイダルモード、コヒーレントフォノ

ンでは 1つ上のい0の全対称なブリージングモードに対応

していることが明らかにされた。
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図 3 PbSe量子ドットに閉じ込

めを受けた音響型フォノンを、コ

ヒーレントフォノンとラマン散

乱による 2つの観測
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117のコヒーレントフォノンの
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とてl8r 寸
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Wavelength (nm) 

て

<CuBr量子ドットのコヒーレントフォノンとラマン散乱>[論文 27，82勺
ガラスおよび NaBr結i弘li:Jに成長さ

せた、粒径が数 nmの CuBr-量子ドッ

トについて、 X線小角散乱および、透

過電子顕微鏡観測により、 ドットのサ

イズを精密に計測しながらドットに閉

じ込められた音響フォノンのコヒーレ

ントフォノンを観浪IJし (lzl4)、またこ

の系で知られていた永続的ホールバー

ニング現象を利用したドットに閉じ込

められた音響フォノンの観測を行い、

それらの粒径依存性を明らかにした O

最低振動数の 1=2のスフェロイダルモ

ードがコヒーレントフォノン、水続I!]ヲ
ホールバーニング両者で観測され、コ

ヒーレントフォノンでは 1つ j二の l二 O

の全対称なブリージングモードも観測

された。
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<CuCI量子キューブ、 CuBr量子ドットにおける励起子-フォノン結合状態としOフォノンのソフト

ニング>[論文10へ31，55寸
NaC11:jlf品 I~!~ の CuC1量子ド y トは量子キューブ(こ特徴的な民子状態が存在する o LOフォノンの

エネルギーが量子キューブに閉じ込められた励起子の基底状態と @J起状態とのエネルギ-/!nl)I;'~ に

近づいたときの振る舞し 1を励起光子エネルギーを変えながら永続的ホールパーニング分光で研究

し、励起子 フォーノン結合状態を示すストークスシフトの反交差を見出した O

ガラスおよびNaBr*;~l I~!] の CuBr17l:子ド y トにおいても、 LOフォノンのエネルギーが子ド

ットに閉じ込められた 18基底状態と 2P励起状態とのエネルギ一間隔に近づいたとき、@)起子-フ

ォノン結合状態を示すストークスシフトの反交差を永続的ホールバーニング分光で見出しt:.0 ま

た、ガラスおよびNaBr結品中の小さなCuBr量子ド y トにおいて励起状態におけるLOフォノンの

エネルギーの減少(ソフトニング)を、 CuC1の量子ド y トに続いて見出した O 量子ドットにおけ

る!万j起状態のLOフォノンのエネルギーソフトニングはCuI量子ドットでも観測され、フォノンの

繰り込みモデルにより系統的に理解された。

2. 4 量子ドットの量子ど-~，量子ドット中の電子スピンの緩和とコヒーレンス

<トリオン発光の量子ビートとスペクトル微結構造>[論文 5，22へ23勺
1 1屈の電子は基底状態にあり、もう 1個の電子は励起状態にある電子 2倒と :i王子し 11tlilからなる

(励起状態にある) トリオン(イオンイヒ励起子)が量子ド y トに閉じ込められると、下式に記述

される交換相互作用が働き、 トリオンはエネルギー微細構造を持つ。電子 21!ltlと正干し l個が存在

すると、同種の電子問に働く相互作用は電子-正孔間に働く相互作用に比べてはるかに強し 1ので、

まずi可じ電子 2個から f二 Sl(112)+ 82(1/2)を合成して一重項(l二 0)と三重項(lニ1)を作り、これらの

合成電子スピンと正孔の角運動量(Jご L十S)の問の相互作用を考える O 量子ドットにi羽じ込められ

たトリオンに働く交換相互作用エネルギーは

H;;ι = 2t1ofzjz十t11(λjx -f¥，j¥，)十企2(λjx + f¥，jふ

で与えられる。ここで、与012=(ALl i 2 十 A712)/2 、t1(~.1. 2 は正干しと i 番目の電子に働くエネルギー
である O こうして(励起状態にある) トリオンは図 5に示すようにエネルギ一分裂し、ごの状態

を直線偏光で励起し、直線偏光発光を観測すると、電子を l個ドープされた InP量子ドットから

は電子スピンの異なる 2つのトリオン状態の間の干渉が量子ビートとなって観測される(凶 6)。

量子ビートの周期 Tから、 トリオンに働く交換相互作用エネルギーが h庁により測定でき、値は

ほぼ 100n1eVで量子ドットのサイズの減少とともにエネルギーが増大することが量子ビートの周

期が短くなることから明らかになった。電気バイアスで量子ド y ト中の電子準{立と電子ド-プ層

のフェルミ準位の相対的な関係を変えて電子数のffj!J1U'IJできるチャージチューナブル量子ドットで
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図 5 電子をドープされた

ルギー準位
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Excitonic QB B ヲt 0 Faraday Co-Linear and Co-Circular 

Bright-dark exciton split 。o < e ~900 Polarization 

Trionic QB B ごO 。ご 00 Linear Polarization 

Trionic split 

Electron Spin QB B :f:- 0 Voigt CirculaI・ Polarization

Electron Zeeman split 6 二 00

<CdTe量子ドットにおけるスピン緩和>(論文66，74勺
CdTe量子ドットの電子のスピン緩和を偏光フオトルミネ yセンスとその時間分解を通

じて調べ、[J議場の強度とともにスピン緩和速度が遅くなる事を示した O 電子スピンの緩和

機構として、電子スピン・核スピン 11Ijの超微細相互作用と核スピンが形成する核磁場のゆ

らぎを考えると、磁場の増加と共に核磁場のゆらぎの笥:X}は小さくなるので、電子スピン

の緩和時間は長くなる o J弓在電子のスピン緩和に用いられたこの考えをJ!1v ¥ると、フォト

ルミネッセンスの円偏光度から求めたスピン穏和速度も偏光フオトルミネ yセンスの!時

間依存性から求めたスピン緩和速度も!司じ縦磁場依存性で説明されることが明らかにな

った O

<電子スピンの緩和時間に対する弱滋場による核スピン揺らぎの凍結効果> n論文 75勺

正孔をドープされた量子ドットで

は、 ドープされた正子しと光励起され

た孔はきら成状態ではスピンが反

行になるので、与を光の偏光は電子の

スピンの向きを直接反映することと

なり、電子スヒンの緩和を直接観測

することができる o An1and(仏

IToulouse)のグループと共同研究に 量
より、時間分角叩光発光分光j去によ g謹20

り、 p-InAs量子ド y トi干lの電子スピ o 
ン緩和を研究した O 試料はBeを8ド

ープされた 10層の自己 7r~ 成

InAs/GaAs量子ドットで、芭i密度

4>く1010 cm-:2に生成された量子ドッ

トは平 j匂として正子しを 1~ 211~1 がド

ープされている o CWまたはピコ手少

Ti:サファイアレーザーでぬれ層のい励起子の低エネルギ-if!lJの裾を準共113励起し、量子

ト令ツトからの発光の円偏光度と l弓偏光発光の時間変化から円偏光度の時IiJjトレースを計

測した o I.~l 8はInAs量子ド y トの発光スペクトル (a)、磁場Bz二 OTおよび、Bzご 100mTのも

とでの円偏光度スペクトル(b)、お

よび最低量子準11ょに電子を 111号、
正孔を 211雪合むときのスピン配置 京
(c)である O この図からやjることは、 ) 

円偏光!支は、電子スピンが担って

おり、 F守備光度はp-InAs量子ドッ

トでは 10%を超ぇ、わずか 100

mTの磁場印力uにより円偏光度は

10 %程 J二昇することである O

Merkulovによれば、ランダムに分

布した核スピンによる超微細相

作用により電子におよほす有効磁

jjさにより、電子スピンの 11寺11:¥J~キ性
は、時間の初期に、電子スピンの

あり;明イ直の 1/3にTt，ニ h/(geμBL1B)の

!時間で減衰し、その後は初期イ誌の

τ諸官岳民

，画缶、
.....0 

芝::'40

G 
4
2
8
 

噌
i 1，2 

l見 8 InAs]量子ドットの発光スペクトル(a)と磁場

Bzニ OT、Bz二 100n1Tのもとでの円偏光皮スペクトル
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!i(I 9 ドット発光のFCj偏光j支の時間変化I九As
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113という一定値に保たれる O ここで、ランダムに向いた核スピンによる超微細相互作用

により電子に働く磁場分布をW(BN)= exp [-(BN)2/ L1B2]というガウス分布で記述すると、L1B
はランダムに分布した核スピンによる超微細相互作用により電子スピンに働く有効磁場

の分布中高である O 図 9に見られるように、初期値40%であった円偏光度は800psで、その 1/3、

およそ 12%に減少し、その後は一定値となっており、図 9の円台高光度の時間変化は

Merkulovの理論計算をほぼ完全に支持している O 正孔をドープされたInAs量子ドットヰl

の電子スピン偏極は、光励起後500psで、ランダムに向いた核スピンとの超{数系!日相互作用に

より、最初の 113になるが、わずか 100mTの外部磁場'の印加により 4nsになりこの速い電

子スピン緩和は抑制される O すなわち、わずかO.lTの磁場で、核スピンの揺らぎの凍結す

る効果を見いだした O

<2個の電子または正孔をドープされた InAs量子ドット中のスピン緩和>[論文76勺

2 'f!r!lの電子、または 211自の正孔をドープされたlnAs量子ドットを含むGaAsl)章壁層を円偏光光

励起すると、電子がドープされているときには負の円偏光度をもっ量子ドット発光、正孔がドー

プされているときには正の円偏光度をもっ量子ドット発光を示す。円偏光度の励起強度依存性、

縦磁場依存性ともに、電子がドープされているときと正孔がドープされているときとで異なった

特異な変化を示した。 0.5T以下の弱磁場領域の円偏光度の縦磁場依存性はランダムに分布した

核スピンによる超微細相互;作用により電子におよほす有効磁場により、電子スピンの緩和

が支配されていることを示し、円偏光度の励起強度依存性はテトラオン(電子3(1) 11;~j と正

孔 1(3)偲の複合系)の発光寿命に影響しているとして理解される O

<電子ドープ InP量子ドット中のサブミ 1)秒の電子スピン緩和時間>[論文 70へ86*，90勺

量子情報処理には、光との整合性が良い III-v }5矢半導体量子ドット iてドの長いスピン緩和時間を

持つ電子スピンが最も有用であろう O ナノ秒程度の発光寿命により時間の制約を受ける jと主成電

子に比べ、 ドープされた電子のスピンを光によりそろえることができれば発光寿命がないので長

いスピン寿命という点で有利で、ある O 実際、電子を l個ドープした InP量子ドットの発光の円偏

光度を計測し、電子のスピン偏極がサブミリ秒か

らミリ秒に達する寿命をもつことを見いだした。

チャージチューナブル自己形成InP量子ドットを

P::J偏光ピコ秒レーザーパルスにより準共鳴励起し、

ファラディー配置で縦磁場を加え、偏光フォトル

ミネッセンスおよびその時間分解を系統的に研究

した。原子核スピンの揺らぎの効果を抑えられる

O.lTの縦隊場下で、 InP量子ドットの発光帯を円

偏光で、準共鳴励起すると、励起光エネルギーから

ストークスシフトが大きいエネルギー領域では、

負の円偏光度 (NCP) をもっ発光となる O 発光ポ

ンフ0 ・プローブ法を用いた時間分解測定により、

負の月偏光度 ANCPは、数百マイクロ秒の緩和11寺

[1号で緩和していくことが明らかになった。 減衰カ

ーブは単純な指数関数ではないが、少なくとも

100μs もの長い時間経過後でも co-pump と

cross-pumpの!7jiに相当の差がある。その後の研

究で電子スピン偏極は 1ms程度まで保たれてい

ることが示された。負のpj偏光度は温度や磁場に

一一也 4 ー lin，pump -clrc，probe 

喜一一一 一一一一一一←
co-pump，.probe 

40 60 80 100 

依存し、磁場の増加、温度の上昇とともに緩和時 {週刊 電子がドープされた InP量子ドッ

間が短くなっていくのが明らかとなった。 ト中の発光の負の円偏光成分の時間依存

性、温度依存性と磁場依存性

< InP量子ドットにおける動的核スピン分権>

動的核スピン分極が InP量子ドットにおいて起こっていることを 2個の電子と 1個の正孔から

なるトリオンの負の円偏光発光を縦磁場下で観測することで確認できる O 動的核スピン分極がお

こると、電子スピンが感じる有効外部磁場 Rffは外部磁場 Bと有効核妓場 &の和として Rff=

B+BNと表わされる O 右(左)円偏光励起下で、トリオンの発光の円偏光度を外部磁場 Bの関数と



して測定すると、図 11(a)の様に土広J()励起強度 401nWのとき -----4.5mT)で負の円偏光度が鋭く

減少する半値半111日15mTの Lorentz型の磁場依存性が符こられる O 右(左)円偏光で負の円偏光j支

が最小になる外部磁場が-(十)にシフトすることから、有効核絞場iBNを相殺する外部磁場のと

き、すなわち有効外部政場が Oのとき、負のITj偏光度が最小になり、核スピンのゆらぎによる絞

磁場が 15mT であるとして I~ 11 (a)は理解できる o I~l 11 (b)に示すように、光!照射強度の増加jに比

例して有効核磁場払Iは線形に増加し、比較的励起強度の強い 50mWでも、 B:v三6mTであるこ

とは、 InP量子ドットにおける超微細相互作用は比較的弱し 1ことを示している。
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後スピン分杓iの効果

<電子ドープ InP量子ドット中の電子スピンのコヒーレンス時間>

電子スピンのコヒーレンス時間は、ハンレ効果関IJ7E(棋磁場下における F[j{Æi!~ 光皮の{磁場依存性)

により求めた。光fJi1i性変調持をJTJいiごIJ偏光j支を 0.1%の村皮で?l!IJ'iCできるシステムを出築し、?屯1立lJ
カがfド一フプO された InP量子子A ドツ トにおいて;司準1?焦i宅i共 I~鳴~!鳴!与ミ j励易品功jりUí起包のもと、ハンレ五勾効?力J来 jU淵j口印矧[1河1]:定íJむi主:を?わ行jt: つた 01之1 12aは、

共鳴励起における発光スペクトル(実線はfJ、{波紋はf;を表す)と発光のFIJ偏光j支の検出波長

依存性(鯵印)を示すo InGaPバリア層で、の励起で、は量子ドットの発光ヒークにおいて 3.8%と

正の円偏)1;とj支を示すが準共鳴!万UJi包で、は励起エネルギーからストークスシフト 60n1eVイ寸近でレー

ザーの偏光度に対し負の円偏光j支 (NCP) を示す。また区112bは、 i圭子ド yト発光ピーク波長に

おけるハンレ効果測定の結果を示す。ローレンツ出関数ρ(B)ニ ρ(O)/{l+(ω'LT
2
*)} (ラーモア周

波数ω!"μβgB/Pz、T2犬:スピン緩和時間、 g: ランデの g 子)を用し 1て、 2成分ローレンツ・

フイツティングを行なった Oハンレ曲線の半値全111日より見積もって、速い成分では g色合二190ps、

弱政場領域の遅い(鋭い)成分では 2.1nsと求まった。 速い成分の起源はホールのスピン緩和又

は電子 2っと正孔 1つから構成されるトリオンの発光寿命によるもの、また遅い成分はドープさ

れた電子のスピン緩和によるものと考えられる o I~l 12cの電圧依存性はこのJRv¥NCPの成分と

トリオン量子ビートの振!揺が同じバイアスで、起きていることを示し、量子ドットが電子を 1it~J ド

ープされると、鋭し¥NCPが現れ、それがドープされた電子のスヒン緩和によるものと向定でき

るo InP量子ドットの電子の g-因子はl.5なので、 12犬二l.4nsと導かれる O
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図 12チャージチューナブル InP量子ドットの発光の負の円偏光度とハンレ効果
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<超高分解能時間分解光誘起力一回転測定;去の開発と単層量子ドット中のスピン夕、イナ

ミクスの研究>[論文80，88勺

単層量子ド y ト中の電子や正孔のスピンダイナミクスの研究を行うため、光弾性変説得、

光ブリッジ型平衡フォトダイオードおよびロックイン増幅器を二段に直子iJに使うことに

より、 5x10.3度の角度分解能をもっ世界最高感度の時間分解カ一回転測定系の建設に成功

した O この測定系を単層の歪み誘起GaAs量子ドットにおいて、電子スピンのラーモア歳

差運動が観測された O 歳差運動周期から得られたg因子 Igl"-JO.25は、すでに同一試料にお

いて報告のある発光量子ビート測定による結果と矛盾しない。また量子井戸におけるスピ

ン緩和寿命よりも長い量子ドットのスピン緩和寿命が観測された O これは

D'yakonov-Perelf機構 の 抑 制 に よ りスピン緩和が抑制されたと考えることが出来る O

n幽 GaAs基板に作成された自己組織化InP量子ドットを用いた測定においては、観測された

ラーモア才差運動の同期から Ig卜0.052という正孔によると考えられる振動成分の観測に

成功した O

2鑑 5 超高感度ヘテロダイン検出フォトンエコーの開発と単j雪量子ドットへの応用

超高速レーザーパルスを用いたフォトンエコーは物質中の分極のコヒーレントな振る舞し 3を観

測するのに極めて有用であり、物質1=1こ1の励起子のコヒーレント緩和(位相緩和)やl毛子波束のコ

ヒーレントな振動を観測するのに最適であるo[豆113に示すようなヘテロダイン検出フォトンエコ

ー測定法を開発した。この方法は、 2光束のレーザーパルスに 100MHz程度の 2つの周波数が異

なる高周波で変調をかけ、この周波数の結合周波数成分でフォトンエコー信号を検出する方式で

従来のフォトンエコー測定に比べ l桁半の感度を有することが明らかになった。ヘテロダイン検

出フォトンエコー測定法により、単層の量子井戸や積層された量子ドットの励起子のフォトンエ

コー信号が測定できるようになった。単層の歪み誘起 GaAs量子ドットおよび電場をかけた単層

の InP量子ドットのヘテロダイン検出フォトンエコー測定に成功し、前者では量子井戸に比べ量

子ドットでは励起子のコヒーレンス!l寺I'Mlが長く、励起子分子の束縛エネルギーが増大することを

明らかにし、後者では電場により電子の

ドープ量を変えることで Pauli Blocking 

効果、電場により If孔をトンネルで量子

ドットから引き抜く過程による非マルコ

フ的減衰を初めて観測することに成功し

たO

< InP単層量子ドットのヘテ口ダイン

フォトンエコー>[ 論 文

64へ69，81へ87]
定;場を加えられたInP単!冨量子ドッ

トにおいて共鳴光生成された正子しが

トンネル効果で量子ドットから抜け

る過程がヘテロダインフォトンエコ

ーの時間特性で観測され、ノンマルコ

~100fs 

[~113 超高感度ヘテロダイン検出フォトンエコー

測定系

フ過115:の反映した特異な非指数関数的減衰を示すことが明らかにされた O また、電荷のド

ーフ。に伴うパウリブロッキングがフォトンエコー信号を消滅させることが明らかになっ

たO

<歪誘起 GaAs量子ドットにおける励起子-励起子分子量子ビート>[論文 65へ67β7，89つ
半;導体中の励起子や励起子分子のような準粒子の束縛エネルギーは、低次元構造で、は電子や

孔が空間EI守に閉じ込められることによって、バルクネiflEiのH寺より一大きくなることが予怨される O

量子井戸に局所的な歪(中~90nm) を加えることによって形成される歪誘起 GaAs 草子ドット試

料を月3し1て、歪のない 2次元的な GaAs量子井戸における励起子分子と、歪によって形成された

O次元的量子ドット領域に閉じ込められた励起子分子の束縛エネルギーの直接1'1ヲな比較を行った。

14 (a)に示すように、これら 2つの領域は間企の試料rllに存在し、発光エネルギーによってi玄
別する事が11-¥来る O

-2，1 



励起子分子の束縛エネルギーは、量子ビー

トのj習期から決定され、それはヘテロダイン

検出を利用した高感度時間分解rm光波混合シ

ステムの開発によって初めて可能になった。

図(b)に、厚さ 3.8nmの井戸内に作られた歪み

誘起量子ドット試料の四光波混合信号を示す。

信号には励起子分子の束縛エネルギーを反映

した顕著なビートがみられる O 一見して分か

るように、その振動周期は O次元領域 (SIQD)

では、 2次元領域 (QW) より短く、詳しく調

べると振動数が1.5倍大きくなっている O こ

の観測は、量子井戸の 2次元的閉じ込めに横

方向の面内閉じ込めを付与された量子ドット

で、束縛エネルギーが1.5倍に増大したこと

を最も直接的な形で示す。

3.研究の総括と今後の展望

本研究の主要な成果を列挙すると

(a) 

(b) 

HdEl 
1.55 1.6 1.65 1.7 

Photon Energy (eV) 

1.66 

1.62 le'-li 
(."巴てが 、

?ト0，-0¥'¥-

l亘114tiiJ汗GaAsir:.:jι nJi とゴミみ 11元起 ií:~r

ドットにおけるフォトンエコーイえり-

1 )量子ドットにおける励起子のコヒーレント緩和機構について統一ー1'10なHH像を得た字、

2 )量子ドットのエネルギー緩和におけるフォノンボトルネック効果を尖!倹(jワに否定した字、

3 )チャージチューナブル量子ドットを発見し、長い7託子スピン殺布iをIYJらかにしたす人

4 )超高感度ヘテロダイン検出フォトンエコーノ涜発により iit層量子ドットのコヒーレン

ス研究が可能になった γ 、

である O

このうち、原子様"から“イオン様"にまで特性を自由に変えられる系ーチャージチューナブ

ル InP量子ド yトーの発見は、本研究の後半の部分の研究方向を決定することとなった O 今後、

チャージチューナブル量子ドットを舞台にこの中の少数多体系のコヒーレンス、電子波束の運動、

と核のスピン緩和を明らかにし、かっ制御する研究が進んでいくと期待できる O

数原子のフォトンエコーが計測できるまでに進化した超高感度ヘテロダイン検出フォトン

エコーは、今後、大幅に;適用範囲を広げ、新しいレーザ一分光学の発展になると期待している。

本稿で引用した研究代表者のグループの研究は、筑波大学大学院数理物質科学研究科・物理

系の奥野!日JIJ史博士、池沢道男博士および、何人かの大学院学生諸氏との共同研究である O 特に、

学位を取得されたJ.Zhao (越家龍)、竹本一矢、西林一彦、菅野敦史各博士の寄与が大きし ¥0 ま

た、多くの五庁究カiA.V.Baranov， A.V. Fedorov， I.V. Ignatiev， S.Yアu.Verbin， Ye Chen， V.K. 

Kalevich， T. An1and， B. Pal， S. Nair， H.-W. Ren， 杉山知持、 i坂東-毅、柏原樹、内山智香子‘各

l専iごとの共同iiJf究として行われた。これらの各氏の研究協力に対し涼く!さ謝したい。
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Fluorescence intermittency in InP self-assembled dots is investigated by means of far field imaging 
and single dot spectroscopy. Based on our observation that blinking dots are found in the vicinity of 
scratches and the blinking frequency is drastically enhanced under a near-infrared laser irradiation. we 
attribute the origin of the Auorescence intermittency to a local electric field due to a carrier trapped at a 
deep localized center in the Ga05Jn05P matrix. The validity of this explanation is confirmed by a thermal 
activation-type behavior of the switching rate and artificial reproduction of the blinking phenomenon by 
an external electric field. 

DOl: IO.1103/PhysRcvLctt.86.4883 

Single quantum dot spectroscopy has revealed a lot 
of novel information hidden behind the inhomogeneously 
broadened photoluminescence (PL) band. One of the most 
interesting findings so far reported in quantum dot (QD) 
systems is the fluctuation of the PL peak energy and inten
sity with time, which would be unobservable in macro
scopic studies. The former phenomenon, called as the 
spectral diffusion, is observed in CdSe [1-4] and InAlAs 
[5] QDs, where the PL peak energies from confined ex
cirons and their LO sidebands fluctuate during the time 
of measurement. The latter phenomenon is referred to 
as the fluorescence intermittency or random telegraph sig
nal, where the PL intensity switches between two or more 
discrete levels as the time goes by [1 ,5-9J. The spectral 
diffusion and the fluorescence intermittency are tentatively 
attributed to photoionization or mobile photoactivated non
radiative recombination centers. However, the detailed 
mechanism of the fluorescence intermittency is still under 
discussion, especially the location of the carriers during 
the blinking process and, more importantly, the origin of 
such large intensity changes have not been clarified yet. 

In this Letter, we report on the origin of the fluores
cence intermittency derived from a detailed optical study 
of self-assembled single InP QDs and show that the blink
ing is due to a local electric field generated by a carrier 
trapped by a deep localized center in the Gao.s1no.sp ma
trix. The validity of our model is confirmed by the thermal 
activation-type behavior of the switching rate. In addition, 
a strong enhancement of the blinking rate was observed 
when a near-infrared (near-IR) laser is irradiated together 
with a band-to-band excitation laser, which allowed us to 
estimate the energy level or the localized center. Notably, 
we clearly demonstrate how to reproduce all the features 
of the phenomenon artificially [10]. 

Self-assembled InP QDs sandwiched between two 
Gao.s1no.sP barriers 180 nm thick each were grown on a 
Si doped (n +) GaAs (00 1) substrate using a metal-organic 
vapor phase deposition system [11]. For the single dot 
spectroscopic study, we adopted a confocal micropho-

0031-9007/0 1/86(21) /4883(4)$15.00 

PACS numbers: 71.35.-y. 61.46.+w, 73.21.-b. 78.66.Fcl 

toluminescence (,u-PL) system [9J. The samples were 
set on a cold-finger of a liquid He flow-type cryostat. 
As the excitation light source, the 488 nm line of a 
continuous wave (CW) Ar-ion laser and a CW Ti:sapphire 
laser were used. The sample PL was collected using 
a microscope objective lens, and then the i mages were 
taken by a thermoelectrically cooled charge-coupled 
device (CCD) camera. For the j..l.-PL measurements, the 
sample PL was analyzed using a 50 em single monochro
mator and then detected by a liquid nitrogen cooled 
CCD camera. 

Figures I (a) and I (b) show the j..l.-PL images consecu
tively observed over the same area of the sample. Each 
bright spot corresponds to the PL from a single InP QD. 
As marked by the dotted circles, it was observed that 
some QDs exhibit the blinking phenomenon, i.e., the PL 
intensity switches randomly between a high efficiency 
state (hereafter referred to as "on") and a very weak state 
("off"), while the PL from other QDs is stable. It should 
be mentioned that, even if a blinking QD is in the off 
state, the j..l.-PL is not completely quenched, but weak 
,u-PL remains. 

FIG. 1 (color). Microimages of a blinking InP QD in (a) on 
and (b) off states measured at 4 K with a 200 msec integration 
time. The observed area is 15 ,urn X 15 ,um. The black ~region 
at the bottom left side of each image is a Aaw on the sample 
surface, and thus the PL from the Gaos In05 P matrix is not 
observed in this region. 

© 2001 The American Physical Society 4883 
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FIG. 2 (color). (a) Contour map made from fL-PL spectra at 
4 K of a blinking InP self-'lssembled dot (SAD) measured suc
cessively 30 times. (b) ,u.-PL spectra of the on (thick red curve) 
and off (thin blue curve) states. Peak /\ having the highest PL 
peak energy shows the large intensity change between the on and 
off states. Peaks Band C shift to (he higher energy side when 
the system switches from the on state to the off state, while the 
intensity changes of these peaks are very small. 

Figure 2(a) shows a contour plot of the ,u-PL spectra of 
a single blinking QD successively recorded 30 limes with 
an individual integration time of 200 msec. It is found 
that not only the PL intensity but th~ ,u-PL spectrum also 
changes with time between the two types of spectra shown 
by the thick and thin curves in Fig. 2(b). Each of them 
corresponds to the ,u-PL spectrum when the blinking QD 
is in the on state and the off state, respectively. The PL 
peak denoted by A shows a large intensity change between 
the on and otT states. On the other hand, the PL bands 
Band C are almost unchanged in intensity, but the peak 
energies slightly shift to the higher energy side by a few 
meV when the state switches from on to off. This result 
indicates that the large intensity change observed in the 
,u-PL images is mainly caused by the intensity change of 
the PL band having the highest PL peak energy. This also 
explains the weak PL in the off state, viz., some peaks 
change little when the state switches from on to off so that 
the ,u-PL intensity in the off state, though very weak, is 
not completely quenched as shown in Fig. 1 (b). 

In many cases a blinking QD was observed near a mi
nor flaw on the sample surface; for instance, a small flaw is 
observed at the bottom left side in Fig. 1. It is thus reason
able to assume that there are many defect states near that 
point. Further, we found that new blinking QDs appeared 
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after the surface of the sample was intentionally scratched 
by a needle. Therefore the fluorescence intermittency ap
pears to be related to deep defect levels. 

A possible mechanism for the switChing between the on 
and off states can be modeled as follows. In the vicinity of 
some QDs there are localized deep levels due to defects . 
When a carrier is trappecl by such a localized state, a local 
electric field generated by the trapped carrier is applied to 
the QD. In this case, rhe overlap of rhe wave functions 
of the confined electrons and holes is decreased. If the 
local f1eld is much stronger, the conllned carriers escape 
from the QD to the matrix. Therefore the ,u-PL inten
sity eventually becomes weak, and this is observed as the 
switching from the on state to the off state. The trapped 
carrier relaxes after a while by recombining with another 
carrier of opposite sign, meciiated hy phonons or through a 
photoreahsorption process. In this case, the local field by 
the trapped carrier disappears, and the system thus returns 
to the initial condition. This shows the switching from the 
off state to the on state 112]. 

In order (0 contiI'm the validity of the proposed model, 
we performeci several additional experiments, which shed 
light on local trap centers and local electric lielcls. First, 
we measured the temperature dependence of the integrated 
,u-PL intensity as shown in Fig. lea). If the switching 
is due to the trapping process of carriers, the trapping 
probability should be explained using a thermal activa
tion model. As clearly seen, the switChing becomes faster 
with the increase of the temperature. The average oIl 
tinles measured at various temperatures are summarized in 
Fig. l(b). We found that the 011 period 10fr(7') at tempera
ture T can be well reproduced using a thermal activation 
function, 

(T) - ton(O) (I) 
toff - (~/) , 1 + aexp -E kBT, 
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FIG. 3. (a) Time traces of the integrated ,u.-PL intensity of a 
blinking QD measured at various temperatures. The switching 
rate becomes faster as the temperature is increased. (b) Log-log 
plot of the off duration as a function of temperature, which 
can be well explained by a thermal activation model written in 
Eq. (I), with toff(O) = 2.5 sec and E = 7 meV. 
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as shown by the solid line in Fig. 3(b), where a is a con
stant and E and kB denote the activation energy and the 
Boltzmann constant, respectively. This result strongly sup
ports the existence of a localized trap center which is re
sponsible for the switching phenomenon. 

We then investigated the depth of the localized cen
ter. Figure 4(a) shows the integrated ,.u-PL intensity un
der weak excitation by an Ar-ion laser. As shown in 
Fig. 4(b), we observed a drastic enhancement of the on-off 
switching rate when the QDs were resonantly excited by 
a near-IR CTi:sapphire) laser of 1.75 eV in addition to the 
band-to-band excitation CAr-ion) laser. 

The switching rates which are defined as the reciprocal 
duration of the on and off periods are plotted in Fig. 4(c) 
as a function of the excitation energy of the near-IR laser. 
For comparison, the ,.u-PL spectrum of the blinking QD is 
also shown. The broken and dotted lines show the switch
ing rates of the on state and the off state, respectively, 
measured without the near-IR laser irradiation. When the 
near-IR laser energy is above 1.5 eV, the switching rates of 
the on and off states become 5 and 3 times faster, respec
tively, than those excited only by the band-to-band laser 
[16]. It should be mentioned that the enhancement can be 
observed even when the near-IR laser energy is below the 
lowest PL level of the InP QD because the near-IR laser can 
directly excite a carrier to the defect level in the Gao.5Ino.5P 
matrix that is deeper than the confined exciton level in the 
InP QDs. The switching rates were almost independent 
of the excitation energy of the near-IR laser above 1.5 eV. 
When the near-IR laser energy is lower than 1.5 eV, how
ever, the enhancement was not observed, and the switching 
rate was almost the same as that of Fig. 4Ca). Hence we 
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FIG. 4. (a) The integrated /-L-PL intensity versus time trace 
of a blinking QD under band-to-band (Ar-ion laser) excitation. 
(b) The blinking rate is drastically enhanced when a near-IR 
(Ti:sapphire) laser beam irradiates the sample simultaneously 
with a band-to-band excitation laser beam. (c) Plot of the switch
ing rates of the on (squares) and off (circles) states. The broken 
and dotted curves show the switching rates of the on and off 
times, respectively, measured without the near-IR laser irradia
tion. For comparison, the /-L-PL spectrum of the blinking QD is 
also shown. The sharp line observed at 1.75 eV comes from the 
scattered light of the near-IR laser. 

conclude that the localized center responsible for blinking 
has an excitation threshold energy of 1.5 cV [i7,18]. 

Finally we checked the second key point of our model, 
namely, the local electric field, which is considered to 
cause a strong change in ,.u-PL intensity. Figure 5(a) shows 
the contour map of the ,.u-PL spectra of a normal single QD 
showing stable PL measured by applying a positive bias at 
the top of the sample. In order to perform this experiment, 
a semitransparent contact was fabricated by evaporating a 
20 nm thick Au layer onto the sample surface. The PL ob
served at the higher energy side changes more sensitively 
than those observed at the lower energy side in intensity. 
As a result, the external electric field causes a fairly large 
change of the integrated ,.u-PL intensity as shown in the in
set in Fig. 5(b). The thick and thin curves in Fig. 5(b) were 
measured under the bias of 850 m V, which corresponds to 
a flat band condition (0 kV jcm), and about 10% weaker 
(750 mV = -3 kVjcm), respectively [19J. One can see 
that a small change of the electric field induces a drastic 
change of the ,.u-PL spectra. One of the most important 
points in this study is that the change in intensity and peak 
energy of the ,.u-PL spectra in the electric field qualita
tively well reproduce the change of ,u-PL spectra between 
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FIG. 5 (color). (a) Contour plot of the /-L-PL spectra in an ex
ternal electric field. The PL intensity of the peak observed at 
the higher energy side is more sensitive to the field than those 
observed at the lower energy side. (b) /-L-PL spectra measured 
by applying a bias of 850 m V (the Aat band condition, thick red 
curve) and 750 mV (thin blue curve), which qualitatively re
produce the /-L-PL spectra of the on and off states, respectively 
[compare with Fig. 2(b)]. Inset: Integrated /-L-PL intensity ver
sus the applied bias. 
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the on and off states of a blinking QD shown in Fig. 2(b). 
That is, in Fig. 5(b), the PL peak A observed at the higher 
energy side shows the largest change in intensity, and the 
PL peaks Band C shift to the higher energy side by a few 
meV keeping their PL intensities almost unchanged when 
the bias is changed from 850 to 750 meV This fact is di
rect evidence supporting our model and brings us to the 
conclusion that the fluorescence intermittency is due to a 
local electric field induced by a trapped carrier near a single 
QD. Furthermore, we can estimate the distance between 
a blinking QD and a trap center from this result; if one as
sumes a static electric field in the sample layer and that one 
localized center can accept only one carrier, the distance is 
estimated to be 20 nm. This result indicates that the trap 
center located very close to (but spatially separated by a 
potential barrier from) the QD plays an important role in 
the blinking phenomenon. 

In summary, we have studied the optical properties of 
the blinking self-assembled QDs. From the observation of 
the j.L-PL image and the temperature dependence of the 
switching rate, it has been shown that the blinking phe
nomenon is due to the trapping and subsequent delocaliza
tion processes of photoexcited carriers. Further, we have 
successfully demonstrated that the intensity changes and 
peak energy shifts observed in the fL-PL spectra of a blink
ing QD can be well reproduced artificially by applying an 
external electric field, which indicates that the fluorescence 
intermittency is intimately related to a local electric field. 
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The size dependence of excitonic states and vibrational modes in CuCl cubic quantum dots embedded in 
NaCl crystals was studied by means of site-selective persistent spectral hole burning spectroscopy. It is shown 
that the interaction of the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon with the exciton results in the formation of coupled 
exciton-phonon modes when the energy of the LO phonon approaches the energy spacings between the ground 
and excited states of the exciton. The energy anticrossings of the LO phonon modes with two higher optically 
allowed excited states of the exciton in CuCI QD's were clearly observed at confInement energies of about 10 
and 6 meV, respectively. In addition, the linewidth of the LO phonon sideband in CuCl QD's in Nae! crystals 
was found to increase abruptly from 0.3 meV to about 1.2 meV at a confinement energy of about 23 meV, 
which appears to result from the exciton-phonon mixing of the LO phonon mode with the fIrst excited state of 
the exciton. The experimental results are qualitatively understood by the LO phonon renormalization theory. 

DOl: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.033307 PACS l1umber(s): 68.65.-k, 63.22.+m, 61.46.+w, 71.35.-y 

Optical investigations on semiconductor quantum dots 
(QD's) or nanocryscals opened an exciting neld of basic 
physics studies.1.2 Studies of the size dependence of elec
tronic and vibrational spectra as well as the exciton-phonon 
interaction in QD's are important for understanding their op
tical properties. The persistent spectral hole burning (PSHB) 
phenomenon is observed in many materials containing QD's, 
and PSHB provides a sensitive spectroscopic technique for 
the study of the size-dependent electronic states and vibra
tional modes in QD's.3-10 

Since QD's containing only a few hundreds of atoms are 
like large molecules, the exciton formation in QD's would be 
expected to strongly influence the lattice vibrations. Re
cently, the LO phonon sidebands observed in the PSHB and 
photoluminescence spectra of spherical CuCl nanocrystals in 
glass showed an energy reduction of about 2 me V, compared 
with the energy of the LO phonon (25.6 fne V) in the bulk 
crystals. The energy softening was described theoretically in 
terms of the phonon renormalization in the presence of a 
single exciton in spherical QD'S.S.11 Quantum beats of con
nned exciton-LO phonon complex were observed in CuCI 
nanocrystals and the reduction of LO phonon energy ex
tracted from the quantum beat was interpreted in terms of 
LO phonon renormalization. 12 The studies of the excited
state phonons in QD's are still at an early stage and knowl
edge on the shape dependence of the LO phonon renormal
ization is lacking. 

CuCi QD's embedded in NaCI crystals, unlike those in a 
glass matrix, show oscillatory flne structures in the inhomo
geneously broadened Z3 exciton absorption bands. These 
structures were assigned to the size-quantized Z:~ excitons 
connned in the CuCl QD's of cubic shape.5.6.

13 In this paper, 
we study the size dependence of the lattice vibrations in the 
excited states for CuCI cubic QD's in NaCI crystals by 
means of PSHB. We note that, unlike the conventional Ra
man scattering which involves the ground-state vibrational 
modes, the PSHB spectroscopy gives the information about 
phonon modes in the excited states.s The effect of the exci
ton formation on the lattice vibrations in the QD's was ex-

plored experimentally by tuning the size-dependent energy 
level spacings between the ground and excited states to be 
resonant with the LO phonon. 

CuCi QD's used in the experiment were embedded in 
NaCi crystals. The NaCi crystals containing CuCi were 
grown by the transverse Bridgman method. 14 The size of the 
QD's was controlled by heat treatment with different tem
perature and time. The samples were directly immersed in 
superfluid helium at 2 K in an optical cryostat. A narrow
band dye laser pumped by the third harmonics of the output 
of a Q-switched Nd3 +: Y AG laser (355 nm) was used as a 
pump source. The pulse duration and repetition were ap
proximately 5 ns and 30 Hz, respectively. The spectral line
width was about 0.014 meV. A halogen lamp was used as a 
probe source. The PSHB spectrum was measured as follows: 
First, the absorption spectrum was obtained and the sample 
was exposed to dye laser pulses to burn a persistent spectral 
hole at an excitation energy. Then, the absorption spectrum 
was measured again after the laser exposure was stopped. 
The absorption spectral change - 6. ad is defined as the dif
ference between the spectra before and after the laser expo
sure. The subsequent measurements were performed at the 
new position of the samples and not carried out at the posi
tion burnt previously. The transmitted light of the samples 
was detected by a liquid-nitrogen cooled charge-coupled de
vice in conjunction with a 75-cm spectrometer involving an 
1800 grooves/mm grating operated in the second order of 
diffraction. The spectral resolution or the experiment was 
about 0.13 meV. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the absorption and PSHB spectra of 
two CuCI QD samples with different QD sizes at 2 K. Os
cillatory nne structures are observed between 3.22 and 3.28 
eV in the Z3 exciton absorption bands as shown in Figs. 1 (a) 
and 2(a), and are attributed to size-quantized exciton states in 
cube-shaped QD's.5.6.13 As seen in Figs. 1 (b) and 2(b), the 
main hole marked by M coincides with the energy of the 
pump beam. The broad hole, referred as a 
pseudophonon-wing lS with a Stokes shift of a few meV was 
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FIG. l. Absorption (a) and PSHB spectra (b) ofCuCI QD's with 
large size in NaCI crystals at 2 K. The excitation energie<; for spec
tra A, E, C, D, E, F, C, H, /, and J are 3.2287, 3.2303, 3.2311, 
3.2320, 3.2329. 3.2336, 3.2353, 3.2370, 3.2387, and 3.2404 eV. 
respectively. The vertical dotted lines show the energies of the hole 
burning of the ground state E'I.I.I under excitation of the excited 
state E1,.I.1 obtained from the relation EUI - E/3= 3.67(1::'1.1.1 
- E/3)' The vertical solid lines represent the energies of the LO 
phonon sideband holes calculated from EM - E Lo *, where E LO* 

= 23. I me V is the LO phonon energy in the excited state. 

suggested to originate from the confined acoustic phonon
assisted absorption of the QD'S.16.17 

The Stokes shifts of the holes E I, E 2, Eo" LO, and P as 
a function of the exciton confinement energy are shown in 
Fig. 3. The conhnement energies of the satellite holes, E hole 

- E B' where E hole is the photon energy of the hole and E B is 
the bulk 23 exciton energy (En = 3.2022 e V at 2 K), were 
obtained from the PSHB spectra. According to the size de
pendence of the Stokes shift between the main hole and the 
satellite hole in the QD's, the exciton- and phonon-related 
holes can be distinguished. If an infinitely high potential bar
rier is assumed, the quantized exciton energy levels for a 
quantum cube are given by 

(1) 

where M = 2.3/710 is the translational mass of the bulk exci
ton and quantum numbers n r , n \" and 11? take values 1, 2, 
3, .... L is the side lengths of the quantum cube and L - a B is 
used for the dead-layer correction. For a quantum cube the 
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FIG. 2. Absorption (a) and PSHB spectra (b) of CuCI QD's with 
small size in NaCI crystals at 2 K. The excitation energies for 
spectra A, B. C, D. E, F, G, ane! Ii are 3.2454, 3.2474, 3.2496, 
3.2517.3.2538,3.2580.3.2623, and 3.2664 eV, respectively. The 
vertical clolled lines show the energies of the hole burning of the 
ground state E I . I . I under excitation of the excited slate E~.I.I ob
tained from the relation E 2.1.1 - F!l= 2(1:'1.1.1 - Ell)' The vertical 
solie! lines represent thc energies of the LO phonon sideband holes 
calculated from i:·M-L·J.()*, where E LO*=23.1 meV is the LO pho
non energy in the excited stale. 

ground state EI.I. 1 and the first and higher excited Slales, 
E:~.I.I' E2.!..I' E U .I , E2.2.2, and E1J.1, satisfy relations 
E 2.l. I - EfJ= 2(EI.I. 1 - En), E2.2.1 E JJ = 3(EI.I. 1- En), 
E 3.1.1 - En= 3.67(E l.1.1 - EBL E2.2.2 - E!3= 4(E l.l.l - E B ), 

and EO,.3.I-EB=6.3(El.l. 1-EB). As seen in Figs. I(b) and 
2(b), the main hole burnt resonantly at the laser energy EM 
and the satellite hole E 1 almost obeys the equation EM 
-EB =2(E 1-EB ). Thus, the dominant satellite hole EI is 
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FIG. 3. Stokes shifts of the satellite holes E I , E2 , LO, and P in 
CuCI QD's in NaCI crystals as a function of the exciton confine
ment energy. The dashed line represents the energy of LO phonon 
in a bulk CuCI crystal. The dotted lines represent the size depen
dence of the energy spacings between the ground and excited states 
in the CuCI QD's on the quantum cube model. 
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from the hole burning of the ground state E l,l,1 under exci
tation of the first excited state E 2,1,1 in the quantum cubes. 
Further, the holes marked by E2 and E3 in larger CuCl QD's 
are assigned to the hole burning of the exciton ground states 
under excitation of the excited states E 3,l,l,5 and E3,3,1> re
spectively. Strictly speaking, direct optical excitation of the 
first excited state E 2,1,I in ideally cubic nanocrystals is for
bidden and its oscillator strength should be zero. Therefore, 
the observation of the hole burning of the ground state under 
excitation of the first excited state suggests that the QD's are 
not ideal cubes. 5

,6 Recently, the holes E I and Ex observed in 
Fig. 2(b) were suggested to be from the hole burning of the 
exciton ground states under excitation of the degenerate first 
excited states E 2,1,1 and EI,I,2 in nearly cubic CuCI quantum 
boxes. IS 

A pronounced nonresonant hole labeled by LO with a 
Stokes shift of 23.1 meV is located at the low-energy side of 
the main hole and is almost size-independent over a wide 
size range as shown in Fig. 3. From the size dependence, the 
hole is assigned to a LO phonon sideband of the exciton 
ground state, which is slightly smaller than the phonon en
ergy of 23.S me V in CuCI QD's in glass.s In addition, a 
broad hole denoted by P with a Stokes shift of about 18 me V 
was observed in the PSHB spectra. The Raman spectrum of 
CuCI crystals in the transverse optical (TO) phonon regime 
is anomalous, consisting of a sharp [TO(y),~21.3 meV] 
and a broad [TO(j3), ~ 18.7 meV] line at low 
temperature. 19,20 The Stokes shift of the hole P measured in 
the PSHB spectra is close to the energy of the TO( 13). There
fore, the satellite hole P may be from the optical absorption 
together with simultaneous emission of a TO(j3) phonon. 

As seen in Figs. 1 (b) and 2(b), the PSHB spectra are very 
complex because the hole burning of the ground states under 
excitation of various excited states was clearly observed at 
the lower energy side of the spectra, in contrast to the simple 
PSHB spectra of spherical CuCI QD's in glass.s We can 
easily demonstrate the LO phonon mixes with the excited 
states of the excitons in CuCI cubic QD's in NaCI crystals 
when the LO phonon is close to the energy differences be
tween the ground and excited states. In the PSHB spectra of 
large CuCl QD's in Fig. 1 (b), the holes E2 and LO become 
close to each other when the dot size is increased. Then the 
LO phonon energy becomes small and the LO phonon mode 
clearly anticrosses with the optically allowed excited state 
E 3,1,1 of the exciton at an energy of about 3.212 eV. The 
Stokes shift of the hole E2 is the energy difference between 
the ground state E !,l.1 and the next optically allowed state 
E3.1,1 in cubic QD's, and may be compared to the energy 
spacing between the ground state ( 1 5) and the excited state 
(25) in spherical nanocrystals, whose principal quantum 
number n and angular momentum quantum number l are 
taken as n=l,l=O, and n=2,/=0, respectively.2 An anti
crossing between the phonon sideband of the exciton ground 
state and the higher excited state E 3,1.1 is clearly observed at 
a confinement energy of about 10 meV in Fig. 3. 

Further, it is noted that a sharp peak marked by an open 
square arises between holes E2 and LO in spectra ranging 
from C to C in Fig. I (b). The sharp peak becomes dominant 
with the increase of the dot size. The Stokes shift of the peak 
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FIG. 4. Size dependence of the linewidth of LO phonons in 
CuCI QD's in NaCI crystals. The vertical dashed line shows the 
energy of the phonon that is equal to the energy spacing between 

the ground and the first excited state £2.1.1' The inset shows the LO 
phonon sideband (closed circles) at the confinement energy of 56.7 
meY and a Lorentzian fit (solid curve), respectively. 

is about 23.7 meV and is not dependent on the dot size in the 
smaller QD's as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, the peak is 
considered to be an LO phonon mode of CuCI QD's. The 
energy of the LO phonon mode is decreased rapidly when 
the dot size is further increased. As a result, the LO phonon 
mode shows a clear anticrossing with a higher optically al
lowed excited state E1d,1 of the exciton at a confinement 
energy of about 6 meV. The above result clearly shows that 
the renormalization of LO phonon exists in CuCI cubic QD's 
in NaCI crystals, resulting in clear anti crossings of the LO 
phonon mode of the exciton ground states with two higher 
optically allowed excited states, E 3.1.1' and E :'.3.1' The ob
served anticrossings are consistent with the renormalization 
theory of the LO phonon.s.11 

In the following, we studied the change of the energy and 
the linewidth for the LO phonon when the LO phonon is 
resonant with the energy separation between the exciton 
ground state EI.I. I and the first excited state £2.1.1, which 
may be considered to correspond to the ground state 15 and 
the first excited state 1 P (quantum numbers 11 = 0 and I 
= 1) in spherical nanocrystals, respectively.2 As seen in 
spectra C, D, and E of Fig. 2(b), when the LO phonon is 
close to the energy difference between the ground state EI,I.I 

and the first excited state E 2.1•1, it is difficult to distinguish 
the holes E I and LO owing to broader width of the hole E I' 
Thus, Fig. 3 does not show a clear energy anticrossing as the 
theory predicted. I I However, it is found that the linewidth of 
the LO phonon is increased abruptly at a confinement energy 
of about 23 meV, as shown in Fig. 4. When the energy of the 
LO phonon in the small QD's is smaller than the energy 
difference between the ground state EI,I.I and the first ex
cited state E 2.1.1' the LO phonon is very narrow and its line
width is about 0.3 me V, as is shown in the enlarged spectrum 
H of Fig. 2(b) and the inset of Fig. 4. The LO phonon be
comes broad with a linewidth of about 1.2 meV in the spec
tra A and B of Fig. 2(b) after the phonon is resonant with the 
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energy difference between the ground state E I.U and the 
first excited state E 2•1•1. At the same time, it is noted that the 
intensity of the LO phonon sideband is enhanced near the 
exciton-phonon resonance. 

In spherical QD's, the coupling of l= I phonons with 
exciton P states leads to a renormalization of the latter, as 
predicted in Ref. 11, but the P states having a zero oscillator 
strength are not expected to show up in the PSHB spectrum. 
In the similar manner, the phonon sideband of the ground 
state in ideally cubic QD's can interact with the first excited
state E 2.U with a zero osci lIator strength. However, the 
PSHB experiment reported earliers.6 shows that the oscillator 
strength of the first excited state in CuCI QD's in NaCI crys
tals is not zero. Therefore, the coupling between the ground 
state E !.l.1 and the first excited state E 2.1.1 through phonons 
of appropriate symmetry will cause a weak energy anticross
ing that can be observed in the PSHB spectrum. Although \ve 
do not see a clear anticrossing of the LO phonon with the 
first excited state E 2.U , we interpret the observed broadening 
of the LO phonon sideband as due to exciton-phonon mix
ing. This interpretation is backed by the lineshape analysis of 
Zimin el aI.21 around the LO-phonon-exciton anticrossing re
gion. 
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In conclusion, we have studied the LO phonon modes and 
exciton states in nearly cubic CuCI QD's in NaCI crystals by 
the PSHB spectroscopy. The exciton formation in the QD's 
has influenced the lattice vibrations, leading to a mixing of 
the LO phonon with the excitons near the exciton-phonon 
resonance. At larger sizes, the resonant mixing of the opti
cally allowed excited states E." I I and E 11 I of the exciton 
and the phonon modes shows' Clear anti~I:ossing behaviors. 
At smaller sizes, the signi ficant I inewidth broadening of the 
LO phonon probably results from the mixing of the LO pho
non with the exciton when the phonon is resonant with the 
transition between the ground and the flrst excited state. This 
indicates that the interaction of the LO phonons with exci
tons in QD's depends on the shape of QD's. Because the 
energy levels of the exciton excited stales in nearly cubic 
QD's are more complex than those in spherical nanocrystals, 
further theoretical studies on the nearly cubic QD's are re
quired to understand the interaction of the LO phonon with 
excitons in CuCI QD's in NaCl crystals. 
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Phonon resonances observed in the photoluminescence (PL) spectra of InP and InOjsGao6sAs self
assembled quantum dots (QD' s) in an external electric field are studied in detaiL The resonances are shown to 
arise from fast phonon-assisted relaxation of hot carriers, and to become observable when the PL is quenched 
by nonradiative losses from excited states. A simple model is developed that considers tunneling of the carriers 
from the QD's into the barrier layer as the main process responsible for PL quenching in the presence of an 
electric field. From this model, the depth of the potential well for holes is estimated to be 10-20 me V for the 
InP QD's. The PL kinetics measurement is performed with a time resolution of 6 ps. Clear evidence of 
surprisingly fast carrier relaxation with emission of high-energy acoustic phonons is found. Further accelera
tion of the carrier relaxation is observed under strong optical pumping. We consider this effect to be caused by 

Auger-like carrier-carrier scattering processes. Acceleration of the relaxation observed at elevated temperatures 
is ascribed to stimulated phonon emission. 

001: 10.1 103/PhysRevB.63.0753 16 PACS number(s): 78.66.Fd, 63.22.+m, 78.47.+p, n.21.-b 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Quantum dots (QD's) attract much attention because of 
their unusual physical properties and promising prospects for 
application in device engineering. Three-dimensional carrier 
confinement gives rise to discrete energy levels with large 
spacings, provided that the QD's are sufficiently small. For 
this reason, QD's are often referred to as artificial atoms. 1 

Realization of such artificial atoms in semiconductor hetero
structures and their integration with conventional electronic 
and optical devices offer great potential for applications. 2

-
4 

For optical applications, the main physical processes are the 
creation of carriers in the QD, their relaxation to the lowest
energy states, and radiative recombination. 

The carrier relaxation process was studied extensively 
during the last decade because it mainly determines the lu
minescence efficiency or QD'S.5-12 At low temperature and 
weak excitation, the main relaxation mechanism is spontane
ous emission of phonons by hot carriers. Though this point 
is evident, peculiarities of this process in QD's are not yet 
understood and have been widely discussed up to 
now. 13- 23 

In polar semiconductors of interest, electrons and holes 
interact strongly only with the longitudinal-optical (LO) 
phonons. LO phonons produce an electric field to which the 
electrons and holes are sensitive as charged panicles. The 

energy spectrum of the LO phonons is typically rather nar
row, and can be roughly considered as a set of degenerate 
energy values. Therefore, fast relaxation occurs only in those 
QD's where the energy spacings are equal to the energy of 
one or several LO phonons. The caITiers in other QD's have 
to relax via acoustic-phonon emission. This process is inher
ently slow because or the weak deformation potential inter
action. This is well known for bulk materials, where the re
laxation with emission of acoustic phonons is slower by two 
orders of magnitude than that with emission of LO 
phonons. 24 Theoretical considerations show that acoustic
phonon-mediated relaxation is further slowed down in 
QD's-this effect is commonly referred to as "phonon 
bottleneck. ,,5,6 Only phonons with wavelengths of the order 
of the QD diameter and an energy equal to an interlevel 
spacing may cause one-phonon relaxation. Although 
two-phonon relaxation is not so restricted, this process 
should be also slow because of weak electron-phonon 
interaction.7 

It seems that some indication of the phonon bottleneck is 
found in a few experiments. The simplest experiment con
sists of the observation of the photoluminescence (PL) spec
trum of a QD ensemble under an optical excitation slightly 
above the PL maximum. Sharp features (resonances) shifted 
by the LO-phonon energy from the excitation line were ob
served in the spectra of some samples. 13,14,16,18.20,25-27 
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Other types of experiments apparently argue against the 
phonon bOlLleneck. The most important of these is the study 
of the rise time of the PL, lhal is determined by the relax
ation of hot carriers to their lowest energy levels. These ex.
periments show a fairly short rise time of a few or several 
tens of picoseconds in high-quality samples. 17 .IR This obser
vation contradicts theoretical predictions. However, in such 
experiments it is difflcull to achieve both good spectral and 
time resolutions keeping a low excitation power. Therefore, 
it is not clear whether the observed fast relaxation is caused 
by LO-phonon emission, by acoustic-phonon emission, or by 
some other processes. 

Many theoretical efforts have been put forward to explain 
fast carrier relaxation. Two-phonon processes involving LO 
:±: LA combination,7 LO-phonon anharmonicity,21 relaxation 
through continuum states,22 and defect statesI2.2R.29 were con
sidered to spread out the spectral region where the fast 
phonon-assisted relaxation is possible. In addition, an alter
native mechanism of relaxation was proposed that consid
ered carrier-carrier scattering (referred to as Auger-like 
processes).R.1 1.30-32 ~ ~ 

We recenLly proposed a powerful method to study carrier 
relaxation in QD'S.23 This method exploits the idea of anifl
cially controlling PL quenching. 33- 35 The PL quenching rate 
can be changed in a wide range by applying an external 
electric field to the sample. This allows one to study carrier 
relaxation by varying the ratio of the relaxation and PL 
quenching rates. 

In this paper, we use this method to study phonon-assisted 
carrier relaxation in self-assenlbled QD's in more detail. We 
study the PL spectra and PL kinetics of heterostructures with 
InP and InO.35Ga065As QD's in an electric field under qua
siresonant excitation. We find that, for all heterostructures 
studied, a fast LO-phonon-assisted relaxation gives rise to 

LO resonances in the spectra of PL partially quenched by an 
electric field. The acoustic-phonon-assisted relaxation is not 
suppressed as strongly as predicted theoretically. The inter
action with high-energv acollstic phonons is also fairly 
strong, and gives rise to a relatively fast relaxation which is 
only an order of magnitude slower than the resonant LO
phonon-assisted relaxation. We discuss a possible physical 
mechanism of the relatively strong interaction of an electron
hole pair with high-energy acoustic phonons. According to 

our results, we conclude that there is no phonon bottleneck 
effect in QD's, at least in the sense that it was proposed 
theoretically. 

We present a model for a PL quenching mechanism in the 
presence of an electric field. The essential point of our model 
is the tunneling of carriers from QD's into the barrier layer. 
From a quantitative analysis of the experimental data, we 
evaluated the depth of the potential well for holes in InP 
QD's. 

We also discuss an acceleration of the carrier relaxation 
due to carrier-carrier scattering and stimulated phonon emis
sion. For this purpose, we study the PL spectra of samples in 
an electric field under strong optical pumping and at elevated 
temperatures. 
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H. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The sample with InP QD's was grown by gas-source 
molecular-beam epitaxy on an Jl + GaAs substrate. A 300-nm 
GaAs buffer layer containing a thin 3 
X (2-nm AlAs/I O-nm GaAs) superlattice in the middle was 
grown at 600°C to suppress dislocations. A thin (2 nm) 
AlAs layer on the butler layer was grown to prevent compo
sitional intercliffusion between GaAs and Ino.5Gao5P layers. 
One layer of InP QD's with a nominal thickness of 4 ML 
was grown between the 100-nm Ino.sGaosp barrier layers. 
The growth rates were 0.5 MUs for InO.SGa05P' and 0.25 
MUs for InP. The interruption times used before and after 
the InP growth were 2 and 20 s, respectively. The areal den
sity of the QD's is about 10 10 cm- 2 . This was determined 
by atomic force microscopy on a reference sample, grown in 
the same conditions without the top barrier layer. The aver
age base diameter of the QD's is """40 nm and the height is 
""" 5 nm, as determined by cross-sectional transmission elec
tron microscopy. The sample with InO .. 15GaO()sAs QD's was 
grown by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy on the (711)13 
II + substrate. A QD layer with a nominal thickncss of 4.5 
MLs is embedded betwcen 250- and 100-nm GaAs layers 
containing 2-nm AlAs layers as stop layers for pholOcreated 
carriers. The areal density of the QD's is about 5 
X 109 cm - 2. The average base diameter is """ 70 nm, and 
the height is = 10 nm as determined by atomic force rnicros
copy of the reference sample. The samples were provided 
with a semitransparent gold or indium tin oxide Shonky con
tact on the top surface, and with an Ohmic contact on the 
back surface. 

The PL was excited selectively by a continuous wave 
(cw) Ti:sapphire laser within or slightly above the PL band 
of the QD's. This excitation is hereaCter referred to as qua
siresonant excitation. The pump power density was less than 
100 W/cm2. We checked that the PL intensity depended lin
early on the excitation power within this range without any 
change of the PL spectrum. The spectral width of the laser 
line was less than 0.01 me V without any sidebands. The PL 
was dispersed by a double monochromator U 1000 (focal 
length 1 m, numerical aperture I :8, linear dispersion 0.36 
nm/mm) with an extremely low background of scattered 
light ( 10- 14 at a distance of 3 me V from the laser line). The 
spectral resolution of the setup was approximately 0.15 me V. 
A photon counting system with a cooled GaAs or 
Ino.35Gao.6sAs photomultiplier tube was used for detection 
of the PL signal. 

The PL kinetics was studied using a picosecond Ti:sap
phire laser with a pulse duration ranging from 1 to 5 ps, and 
a repetition rate of 82 MHz. In most experiments, we used a 
fairly low average pump power density of about 50 W /cm2 

to prevent the creation of more than one electron-hole pair in 
a QD per pulse. This allowed us to avoid relaxation due to 
carrier-carrier scattering. A 0.25-m double-subtractive dis
persion monochromator (spectral resolution 0.5 nm) and a 
streak camera were used for accumulation of the signal in the 
selected spectral points. The time resolution of the setup was 
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FIG. I. The PL and photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectra 
of the sample with InP QD's. PL spectrum] was recorded under 
InosGil{)5P band-to-band excitation. It is scaled by a factor 0.025. 
The PL bands of the InosG<l{lSP barriers, the wetting layer, and the 
InP QD's are marked. PL spectra 2, 3, and 4 were recorded under 
quasiresonant excitation with photon energies indicated by arrows. 
The PLE spectrum was recorded by PL detection at E pL 

= 1700 meV. 

about 6 ps. Most measurements were done at a sample tem
perature 2 K to exclude any processes involving absorption 
or stimulated emission of phonons. 

Ill. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. PL spectra 

The PL bands of the heterostructures recorded under non
resonant (barrier band-to-band) and quasiresonant excitation 
have a smooth profile without any sharp features. A typical 
spectrum of the sample with InP QD's is shown in Fig. 1. As 
seen, the most intense PL band in the spectrum is that of the 
QD's. The PL profile does not contain sharp features for any 
photon energy of excitation. The PLE spectrum is also 
smooth. 

When a negative bias is applied to the sample surface, the 
integral PL intensity decreases. At the same time, the de
crease of the PL in different spectral points is different and, 
as a result, pronounced resonances appear in the PL spectra. 
This behavior of the spectra was already discussed in Ref. 
23. An example of the PL spectra of the InP QD's for vari
ous excitation energies is shown in Fig. 2. As seen, many 
resonances appeared in the spectra at negative bias. The most 
prominent resonance is shifted approximately from the exci
tation line by the LO phonon energy of the bulk InP crystal 
[/iwLO=43.S meV (Ref'. 36)]. The energy positions of the 
resonances faithfully follow the photon energy of the excita
tion. Under the excitation at a high photon energy, a reso
nance shifted by 2fLWLO (marked by 2LO in Fig. 2) is also 
observed. The relative intensity of the 1 LO and 2LO reso
nances depends strongly on the excitation energy. The inten
sity of the resonances becomes weak when they leave a PL 
band measured at zero bias. 

A few other weak resonances are visible in the spectral 
region between the excitation line and the 1 LO resonance 
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FIG. 2. PL spectra of the sample with InP QD's at different 
excitations indicated by arrows. U bia,= - 1.5 V. The spectra are 
shifted vertically for clarity. The top curve, shown by a dashed line, 
is the spectrum at zero hias. It is scaled by a factor of 0.05. Inset: a 
part of the PL spectrum showing an LO resonance vs the Stokes 
shift. A fit of one of the peaks in the resonance by a Lorentzian is 
shown by dashed lines. 

(hereafter referred to as the acoustic region of the spectrum), 
and also between the 1 LO and 2LO resonances. Their energy 
shifts from the excitation line or the 1 LO resonance line 
coincide with the energies of high-energy transverse acoustic 
(T A) and longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonons in InP crystal. 

PL spectra of the sample with In03SGaO.65As QD's are 
shown in Fig. 3. Without bias, the PL spectrum consists of 
two smooth maxima (see the inset), probably due to the ex
istence of two sets of QD's with different sizes in this 
sample. A number or maxima (resonances) appear in the 
spectrum at negative bias. The most prominent resonances 
can be assigned to the GaAs- and InAs-like LO phonons of 
the Ino35Gao.65As QD's, because their energy shirts from 
the excitation line are close to the energy of the LO phonons 
in GaAs and InAs crystals, respectively. They are marked in 
Fig. 3 as LOc and LO!. An intense resonance with a Stokes 
shift of about 20 me V can be assigned to LA phonons of an 
In(1.3SGao.6sAs solid solution. A narrow peak with a Stokes 
shirt of 33.2 meV, marked by * in Fig. 3, is probably due to 
the Raman scattering from the GaAs barrier layers, because 
the intensity of this peak does not depend on bias. 

The LO-phonon resonances for all the samples have a 
rather complicated structure consisting of a few narrO\v 
peaks. A Ilt of each separate peak in the resonance by 
Lorentzians allO\vs one to estimate the full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) to be about 1.2 meV for the InP QD's, 
as shown in the inset of Fig. 2. A similar fit of the LOc 
resonance in the spectra of the Ino3sGao.6,'jAs QD's (see Fig. 
3) gives a FWHM of 0.5 fTleV. 

Under positive bias, the PL intensity also starts to de
crease. However, for U bias> 0.7 V, a strong increase of the 
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FIG. 3. The PL intensity vs the Stokes shift for the sample with 
In().35G~)(;5As QD's under different biases indicated against each 
curve. Eexc= 1246 meV. The spectra are shifted vertically for clar
ity. The energies of the resonances marked by T A, LA, LO/, and 
LOc; are 12, 20, 30, and 35.5 me V, respectively. Inset: PL spectrum 
of the sample without bias. 

PL is observed. This effect is caused by the electric-current
induced radiative process, and is discussed elsevihere.:n 

B. Physical mechanism 

Based on the presented data, we now discuss the physical 
mechanism responsible for the observed phonon resonances. 
Generally, a few processes are possible - resonant Raman 
scattering, phonon-assisted electron-hole recombination, 
phonon-assisted absorption, and phonon-assisted relaxation 
in the presence of nonradiative losses. 

Resonant Raman scattering has a low efficiency, as ob
served, for example, by Sirenko er al. for a heterostructure 
with InP QD'S.3S Our experimental results, namely, the de
pendence of the phonon resonance intensities on the applied 
bias and the strongly variable ratio of the I LO and 2LO 
resonance intensities depending on spectral position within 
the PL band, allow us to rule out resonant Raman scattering 
as the process responsible for the phonon resonances. This 
point is further supported by the long decay time of the QD 
emission at the phonon resonances and the strong tempera
ture dependence of the resonance intensities, discussed be
low. 

Phonon-assisted electron-hole recombination can be also 
ruled out, because the electron-phonon interaction is weak in 
these structures and is able to produce only very small pho
non sidebands in the PL spectra.39 In addition, the ratio of 
intensities of the one- and two-phonon sidebands must be 
almost independent of the photon energy or the excitation, in 
contrast to the observed behavior of the I LO and 2LO reso
nances. 

The phonon resonances in the spectra can also be caused 
by phonon-assisted absorption when an absorbed photon cre-
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ales an electron and a hole in their ground states, and a 
phonon. The probability of this process is usually equal to 
that of the phonon-assisted PL, and is also small. It can be 
enhanced by a resonance with some direct (phonon less) op
tical transition as is discussed in Ref. 40. The phonon
assisted absorption in the InoAGao.6As QD's was observed by 
Findeis e! af.41 We neglect this process in the following dis
cussion. 

We assume that the main process causing phonon reso
nances is the selective phonon-assisted relaxation of hot car
riers in the presence of nonradiative losses. The appearance 
of phonon resonances due to this process can be explained as 
follows. 14 The quasiresonanl excitation creates electrons and 
holes in the excited states. The QD's in the ensemble have 
slightly different sizes and shapes, and the interlevel energy 
spacing /).E has some distribution. The spacing /).E can well 
match the LO-phonon energy ELO only in some subset of the 
QD's. Carrier relaxation in these QD's is Cast due to the high 
emciency of this process with the enlission of a LO phonon. 
The relaxation in the rest of the QD's occurs via emission of 
acoustic phonons i.e., much more slowly. If the electron or 
hole can efficiently leave the QD (this process is usually 
referred to as nonraciialive losses) before relaxation via 
acoustic-phonon emission, the PL does not appear in any 
spectral point except the point where it is "saved" by fast 
LO-phonon-assisted relaxation. In the time-integrated PL 
spectrum, a narrow peak shifted from the excitation line by 
the energy of the LO phonon, E IJ), must be observed in this 
case. However, if there are no significant nonradiative losses, 
electrons and holes in any QD eventually relax to the lowest 
levels and recombine. In this case, (he PL spectrum IllUSt 

reproduce the energy distribution of the lowest optical tran~ 
sition which usually has a bell-like smooth shape. Behavior 
of the spectra presented in Figs. 2 and 3 agrees with this 
scenario. 

C. Model 

The dependence of the PL spectra on the electric field was 
qualitatively discussed in Ret'. 23. Here we analyze this de
pendence quantitatively in the framework of the model sche
matically drawn in 4. We assume that the quasireso
nance excitation generates an electron and a hole in excited 
energy levels labeled by lIe) and II h), respectively. 

The excited electron and hole may relax at different rates. 
However, the experimental data do not allow us to separate 
these processes. On the other hand, [he observed narrow 
resonances (see Figs. 2 and 3) can be formed only by one
step relaxation of carriers, with the emission of a single pho
non. This may be relaxation of one of the photocreated car
riers with another one being created in its ground state,42 or 
relaxation of an electron-hole pair as a correlated system. 
Therefore, we consider some effective relaxation rate frorn 
the excited state of the electron-hole pair to its ground state. 

The relaxation process competes with the nonradiative 
losses. We assume that the external electric field activates the 
tunneling of the photocreated carriers from the QD into the 
barrier layer. The depth of the potential well for holes is 
usually smaller than that for electrons. As for InP QD's, it is 
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FIG. 4. A model of the PL quenching in the electric field. The 
vertical arrows marked by P and I'f'L denote the pumping and ra
diative recombination processes, respectively. The relaxation of the 
hot carriers to their ground states is shown by the wavy arrows 
which are not labeled. The wavy arrows marked by I'Oh, I'lh' and 
I'll' indicate tunneling of the hole from the ground and excited 
states, and of the electron from the excited state, respectively. 

assumed that the ho~es are weak.}{4docalized in the dots ,or 
even In the surrounding materIal. .. A real potentJal profIle 
for carriers may be complicated due to strain and also due to 
composition fluctuations.45 Nevertheless we assume for sim
plicity that the potential barrier for holes acquires a triangu
lar shape in the electric field, as shown in Fig. 4. 

In the semiclassical approach, the tunneling rate )'i( U) 
from the state I i) through a triangular barrier is given by the 

. 46 expressIOn 

(1 a) 

with 

(1 b) 

where In * is the effective mass of a carrier, E/ is the depth of 
the potential well for the carrier in state I i), and d is the 
effective thickness of the insulating layer to which the bias is 
applied (d=0.5J-L). Here \ve neglect the dependence of E/ on 
U. 

The well depth for eleclrons in the InP QD's is of about 
200 meV, which prevents the electron from tunneling into 
the conduction band of the barrier layer at a moderate bias. 
However, the electrons may tunnel to deep levels that are 
present in the vicinity of the QD's even in high-quality 
heterostructures.37A7AR Analysis shows that the electron tun
neling from the excited state 11 e) affects the PL of the InP 
QD's at Ubias< - I V. To simplify our discussion, we de
scribe the rate of this process, 1'1 e' by the same equations 
(1). We also neglect variations of the carrier relaxation and 
optical transition probabilities in the electric field, a possible 
built-in electric fleld,47 and intrinsic dipole moment of 
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QD'S.45 All these effects influence the PL of the QD's much 
more weakly than the carrier tunneling. 

The dynamics of the electron-hole pair populations III and 
no in the levels 11) and 10), respectively, are described in the 
framework of the model by the equations 

dno 
-d = ),,.111- (),pI + )'o,)no· ! -

(2) 

Here )'pL is the rate of the electron-hole radiative recom
bination, )',. is the relaxation rate from state II) to state 10), 
and )'1,= )'111+ )'Ie and )'0,= I'Oh are the tunneling rates from 
the states 11) and 10), respecti vely. 

For a cw excitation (P = const), the steady-state solution 
of Eq. (2) yields an expression for the bias dependence of the 
population of the radiative state no. As a result, the bias 
dependence of the PL intensity, which is proportional to 
I'Pt/10, is given by 

where N is the number of QD's which can enlit light at a 
gi ven spectral point under a gi ven excitation. 

The tunneling rates are equal to zero for zero bias [see 
Eqs. (1 a) and (1 b)]. Therefore, the PL intensity does not 
depend on the relaxation rate. This is why phonon reso
nances are not observed in the PL spectra in the absence of 
the electric field. In the presence of an electric field, Eq. (3) 
depends on the branching ratio of the relaxation and tunnel
ing rates from the exci ted state 11). For slow acoustic
phonon relaxation, this ratio is larger and, therefore, the PL 
quenching is strong~r than that for the fast LO-phonon relax
ation. 

To illustrate this behavior, in Fig. 5 we plot the bias de
pendence of the PL intensities for the sample with InP QD's 
at the LO resonance and also at the neighboring spectral 
point marked by 2AC in the inset of Fig. 5. The PL in the 
2AC spectral point is contributed by those QD's in which the 
carriers have to relax with the emission of a few phonons 
because of the energy gap between the acoustic and LO 
phonons. The intensities fLO( U) and /-y\d U) at the LO and 
2AC spectral points, respectively, are fitted by Eq. (3). The 
ratio of these intensities, normalized to unity at zero bias, 
may be used as a measure of the contrast of the features in 
the PL spectrum at strong bias. The bias dependence of this 
ratio is plotted in Fig. 5, and fitted by the equation 

f LO( U) ( 1 + )' I ( / )'2Ad 

f2Ad U) ( 1 + )'1, / )'LO) , 
(4) 

that follows directly from Eq. (3). Here )'LO and )'2AC are 
relaxation rates with the emission of a LO phonon and two 
acoustic phonons, respectively. As is seen from the figure, 
the calculated curves reproduce the experimental values rea
sonably well. Thus, in spite of its simplicity, the model ad-
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FIG. 5. Bias dependence of the PL intensities at the LO 
(squares) and 2AC (circles) spectral points and of their normalized 
ratio (triangles) for the sample with InP QD's. Ecxc= 1771 meV. 
Solid curves the fits by Eqs. 0) and (4). The fitting parameters for 
all the curves are U JIt =2 V, Uolt =4 V, U J(,= 16 V, Y?)Y(/It 

=3.8X 104
, yg'/YPL= 150, YLO IY2AC= 12, and yt(i/YLo=0.2. In

set: the PL spectrum at Uh1'L' = - 1.5 V. 

equately describes, as a whole, the behavior of the PL inten
sity of the InP QD's versus the applied voltage. 

From the nt, we have determined U liz = 2 V, U()1z 
=4 V, and U,(,= 16 V. These values allow one to estimate 
the depth or the potential wells for carriers by means of Eq. 
(Ib). The values E()Iz= 13 meV, E IIz =9 meV, and Ell' 
= 65 meV were obtained using the heavy-hole effective 
mass,49 m~' = 0.65m (), and the electron effective mass, III~' 
= 0.08117(j, in the InP crystal.)O Here 117() is the electron mass. 
The obtained results show that the potential well for holes in 
InP QD's is small and positive, i.e., the holes are localized in 
the dots. This conclusion is further supported by the rela
tively high probability of optical transitions in the InP QD's, 
as discussed in Sec. III D. 

The accuracy of the values or Eolz and E I Ii is limited by 
many simplincations used in the model. We estimate an ac
curacy of about 50% by analysis of all sets of experimental 
data, as well as by comparing the results using various modi
fications of the described model. We would like to stress that 
the actual accuracy can be verified only by independent mea
surements of these values with a different technique. 

We performed a similar analysis of the PL data for 
InO:\5Ga()('5As QD's presented in Fig. 3. The bias depen
del1Ce of the LO I and LA resonances is shown in Fig. 6. Both 
dependencies are well ntted by the equation 

(5) 

accounting only for a tunneling from the radiative state 10). 
This means that tunneling from the excited state 11) at values 
of the bias used in our experiment is much slower than car
rier relaxation with emission of LO I and LA phonons. As
suming that the hole tunneling process is responsible for PL 
quenching,51 from the fit we can obtain the energy of the 
lowest hole state Eo}z=70 meV. This value agrees with typi
cal values considered for InO.:\5G~)65As QD'S.4 

N1142D 
InGaAs QDs 
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FIG. 6. Bias dependence of the PL intensity at the LO, (circles) 
anc! LA (squares) spectral point:-; for lhe sample Wilh IntU5Ga{)(\sAs 
QD's. The data arc taken from thc spectra presented in Fig. 3. Solid 
curves arc fits by Eq. D). The titting paramcters are U() = 40 Vand 
yg/YI'L=9X 104

. Inset: PL spectrum at U"l:"= --3 V. 

D, Kinetics 

Kinetic lTleasurements of PL allow one to study the time 
evolution of the radiative state population I/(). The time reso
lution of our setup (6 ps) was enough to study the relaxation 
of the photocreated carrier in real time. We also performed a 
further veriflcation of the model proposed above by analy7.
ing the kinetics in the electric field. 

Examples of the PL kinetics under quasiresonant excita
lion for two spectral points within the PL band are shown in 
Fig. 7. The kinetics consists of a relatively short rising part 
and a rather long decay. The PL leading edge is shorter than 
the time resolution or the setup for LO resonance and much 
longer for other spectral points, as shown in the inset. At 
negative bias, the decay becomes faster and the amplitude of 
the signal becomes smaller. 

The time evolution of the PL intensity can be described 
by an equation that follows from Eqs. (2). Assuming that the 
excitation pulse is shorter than any other process under con
sideration, P= P()8(1), we obtain 

where 

10 = YrPO /[ ( 1', - YPL) + ( 1'1,- Yo,) J. 
The two terms of the Eq. (6) describe the decay and rise of 
the PL pulse, respectively. 

The function IpL(t) given by Eq. (6) well fits the kinetics 
for the 2AC spectral point, as seen in Fig. 7. However, the 
behavior of the PL kinetics at LO resonance is more compli
cated. At zero bias, the fast and slow components of the PL 
rise are clearly seen. The kinetics is well fitted by 

ILO(I) = lo{ e -(YPL+ YO r)'- [ae - hOI + (1 - a)e - Yac'Je - Y'''}. 

(7) 

The slow PL rise component is probably due to multistep 
carrier relaxation with emission of acoustic phonons in some 
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FIG. 7. PL kinetics of the sample with the InP QD's (thin solid 
line) for different biases at the LO and 2AC spectral points marked 
in the inset and a fit (thick gray line) by Eqs. (6)-(8) as discussed in 
the text. Values of the fitting parameters YPL + Yo, = 7PL( U) -I and 
Yr+ 1'1,= 7,(U)-1 for LO and 2AC kinetics, respectively, can be 
extracted from Fig. 8. Values of the other parameters for 2AC ki
netics are YPL + Yo, = 058 ps) - I , (230 ps) - I, and (l04 ps) - I for 
U=O, -0.8, and - 1.2 V, respectively. Values of the other param
eters for LO kinetics are Yae + 1'1, = (43.3 ps) I and a = 0.67 for 
U=O V, and Yac+Yo,=(9.9 psr- I and {3=0.60 for U= 
-0.8 V, and Yae+Yo,=(I1.8 pS)-1 and {3=0.37 for U 
-1.2 V. ValuesoftheparameterYLo+YI,ischosentobe I pS-1 
for all biases. The fitting curves are convoluted with Gaussian with 
a FWHM of 6 ps. Eexc= 1771 meV. Inset: the PL spectrum at 
Ubias = - 1.5 V. 

fraction C 1 - a) or the QD's. The carrier tunneling at nega
tive bias compensates for this process, and another process 
causing a relatively fast PL decay component becomes ob
servable [see Figs. 7(b) and 7(c)]. This process is probably 
the cascade relaxation of the carriers in "large" QD's in 
which the lowest-energy optical transition is redshifted rela
tive to the given spectral point. In this case the PL kinetics is 
described by 

ILO(r) = lo{[f3e - Yael + (I - f3)e - YPI}Je --)'0,1- e-( YLO+ YI,)'}, 

(8) 

where f3 is the fraction of "large" QD's. 
A good agreement of the f1ts with the PL kinetics allows 

one to determine the bias dependence of the PL decay time, 
7pd U), and the PL rise time, TrC U). In Fig. 8 we shmv the 
bias dependencies of TPlJ U) for the LO resonance and of 
TrC U) for the 2AC spectral point. According to Eqs. (6)-(8), 
they are described by the equations 

T, 
T,(U)= ----

1+ T,YI, 
(9) 

The data in Fig. 8 are fitted by these functions using Eq. (I) 
for the tunneling rate, Uo = 4 V determined above, and U I 
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FIG. 8. Bias dependence of the PL decay time (a) and the PL 
rise time (b). Open squares represent the data obtained by fitting of 
the PL kinetics. Fits by Eqs. (9) are shown by solid lines. The fitting 
parameters are (a) =330 ps, y~~,=0.2 pS-I, and Uo=4 V; 
and (b) 7r = 58 ps, 2.5 ps - I, and Uo= 5.5 V. 

as a f1tting parameter.52 As seen, the fit with U 1= 5.5 V well 
reproduces general behavior of the rise and decay times. 

As seen in Fig. 8(a), the PL decay time at small bias is 
about 300 ps. Experiments show that this time, as well as the 
PL intensity of the QD's, are almost independent of the 
sample temperature within several tens of K. This is an in
dication that PL decay is determined by radiative recombi
nation of the electron-hole pair. This means that nonradiative 
losses of excitation at small bias are negligihly small. A 
smooth profile of the PL band of the QD's observed at any 
excitation energies (see Fig. 1) provides additional evidence 
of this conclusion. The obtained value of TpL also agrees well 
with the model calculations of the radiative life time for 
disk-shaped QD'S.53 Thus we can speak about a relatively 
high probability of the optical transitions in InP QD's due to 
a good overlap of the electron and hole wave functions. 

The PL rise time at the 2AC spectral point is about 60 ps 
at small bias [see Fig. 8(b)]. Similar kinetic measurements at 
acoustic resonances give a PL rise time that is approximately 
twice as small. The PL rise time at the LO resonance is 
shorter than our time resolution of 6 ps. A lower limit for this 
time can be deduced from the FWHM of the separate peaks 
of the LO resonances. It is about 1.2 meV for the InP QD's 
(see Fig. 2), that corresponds to a relaxation time of 0.6 ps. 
The corresponding value for Ino3sGa(J()sAs QD's is about 
1.5 ps. 

E. Acoustic-phonon resonances 

The PL spectra of the biased samples as well as the PL 
kinetic data presented above demonstrate that the carrier re
laxation with emission of high-energy acoustic phonons is 
efficient, in contradiction to theoretical predictions.s.7 To 
make this contradiction evident, in Fig. 9 we plot the PL 
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FIG. 9. The magnified PL spectra presented in Fig. 2 at different 
photon energies of excitation (from top to bottom) vs the Stokes 
shift. Ubias = - 1.5 V. The spectra are shifted vertically for clarity. 
Similar phonon resonances in different spectra are marked by ver
tical lines. Thc arrows labelled' 'TA", etc., indicate the energy shift 
of the resonances fronl the laser line or I LO or 2LO resonances. 
Inset: the PL spectrum at Ubias = - 2 V vs the Stokes shift. 

spectra presented in Fig. 2 versus the Stokes shifL It is seen 
that the various acoustic-phonon resonances are clearly ob
served not only between the laser line and the ILO reso
nance, but also between the 1 LO and 2LO resonances. 

We cannot propose any quantitative description of the 
phenomenon, but there are a few points that, in our opinion, 
can be important for future modeling. The observed phonon 
resonances are caused by high-energy acoustic phonons. 
Acoustic phonons with such energy in the bulk crystal have 
a large momentum near the Brillouin zone boundary. This 
also holds with good accuracy for structures with QD's, be
cause the confinement effect for the acoustic phonons in 
these samples may be considered weak due to the small dif
ference between the elastic properties of the QD and the 
barrier material. 

The interaction of a carrier with phonons of large momen
tum is efficient if the energy state of the carrier is character
ized by the same momentum. The energy states of carriers in 
a QD are formed by a mixture of bulk states due to confine
ment. In other words, the wave function of the quantum
confined state in a QD is a linear combination of wave func
tions of various states in the Brillouin zone. To explain the 
observed resonances, we have to assume that this linear com
bination contains a considerable contribution from the large 
momentum states such as, for example, the states of the L 
valley. 

To support this assumption, we would like to note that the 
energy shift of the lowest electronic state in InP and 
In035GaO.6SAs QD's due to confinement is about a few hun
dred me V. This value is comparable with the energy separa
tions of the minima in the rand L or X valleys in these 
materials. 50 It should also be taken into account that the ef-
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fective mass of electrons in valleys near the Brillouin zone 
boundary is large, and, hence, the energy shift of the states 
due to confinement is much smaller than that at the r point. 
As a result, the energy separation between states of the rand 
L or X valleys is decreased with the decreasing size of the 
QD. This may be the reason why the mixing of these states 
in the QD's is not small. A significant decrease of the energy 
separation between the rand L minima in InP QD's was 
observed by Menoni et al. 54 This decrease can also be in
duced by strain due to lattice mismatch of the QD's and 
surrounding material. An observation of the f-X crossover 
under high pressure in the InP QD's (Ref. 55) and in the 
InAs QD's (Ret'. 56) supports this assumption. 

To model this situation it is necessary to go beyond the 
widely used effective-mass approximation that constructs 
QD energy states from Bloch functions in the neighborhood 
of the r point. In fact, empirical pseudopotential calculations 
already showed the importance of l'-X -L valley mixing in 
QD's (see, for example, Ref". 57). Similar calculations for the 
structures studied in this \vork would be of interest. 

Some experimental evidence of the above assumption 
seems to be provided by the spectrum shown in the inset of 
Fig. 9, where the TA, LA, and LO+TA resonances look like 
narrow peaks with a FWHM of about 2-3 meV. The forma
tion of such narrow peaks is possible only if a srnall portion 
of the acoustic phonons causes a sufficiently strong relax
ation. According to the above assumption, a selection of 
these acoustic phonons is caused by the wave-vector selec
tion rule. It should be also taken into account that phonons 
with wave numbers near the Brillouin-zone boundary show 
small dispersions. 

The interaction with the high-energy acoustic phonons 
may be also enhanced for two other reasons. The first is the 
small group velociry of the phonons that lengthens the inter
action time. The second is the piezoelectric effect in these 
crystals that leads to long-range electric fields associated 
with acoustic phonons. Modeling these interactions ar a large 
wave vector q of phonons is the open problem. 

F. Auger-like processes 

The phonon resonances discussed above can be observed 
under specific experimental conditions. The most important 
conditions are low PL efficiency, low power density o/" ex
citation, and low temperature. We can consider the data pre
sented above as a illustrations of the resonances arising due 
to a decrease of the PL efficiency. In this section, we con
sider the disappearance of the resonances with increasing 
pump power. 

We have measured the pUIllP power dependence of the PL 
spectra and the kinetics of the biased sample QDP 1779 with 
the InP QD's. 5-ps pulses, with a repetition period of about 
12 ns, were used to increase the peak pO\ver of the excitation. 
The measured spectra are shown in Fig. 10. As seen, the 
acoustic-phonon resonances disappear and the LO resonance 
becomes barely observable under strong pumping. This fact 
means that the relaxation rate for all i!lferlevel spacings be
comes comparable to the LO-phonon-assisted relaxation rate. 
The PL kinetics reveals a step1ike component of the PL rise 
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FIG. 10. PL spectra of the biased sample with InP QD's under 
cw excitation (bottom curve) and pulsed excitation with average 
power indicated against each curve. The laser spot area on the 
sample is S=5X 10- 5 cm"; Eac= 1746 meV and Ubia~= 
- 1.23 V. An arrow marks the 2AC spectral point where the PL 
kinetics was measured. Inset: the PL kinetics under weak and strong 
excitations normalized at 130 ps. 

with an increase of the pumping (see the inset of Fig. 10), 
which also indicates an acceleration of the carrier relaxation. 

The observed behavior of the PL spectra and kinetics can 
be explained by invoking Auger-like processes. The Auger
like process involved here is carrier-carrier scattering, in 
which one carrier loses its energy and the other one acquires 
iL R,I!,30-32 On the one hand, relaxation due to Auger-like 
processes should be fast because the carriers as charged par
ticles interact with each other much more strongly than with 
phonons. On the other hand, this process is possible if sepa
ration between the energy levels for the first carrier coincides 
with that for the second one. In the case of the InP QD's, this 
condition can be easily fulfilled for electron-hole or hole
hole scattering, because of the large density of the high en
ergy levels for holes. Also, the hole could be ejected out of 
the QD into the continuum of the barrier layer, so that the 
energy conservation condition is easily fulfilled. 30J1 It is evi
dent that we should not expect any spectral features (reso
nances) due to relaxation via an Auger-like process. It is also 
evident that the efficiency or this process should depend on 
the number of carriers in the QD, because each carrier can be 
scattered by any other one. In the simplest model, the depen
dence on the pump power should be quadratic. 

These features of the Auger-like process agree qualita
tively with the experiment. Therefore, we can conclude that a 
strong pumping activates an alternative relaxation mecha
nism that is much faster than the acoustic-phonon-assisted 
relaxation. The Auger relaxation rate achieved in our experi
ments is comparable with the rate of the LO-phonon-assisted 
relaxation, that is about I ps - I . 

A quantitative analysis of the presented data is difficult 
because the absorption coert1cient for the InP QD's at the 

o 
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FIG. II. PL spectra of the biased sample with InP QD's at 
different temperatures indicated near each spectrum. Eac 
= 1746 me V and U bia., = - 1.5 V. The arrow indicates the spectral 
point at which the PL kinetics were measured. Inset: the normalized 
PL kinetics at temperatures indicated for each curve. 

laser line is unknown. 58 As a result, the number of photocre
ated electron-hole pairs in a QD cannot be estimated cor
rectly. In addition, the observed pump power dependence of 
the PL intensity is more complicated than quadratic. The 
reason for this is probably some additional processes at 
strong pumping such as saturation of absorption that should 
lead to sublinear dependence, or saturation of deep levels 
that should lead to superlinear dependence. 

G. Thermostimulated relaxation 

Another way to accelerate the carrier relaxation is to in
crease the sample temperature. Figure I 1 depicts the PL 
spectra of the biased sample at a few elevated temperatures. 
It is clearly seen that phonon resonances become smaller 
relative to the structureless pedestal in the spectrum at T 
= 100 K. The temperature increase at first destroys the low
est in energy phonon resonance (T A), then the other acoustic 
resonances, and finally the LO resonance. 

This behavior is easy to understand. Heating of the 
sample creates phonons. These phonons can cause carrier 
relaxation due to stimulated emission of phonons into the 
same phonon modes. The number of phonons with small 
energy is always larger then that with high energy. There
fore, the stimulated emission is more efficient for low-energy 
phonons. The PL kinetics shown in the inset of Fig. 11 also 
demonstrates the shortening of the carrier relaxation time. 

An important result is that the rate of relaxation at about 
100 K becomes comparable to that of the LO-phonon
assisted relaxation, independent of the spectral point. Thus 
we can conclude that no retarded relaxation of the hot carri
ers in QD's should be expected at elevated temperatures. 
This result is important for device applications. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

The present study of PL spectra of InP and In(USGa{)6S As 
QD's in an electric field allowed us to establish the nature of 
the observed narrow resonances. These are shown to arise 
due to a competition of the fast one-step relaxation of hot 
carriers with emission of an acoustic or LO phonon and non
radiative losses. For InP and Ino3sGao6sAs QD's in an elec
tric field, the nonradiative losses are mainly caused by hole 
tunneling from the QD's into the barrier layer. 

We developed a model that quantitatively describes the 
bias dependence of PL intensity at the phonon resonances. 
This model allowed us to estimate the depth of the potential 
wells for holes in the studied heterosrructures. 

The proposed model was verified by the PL kinetic mea
surements for the samples with InP QD's. We found that the 
carrier relaxation is really fast with emission of not only LO 
phonons but also acoustic phonons. This result gives clear 
evidence of the relatively strong carrier-acoustic-phonon 
coupling in the QD's. We assume the main reason for this is 
a mixing of r electronic states with the states with large 
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momentum due to confinement of the electron in a QD. 
We have also studied carrier relaxation in the presence or 

more than one electron-hole pair in a QD. Clear evidence is 
found for carrier-carrier scattering giving rise to acceleration 
of the relaxation. A similar effect was observed under heat
ing of the saniple where the acceleration of the relaxation is 
caused by stimulated phonon emission. 

By careful analysis or the experimental data, we conclude 
that there is no phonon bottleneck effect in QD's, at least in 
the sense proposed in Refs. 5 and 6. Carrier relaxation with 
emission of acoustic or LO phonons is much faster than ra
diative recombination. Our experiments clearly show that 
phonon-assisted relaxation is the main channel for the carrier 
relaxation at low power density. 
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Coherent acoustic phonon oscillation is observed in PbSe quantum dots embedded in phosphate glass by 

femtosecond pump-and-probe. The size dependence of the oscillation is investigated. Distinct low-frequency 

peaks are observed in Raman spectrum for the same samples. The size-dependence of the frequencies is well 

explained by elastic sphere model, but the observed modes are different to each other for coherent phonon and 

Raman scattering. Coherent phonon measurement and Raman scattering are found to give complementary 

information on confined acoustic phonons in this system. 

001: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.201315 

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have attracted con
siderable attention in recent years. I,2 Three-dimensional con
finement of electrons to a nanometer-size space changes their 
continuous energy spectrum to discrete one. It not only 
modifies electronic state, but also modifies phonon spectrum 
to size-dependent discrete lines, and the electron-phonon in
teraction among them is thought to be changed also. The 
size-dependence of the exciton-phonon interaction in quan
tum dot has been the subject of extensive research. Experi
mental studies on the optical,3A or acoustic5- il phonon modes 
in QDs have been carried out mainly by Raman scattering. 
Persistent spectral hole-burning (PSHB) spectroscopy was 
also successfully applied to QDS.9

.
1O During the last decade, 

coherent oscillation of the confined vibrational modes be
came to be observable directly in time domain. There are 
some reports on the observation of coherent optical phonons 
in semiconductor QDs, CdSe QDs, II InP QDS,12 etc. While 
the high energy optical phonon forms sidebands in optical 
spectrum, low energy acoustic phonon rather contributes to 
excitonic dephasing and homogeneous broadening,13 which 
plays a crucial role in nonlinear device applications. There
fore a detailed understanding of the mechanism of generation 
and damping or confined acoustic phonon in QDs is impor
tant. Coherent oscillation of confined acoustic phonon in 
QDs was first reported by Krauss and Wise in 1997. 14 They 
observed temporal oscillation of the transmission in femto
second pump-and-probe measurement on 3 nm PbS QDs dis
persed in PYA (polyvinyl alcohol). They also measured Ra
man scattering of the same sample to compare with coherent 
phonon. However, as they mentioned in the paper, they were 
not able to systematically study the size-dependence, be
cause size control in the polymer matrix was difficult. There
fore, the size-dependence of the relation between coherent 
acoustic phonon and Raman spectrum has not been not stud
ied yet. In this Rapid Communication, we detect coherent 
acoustic phonon signal in QDs embedded in glass matrix 
with high sensitivity. We measured size-dependence of co
herent phonon and Raman scattering. The complementary 
relation of these measurements was clearly shown. 

PACS I1umber(s): 63.22.+111, 78.47.+p 

For coherent phonon measurements, we performed fem
tosecond pump-and-probe. A mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscil
lator was used to produce pump and probe pulses, whose 
pulse width was about 30 fs. Center wavelength of the near 
transform-limited pulse was about 790 nm. A shaker was 
introduced into the pump beam path to modulate pump delay 
time at 80 Hz. The pump and probe beclills were focused on 
the sample surrace, and the transmitted probe beam were 
detected together with a reference beam by a pair of Si pho
todiodes to cancel the instability of the laser. The subtracted 
signal was led to a lock-in amplincr. To rncasure Raman 
spectra, a cw-Ti:sapphire laser pumped by an Ar-ion laser 
was used as an excitation source. A I-m double monochro
mator with a photon counting system was used for detection. 
Samples used in this study were PbSe QDs grown in phos
phate glass matrix. IS The mean radius of all samples were 
estimated by Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS), and 
found to range between 1.4 nm and 3.5 nm. All experiments 
in this study were performed at room temperature. 

An absorption spectrum of the sample with mean radius 
2.9 nm is shown in Fig. I (a). The time trace of pump-and
probe measurement is shown in Fig. 1 (b). This is an ex
panded curve at the tail part of a large absorption change. A 
clear oscillatory component can be recognized superimposed 
on the absorption change of excitons. The oscillation period 
is about 2 ps, and the amplitude rapidly damps. We note that 
we detected coherent phonon signal by using a small pump 
delay modulation and lock-in technique, and that the data 
obtained here corresponds to the time derivative of ordinary 
transmission intensity. Therefore the signal in Fig. I (b) can 
be fitted by a damped sine function, but it means that the 
corresponding phonon oscillation is expressed by a damped 
cosine function. The amplitude of the oscillation is in an 
order of 10- 6 times the total probe intensity. In contrast, in 
QDs embedded in polymer matrix, PbS in PYA, \4 the modu
lation of probe intensity by the coherent confined acoustic 
phonon measured by time-resolved pump-and-probe was as 
large as 10- 3 under almost equal excitation density to our 
experiment. It should be added that they did not observe 
coherent phonon signal in PbS in silicate glass matrix. It may 
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FIG. I. (a) Absorption spectrum of PbSe QDs at RT. The mean 
radius is 2.9 nm. (b) Time-resolved transmission signal of the same 

sample at RT. An overdamped oscillation due to confined acoustic 

phonon is clearly observed. A dashed line represents the fitting by a 
damped sine function. In the inset, dots correspond to the Raman 
spectrum of the same sample. A dashed line is the Fourier trans

formed spectrum of the fitting curve for the coherent phonon signal. 

be due to the weakness of the signal in glass matrix. Small 
modulation signal due to coherent acoustic phonon in QDs in 
glass matrix was also observed on PbTe QDs in glass. 16 This 
coherent phonon signal can be temporarily assigned to the 
confined acoustic phonon in the QDs because of its small 
frequency. Since the photon energy of the pump pulse is well 
above the first excited stale of the sample, the pump pulses 
coherently excite all of QDs with various sizes in the size
distribution. Therefore a lot of QDs having different phonon 
frequencies contribute to the coherent phonon signal. The 
damping does not mean the real damping of the coherent 
oscillation of the confined phonon in each quantum dot, but 
dephasing due to [he inhomogeneous broadening of the pho
non frequency. As shown later, the damping constant is rea
sonably explained by the size-distribution. Figure 2 shows 
the size-dependence of pump-and-probe signal. The oscilla-
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FIG. 2. Size-dependence of the coherent phonon signal. R is the 

mean radius of the PbSe QDs. 
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FIG. 3. Raman spectra for various size PbSe QDs at RT. Exci

tation laser was 750 nm. Size-dependent peaks were observed 
around 10 em - I 

tion frequency increases with decreasing dot radius. It sup
ports the assignment of the oscillation to the confined acous
tic phonon whose frequency is known to be inversely 
proportional to the dot radius as seen later. Since the oscil
latory component is weaker than the background due to the 
fast recovery of absorption change, it is difficult to separate 
phonon signal from the background. Therefore we obtained 
size-dependent frequency from the interval between the first 
and the second hump IT'larked by a solid circle in the flgure. 

To compare the coherent phonon with Raman scattering. 
Raman spectrum of 2.9 nm PbSe dots was measured by us
ing 750 nm excitation laser. The results are displayed in the 
inset of Fig. 1 (b) by dots. Fourier transformed spectrum of 
the fitting curve of the coherent phonon signal is also drawn 
in the inset of Fig. 1 (b) by a dashed line. The peak position 
in the Raman spectrum is 11 em - I and it does not coincide 
with the spectrum of the coherent phonon signal. There is no 
structure at 18 cm - I in the Raman spectrum. The size
dependence of Raman spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. The ex
citation laser was 750 nm. The spectral resolution was 
1.4 cm - I. Size-dependent low frequency peaks are clearly 
observed in the range from 8 cm - I to 16 cm - I. With de
creasing the dot size, the peak frequency increases and its 
width also increases, reflecting that the smaller dots have 
larger size-distribution. When we tried using an Ar-ion laser 
(514.5 nm) for excitation, the data was almost the same as 
750 nm excitation. The peak frequencies in the Raman spec
tra are plotted as a function of dot radius by open circles in 
Fig. 4. For low frequency Raman spectrum, correction of the 
occupation number by Bose factor is needed in order to 
evaluate real phonon spectrum. The correction modifies the 
spectrum particularly in the very low frequency region, but 
does not strongly affect the peak position compared to the 
error bar under our experimental condition even for the larg
est dots. Solid circles in Fig. 4 represent the frequencies of 
the oscillation observed in the coherent phonon measure
ment. We can see the linear dependence of both frequencies 
on the inverse radius of dots, but [he coherent phonon signal 
and the Raman signal seem to come from different confined 
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FIG. 4. Frequency of the coherent phonon and the Raman peak 
as a function of dot size. They are inversely proportional [() the dot 
radius. Solid lines represent the calculation on the assumption that 
the stress at the dot boundary is zero, while a dashed line represents 
the calculation with rigid boundary condition. The inset represents 
the displacement in Sill anc! S21 spheroidal mode. 

phonon modes in QDs. As is well known, vihration modes of 
a sphere with stress-free boundary condition were studied 
theoretically by Lamb. 17 According to their results, the vibra
tional mode is classified into two categories, spheroidal 
IT10des and torsional modes. Duval lR derived the selection 
rule rrom the group theory that the mode observed in the flrst 
order Raman scattering was only spheroidal mode with 1 
= 0 or 1= 2. The lowest mode or 1=0 spheroidal mode is 
known as bremhing mode, where expansion and shrinkage or 
whole sphere occur. This mode is purely 10ngilUdinaL but I 
= 2 is a mixed mode and have both longitudinal and trans
verse components. Displacements in these rnodes are illus
trated in the inset of Fig. 4. 

The rrequencies or the spheroidal modes are expressed by 
lJIIl=~IIlVI/R, where ~11l is a coerflcient depending on the 
ratio of longitudinal (VI) and transverse (VI) sound veloci
ties, and R is the dot radius. 19 If we assume stress-free 
boundary condition, the numerator of the expression can be 
calculated by using bulk PbSe parameters. Finally, for the 
lov,'est spheroidal mode wi th / = 0, the numerator, Sill 

= ~11l VI' is SOl = 1.79, that is lJOI(THz) = 1.79/R (nm). We 
can also try to assume rigid boundary condition where the 
lattice displacement at boundary is zero. This assumption 
\vas applied for the interpretation of the Raman spectrum on 
CdSe nanocrystals in glasses.:w Under this assumption, the 
frequency of the spheroidal mode is shifted to higher fre
quency, S()I =2.76. They are represented in Fig. 4 labeled SUI 
and S() I' respectively. The experimental data of the coherent 
phonon is well filled by calculation based on the stress-free 
boundary condition. The assignment is supported by the 
phase of the observed coherent phonon signal. In coherent 
phonon measurement, the oscillation found to show cosine
like temporal behavior. In other words, the phonon amplitude 
is maximum at r = 0 indicating the origin of instantaneous 
expansion by pump pulses. An instantaneous isotropic ex
pansion occurs by the high density carriers impulsively ex
cited by the femtosecond pump pulses, and the breathing 
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Illude oscillation starts. The oscillation modifIes the optical 
spectrum of QDs through deformation potential. It causes 
small energy shift of the absorption spectrum synchronized 
with the oscillation, which led to the temporal change of the 
probe transmission we detected. On the other hand, the Ra
man peaks are assigned to S21 mode. It is the lowest 1=2 
spheroidal mode. S21 = 0.66 is deduced by assuming stress
free boundary condition. Small discrepancy may come from 
the fact that real PbSe is not exactly isotropic. The Raman 
active spheroidal modes (/ = 0 and 1= 2) can be distin
guished by their polarization cJependence.l~ 1=0 mode can 
be observed only in the same polarization as the excitation 
polarization, while 1=2 mode can be also observed in cross 
polarization. We examined polarization dependence of the 
low-frequency peak in Raman spectrulll. The peak was ob
served under both parallel and cross-polarization detection. 
Therefore it is acceptable to assign these peaks to 1=2 mode. 

In this way, based on their size-clependence, the observed 
Raman peaks and the frequencies of coherent phonon are 
unambiguously assigned to the different phonon modes. In 
other semiconducll)1' quantum dots, for example, CdSe 
QDs2() and CdS QDs,x both 1=0 and / = 2 acoustic modes 
were observed in Raman spectrum unlike our results. The 
point is that in PbSe QDs the Raman scattering cannot detect 
the breathing mode, Oil the contrary, coherent phonon mea
surement mainly detects the breathing mode and could be 
useful as a complementary detection technique. We can find 
experimental results similar to ours in the research field of 
metal nanoparticles. The observed Raman peaks or acoustic 
phonon or Ag nanoparticles is mainly the 1=2 mode,21 \vhile 
the observed coherent phonon oscillation corresponds to the 
/ = 0 mode. 2

:? Montagna and Dusi2
.> deduced that the 1=0 

mode was not Raman active in nanoparticles wit.h cubic Bra
vais lattice and for the (dipole-induced-dipole DID) scatter
ing mechanism and explained why the 1=2 mode dominated 
the Raman spectra of Ag nanoparticles. Since PbSe has 
NaCI-type crystal structure unlike CdS or CdSe where the 
crystal lattice is hexagonal, the same arguments as Ag nano
particles may be applicable to the Raman spectra or PbSe 
QDs. 

Let us explain the width of the power spectrum of the 
coherent phonon and Raman spectrum in Lhe inset of Fig. 
I (b). The size-distribution of the sample (2.9 nm) is esti
mated to be about 28% by the absorption spectrum in Fig. 
I (a) and the relation between size and the first excited state 
energy which was previously reponed. 24 The size
distribution also agrees to the estimation from SAXS dara. It 
corresponds to a FWHM of 6 cm - I for SOl mode and 
2.9 cm -I for S21 mode, and they reasonably agree with the 
observed width of 8 cm - I and 5.5 cm -I. 

The reason why the coherent phonon signal of QDs in 
glass is smaller than that of QD embedded in polymer matrix 
was not clarified. We cannot simply state that, compareci to 
polymers, the hardness of the glass matrix surrounding QDs 
prevents them from vibrating acoustically and led to the 
small amplitude or the coherent phonon, because, as stated 
before, the stress-free coherent oscillation of QDs in glass 
was observed in our study. Therefore the combination of the 
QDs and glass should be relatively weak. 
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In Ref. 25, the 68 cm - I Raman peak on 2 nm PbS QDs 
in PYA was assigned to confined acoustic phonon mode with 
l = O. PbS is not so different from PbSe in elastic properties, 
but the frequency of the confined acoustic phonon is much 
larger. Moreover the size-dependence of the mode seems to 
be quite small, compared to the Raman spectrum on 3 nm 
PbS QDS,14 and unlike our results, the coherent phonon sig
nal reproduces the Raman spectrum in respect of the acoustic 
mode in this system. Thus we see that there are still more 
problems on the acoustic vibration of QDs in host matrix. 

In conclusion, size-dependence of the confined acoustic 
phonon modes in PbSe QDs embedded in glass matrix was 
investigated by coherent phonon measurement and Raman 
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Spins of resident electrons in charged quantum dots (QD's) act as local magnets inducing the Zeeman 
splitting of excitons trapped into dots. This is evidenced by the observation of quantum beats in the linearly 
polarized time-resolved photoluminescence of a biased array of self-assembled InP QD's. An external magnetic 
field is found to shorten the spin beats' decay time keeping constant the frequency of the beats. A model using 
the pseudospin formalism allows one to attribute the observed quantum beats to the radiative decay of hot 
trions having two electrons that occupy different energy levels in a QD. 

DOl: /0.1 103/PhysRevB.65.2413 12 PACS number(~): n.21.La, 42.50.MJ, 78.55.Cr, 78.67.Hc 

The charged quantum dot (QD) is a peculiar quantum 
object exhibiting quite unusual optical properties. I-7 If the 
neutral QD is an analog of an atom, the charged QD is an 
analog of an ion.s One should expect drastic alterations in the 
fine structure of the energy levels due to charging of the QD. 
Since the fIrst observation of charged excitons in QD's, I they 
were studied in QD's with the electronic population con
trolled either by optical pumping4 or by applying a bias.3

,6J 

The nne structure of char?ed excitons was studied by single
dot optical spectroscopy, _-6 including experiments in mag
netic fields. 2

.
s 

While the energy structure of QD's has been intensively 
studied, much less is known about coherent phenomena in 
QD'S.R-II To the best of our knowledge, no experimental 
observations of coherent phenomena in charged QD's have 
been reported so far. 

Here, we report on a new spin-related effect in charged 
QD's. We have observed spin quantum beats (QB's) in the 
linearly polarized photoluminescence (PL) of an InP QD en
semble under linearly polarized excitation, while circular
polarized components of PL under circular-polarized excita
tion have shown almost no modulation. This behavior cannot 
result from the splitting of excitonic levels into states corre
sponding to linear oscillators, such as those observed in Ref. 
11. But it is typical for a Zeeman doublet which is split by a 
magnetic field. In our case, such a Zeeman-like splitting is 
observed in the absence of an external magnetic field. More
over, an applied magnetic field suppresses the QB's caused 
by this splitting. We attribute this unexpected behavior to the 
peculiar spin structure of the three-particle complex (trion) 
formed by an excess (resident) electron located in the QD 
and a photocreated electron-hole pair. 

We have studied heterostructures with single layers of InP 
self-assembled QD's embedded between Ga{).slno.sP barrier 
layers grown by gas-source molecular-beam epitaxy. The av
erage diameter of QD's was about 40 nm with a height of 
about 5 nm. The details of the growth procedure and of the 
sample characterization are reported e\sewhere. 12 In order to 
control the charge of QD's, a semitransparent Shonky con-

tact has been fabricated on the top surface of the saIllple, and 
an ohmic contact has been all ached onto the back surface. 
The total thickness of the undoped layers was about n.s /Lm. 
The PL was excited within the PL band of the QD's hy 
(2-4)-ps pulses or a mode-locked Ti :sapphire laser, and de
tected at the selected energies near the maximum of the PL 
line [see inset in Fig. I (a)] with a time resolution or () ps, 
using a 0.2S-m subtractive-ciispersion double monochro
mator and a streak camera. The measurements were done in 
linear and circular polarizations under normal light inci
dence. The temperature of the sample was 5 K. 

Figure 1 (a) shows the time-resolved PL kinetics excited 
by the linearly polarized light, and detected in the same (fur
ther referred to as parallel) linear polarization. The PL tran-
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fIG. I. (a) PL kinetics of the InP QD's in the linear polarization 
parallel to that of excitation at the spectral point, with Stokes shift 
between the excitation and detection energies of t:..E= 12 meV for 
different bias. (b) Bias dependence of the QB amplitude Po. Dashed 
line is the fit by a Gaussian with full width at half maximum t:.. U 
= 0.22 V. (c) QB amplitude Po versus the Stokes shift. 
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FIG. 2. (a) PL kinetics in the circular parallel (cr' (T T) and 
cross- (a' a-) polarizations, and also in the linear parallel (Ill and 
cross el) polarizations. Applied bias U hilJ ., = - 0.175 V; Stokes 
shift !:1E= 15 meV. (b) Degree of linear polarization PI (noisy 
curve) and the ilt (thick gray curve) by Eq. (1) with T= 30 ps, w 

= 0.20 ps - I, and Po = 0.2. (c) Degree of circular polarization p(J 

(noisy curve) and the fit (solid curve) by Eq. (I) with the same 
values of T and wand Po= 0.05. Non-oscillating part of PiT is sub
tracted. 

sients measured at the intermediate bias (of -0.175 V) show 
pronounced oscillations with a period of about 30 ps. Such 
oscillations are absent at zero electric field as well as in the 
strong-fleld limit [see Fig. I (b)]. 

We assume that the oscillations appear in the case of op
tical excitation of the QD's containing one resident electron 
per dot. The presence of excess carriers in QD's under study 
at positive bias was evidenced in Refs. 15 and 16. The pres
ence of the carriers can be easily checked by studying PL 
kinetics. Optical excitation creates an electron-hole pair in 
the excited state. The long rise time of the PL from the 
ground state of the electron-hole pair is governed by the 
relaxation time of the pair from the excited Slate and can be 
observed if there are no resident electrons in the QD's. This 
case is realized at strong negative biases as shown in Fig. 
1 (a). Extremely short rise times for small positive or zero 
bias evidence that, in this regime, the conduction-band 
ground state is occupied by an eXIra electron coming from 
the n-doped substrate or donors that are inevitably present in 
the system. At positive bias, each QD contains, on average, 
more than two resident electrons. Under strong negative bias, 
most of the dots are expected to be neutral, because of their 
fleld-induced depletion. The unusual QB's are observed at an 
intermediate negative bias [see Fig. I (b)] where about a 
quarter of the QD's have single resident electrons, as will be 
shown below. 

Figure 2(a) shows the time-resolved PL measured in the 
intermediate-field regime (bias of -0.175 V). The magnetic 
fleld is always zero. After excitation by a circularly polarized 
light (if +) and detection either in if + or in 0' - circular po
larizations, we observe oscillations whose amplitude is quite 
weak compared to the value of the background signal in crt 
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FIG. 3. Scheme of the optical transitions in a charged QD. The 
upper group of levels (I Oe I eOh) represent the fine structure of a 
hot trion. Levels I Oe) and II e) are the states of the QD before 
absorption and after emission of a photon, respectively, T and f 
indicate the electron and hole spins, respectively. 

polarization. The PL excited by linearly polarized light ex
hibits pronounced oscillations having opposite phases in par
allel and cross polarizations (the cross polarization is or
thogonal to the polarization of the incident light). These 
oscillations clearly manifest QB's between two eigenstates of 
the system corresponding to circularly polarized optical tran
sitions. Fig. 2(b) shows the linear polarization degree or the 
PL: p/=(fII-IeJ/(fII+/J,)' where Iii and I~ are the PL inten
sities on the parallel and cross polarizations, respectively. It 
exhibits pronounced oscillations without any constant back
ground, which can be well fitted by a function 

p(t)=poexp( -rly)cos(wt), ( I) 

where Po, y, and ware fltting parameters. Amplitude of the 
QB's, Po, is sensitive to the applied bias and to the shift 
between the energies of excitation and detection of the PL, as 
shown in Figs. I (b) and I (c), respectively. 

The combination of a nearly constant circular polarization 
of PL under circularly polarized excitation and pronounced 
beats in linear polarizations is usually a signature of the Zee
man splitting of 0-;' and (J"- polarized exciton states (to fit 
our experimental curves, a splitting of 0.12 meV would be 
required). We attribute the surprising Zeeman-like exciton 
splitting in the absence of an external magnetic fleld to the 
effect of inlema! exchange flelds created by resident elec
trons in QD's. 

We assume that a QD contains a resident electron in its 
ground state I Oe). Optical excitation creates a hole in the 
ground state I Oh) and an electron in the excited state II e). 13 

Under these conditions, the QD passes into the state 
I Oe I eOh) shown in Fig. 3(a), which is a hot trion state. We 
consider hereafter the fine energy structure of the hot trion, 
where spins of the photocreated and resident electrons can be 
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parallel or antiparallel. The cold trion, created after the re
laxation of the photoexcited electron to its ground state, has 
a trivial fine structure consisting of a single Kramers doublet, 
because spins of two electrons at the same energy level 
should be anti parallel, forming a singlet state. It is clear, 
therefore, that the cold trion cannot be responsible for the 
observed QB's. 

The trion lifetime in the excited stale is governed by the 
electron relaxation time. QB's are observed at relatively 
small Stokes shifts 6.E<30 meV [see Fig. I(c)], i.e., at en
ergies of photocreated electrons (relative to their ground 
state), which are smaller than the LO phonon energy in the 
InP QD's, EL()=45 meV. 14 The only way for such an elec
tron to relax is to emit an acoustic phonon. This process 
takes several tens of picosecond.1 4 Therefore the QB's can be 
observed within this time. This conclusion is in a perfect 
agreement with the data [see Fig. 2(b)]. 

The fine energy structure of the trion is governed by the 
exchange interaction of three particles. The electrons, being 
identical particles, interact with each other much stronger 
than each of them interact with the hole. This interaction 
forms the energy spectruni consisting of a singlet U= 0) and 

a triplet (j= 1), where]= '~I + ';2 is the total spin of the twO 
electrons [see Fig. 3(b)]. One can assume that the singlet
triplet splitting 6."" in the InP QD's is of the same order of 
magnitude as that in the InAs QD's, where it has been esti
mated as 3.5 meV. 2() 

The exchange interaction of an electron and a hole is well 
studied for excitons in quantum wells l7 and QlYS.IR It is 
known that the energy spectrum of the QD exciton consists 
of two doublets, one radiative and one nonradiative, with the 
splitting between thenl, 6.(), of the order of 0.1 meY. The 
in-plane asymmetry of QD's results in the further splitting of 
the radiative doublet described by the parameter 6., ~6.(). 
The splitting of the nonradiative doublet, 6.:> is much 
weaker. Since 6.ee~6.il' one can consider the exchange in
teraction of the hole with two electrons in a trion as an in-

teraction of the hole angular momentum j with the total spin 

of the two electrons I This is most conveniently done by 
choosing the spin states with J: = I + 3/2) and J? = 1- 3/2) of 
the hole for the basic states of a pseudospin ) = 112, which 
we denote as 1-1/2) and 1+ 1/2), respectively.17 Using the 
exciton pseudospin Hamiltonian from Ref. 17, we obtain 

where E().I,2=(~t;\,2+6.!;~1.2)/2 and ~;;~l,2 are the corre
sponding energy constants for the interaction of the hole with 
the ith electron. 

A very essential point is that in Eq. (2) the heavy hole 
pseudospin ) = 112 interacts with an inleger spin f= 0, 1. As 
a result, the energy spectrum of the entire spin system obeys 
the Kramers theorem: in the absence of magnetic fields it 
consists of doublets which do not split further no matter how 
low the geometric QD symmetry becomes. The correspond-

ing energy spectrum, shown in Fig. 3(c) for the case E l 
= E2 = 0, governs the polarization dynamics of PL. 
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Since the energy separation between the f= 0 and f= I 
level groups is greater than the exciting-pulse bandwidth, 
they can be considered separately. The f= 0 doublet can 
yield no beats~ therefore the analysis below will be concen
trated on the f= I group of levels. In this group, there are 
two radiative doublets and a nonradiative one, marked in Fig. 
3(c) by 1"1, ro, and /I, respectively. 

Depending on the initial spin stale of the resident electron, 
s:, the circularly polaril.ec1 light excites clitTerent trion states: 

s: = + 1/2, cr -·1 + I ) 1 + 1/2), (y' -, 10) I - 1/2), (3) 

s:=--1/2, (T!-'I-I)I-1/2), (T --,10)1+1/2). (4) 

Here we have used the pseudospin notation IfJ I) J. 
As seen from Eqs. (3) and (4), only one state o/" the ra

diative doublets ro or rl can be excited by the circularly 
polarized light. The linearly polarized laser light coherently 
excites two states, one of them belonging to the ro doublet, 
and the other one to the r l doublet. For the case of s._ 
= + 1/2, these two excited states are marked in Fig. J(d) by 
arrows which denote the radiative transitions !'rom these 
states. J9 Due to the energy sepanllion of r() and r 1 doublets, 
radiative transitions frorn these states excited coherently 

should give rise to QB's at the frequency (v = Eo Iii,. We 
believe that the observed QB's result from this coherent pro
cess. 

Averaging the intensities of the polarized COl1lpOnents I.lr 
light over the spin states of resident electrons in the en
semble of QD's, we obtain an expression for the linear ro
larization degree: 

fJt(I)=4IScoS(wl). 

Equation (5) predicts a considerably larger amplitude of 
the QB's, fJ()= 0.8, than the maximum of the experimentally 
observed value [Po=0.2, see Figs. ] (b) and I (c)]. The reduc
tion of the beat amplitude is most likely caused by Auctua
tions in the occupancy of the QD's by resident electrons. The 
QD's containing no electron, or two electrons, evidently 

BIIZ 

o 50 100 
t.une (ps) 

FIG. 4. QB's of trions (noisy curves) in magnetic field indicated 
against each curve and the fit (smoolh curves) by funclion P/( B) 

(Joexp( -tIT)cos(wr)cos(!:lwr) with 7=30 ps, w=0.20 ps -[, and 
!:l w = g fLHB/Ii, where g = 0.3, for all the experimental curves. 'rhe 
scheme illustrates the difference of the beat energies, !:l_ and !:l 
in a magnetic field for spin T and 1 of the resident electron. 
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should not contribute to the beat signal, but they do contrib
ute to the total PL signal, thus reducing the amplitude of the 
oscillating polarization degree. 

A similar analysis can be done if an in-plane anisotropy 
is present. Coupling between the two radiative doublets, in-

duced by the K 1 term in Eq. (2), makes the polarization of 
corresponding radiative states slightly elliptical. Under these 
conditions, the circularly polarized light excites coherently 
both radiative doublets, resulting in the small-amplitude 
beats upon a constant background: Pa= 1 - 2 a 2

[ 1 

- cos(wt)J, where a= Kl / Ko· 
One can see that the proposed model describes all the 

main qualitative features of the observed effect, namely, the 
QB's both in linear and circular polarizations at the same 
frequency, and the fact that the circular QB's are much 
weaker and are superimposed on a virtually time
independent background [see Figs. 2(b) 2 and 2(c)]. 

The model predicts also that the observed frequency of 
beats should not be sensitive to weak magnetic fields applied 
in the Faraday geometry (along z axis). Indeed, the magnetic 
field splits the Kramers doublets as shown in the scheme in 
Fig. 4. 21 The energy separation between the optically excited 

states, Ko, depends on the spin projection of the resident 
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electron onto the magnetic field. For one projection (say T), 

Ko is increased by the value htJ. w, and for another projec

tion 0) it is decreased by the same value, i.e. tJ.:,: = Ko 
-=.htJ.w. Here htJ.w=lgh+gelf.LsB, where ge and gh are g 
factors of the electron and the hole, respectively, f.LB is the 
Bohr magneton, and B is the magnetic field. As a result, the 

average QB frequency of an ensemble of the QD's with non

polarized resident electrons is not shifted. While tJ.w< lIT, 

the splitting results in an effective broadening of the fre
quency bandwidth of oscillations, which manifests itself in a 

more rapid damping. As seen from Fig. 4, the experimental 
polarization transients are well modeled by the calculations 

assuming Ig h + gI'l == g = 0.3. 
In conclusion, we have observed quantum beats with un

usual polarization properties in the PL of InP QD's. The 
beats are shown to result from the peculiar spin structure of a 
hot trion formed by the electron-hole pair created by light 
and a resident electron. 
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Dephasing of the lowest-energy electronic transition of Ino1Ga{)<)As/GaAs stress-induced quantum dOls in 
inhomogeneously broadened system has been investigated by the interferometric double pulse excitation and 
time-integrated detection of optical-phonon sideband in their resonant-photoluminescence spectra. It was found 
that combination of the narrow phonon resonance and spectral filtering of the signals allow us La determine the 
dephasing time in inhomogeneously broadened ensemble of quantum dots. The dephasing time of about 100 ps 
at 2 K shows that a pure dephasing is still essential in the studied system, most likely, as :l result of coupling 
of electronic excitations in quantum dots with optical phonons of surroundings via deformation potential. 

DOl: 10.1103lPhysRevB.66.075326 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Semiconductor quantum dots (QD's) present a unique 
class of heterostructures possessing atomiclike discrete en
ergy states and very narrow spectral lines due to three
dimensional quantum confinement. The homogeneous widths 
n. Y2 about ~ 50 f-Le V were observed in photol um inescence 
(PL) spectra of single QD's of different types at low 
temperature. 1-3 A longest phase relaxation time of the funda
mental exciton transition T2 = 1/Y2 of about 1.3 ns (n. Y2 
= 0.5 f-Le V) has been found by a photon-echo spectroscopy 
for weakly confined CuCl QD's in an NaCI matrix at I K 
(Ref. 4); T2 of about 630 ps has been measured by a four
wave-mixing (FWM) technique for strongly confined 
IIl\.Ga l _,As self-assembled QD's (SAQD's) at 7 K. Even for 
excited states, T2 of ~40 ps has been measured by means of 
a wave-packet interferometry for a single QD formed by 
width fluctuation in a GaAs quantum well6 (QW) and for 
InxGal _ ,As QD selected from a SAQD ensemble.7 The low
temperature long coherence of the electronic state of QD's is 
very important for realization of efflcient nonlinear optical 
processes in the QD systems and makes QD's a hopeful ob
ject for quantum computation and coherent information pro
cessing. Nevertheless, there is a lack of data on the dephas
ing time of inhomogeneously broadened QD systems 
fabricated by epitaxial growth, although they are most hope
ful to be used in the optical device engineering. Because of 
low QD optical density, conventional methods of studying 
the systenls, e.g. the FWM technique, may be used only for 
many layers of QD's (Ref. 8) or those in purposely prepared 
waveguides.9.5 At the same time a technique of the wave
packet interferometry developed during the last few years 
looks very attractive for the study of the dephasing processes 
in the QD systems.6.IO.11 

This technique is based on interference of two coherent 
polarization waves excited by the two coherent pulse trains 
at the frequency WL resonant with an optical transition of the 
studied system. Optical responses of two level system that 

PACS numbcr(s): 78.47. +p, 42.50.Md. 63.22. +111 

are proportional to the square of the polarization amplitude, 
e.g. absorption, will possess oscillations N( T) = N(O)[ I 
+ s( T)COS(WIJ)] wilh a change of a mUlual delay T between 
the pulses.(l.IO.11 Because of intrinsic polarization decay, an 
amplitude of the oscillations .1'( T) decays with a time con
stant or T 2. It is possible to obtain T2 of the resonant states 
of mesoscopic semiconductor systems by the time-integrated 
detection of the related signal as a function of T. The signals 
of the reson~lllt Rayleigh scattering, II the resonant 
fiuorescence,12 ~lnd the luminescence from low-lying elec
tron state populated through the higher-energy stater) have 
been analyzed to get the T2 values. At the same time, it is 
known that signals corresponding to incoherent processes in
volving phonons of the system, e.g. resonant Raman scatter
ing or optical-phonon sideband of the resonantly excited lu
minescence, also contain information about T) or the 
resonant electronic states of the system \3.14 and ca;1 be ana
lyzed in the same manner. Although the Stokes-shifted sig
nals allow us to simplify the study of the lowest-energy state 
coherence, since they are not nlasked by coherent stray light, 
such experiments have not been performed yet. For the stud
ies of the QD systems, it is necessary to consider that most of 
real QD systems possess essentially inhomogeneous spec
trum of electronic transitions. It is expected from general 
considerations that the inhomogeneity should result in short
ening of the s( T) decay observed in the time-integrated ex
periments. However, the lack of an adequate theoretical 
model describing the inhomogeneity effect on the time
integrated signals makes it difficult to derive intrinsic T2 of 
interest. 

In this work, we report the interferometric coherence 
measurement of the lowest-energy electronic state of stress
induced Ino.IG<1().9As QD (SIQD) system by means of time
integrated detection of optical phonon lines in the resonant 
photoluminescence (RPL) spectra of QD's at 2 K. Relatively 
long dephasing time is expected for SIQD's as compared 
with other QD systems fabricated by epitaxial growth, e.g. 
self-assembled QD'S.15 The studied SIQD's system possesses 
essentially inhomogeneous spectrum of electronic transitions 
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FIG, I. Solid and dotted lines represent the PL spectra of the 
sample at 2 K in the region of the I-I and 2-2 transitions of SIQO's 
and the lowest transition of QW excited by a cw Ti:sapphire laser at 
1822 me V with power densities of 15 and 150 W /cm", respecti vely. 
The pairs of narrow lines are the segments of the RPL spectra of 
SIQO's for different excitation energies I:·l. at low excitation power 
limit. The different base levels of the segments represent the actual 
backgrounds of the RPL signals resulted from excitation of larger 
QO's. The open circles (squares) show the integral intensities of the 
LO- (TO-) phonon lines for different E1., i.e, excitation spectra of 
the lines, therefore positions of the circles (squares) are shifted with 
respect to the relevant segments by the phonon energies. A dashed 
curve is a guide for eyes. Inset shows the time dependence of the 
LO-line intensity under 2-ps pulse excitation, EL = 1260,73 meV 
and Eo= 1224.13 meV. 

with full width at half maximum of ~20 meV Basing on 
developed theoretical model describing time-integrated sig
nals of the phonon-assisted secondary emission of inhomo
geneously broadened system, we demonstrate that intrinsic 
dephasing time of the SIQD electronic transitions can be 
determined from the interferometric experiments with spec
tral filtering of the phonon-assisted RPL, when independent 
information on the phonon lifetime is available. 

H. SAMPLE AND ITS CHARACTERIZATION 

SIQD's were prepared in an Ino,IGa(),9As quantum well 
sandwiched between epitaxial GaAs barriers grown on a 
semi-insulating GaAs (00 I) substrate. A thickness of the 
IntGal-xAs layer is 8 nm. The GaAs top barrier is 6.5 nm. 
SIQD's were formed by local strains caused by InP stressors 
grown in a Stranski-Krastanow mode on the top of the whole 
structure. The stressors are 60 nm in diameter, and 20 nm 
high and the areal density is 2X ICP cm- 2

. Details of the 
sample structure were published elsewhere. 16 Electronic en
ergy structure in the SIQD's identifled by the state-fllling 
experiment at 2 K is typical for similar QD'S.17 The lumines
cence bands corresponding to the I-I transition (at 1277 
meV) and the 2-2 transition (at 1296 meV) are shown in Fig. 
I. A distinctive feature of the RPL spectra excited in the 
region of the low-energy transitions of SIQD's at 2 K is that 
pairs of narrow lines with ~he Stokes shifts of 33.60 me V and 
36.55 meV, and half width at half maximum (HWHM) 
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(ftr pH ) of about 60 f-LeV dominate the spectra (Fig. I). The 
spectra were measured in a near backscattering geometry by 
the use of a continuous-wave (cw) Ti:sapphire laser and a 
I-m double monochromator with combined spectral resolu
tion of 10 f-Le Y. Analogous pair of lines was found when the 
excitation photon energies E L of 1169 me V or 1345 me V 
were far from the transitions of SIQD's. The lines correspond 
to the off-resonant Raman scattering by the TO and LO 
phonons of GaAs.IR A nonzero amplitude of the TO-phonon 
line comes from experimental imperfect backscattering ge
ometry. Strong resonant enhancement of the line intensities 
is observecl when E L falls in the region of the inhomoge
neously broadened I-I and 2-2 transitions of SIQD's (Fig. 
1). Simultaneously, the LO-phonon line becomes depolarized 
in contrast to the off-resonant case. The lowest-energy maxi
mum in the excitation spectra of the lines corresponds to the 
I-I transition, whereas the higher-energy satell ite is shifted 
by the LO- (TO-) phonon energy. The results clearly indicate 
that the zone center GaAs LO and TO phonons are effec
tively coupled with the low-energy electronic states of 
SIQD's giving rise to the narrow Raman-like lines. The con
clusion is correct, whether the resonant Raman scattering or 
phonon sideband of the RPL are responsible for the lines in 
the cw spectra. However, for analysis of the time-integrated 
signals of the lines excited by a pair of 2-ps laser pulses, that 
will be described below, it is important to know the origin of 
the lines at the pulse excitation. A conventional time
resolved experiment by the use of a 2-ps laser-pulse excita
tion and an infrared streak camera with lime resolution of' 
about 30 ps showed that the phonon-assisted RPL makes 
main contribution to the LO- (TO-) line intensity. Incleed, an 
integral intensity of the slow (luminescence) component of 
the LO- (TO-) line signal excited in resonance with I-I tran
sition (inset in Fig. 1) is essentially larger (> ten times) than 
that of the fast (Raman) component. It follows that at 2-ps 
pulse excitation the lines come mainly from the phonon
assisted annihilation of directly excited electron-hole pairs 
when SIQD's are excited in the region of the I-I transition 
(incoming resonance). At higher excitation energies, along 
with this process the annihilation of the pairs created by the 
optical-phonon-assisted absorption of the light can be re
sponsible for the signal (outgoing resonance) as well as the 
excitation of the electron-hole pairs due to 2-2 transition fol
lowed by their relaxation to the lowest-energy states with 
emission of the LO(TO) phonon and consequent 
recombination. 19 At the same time, a broadband lumines
cence background observed in the RPL spectra at analogous 
incident photon energies (Fig. 1), most likely, arises due to 
the second process involving acoustic phonons of the system. 

III. INTERFEROMETRIC EXPERIMENT 

In the interferometric coherence measurement (block 
scheme of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2), a 
modified Michelson interferometer has been used to form 
two coherent pulse trains with the same polarization and in
tensity separated by variable time delay T. The pulses were 
generated by a ~2-ps mode-locked tunable Ti:sapphire laser 
at a 82-MHz repetition rate. The pulse trains emerging from 
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FIG. 2. Experimental setup: Ti:S represents picosecond mode
locked Ti:sapphire laser; M represents monochromators; PD repre
sents photodiodes; S is the sample in the cryostat; F is the tIber 
bundle; PMT represents photomultiplier; LlA represents lock-in 
amplifIers; C represents counter. 1,2 are the mirrors; 3-7 arc the 
clements of the interferometer. 

the interferometer illunl.inated the "ample inllll.ersed in super
Auid helium with the power density below the state-Riling 
level. The luminescence was fed to a I-m double monochro
mator (M I) equipped with an infrared photomultiplier. The 
monochromator served as a spectral filter that transmitted the 
luminescence at hWD with bandpass nTf) determined by the 
slit width W12. We used a continuously scanning interferom
eter instead of actively stabilized one commonly utilized in 
the coherent control experiments.6

,\O,\\ Then, the mutual time 
delay T is slowly varied in time r by the relation T= 2u ric, 
where u is the scanning speed of an interferometer retrore
Aector, c is the light speed, and the time-integrated lumines
cence signal N( T) is described by 

N( T)IN(O)= !-S(T)COS(WT)= 1-S(T)COS(W't), (1) 

where w'=2wulc. The minus sign comes from the odd 
number of reAections of this beam off the interferometer's 
beamsplitters. The detected signals N( T) oscillate with low 
frequency f= W' 121T of about several tens hertz that allows 
one [0 use a lock-in technique in order to directly record the 
envelope of the oscillations s( T) containing information 
about T? with improved signal-to-noise ratio. For example, 
f=50Hz corresponds to w=wL=1.946Xl0 15

S-
1 (E L 

= 1277 me V) at experimentally used u of 2.4X 10- 3 cm/s. 
Continuously scanning the interferometer, we took the data 
triggered by the ac component of the signal of the photodi
ode (PO I) placed behind the output slit of an auxiliary 
monochromator (M 2). [t extracted a narrmv spectral com
ponent at the energy of hW,.=n,wL corresponding to the 
spectral maximum of another laser-pulse beam emerging 
from the interferometer. The coherence length of the compo
nent was found to be ~8 cm that enabled us to measure Tin 
time scale up to 200 ps. The POI signal N,.(t)~cos(w't) 
served as a reference to the two Jock-in amplifiers (LIA's). 
One of them (LIA2) collected the luminescence signal N( T), 

and the second one (LIA 1) was used for simultaneous re
cording of the pulse autocorrelation a (T) utilizing the signal 
from the second photodiode (P02) directly illuminated by 
the light beam from the interferometer. The amplitudes of the 
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FIG. 3. Envelopes .1'( T) of the time-integr:lled signals of th~ 
LO-phonon-assistecl RPL for different values of the spectral selec
tion bandpass W (in energy units). The mean photon energy of the 
incident pulses, E[. = 1260 me V is in the region of the I-I transition 
of SIQD's and the detection energy Ej)=E'/.-linw 
0= 1233.4 l1leV corresponds to the maximum of lhe LO-phonon 
band. a( T) is the laser-pulse autocorrelation. Full spectral width of 
the LO-phonon I inc, 211 1'1'11 = 120 fLe V. 

corresponding LlA outputs are proportional to s( T) and 
a( T). The high stability of [he interferometer and the scan
ning velocity u allowed US to obtain the good signal-to-noise 
ratio with an accuIT1Ulation time constant up to several sec
onds (the uncontrolled jitter of the relative phase between the 
excitation pulses was deternlined to be within 0.2-rae\ rills) 
ane! measure [he WI. values with accuracy of 0.5°;'<). 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In Fig. 3 the envelopes s( T) of the time-integrated signals 
of the LO-phonon-assisted RPL are shown for different val
ues of the spectral selection bandpass W (in energy units). 
The mean photon energy of the incident pulses, EL 
= 1260 meV is in the region of the I-I transition of SIQD's 
ane! the detection energy Ef)=E/,-hD U )= 1233.4 meV cor
responds to maximum of the LO-phonon band. It was ini
tially found that N( T) oscillates with frequency of WI. that is 
a result of the interference in the absorption channel. !O,I?,?O 
As seen from Fig. 3, the time trace of s( T) dramatically 
depends on W. With the decrease of W down to a value of 
about 2hf PH' the s( T) width monotonically increases, and 
does not depend on bandpass below this limit (Fig. 3). 
Analogous measurements for the TO-phonon line show the 
same results. Keeping in mind a different bandpass depen
dence of the resonantly excited coherent and incoherent sec
ondary radiarion,!1.12.21 we have studied the effect of the 
spectral filtering on the time trace or s( T) for other 
excitation-detection conditions: detection or the laser light 
elastically scattered from the sample, ED = E L, and de
tection of the broad luminescence base in the vicinity 
(.s=±3 meV) of the LO- (TO-) phonon lines (E L 

= 1280 me V, E f) = E L - hD LO(TO) +.s). The luminescence 
background is observed at E L above the energy of the I-I 
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transition (see Fig. 1). For the elastically scattered light, the 
decrease of W resulted in the continuous increase of the 
width of s( T) due to interference of two coherent pulses 
passed through the monochromator, as it was expected. For 
the luminescence base, the s( T) was found to be independent 
of Wand to agree with aCt D) within experimental errors. 
Such features of the signal are typical for the luminescence 
from an optical transition populated through photoexcited 
higher-energy states with continuous spectrum, e.g., at exci
tation in the free-carrier continuum of the bulk semiconduc
tor and detection of the exciton emission. 12 In our case it is, 
most likely, caused by a large inhomogeneous distribution of 
energy separation between the lowest and higher exciton lev
els in the SIQD system analogously reported for the self
assembled InAs QD'S.22 Then, though the detected lumines
cence comes from the lowest-energy states selected by the 
filter, these states are populated from the higher-energy qua
sicontinuum state through intraband relaxation mediated by 
acoustic phonons with continuous energy spectrum. Thus, W 
dependence of s( T) for the phonon-assisted RPL signal quite 
differs from those for other signals. 

In order to explain the unusual W dependence of the 
phonon-assisted RPL signal and to determine what informa
tion on relaxation constants of the SIQD's can be obtained 
from the signal analysis, we carried out theoretical analysis 
of a spontaneous phonon-assisted secondary radiationY The 
spectral-selected time-integrated signal excited by two coher
ent pulse trains has been calculated for an inhomogeneously 
broadened system with two electronic states by the use of 
perturbation theory for the generalized master equation. 24 

Electron-phonon interaction was considered in the adiabatic 
approximation. One phonon mode with fixed frequency was 
taken into account since, accordingly to our experimental 
data, the zone-center GaAs optical phonons contribute 
mainly to the interaction. The inhomogeneity width was sup
posed to be much broader than the spectral width of the laser 
pulses, which is in turn much more than the relaxation rate 
constants of the system quantum states taken into consider
ation and smaller than frequencies of the optical phonons. 
These assumptions hold for the studied SIQD system. 

Then the signal of the secondary radiation for incoming 
resonance averaged over the transition frequency is deter
mined by 

J
'X. I I+K(T)COS[(x+w[)+D)TJ 

X dx--~-") ~"), , ' 
-'X. + I D [(x- 6 D )-+ (r]-

(2) 

where 

K(T)= he-(2Y2i·Yl'f/2)T+~e-Yf)"T/2, (3) 
'Y2 2 'Y2 

t:.OL=WO-wL' OD=WL-Wf)-D, Wo is the central fre
quency of distribution F(t:.od for electronic transitions in 
the inhomogeneous system, W L is the carrier frequency of 
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laser pulses with spectral width a, W D and [D are the fre
quency and bandpass of the spectral filter, f3 is the constant, 
D is the optical-phonon frequency, 'Y2 = 'Y1 /2 + 'h, 'Y2 and 'h 
are the coherence loss rate constants due to the full and pure 
phase disruptions, and 'Yl and 'Yph are the inverse 
lifetimes of electronic population and phonon. The expres
sion has been derived for exponential laser pulses 
(~exp[ -altl]) and a Fabry-Perot spectral filter. 

In the case of exact resonance 8D =0, 

87rf3 ") 2 [ I 
N( T) = --;- (r [DF(t:. OL ) [D( a- [ D)2( a+ [D)2 

X {I + K( T)e -rf)Tcos[ (WD+ D) TJ} 

I+K(T)(l 
2 a 3 ( a - [f))( (.T + [ f)) 

+ <TT) e _. '" COSW L 7} 1 

If [ f)P a, then 

(4) 

47rf3 1 
N( T) = -- - F(t:. 01 ){ 1 + K( T)( 1 + aT)e ITTCOSWL T}. 

'Yl a -
(5) 

Since ap 2 'Y2 + 'Yphl2 by assumption, K( T) = 1 and s( T) 

= ( I + uT)exp( - aT), i.e., it coincides with the laser-pulse 
autocorrelation a( T). It is easy to show that the conclusion is 
fulfilled for any shape of the pulses. 

If rf)~(.T, then 

87rf3[f) 
N( T) = -- --I F(t:.()d 

'YI (r 

Importantly the decay of the signal is independent of 
the laser-pulse shape and the cosine amplitude 
s(T)=K(T)e-·rf)T [see Eq. (1)]. Moreover, the decay rate of 
s( T) monotonically decreases with r J) and s( T) tends to 
K( T) at rf)~2 'Y2 + 'Ypl/2 that holds for any kind of spectral 
filter. Just in this limit, direct information about relaxation 
constants of interest can be obtained from the s( T) analysis. 
Since the signal does not depend on the pulse shape, it is 
reasonable to assign it to a free-polarization one25 that con
sists of two components in accordance with Eq. (3).26 First of 
them decaying with 2 'Y2 + 'Yphl2 and proportional to the pure 
dephasing "h can be attributed to the phonon-assisted RPL 
Such definition is in accordance with the phonon-assisted 
RPL of in homogeneously broadened system at monochro
matic cw excitation, where a spectral width (HWHM) of the 
related line is 2 'Y2 + 'Ypl/2 and amplitude is proportional to 
'h. It is the term that contains information about the intrinsic 
dephasing constant 'Y2 of the resonant transitions. Second 
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term decays with Yphl2 and could be assigned to the resonant 
Raman scattering. When 'h~ y 1/2, the luminescence term 
dominates the time-integrated signal that decays with 2 Y2 
+ Yp h/2, i.e. it contains information on the coherence decay 
of the resonant electronic transitions. 

Let us consider a correspondence between the limitation 
of the model and our experimental data. The direct time
resolved experiment at picosecond excitation on the SIQD 
system shows that the luminescence dominates the Stokes
shifted signal. The condition of exact resonance OD = W L 

- WD - D = 0 is fulfllled with accuracy close to f D' The 
observed W, or f D dependence of s( T) is qualitatively evi
dent from Eqs. (5) and (6): s( T) tends to a( T) and K( T) in 
the limits of broad and narrow spectral band passes, corre
spondingly. Although the values of Y2 and Yph are a priori 
unknown for the SIQD's as well as the exact value of ff), it 
is reasonable to think that at saturation condition found ex
perimentally for W smaller than about 0.1 meV the inequality 
of rD~2 Y2 + Yp h12 approximately holds. Physical meaning 
of the spectral selection in the interferometric experiment is 
analogous to that in conventional cw experiments, where 
bandpass of the filter should be srnaller than spectral width 
of the measured line in order to get a correct value of the 
width. As a result, the spectral-selected time-integrated sig
nal is described by a single exponential decay 

s( T) = e --(2Y2+ Y!,I/2),. (7) 

Therefore, the inhomogeneous broadening of the electronic 
transitions gives rise to the Yph term in decay of s( T) and Y2 
can be determined if Yph is known from independent mea
surements, e.g., from the off-resonant Raman-scattering ex
periment. 

The wave-packet interferometry experiment on a single 
QD controlled the coherent status and measured Y2 for the 
excited but not for the exciton ground state of QD. 6 At the 
same time the analysis or the signal of the phonon-assisted 
RPL under resonant excitation of the lcw/est-energy transi
tion allows to determine dephasing constant for the exciton 
ground state of QD. For the SIQD system, it corresponds to 
excitation at the low-energy side of the related PL band (1-1 
transition). We measured s( T) for the LO line at E L in this 
region (E L = 1234, 1244, 1260, and 1270 me V) at spectral 
bandpass corresponding to the saturation limit. Typical s( T) 

for E r = 1234 me V is shown in Fig. 4(a). It was found that 
s( T) were well described by the monoexponential decay. Fit
ting of the curves by the use of Eq. (7) allows us to get the 
y= 2 Y2 + Yp,/2 values. As is seen in Fig. 4(b), fz Y is practi
cally constant of about 60 jJ£V with hy=S5-:!:.S jJ£V for the 
lowest incident photon energy of 1234 mev' A set of precise 
independent off-resonant Raman measurements of the GaAs 
LO-phonon line\vidth performed on the same sample at 2 K 
by the use of a 1064.2-nm cw radiation of a Nd l-:1: YVO.+ 
laser gave us the fLYph value of 85-:!:.10 /-Lev. The value was 
found by a standard deconvolution of LO-phonon signal with 
Lorentzian LO-phonon line and Gaussian apparatus response 
measured in the same experiment by the use of the incident 
light. Then we can determine the h Y2 value for the lowest-
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FIG. 4. (a) A semilogarithmic plot of the LO-line signal s( T) for 
several EL (shown in a unit of meV). The curves arc vertically 
displaced for clarity. Narrow spikes on the top of some curves arc 
well described by a( T) and are related to the broad luminescence 
base. (b) Open circles correspond to the Y values determined from 
monoexponential titting of s( T) for ddlcrent EL (II Y is shown in a 
unit of /LeV). Note, only for F'I. ~ 1270 mcV the y values arc de
scribed by 2 Y2 + Yjll/2, see the text. Relevant portions of the PL 
spectra of SIQD's (solid line) and the excitation spectrum of the 
LO-phonon line, jLO(EI.) (open squares, dashed line) are shown for 
comparison. 

energy excitonic transition as ii, Y2 = h( Y- Yp l/2) 12 = 6.3 
-:!:. 1.5 fie V that corresponds to the dephasing time value T2 
of IOO-:!:.25 ps. 

At higher EL (in the overlapping region of the 1-1 and 2-2 
transitions and in the region of the 2-2 transition) the s( T) 

time traces become narrower [Fig. 4(a)]. A spike related to 
the thermalized luminescence background and well de
scribed by a( T) appears on the top of the curves, which 
indicates that processes involving electronic states different 
from lowest one additively contribute to the signals. Analysis 
of the signal becomes much complicated because of un
known contribution of other processes involving ~)plica\ 

phonons. In this case, the signal s( T) cannot be described by 
the above-mentioned simple model. Most likely, the shorten
ing of the s( T) decay is caused by an increasing contribution 
of the next excited state with higher Y2 to the signal owing to 
overlapping of the 1-1 and 2-2 transition energies for diner
ent SIQD's. 

The low temperature T? of the lowest exciton state in 
InO.1GaO.9As SIQD's is longer than that of the HH exciton in 
single GaAs QW by an order of magnitude1

1.27 and than T 2 

of the excited states in single QD.6
.
7 However, it is shorter 

compared \vith highest known T? in CuCi QD's (Ref. 4) and 
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In,Ga1 _-xAs SAQD's.s Comparison with recombination life
time of the lowest exciton state (71 is about 300 ps, h Y1 
= 2.2 f.Le V) found in direct time-resolved experiment shows 
that pure dephasing processes (h '5'2 = 5.2 f.Le V) are essential 
for the lowest-energy transition in the studied SIQD's even at 
7= 2 K. The fact is in a qualitative accord with the FWM 
data on III-V semiconductor SAQD's at ~5-7 K where the 
pure dephasing either governs the total dephasing rate of the 
exciton fundamental transitionR or its rate is comparable with 
the depopulation one. s A quantitative discrepancy between 
our and cited data as well as mechanisms governing the pure 
dephasing in the QD's systems is still subject for discussion. 
A comparative analysis of temperature dependences of de
population and dephasing rates is normally used for clarifi
cation of dephasing processes in QD's usually treated in the 
framework of theory of crystal defects. 2R

.
29 The simplest case 

is two-level systems with radiative limited depopulation rate 
and pure dephasing rate caused by an elastic phonon scatter
ing. The optical-phonon contribution is negligible at tem
peratures up to few tens of Kelvin due to the reduction of the 
phonon popula.tion.·1o Then acoustic phonons with continuous 
energy spectrum govern the pure dephasing rate resulting in 
its 77 dependence. 31 A presence of the exciton fine structure 
with characteristic energy gap 6.£, that is an inherent prop
erty of most QD systems, causes qualitatively other tempera
ture dependence: in addition to the elastic phonon scattering, 
transitions between levels of the structure with emission and 
absorption of the acoustic phonons will contribute to Y2 via 
both the Yl and '5'2 temperature dependences. In high
temperature limit 6.£<k B7, Yl and h will be proportional 
to 7 and 7 2, respectively. In opposite limit Yl is temperature 
independent for transitions with emission of the phonons and 
1'1 ~ exp( - 6.dkBD for transitions with absorption of the 
phonons, while );2 ~ exp( - 6.dk!3D for both absorption and 
emission, Just this process was concluded to be responsible 
for the low-temperature total dephasing rate in InrGa} _-xAs 
SAQD's,5 where the linear temperature dependence of 1'2 
has been observed in the range of 5-40 K. The high
temperature limit holds for this ty~e of QD's where 6.£ are 
in the range of few hundred f.LeV.· 2 The same linear depen
dence has been observed for InIAl} --xGaAs SAQD's.R It fol
lows that main contribution to the temperature dependence 
of 1'2 comes from that of 1'1' At the same time, physics of 
pure dephasing remains not quite clear since predicted de
pendence of );2 = a 7 2 + h 77 was not detected despite the fact 
that measured values of );2 were comparable with or more 
than those of I'}. In studied InrGal--xAs SIQD's relative 
contribution of );2 to total dephasing rate is even greater than 
that found in Ref. 8 and we suppose that the 1'2 temperature
dependence measurements performed for this system will al
low one to look inside the physics of the low-temperature 
pure dephasing in QD's. 

*Permanent address: 5.1. Vavilov State Optical Institute, 199034 St. 

Petersburg, Russia. 

-'Present address: Space Vacuum Epitaxy Center, University of 
Houston. Houston, TX 77204-5507. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we show that dephasing time of lowest 
electronic transition or QD's in inhomogeneously broadened 
ensemble can be determined from analysis of time-integrated 
signal of optical-phonon-assisted RPL excited by two coher
ent pulse trains. Spectrally selected phonon-assisted RPL 
signals as a function of mutual delay between the pulses 
were analyzed in the framework of a theoretical model de
veloped for the inhomogeneously broadened system with 
two electronic states and adiabatic electron-phonon interac
tion. It has been shown that spectral selection of the lumi
nescence is necessary condition in order to get infornlation 
on dephasing constant of the electronic transition in inhomo
geneously broadened systems and an optical-phonon dephas
ing rate additively contributes to decay of the signal. The 
interferometric measurements have been carriec! out for 
Ino.}Gao9As/GaAs SIQD system by the use of 2-ps pulse 
trains. Characteristic property of studied SIQD'swas found 
to be coupling of their low-energy electronic excitations with 
optical phonons of GaAs barriers or substrate that gives rise 
to analyzed phonon sideband of resonant luminescence under 
cw and pulse excitation. Dephasing rate of the lowest exciton 
state of the studied SIQD's of 6.3±1.5 f.LeV (72 = 100 
± 25 ps) has been found from the interferometric data by the 
use of appropriate fltting procedure and independent off
resonant Raman data on dephasing rate of zone-center bulk 
GaAs optical phonon. 

The time-integrated signals of the phonon-assisted RPL 
can be used for the lowest-state coherence measurements of 
any inhomogeneously broadened systems with the narrow 
optical-phonon resonances in their RPL spectra. ImportaIllly 
these data and analogous data obtained for phonon less RPL 
signal allow one to get complete information on electron and 
phonon dephasing of the systems. It is worth noting that in 
the absence of the inhomogeneous broadening, e.g. for single 
QD, the time-integrated signals of the phonon-assisted RPL 
give information exclusively about 1'2' 
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The effects of external electric and magnetic fields on InP self-assembled quantum dots (QDs) were inves
tigated by means of single dot spectroscopy. By systematically changing a bias applied to the sample, succes
sive energy shifts of the photoluminescence (PL) peaks from excitons and biexcitons due to the quantum 
confined Stark effect were clearly observed. The quadratic Stark coeffIcient was evaluated to be of the order of 
10- 31 Fcm2

. The energy separation of the PL peaks arising from the excitons and biexcitons changed with the 
applied electric field, reflecting a slight difference of the Stark coeffkient between the exciton and biexciton 
states. The existence of permanent dipole moments was also revealed in both the exciton and biexciton states. 
The spatial separations between the electrons and holes along the growth direction in a QD were estimated to 
be 7 A for the exciton state, and 8 A for the biexciton state. Further, the diamagnetic shift and the Zeeman 
splitting of the exciton states were clearly observed in a magnetic field. It was found that the diamagnetic 
coefficient gradually decreases on decreasing the QD size. A simple qualitative model can explain thal this 
result is due to competition between quantum confinement and magnetic confinement. 

DOl: IO.II03!PhysRevB.66.235309 PACS number(s): 78.67.l-Ic, 7 \ .35. -yo 73.61.Ey, 75.75. +a 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Zero-dimensional (OD) semiconductor structures or quan
tum dots (QDs), which are often referred to as artificial at
oms, have attracted considerable interest recently due to their 
potential for applications and fundamental physics interest. 
From the basic physics poim of view, one of the very inter
esting topics is experimental measurements of the wave 
functions on the confined electrons and holes. While a direct 
mapping of the wave functions is rather difficult, quantities 
that directly relate to the extent and shape of the electron and 
hole densities can be obtained by optical measurements in 
the presence of external fields. 

In almost all presently available QD samples, the photo
luminescence (PL) energy separation between the exciton 
and biexciton states is much smaller than their macroscopic 
PL bandwidth caused by the fluctuations in their size and 
shape. In order to eliminate the ambiguity due to these size
shape fluctuations, the observation of a single QD is very 
important. Since the QDs show very sharp PL lines reflecting 
the density of states of a OD system, it is expected that even 
very small changes of their electronic energies can be easily 
measured. 

By observing single QDs, imponant information and in
teresting phenomena hidden behind the inhomogeneous dis
tribution have been clarified, such as many carrier errects,I-3 
charged excitons,4.5 strong optical anisotropy,6-R fluores
cence intermittency,9.10 and photon anti-bunching. II - 13 In or
der to observe a signal from a single QD, it is important to 
reduce the number of QDs to be excited and probed. The 
QDs have to be well separated from each other in compari
son with the spatial resolution of the detection microscope 

system. Among the various 00 systems investigated so far, 
the QOs formed thorough the Stranski-Kraslanow (S-K) 
growth mode are most suitable for the study of a single QO 
because the QDs can be fabricated in a single layer. In the 
present work, we employed InP S-K QDs to explore their 
optical properties in the external fields. 

The optical properties of single QDs in external fields 
have been investigated theoretically and experimemally by 
several groups. For example, the effects of electric field in a 
wide variety of QD systems have been reported in Refs. 5 
and 14-24. Since each electronic st.ate (e.g., one exciton, 
biexciton, and their excited states) shows a ditTerent energy 
shift with respect to the applied electric field,I(1.21.22 detailed 
jL-PL measurements are necessary to obtain information on 
the wave functions of these states. In quantum wells, ThiIa
gam has theoretically shown that the energy shifts have a 
different magnitude between the exciton and biexciton 
states.25 Such a study or QD systems would be interesting. 

When an external electric field F is applied, quadratic 
energy shifts of the exciton states E(F) are observed by the 
Stark effect: 

(I) 

where Eo is the energy for F=O. In most 1l1-V bulk semi
conductors, the linear coefhcient p is very sma11. 26 - 2R Re
cently, Fu has theoretically predicted a nonzero value of p 
due to the existence of a permanent dipole moment in spheri
cal QDS. 29 However, it is still very small, typically ~ J e· A 
in QDs of a few tens or nm in size. On the other hand, in the 
case of the S-K QDs having pyramidal or lens shapes (e.g., 
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AI In As 17 InAs IR.21.22 and In .Ga _ .As 5.23) it has been x I -x' ., .\: 1.\ ' , 

clarified that there exists a large permanent dipole moment. 
Patane el al. have pointed out that the localization of the 
electron is above the hole in InrGal --xAs. 2.1 In other InAs 
QD samples, however, the confined holes are localized above 
the electrons in the QDs,IR.n which is opposite to that pre
dicted by theoretical calculations. The discrepancy between 
the experiments and theoretical calculations is considered to 
be due to nonuniform indium composition in real systems. 19 

It is thus important to examine the existence of a permanent 
dipole moment and its direction in QDs of other materials. 
Furthermore, a permanent dipole moment in a biexciton state 
has never been carefully studied. 

Turning our attention to the magneto-optical effects, mag
netic field has historically been employed to artificially gen
erate confined states in bulk semiconductors. In low
dimensional semiconductors, the excitonic states in a 
magnetic field are characterized by three energy scales: the 
lateral-size quantization energy, the exciton effective Ryd
berg energy, and the magnetic confinement energy. The mag
netic length 'A, which is equivalent to the cyclotron radius, is 
defined by 

(h' 
'A = \j ;E' (2) 

where e and B are the electronic charge and the magnetic 
field, respectively. The magnetic length characterizes the 
scale of magnetic confinement. We can estimate 'A to be 26 
nm at I T and 8 nm at lOT. Since the semiconductor QDs 
have sizes of a few tens of nm, the magnetic length is com
parable to the sizes of typical QDs in this magnetic field 
range. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate the competi
tion between magnetic confinement and quantum confine
ment in QDs. 

The exciton states show Zeeman splittings and diamag
netic shifts in a magnetic field. In many cases, these changes 
are much smaller than the inhomogeneous broadening of the 
PL band.30

-
32 In addition, when the lateral quantization and 

the Coulomb attraction are increased by decreasing the QD 
size, the magnetic confinement becomes less important, lead
ing to a smaller diamagnetic shift. It is thus necessary to 

investio-ate PL from sin(Jle QDs. The PL from single QDs in 
the ma~netic field has b~en reported by several gr;ups.1..>2-37 
Bayer el al. have observed a systematic decrease in the PL 
peak energy shift with decreasing size in large QDs fabri
cated from deep etched quantum wells, and related it to the 
transition from 2D to OD.3R On the other hand, the diamag
netic coefficient has almost a constant value in very small 
QDS. 32 It will be interesting to study these quantities in the 
intermediate size reginle using QDs of different sizes. 

Here we present the optical response of the InP single 
QDs in external electric and magnetic fields. From the opti
cal measurements we extract the quadratic Stark coefflcients 
of excitons and biexcitons. Our results reveal the existence of 
permanent dipole moments in both exciton and biexciton 
states. Further, the size dependence of the diamagnetic coef
ficients is discussed. 

PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66. 235309 (2002) 

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The samples used in this study were prepared by means of 
metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE), as described 
in detail in Ref. 39. Self-assembled InP QDs sandwiched 
between two insulating Gao.slno.sP barriers of 180 nm thick
ness each were grown on a Si doped (n+) GaAs (001) sub
strate. In order to apply a dc bias to the sample, an 
n -i -Schottky diode structure \vas fabricated by deposi ting a 
semi-transparent gold layer of 20 nm thickness onto the 
sample surface. 

As the excitation light source of the optical measure
ments, the 488 nm line of a continuous wave Ar-ion laser 
was used. For the single dot spectroscopic study in an elec
tric field, a confocal micro-photoluminescence (,u-PL) sys
tem was adapted:' The samples were set on a cold-finger of a 
liquid He flow-type cryostat and cooled down to 4 K. The 
unfocused laser beam with a diameter of ~ 5 mm was irra
diated on the sample surface to achieve a uniform excitation 
intensity. The sample PL was collected using a microscope 
objective lens with a numerical aperture of 0.42. A pinhole 
was placed on the image plane of the microscope to select a 
single QD. The spatial resolution of this system is better than 
2 f-Lm. 

In order to measure the f-L-PL spectra by a conventional 
macroscopic configuration using a superconducting split-co,i~ 
magnet up to lOT, the QDs were confined in small mesas.·'
Micro-patterns were drawn on the sample surface by means 
of photolithography. Most part of the sample surface was 
chemically etched by HCl: H20= 2: I at 30°C leaving be
hind small portions of size about 3 X 3 f-Lm 2

. The spatial 
separation between the mesas is 100 f-Lm. One of the mesas 
was selected by setting a pinhole of diameter 100 f-Lm on the 
sample. 

In both measurements in the electric field and the mag
netic field, the PL signal was analyzed using a 50 cm single 
monochromator, and then detected by a charge coupled de
vice camera cooled by liquid nitrogen. The spectral resolu
tion of the detection system was better than 300 f-Le V. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Jl-PL spectra from a single QD 

Figure 1 shows the excitation power dependence of the 
f-L_PLL spectra of a single InP QD measured without applying 
an external field. Under very weak excitation of less than 
P = 1 m W / cm 2

, a single sh;rp PL line denoted by X was 
observed at ~ 1.671 eV. When the excitation power was 
slightly increased, a new line XX indicated by the arrow was 
observed at the lower energy side of X. The inset in Fig. 1 
plots the f-L-PL intensities of the PL lines X and XX by 
closed and open circles, respectively. 

It is instructive to analyze these results using a simple 
rate-equation model. The probability of the formation of an 
N-exciton state in a QD can be written as3 

(3) 
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FIG. I. Excitation power dependence of the p-PL ~pectra from 
a single InP QD without an external field. The PL peaks denoted by 
X and XX come from confined excitons and biexcitons, respec
tively. The PL from more than three excitons is observed around 
1.685 eV and below the biexciton peak (shaded area). Inset: the PL 
intensities f of X and XX lines as a function of the excitation power 
density P in pW/cn/ units. The solid curves are fitted by Eq. (3). 

where a stands for the exciton generation rate that is propor
tional to the excitation power P. As shown by the solid 
curves, the experimentally observed excitation power depen
dence of the PL lines X and XX are both well reproduced 
using a single parameter a. It is thus concluded that the PL 
lines X and XX arise from the radiative decay of single ex
citons (N= 1) and biexcitons (N=2) in their ground states, 
respectively, i.e., X line comes from the transition of the 
confined exciton IX) to the ground state 10), while XX line 
reflects the transition from the biexciton state IxX) to the 
exciton state IX) (see the schematic drawn in Fig. I). Since 
the exchange interaction in Ill- V QDs is very small, the en
ergy separation of the PL peaks X and XX indicates the 
biexciton binding energy Rxx. In the case of InP QDs, a 
typical value of the biexciton binding energy is about 3 
me V, 3 which is a few times larger than that or bulk Inp40 
When the excitation power was more than ~15 mW/cm2

, 

the PL intensity of the lower-energy side shoulder of XX 
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FIG. 2. Effect of an external electric lield on the p-PL spectra of 
the QD shown in Fig. I. The excitation power clen:>ily is 
8 mW/cm2

. The offset of each spectrum along the ordinate shows 
the bias applied to the sample. The applied fIeld direction is sche
matically shown in the inset. With decreasing applied bias, the PL 
peaks from excitons (X) and biexcitons (XX) show blue shifts. 

became strong (shaded area in Fig. 1). We consider that this 
shoulder originates from many exciton states, i.e., the exci
ton complexes composed from more than three electron-hole 
pairs. The PL from the confined excitons in the excited states 
was observed at ~ 1.685 eV, i.e., the energy separation be
tween the ground and first excited Slates is about 14 meV 
First, the effect of an external electric fleld on the exciton 
and biexciLOn states was studied lIsing this QD. 

B. Quantum confined Stark effect 

Figure 2 shows a series or the ,u-PL spectra or the InP QD 
measured by systematically changing an external electric 
field. In this figure, the offset of each spectrum along the 
vertical direction indicates the applied electric field in m V 
units. The field was taken as positive when the held lines 
point from the Au contact on the surface to the GaAs sub
strate (see the schematic shown in Fig. 2). The excitation 
power was kept at 8 mW/cm 2 throughout the experiments. 
The PL peak from the biexciton XX is clearly observed as 
denoted by the open circles, in addition to the main PL line X 
from the exciton. 
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FIG. 3. PL peak energies of excitons (X, closed circles) and 
biexcitons (XX, open circles) as a function of applied electric field. 
The thick solid curves are fitted by Eq. (I). The quadratic Stark 
coefficient of the biexciton has a 40% larger value than that of the 
exciton. When the same value was assumed, a good iit was no! 

obtained as shown by the thin dOlled line in Fig. 3(a). The thick 
dotted curve in Fig. 3(b) is the photocurrent measured under the Ar 
laser irradiation of 8 mW/cm2

. When the photocurrcnt is small, the 
peak energy shows a quadratic shift with respect to the electric 
field, while it shows a linear shift (thin solid line) when the photo
current is large. The magnification of Fig. 3(b) is shown in Fig. 
3(a), where the pholocurrenl is very small. 

The PL spectrum measured under the open circuit situa
tion was reproduced when the applied bias was about 1000 
mV .. ~1 The distinct blue shifts of the ,u-PL lines from the 
exciton and biexciton were observed with the decrease of the 
applied bias. Note that when the applied bias is less than 
1000 m V, the electric field through the Gao.5In()Sp and InP 
layers is negative, i.e., the held lines point from the substrate 
to the surface. Further, the PL intensities or the excitons and 
biexcitons became weak as the applied bias was decreased. 

Figure 3 shows the PL peak energies from the exciton X 
and biexciton XX shown in Fig. 2 as a function oj" the elec
tric field by closed and open circles, respectively. Figure 3(b) 
shows the PL peak energies when the field was changed over 
a range wider than that in Fig. 3(a). The photocurrent J mea
sured under the Ar laser irradiation is also plotted by the 
thick dotted curve in Fig. 3(b). Since the photocurrent is zero 
when the appl ied bias is ~ 1000 m V, the valence and con
duction bands are flat at this point, which is consistent with 
the result mentioned above. The photocurrent is very small 
between - 17 and 0 kV /cm (itl < I ,uA), while the photocur
rent abruptly increases outside of this region. When the pho
tocurrent is large, the influence or the inflow of the carriers 
into the QDs rrom the electrode and the substrate has to be 
taken into consideration, which causes the increase or the 
sample temperature (Ohmic heating) and the rormation or 
charged excitons as briefly discussed below. We thererore 
discuss the energy shift of the PL peaks ror electric fields 
between - 17 and 0 kV/cm as the first step in our analysis. 

Figure 3(a) shows the magnification of Fig. 3(b). As 
shown by the solid lines, the transition energies E( F) of the 
exciton X and the biexciujn XX are well filted by Eq. (I). It 
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was found that the linear coefficient p has a nonzero value, 
which implies the existence of a nonzero permanent dipole 
rnoment in these QDs. In other words, the centers of gravity 
of the confined electron and hole wave functions are spatially 
separated along the growth direction. We find that p is posi
tive, i.e., the holes are located near the base of the QD, while 
the electrons are distributed above the holes. 

We note that the direction of the electron-hole alignment 
is consistent with the recent theoretical calculations on InP 
QDS.42 The calculations show that holes tend to be localized 
closer to the base of the QD for two reasons: (i) the presence 
of the wetting layer at the base that pulls the hole towards it 
and (ii) the strain profile in the barrier region above the QD 
that shifts the valence band edge to lower energies, pushing 
the hole into the base of the QD. On the other hand, the 
electron density is more spread out in the QD because of the 
lighter mass of the electrons and the dilational strain in the 
barrier lowering the conduction band edge in the barrier ma
terial. Similar results have also been reported for InAs QDs 
without indium segregation. ls

.
19 The existence of a nonzero 

permanent dipole moment has been experimentally observed 
in exciton slates of several kinds of QDs as mentioned 
above. However, in most InAs QD samples, the sign of the 
dipole moment is opposite from what we observe. It is be
lieved that the reversal of tile electron-hole spatial distribu
tion in InAs/GaAs QDs is due to nonuniform indium distri
bution. 

From the fittings, we evaluated the permanent dipole mo
ment p for the excitons to be Px= I.OX 10- 28 em and that 
for the biexcitons to be Pxx= I.4X 10- 28 em. We note that 
in Eq. (1), P indicates the:: component (the growth direction) 
of the dipole moment 

(4) 

where LJh= + e for a hole and LJe= e for an electron. We 
can therefore estimate the electron-hole spa~ial separation d 
= (1.::.:-2hl) along the 2 axis to be d x=7 A for the 
excitonsY Noting that the observed PL energy for the biex
citon is the difference between the biexciton and exciton 
states (see the schematic drawn in Fig. 1), the dipole moment 
or the biexciLOn state is Pxx+ Px= 2.4X 10- 28 em. Again, 
front Eq. (4), this corresponds to an average electron-hole 
separation of d xx = 8 A ror the biexcitons. To the best or our 
knO\vledge, this is the first report on a nonzero permanent 
dipole moment in a biexciton state. 

Regarding the quadratic Stark coefficient f3 for the biex
citons, the fit was no! good when the same value as that for 
the excitons is assumed [dotted curve in Fig. 3(a)]. The best 
fit was obtained when a 40% larger value than that for the 
excitons was employed [solid curve in Fig. 3(a)]. We evalu
ated the Stark coeffIcient for the excitons to be f3x= 2.1 
x 10 -:il Fcm2 and that for the biexci tons to be f3 x = 2.9 
X 10- 31 Fcm2 .

44 

When the electric fIeld is either F<-17 kV/cm or F 
> 0 k V / cm, a considerable amount or photocurrent flOWS in 
the sample as shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 3(b). The PL 
peak X from the confined exciton no longer shows a qua
dratic energy shirt. but shifts linearly with the field. The en-
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FIG. 4. ,u-PL spectra of three QDs with and without an applied 
electric jield. The origins of the abscissas arc taken at the PL peaks 
of the confined exciton lines X. The lower-energy-side peaks of the 
exciton lines come from the biexcitons XX. The energy separations 
between the exciton and biexciton lines differ from dot to clot in an 
electric Jield, reflecting the variation of the quadratic Stark coeff'i
cients. The PL peak energies of the excitons at zero electric field arc 
(a) 1.671 eV, (b) 1.715 tv. and (c) 1.652 eV, respectively. 

crgy shift becomes large on both sides of the small photocur
rent region. The larger energy shift is not due to the increase 
of the sample temperature because an increase in the sample 
temperature results in a redshift of PL peak . .:!5 However, the 
PL peak shifts to the higher energy side when the field is F 
<-J7 kV/cm. Instead, this large energy shift can be ex
plained as follows: when the photocurrent is large, the prob
ability of the trapping of the excess carriers into the QDs is 
enhanced, where the carriers are supplied from the electrode 
and [he substrate. The excess carriers form coupled states 
with the excitons, resulting in new excitations, namely 
charged excitons. Unlike the excitons which are electrically 
neutral, the charged excitons are rnore sensitive to the elec
tric field. Since the probability of the formation of the 
charged excitons is high when the electric fIeld is either be
low - 17 k V / cm or above 0 k V /cm and since the charged 
excitons are considered to be sensitive to the electric field, 
the energy shift becomes larger than that in the small photo
current region. 

We then investigated the optical responses of the exciton 
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FIG. 5. Plots of Ljuadratic Stark coellicients of excitons (X, 
closed circles) and biexcitons (XX, open circles) as a function or 
the PL peak energies at zero electric lield. 

and biexciton stat.es llsing several QDs in the same sample. 
Figure 4 shows t.he j.L-PL spectra \vhen the field is F 
=0 kV/cm (flat band condition) and F= -9 kV/cm. The 
sharp main PL peak of each spectrum shown in Fig. 4 comes 
from excitons and t.he small peak ohserved at the lower en
ergy side arises from biexcilons. The abscissa shows the en
ergy shirt from the confined exciton stale. The PL peak en
ergies of the excitons are (a) 1.671 eV, (b) 1.71) eV, and (c) 
1.652 eV. The spectra shown in Fig. 4(a) were measured 
using the QD shown in Figs. 1-3. As mentioned ahove, the 
permanent dipole moment has a nonzero value and the qua
dratic Stark coef'llcient of the biexcitons has a larger value 
than that of the exciton in this QD. Eventually, the energy 
separation between the PL peaks from the excitons and biex
citons becomes small when a negative field is applied. 

The magnitude of the quadratic Stark coerficients of the 
excitons and biexcitons differs from dot to dot. For example, 
the energy separation of the PL peaks from the excitons and 
biexcitons becomes large in some QDs when the negative 
bias is applied as shown in Fig. 4(b), while the separa~on is 
almost constant in other QDs as shown in Fig. 4(c). 

Figure 5 plots the quadratic Stark coefficients of the ex
citons and biexcitons examined in several QDs. We found 
that in most of the QDs j3 ranges between 1 X 10 - .11 and 6 
X 10 - 31 Fcm2

. The PL peak energy reflects the size or QDs. 
We note that j3 measures the polarizability of the QDs apart 
fron1 a constant. In very thin quantum wells, Barker and 
O'Reilly have theoretically concluded that the polarizability 
increases with the width. 19 A similar dependence may be 
expected in QDs. However, a systematic change with respect 
to the PL peak energy (i.e., the QD size) was not observed in 
InP QDs within the resolution or our experimental setup. The 
fluctuation of the values is probably due to a slight difference 
in shape of each QD.46 

C. Magnetic and quantum confinement 

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the excitation power 
dependence of the PL spectra obtained by the (a) macro-
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FIG. 6. Comparison of PL spectra of (a) as grown and (b) mesa 
samples under varioLls excitation powers. The square bracket in Fig. 
6(a) shows the energy region shown in Fig. 6(b). The state filling 
effect was significant when the excitation power was above 
~ 1 W/cm 2

. 

scopic and (b) microscopic methods. For the measurements, 
(a) the as-grown sample and (b) the QDs in a small mesa 
were used. The bracket of Fig. 6(a) indicates the energy re
gion shown in Fig. 6(b). In the macroscopic observations, the 
state filling effects, i.e., a broadening and a high energy shift 
of the PL band, were not observed when the excitation power 
density was lower than about I W/cn/. We note that the 
excitation threshold of the stale filling in the sample shown 
in Fig. 6 is higher than that in Fig. I, because the areal 
density of the QDs in Fig. 6 is high. In the [L-PL spectra (b), 
the number and energies of the PL peaks are the same be-
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FIG. 8. Plots of the PL peaks shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). The 
peaks denoted by the open squares were observed for (J';- polariza
tion, while those denoted by the closed circles correspond to (J

polarization. Note that the maximum values of the ordinates are the 
same, 900 fJ-cV in both Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). The PL peak energies 
are well fitted by Eq. (5) as shown by the solid curves. 

tween the excitation powers of 110 and 36 mW/cm 2. This 
indicates that most of the PL peaks come from the confined 
exciLOns in the ground stale when the excitation power is 
be low ~ 100 m W / cm 2

. The magnetic field effects on the 
[L-PL spectra were measured under weak excitation of 
100 m W / cm 2 as a beginning of the magnetic PL study. 

Figure 7 shows two sets of the [L-PL spectra from two 
individual QDs measured under various magnetic field 
strengths. The measurement was performed in the Faraday 
confIguration (kiizii13): the magnetic fleld 13 was applied nor
mal to the sample surface, and the directions k of the phoLO
excitation and PL detection are parallel to the magnetic fleld. 
Here z indicates the growth direction. The thick curves are 
the [L-PL spectra at 0 T. The upper five curves shows data for 
0- + circular polarization, while the lower fl ve curves corre
spond to (j- polarization. Since the photo-excitation was 
made above the band gap energy of the Gao.slnosP matrix, 
the polarization of the excitation laser beam caused no sig
nificant change of the [L-PL spectra. The PL peaks show 
blueshifts on increasing the magnetic fIeld. In all measured 
PL peaks, the energy shift was greater for er+ than for 0-'. 

The PL peak energies in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) are plotted as 
a function of the applied magnetic field in Figs. 8(a) and 
8(b), respecti vely. The peaks denoted by open squares were 
observed for err polarization, while those denoted by closed 
circles were for er - polarization. We note that the maximum 
values of the ordinates are the same, 900 J.Le V in both Figs. 
8(a) and 8(b). The PL peaks observed at the lower energy 
side show a larger energy shifl with the fleld than those ob
served at the higher energy side. The PL peak energies are 
well fitted by 
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(kllll- B). The energy shift 6.1:' of the PL peak indicated by the 
arrow is shown in the inset by the closed circles as a function of the 
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(5) 

where Eo is the zero-field transition energy, fII3 is the Bohr 
magneton, and g* is the effective g-value of the confined 
exciton:l7 The coeff-lcient Y2 of the quadratic term in Eq. (5) 
is called as the diamagnetic coeffIcient, which is the main 
interest for the following part of the article. 

The magnetic field effect on the fI-PL spectra was also 
studied in the Voigt configuration (kllz~ B) as shown in Fig. 
9. In this measurement, a polarizer was not set in the optical 
path because of the weak signa1.4s All PL peaks shift to the 
higher energy side with the increase of the magnetic field. 
The energy shift of the PL peak indicated by the alTo\v 
(1.6866 eV at 0 T) is shown in the inset by the closed circles. 
Again, the PL peak energies can be well fitted using a qua
dratic function as shown by the solid curve. 

The diamagnetic coefficients evaluated from the experi
mental results shown in Figs. 7 -9 are summarized in Fig. 10. 
In the experiments, several PL peaks were examined in the 
Faraday (closed triangles and circles) and Voigt (open loz
enges) configurations. The data denoted by the closed tri
angles (Faraday configuration) and open lozenges (Voigt 
configuration) was measured under weak excitation of 
~IOO mW/cm2

, while those denoted by the closed circles 
(Faraday configuration) were measured under strong excita
tion of ~300 mW/cm2 . Some PL peaks appear when the 
excitation is slightly increased. The PL peaks denoted by the 
closed circles were not observed under weak excitation. 
Therefore, these PL peaks observed under strong excitation 
may come from the excited states or the ground state with 
low PL efficiency. A large difference in the diamagnetic co
eff-lcients was, however, not observed between the PL peaks 
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FIG. 10. Plots of the diamagnetic coefficients y=, measured in 
the Faraday (closee! triangles and circles) and Voigt (open lozengcs) 
configurations as a function or the PL peak energy f:' at 0 T. The 
data denotcd by the closed triangles (Faraday configuration) and 
open lozenges (Voigt configuration) were measured under weak ex
citation of ~ 100 mW/cIll 2

, while those denoted by the closed 
circles (Faraday configuration) were measured under strong excita
tion of ~~OO mW/cm='. The open squares were measured in the 
Faraday configuration using QDs grown by means of GS-MBE 
(from Ref. ~2). The dotted curve is a guide to the eyes. Inset: Plots 
of the model calculation using Eq. (8). The experimental results 
observed in the Faraday (thick curve) and Voigt (thin curve) con
figurations are qualitatively well reprociuced. 

that appear under strong anc! weak cxcitations. The open 
squares were measured using QDs grown by means or gas
source molecular beam epitaxy (GS-MBE, for details, sec 
Ref. 32). A systematic decrease of the diamagnetic coeffi
cient was found with the increase or the detection energy 
when measured in the Faraday conflguration. In other words, 
the diamagnetic coefflciem decreases with decreasing QD 
size. The diamagnetic coefficient asymptotically approaches 
a constant value of ~ 3 fIe V/T2. This is almost the same as 
the value measured in the Voigt configuration. When the size 
of QDs becomes very small, the diamagnetic coefflcient 
should finally approach the value of bulk Ga()5InOSP due to 
the leakage of the exciton wave function. 40 However, the 
minimum value of the diamagnetic coertlcient obtained in 
this study is ~3 fIeV/T2, which is much smaller than the 
diamagnetic coefficient in bulk Gao.5In()5p.5o We thus con
sider that the small value is due to the strong conf1nement in 
small InP QDs. 

In the Faraday configuration (Bllz), the magnetic fields 
confines the carriers in the x-y plane, while they are conflned 
in the y-z plane in the Voigt configuration (Bllx). Therefore, 
the diamagnetic coefficient measured in the Faraday configu
ration reflects the wave function along the lateral direction (x 

and y), while that measured in the Voigt configuration re
flects the wave function along the growth direction z. Due to 
the flat shape of the QD, the quantum conflnement along the 
z direction is stronger than that along the x-y direction, and 
thus the exciton wave function is already shrunk significantly 
along the z direction even at 0 T. In this case, an additional 
confinement by the magnetic fIeld is less effective. This ex-
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plains why the diamagnetic coefficient is smaller when ob
served in the Voigt configuration. 51 

The diamagnetic coefficient can be written as 

e2(p2) 
)'2=--S;;-' (6) 

where e, )(p2), and j.L are the electronic charge, the effec
tive exciton size, and the reduced mass, respectively. We 
note that the wave functions of the electrons and holes are 
assumed to have the same size. The effective exciton size 
due to the magnetic confinement can be estimated using this 
relationship. 

The size dependence of the diamagnetic coefficient in the 
Faraday configuration is qualitatively understood as follows. 
In a strong confinement regime, the conflned exciton energy 
E and the QD radius R have the relation 

(7) 

where EB is the band gap energy of the bulk InP (En 
= 1.42 eV at liquid helium temperature52

) and the second 
term is the confinement energy. In Eq. (7), the shape of the 
QD is assumed to be spherical for simplicity. The effective 
exciton radius is considered to be comparable with the QD 
sil.e. Thus, we finally obtain the relation 

a 

)'2=E-E
13

' 
(8) 

with a = (n.eTf/4j.L)2. In the case of InP, a= 1.7 
X 10- 6 eV21T2 is obtained when we use 117hh=0.561770 (Jl1o 
is the free electron mass) for the heavy hole and me 
= 0.08mo for the conduction electron to estimate the reduced 
exci ton mass,5] 

-I 

(9) 

Despite the simplicity of this model, it explains our experi
mental results in the Faraday configuration very \vell, as 
shown by the thick curve in the inset in Fig. 10. The diamag
netic coefficient )'2 gradually decreases as the observation 
energy E increases, which is consistent with the experiment. 
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Further, since the height of the QDs is about a quarter of the 
base diameter,iU9 the diamagnetic coefficient when measured 
in the Voigt configuration is expected to be four times 
smaller than that in the Faraday cont-lguration. Based on this 
model, the calculated result of the diamagnetic coefficient in 
the Voigt cont-lguration is also shown by the thin curve in the 
inset in Fig. 10. Again, the agreement between the experi
ment and the model is fairly good. Therefore, we conclude 
that the gradual reduction of the diamagnetic coefficient with 
the QD size reflects the decrease of the effective exciton size 
due to the strong quantum confinement in the QDs. 

IV. SUMMARY 

We have studied the optical properties of the InP QDs in 
the presence of external electric and magnetic fields. The 
quantum confined Stark shifts of both the exciton and biex
citon states were clearly observed. The quadratic Stark coef
flcient was evaluated to be of the order of 10- 31 Fcm2

, and it 
varies slightly from dot to dol. It was found th~lt the energy 
separation of the PL peaks between the exciton and biexciton 
states changes with the applied bias, reflecting a small dif
ference of the Stark coertlciellt of these states. We find that 
the exciton and biexciton states have a nonzero permanent 
dipole moment. The average spatial separation of the elec
tron and hole wave functions along the growth axis was 
evaluated to be about 7 A for excitons and 8 A for biexci
tons. We also found that the holes are located closer to the 
base of the QDs compared to the electrons. The experimental 
results are consistent with reported theoretical calculations. 

Zeeman splitting and diamagnetic shift of the exciton 
state were also clearly observed by the magnetic PL mea
surements of single InP QDs. We found that there is a sys
tematic decrease of the diamagnetic coefficient with decreas
ing size of the QDs. The diamagnetic coefficient measured in 
the Voigt configuration was small compared to that measured 
in the Faraday configuration. We concluded that the gradual 
reduction of the diamagnetic coefflcient with the QD size 
reflects the decrease of the effective exciton size due to the 
quantum confinement. 
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The paper reports on quantum beats observed in the photoluminescence kinetics of a ~ingle layer of the InP 
self-assembled quantum dots in a magnetic field. It is found that the beats arise only after removal of excess 
charges from the quantum dots by an external electrical bias. The quantum beah are shown to be related to the 
interference of the excitonic nnc-structure states split by the magnetic-field. The depenciences of the beat 
characteristics on the magnetic-field strength and orientation are studied. Theoretical analysis based on a model 
spin Hamiltonian has allowed us to describe adequately the shape of the oscillating con-1pOneI1t of the ~ignal. 
We have determined the values of the electron g-factor components and estimated the spread and the mean 
value of the hole g factor, as well as of the electron-hole exchange splitting parameters. 
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L INTRODUCTION 

Spin dynamics of carriers and excitons in the low
dimensional semiconductor heterostructures attracts nowa
days a particular interest in view of potential feasibility of 
the logic and computer nlem.ory elements based on the ef
fects of optical spin orientation. I

-
3 The most promising, in 

this respect, are the strucrures with quantum dots (QD's) 
whose spin states are characterized by a high stability.4 The 
main drawback of such structures is a large inhomogeneous 
broadening of their energy states, resulting from a strong 
spread of the QD parameters. The inhomogeneous broaden
ing hampers getting information about spin-related structure 
of the excitonic states (nne structure) and makes impossible 
analysis of the spin dynamics. The inhomogeneous broaden
ing can b~ eliminated using the single QD spectroscopy 
technique.)-7 This technique, however, provides information 
about individual QD's rather than about the ensemble as a 
whole. 

An efncient way to determine the ensemble-averaged 
fine-structure parameters is considered to be detection of the 
quantum beats (QB's) associated with interference between 
the spin states. This method is attractive due to its ability to 
detect small splittings (fractions of meV) hidden within in
homogeneously broadened excitonic transitions. The quan
tum beats technique is widely used for studying the flne 
structure and Zeeman splitting in quantum wells and 
superlattices.R- 13 

One could expect that the QB technique may be also suc
cessfully applied to studies of QD's. Indeed, there are several 
publications where the QB's in QD's were observed. But 
these observations were made only under specific experi
mental conditions. In particular, in the absence of the mag
netic field, the beats between the exciton fine-structure states, 
split by the anisotropic exchange interaction, were observed 
in Ref. 16. Another example is the QB's between the fine
structure sublevels of the negatively charged exciton 
(trion).17 Besides, the beats related to the free-electron spin 
precession in a transverse magnetic field were detected in 

ReI's. 14 and IS. At the same time, no inrormation about the 
QB's between the Zeernan sublevels of Ihe excilonic slates in 
QD's is available in the literature. 

Until recently, the reasons why observation or the spin 
beats in QD's are hampered were obscure. As a rule, the 
absence of the QB's is associated with a great spread or the 
ZeeITlan splitlings in the inhomogeneous ensemble or QIYs. 
In our opinion, however, there is one more, perhaps not less 
important, reason related to the fact that QD's in most struc
tures are charged. This circumstance was pointeci out by 
many aut!lors.),(l.17-20 Even the presence of a single excess 
charge drastically complicates the excited-state fIne 
structure. 17 As a result, the polarized light excites several, 
rather than only two, sublevels split by the magnetic neld. In 
this case, the beats at different frequencies interfere and the 
oscillations of the resulting signal virtually vanish, which 
was observed experimentally.17 So, observation of the QB's 
on the nne-structure Zeeman components is possible only in 
the ensemble of neutral QD's. 

In this paper, we report on a study of kinetics of resonance 
photoluminescence (PL) of the InP QD's in a magnetic fleld. 
We have found that discharging the initially charged QD's by 
an external electric field, indeed, gives rise to strong QB's. 
Polarization characteristics of these beats differ from stan
dard characteristics of the beats in the excitonic Zeeman dou
blet. The frequency of the beats was found to be dependent 
on the magnetic-field orientation. A theoretical analysis of 
the experimental data performed with the use of a model spin 
Hamiltonian has allowed us to identify the nne structure of 
the excitonic states in the system under study, to determine 
the longitudinal and transverse components of the electronic 
g factor, and to estimate the spread of the hole g factor and 
electron-hole exchange interaction parameters. 

n. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

We studied a heterostructure with a single layer of the InP 
QD's sandwiched between the Ino.sGao.sp barrier layers. The 
sample was grown by the gas source molecular-beam epitaxy 
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FIG. 1. (a) PL kinetics in the circular co-polarization for different biases applied to the lop surface of the sample, indicated against each 
curve. B=2 T,8=40°,6.Esrokc,=44.5 meV. The dashed line shows fitting of the smoothly varying background by function (2) with the 
parameters Tr= 2.8 ps, Tn = 456.6 ps. (b) Oscillating part of the PL signal normalized to I, (noisy curve) and its filling by formula (l) (thick 
gray line). (c) PL spectrum of the QD's. The arrows show the photon energies for the exciting and detected light spaced by the Stokes shift 
6.E~I()kes' Geometry of the experiment is shown schematically in the inset. (dl Dependence of the beat amplitude l,,{,o/,(O) on the bias (open 
squares) and the fitting by the function y= Yo{ l-erf[(U- U I/2 )/(O.66.U)]} (solid line), where U 1I2 = Uo-6.UI2, Uo= 0.2 V, 6.U 
=0.22 V, and erf(x) is the error function. The values of the parameters Un and 6.U are taken from Ref. 17. 

on an 11 GaAs substrate. Details of the growth procedure 
and sample characterization are given in Refs. 21-24. The 
areal density of the QD's is about 10 10 cm -:~. The average 
base diameter of the QD's is =40 nm and the height is 
= 5 !lIT!. To control the charge of the QD's, the sample was 
provided with a semitransparent indium tin oxide Shottky 
contact on the top surface and an Ohmic contact on the other 
one. The thickness of the undoped epitaxial layers, to which 
the electric voltage was applied, was about 0.5 j..Lm. 

In kinetic studies, the luminescence was excited by 3-ps 
pulses of a Ti:sapphire laser within the PL band (quasireso
nant excitation) as shown in Fig. I (c). The PL kinetics was 
measured with a time resolution of 6 ps using a 0.25-m sub
tractive double nl0nochromator and a streak camera. The 
measurements were made in a cryostat with a superconduct
ing magnet in the flelds up to 7 T. The design of the cryostat 
allowed us to excite the sample and to detect its emission 
either along the magnetic-field direction (the Faraday con
figuration) or across the field (the Voight configuration). The 
PL was detected in the backscaltering geometry as shown in 
the inset of Fig. 1. To study the beats at different angles f) 

between the growth axis z of the structure and direction of 
the magnetic field B, the sample \vas rotated around the ver
tical axis. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

As has been shown experimentally, the PL pulse shape in 
a magnetic field is strongly aflected by the applied bias. At 
zero and positive bias, the shape is smooth while at negative 
bias, the PL kinetics exhibits pronounced intensity oscilla
tions as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The oscillating pan of the signal 
1"I'UII can be determined by subtracting the smoothly varying 
background I, from the total signal 11"1_ and normalizing to 
I,: 1/;1'1J[,=(lPL-I\")II,. The oscillations can be well ap
proximated by a simple equation, 

1hl'lI/I(t) = 1/)1'1I[,(0)exp( -IIT)COS(Wl), (1) 

as shown in Fig. I (b). Here, heiJl,( 0), W, and T are the 
amplitude, frequency, and decay time of the oscillations, re
spectively. 

The background can be approximated by the function 

(2) 

The parameters T,. and TpL characterize the PL rise and de
cay times, respectively. The PL rise is related to relaxation of 
the hot phologenerated carriers to the radiative energy level. 
This process was studied in detail in Ref. 23. The PL decay 
results from radiative recombination of the electron-hole 
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pairs and nonradiative loss of the excitations. At negative 
bias, the nonradiative loss is due to the hole tunneling pro
cess as shown in Ref. 23. 

The analysis of the experimental data has shown that the 
oscillation frequency as well as the oscillation decay time do 
not depend on the applied voltage. At the same time, the 
oscillation amplitude f bC(J[s( 0) rapidly increases with in
creasing negative bias beginning from Vo = - 0.1 5 V, while 
at Vo < - 0.5 V the growth of the amplitude is saturated [see 
Fig. 1 (d)]. We attribute this behavior of the oscillations to 
variations in the QD's charge state. 

The InP QD's grown on the n-doped GaAs substrate are 
known to be usually charged. 2o The presence of the charges 
is related to the fact that the lowest electronic level of the 
QD's is positioned below the Fermi level of the doped sub
strate. Application of a negative voltage to the top surface of 
the sample removes the excess carriers from the dots and 
thus renders them neutral. 20,22 The magnitude of the voltage 
at which most dots become neutral depends on the mean size 
of the dots and equals, in the structure under study, VlnlJs 

~ 0.5 V. 17 As seen from Fig. 1 (d), the oscillation ampli
tude becomes the greatest exactly at this voltage, Such a 
correlation between the beat amplitude and the charge state 
of the QD's allowed us to conclude that observation of the 
QB's in a magnetic field is possible only for QD's with no 
excess charge, The presence of a finite interval Ll V, in which 
the value of fbe(J[Y(O) increases, is likely to be caused by a 
spread of heights of the potential barriers in the QD's 
ensemble,25 

We studied behavior of the oscillations in different experi
mental conditions. The results of the study have shown that 
the oscillations are observed under excitation within or 
above the PL band of the QD's and under PL detection with 
the Stokes shifts, 1:1 ES[(J/.:{'s ' up to 1:1 Esto /.:", = 70 meV. The 
osci llation frequencv does not depend on the exciting photon 
energy and slightly decreases with decreasing photon energy 
of the detected PL. At the same time, the oscillation ampli
tude essentially depends on the Stokes shift between the PL 
and exciting light frequencies. The most intense oscillations 
are observed at the Stokes shift LlEslO /.:{'!,=45 meV, which 
corresponds to the energy of the longitudinal optical (LO) 
phonons in the InP QD'S.23 All the data presented below are 
obtained for this value of the Stokes shift. The spectral de
pendence of the oscillation amplitude is discussed in detail 
elsewhere. 26 

Polarization characteristics of the oscillations appeared to 

be rather curious. It was found (see Fig. 2) that the most 
intense oscillations were observed under circularly polarized 
excitation with detection of the PL in the same polarization 
(co-polarized PL), Almost no oscillations were observed in 
the cross-polarized PL. Under the linearly polarized excita
tion, the oscillations in kinetics of the linearly co- and cross
polarized PL have the same phase, Their frequency coincides 
with that in circular polarization, but their amplitude is sub
stantially smaller. It is noteworthy that the antiphase oscilla
tions in the linear co- and cross- polarized PL, typical for the 
QB's of split Zeeman sublevels,8,27 were not observed in our 
experiments, 

PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66,235312 (2002) 
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time (ps) 

FIG. 2. PL kinetics in different polarizations (indicated against 
each curve). Symbols II and _L denote the co- and cross-linear po
larizations, respectively: (T; and (T denote circular polarization of 
the right and le!'t helicities, respectively. In the case of circular 
polarization the first symbol denotes polarization of the excitation 
and the second the PL polarization. Experimental conditions are B 

=2 T, 0=40°,1::,.1:=45 meV, and Uhiil ., = 0.75 V. 

To identify the nature of the oscillations, we studied the 
effect of the magnetic-field strength and orientation on the 
shape of the oscillations. Figure 3 shows dependence of' the 
oscillations on the magnetic-fleld strength, One can easily 
see that an increase in the field is accompanied by an in
crease in the frequency of the oscillations. Fitting the oscil
lating part of the signal by Eq. (I) has allO\ved us to find that, 
in the range of 1-4 T, the oscillation frequency is directly 
proportional to the field strength as shown in Fig. 3(b). In the 
fields below I T, the period of the beats becomes longer than 
the decay time, and the oscillation frequency cannot be de
termined. 

The behavior of the oscillations versus the magnetic-field 
orientation is found to be highly unusual. In the Faraday 
configuration (B= 0°), typical for observation of the Zee
man splitting in low-dimensional structures,8.27,28 the oscilla
tions are totally absent both in the linear and circular polar
izations, Deviation of the magnetic field from the z axis is 
accompanied by appearance of the oscillations [see Fig, 
4(a)]. Within the range of the angles 20° < e< 60°, the os
cillation amplitude virtually does not depend on the angle, 
v/hile at higher e, the amplitude substantially decreases. The 
oscillation frequency essentially increases with increasing 
angle e, i.e., with increasing transverse component of the 
magnetic field, as shown in Fig, 4(b). 

Since the oscillations described above are observed only 
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in the presence of a magnetic field, it is naturally to ascribe 
them to quantum beats between components of the excitonic 
fine structure split by the magnetic field. For analysis of the 
experimental data, we use the theoretical model of the exci
tonic flne structure, presented in the next section. 

IV. FINE-STRUCTURE MODEL 

A. Spin Hamiltonian 

We analyzed characteristics of the nne-structure compo
nents using a theoretical model of the spin Hamiltonian of 
the electron-hole pair in a magnetic field similar to that pre
sented in Refs. 28-30. Within the framework of this model, 
the Hamiltonian of spin states of the electron-hole pair in a 
bulk material can be presented in the form 

Hex = I-I i' + H h + He - h . (3) 

The nrst tern!, H (" describes the Zeeman splitting of the 
electronic states: 

He=J-LBf!,e L Se.iBi, (4) 
I =X.\'.;-

where J-LB is the Bohr magneton, g e is the electron g factor, 
and Se.i and Bi are the Cartesian components of the electron 
spin and magnetic fleld, respectively. The second term, Hil ' 
in Eq. (3) describes Zeeman splitting of the hole states: 

H)z= - J-L!3 L (kJll.i+qJ~)Bi' (5) 
i =.r.\'.; 

where k and q are the Zeeman splitting constants and J h.i is 
the i component of total angular momentum of the hole. The 
last term in Eq. (3), H{'-h, describes exchange interaction 
between the electron and hole spins: 

H e - h = -. L (aJIt,/Se.i+ bJLse.i)' (6) 
I =x.r.: 

Here, a and b are the spin-spin coupling constants. 
In the InP-type semiconductors, the ground excitonic state 

is formed by an electron with the spin Se= t and a hole with 
the total angular momentum J It = ~, The size quantization 
along the growth axis z realized in the quasi-two
dimensional systems (quantum wells and superlattices) is ac
companied by splitting of the hole state into the light hole 
(LH) U)z.:=:±t) and heavy hole (HH) states (h.:=:±~). 
The value of the splitting substantially exceeds typical Zee
man splittings in magnetic fields use(l.~l This allows one to 
independently analyze the nne structure of the LH and HH 
exciLOns. As a rule, in the low-dimensional structures, the 
lowest energy state is that of the heavy hole. For this reason, 
the analysis presented below is restricted to the flne structure 
of the electron-HH pair or HH exciton. 

The spin Hamiltonian of the HH exciton can be reduced 
to the fairly simple form 29 

Hex=. L [J-L!3(ge,i Se.i- g)z,iS)z,i)Bi-CiS(',iS)z,J, (7) 
I =X,\'.: 
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where 5h is the effective spin of the hole with the compo
nents ::!:: t corresponding to the components J h .: = += L g I',i' 
and g h,i are the components of the electron and hole g fac
tors, respectively, and Ci is the spin-spin coupling constant. 
The relation of the quantities gh,i and Ci with the coefficients 
k, q, a, and b [see Eqs. (5) and (6)J is given by the formulas: 

gh.:= -3k:-27q:14; gh,x=3q\12; gh,y=3q)2; 

c= = - 3a = - 27h)4; c r = 3b\/2; c\ = 3b)2. 

In the framework of the model under consideration, the 
eigenstates of the excitonic fine structure are characterized 
by projections of the total angular momentum of the exciton 
J = Se + Jh upon the quantization axis. Accorciingly, the states 
of the HH exciton {<pJ can be denoted as 1 + 1), 1- 1), 
1+2), and 1-2). In conformity with the selection rules, the 
optical transitions into the Slates with J:= ::!:: I are allowed. 
The transitions into the states with .J:= ::!:: 2 are totally for
bidden. The set of the states {<Pi} specifies a basis of matrix 
representation of the HH-exciton spin Hamiltonian. In the 

-(gl'.:+gh.:)COS f) 

fLBB 0 (t; " 
H,.+H h =Hzl'i'!I1(J1l=2 

.,sin () {) 
ot 

g Ju sin () 

where () is the angle between the::: axis and direction of the 
magnetic field B. In Eq. (9), we used the coordinate system 
in which B,=Bsin(),B\=O,B~=Bcos B. 

The Hamiltonian rilatrices (8) anc! (9) contain a large 
number of uncertain parameters: three components of the 
exchange splitting, 8o.u , two components of the electron g 
factor, g".: anc! ge.r' and two components of the hole g fac
tor, g h.: and g h,x' To reduce the number of independent pa
rameters, we use several approximations based on our ex
perimental data, 

It was noted above (see Fig. 3 and comments therein) that 
the beat frequency is proportional to the magnetic-field 
strength. This may occur only when the Zeeman splitting, in 
the range of the magnetic field employed, substantially ex
ceeds the exchange one, Therefore we can neglect the ex
change splitting assuming that 8(),1.2 = O. 

We can additionally simplify the spin Hamiltonian by as
suming a strong anisotropy of the hole g factor in the system 
under study, g iI.::P g iI,x' This approximation is used by most 
authors who analyze Zeeman splitting of exciton spins in 
semiconductor heterostructures,29.2R Thus, in the analysis of 
the beat frequency, we assume that glI,x=O, 

In the framework of the above approximations, the 
Hamiltonian matrices (8) and (9) contain only three free pa
rameters g I',Z' g e,x' and g II.:' The energies of the Zeeman 
components can now be calculated analytically: 
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absence of the magnetic Aeld, the matrix of the HH-exciton 
spin Hamiltonian is determined only by the exchange inter
action and can be represented in the form 

8() 8 1 0 0 

8 1 8() 0 0 
HI' 'h-'2 

° 0 -8() 82 
(8) 

0 0 82 -8() 

where 8o=-c)4, 8,=-(c,+('\.)/4, and 82=-((', 
-c\)/4. 

The matrix of the Zeeman part of the HaIlliltonian can be 
simplified by assuming axial symmetry or the g factor. Note 
that, for the shape of the QD's under study, the value of the 
g factor is controlled mainly by confinement along the 
growth axis. For this reason, asyrnmetry or the confinement 
in the plane of the QD's should not noticeably affect the 
Zeeman splitting. For axial symmetry, the Zeeman pan of the 
Hamiltonian has the form 

0 g ""sin 0 t;h,I SIn () 

;.+ gh.:)COS () g h.,sin () g, ,sm () 

g h.xsin 0 (g".:- gh.:)COS () o ), (<)) 

g".xsinf) 0 -(t;".:-gh .)cns () 

(10) 

The sign "-" inside the brackets corresponds to the states 
with energies El and E2 and the sign "+" to the states with 
energies E, and E 4' 

The expressions for the wave functions obtained in an 
explicit analytical form are too cumbersome to be presented 
here. 

B. Quantum beats and fine structure 

Before using the expressions obtained in the previous sub
section for theoretical analysis of the experimental results, 
we have to determine what particular states of the excitonic 
fine structure are responsible for the observed beats. There 
are two types of beats that can be observed in the states of 
the HH exciton split by the magnetic field: 13 

(i) The beats between sublevels of the optically active 
doublet, which are revealed as antiphase oscillations of the 
PL intensity in the linear co- and cross polarizations; 

(ii) The beats between the bright and dark sublevels 
mixed by transverse component of the magnetic field. 

We start the discussion with the beats of the second type 
because the beats in our experiments were observed only in 
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tilted magnetic fields, i.e., in the presence of the transverse 
component of the field (see Sec. III). 

1. Beats between the bright and dark sublevels 

The transverse component of the magnetic field mixes 
states with different projections of the angular momentum, 
which makes transitions into optically inactive (dark) states 
partially allowed. In QD's, this effect was observed in Ref. 
28. As follows from the Zeeman Hamiltonian matrix (9), the 
state C{)I is mixed with the state C{)J, and the state C{)2 with C{)4' 

As a result, the circularly polarized light will simultaneously 
excite two components of the fine structure. In the absence of 
the spin relaxation, polarization of the PL from these com
ponents will reproduce polarization of excitation, and the PL 
intensity will oscillate with the frequency determined by the 
energy difference between these components. Thus under the 
0-+ polarized excitation the beats between the states C{)I and 
C{)3 will show up, while under the 0-- polarized excitations, 
the beats between the states C{)2 and C{)4' In both cases, the 
beats should appear in the co-polarized PL. 

The circular cross-polarized PL may appear only after the 
excitonic spin-flip process occurs.s Since the spin flip com
pletely destroys the spin coherence, the beats of the above 
type cannot be observed in the cross-polarized PL. 

The whole set of the features mentioned above (the pres
ence of the beats in the circular co-polarized PL, their ab
sence in the cross-polarized PL, and the necessity of the 
transverse component of the magnetic field) is present in the 
beats we observed (see Sec. Ill). Thus we can conclude that 
these beats are really related to the interference between the 
bright and dark states. The frequency of the beats is deter
mined, in this case, by the energy difference between the 
relevant Zeeman components, i.e., by the quantity 

.i;W-£ -£ -II. B('o2 COS!./J+ O !. s'n!.I1)112 
fI, - I 3-,.-/3 6e.z . a ,';(' . .\"1 u . (11 ) 

Equation (1J) contains only longitudinal g e.: and transverse 
g e.x components of the electron g factor. Partial contributions 
of the components depend on the tilt angle e. This makes it 
possible to unambiguously determine these components from 
the experimental data. For comparison with the experiment, 
we calculated dependences of the QB's frequencies, ob
served in the (T " polarization, on the angle e, and magnetic
field strength. The calculations were made using expression 
(II), with the quantities g e.: and g /'.r regarded as fitting pa
rameters. The results of the comparison of the theory and 
experiment are shown in Figs. 3(b) and 4(b). As is seen, one 
set of the parameters C~t'.z=O.S3 and ge.x= 1.43) allows us 
to describe well all the experimental dependences. 

An attempt to refine the model with allowance for the 
isotropic component of the exchange splitting 50 has not 
been successful. It was found that introducing the exchange 
coupling 50~30 f-LeV practically did not affect the results of 
the calculations. At greater 80 , the agreement between the 
calculated and experimental dependences \vas rapidly wors
ening. Based on these facts, we concluded that the exchange 
coupling energy in the structure under study does not exceed 
30 f-LeV. 
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2. Splitting of the bright doublet 

The experimental fact of absence of the beats between the 
bright doublet components in a longitudinal magnetic field 
(see Sec. III) needs to be specially discussed. It immediately 

,follows from the spin Hamiltonian (8) that the longitudinal 
magnetic field splits the optically active doublet (lz= ± I) 
into two components £1 and £2, with the splitting deter
mined by the longitudinal component of the exciton g factor, 
gz= ge.::+ gil.?: !1£= f-LBBg z · The coherent excitation of the 
split states with the linearly polarized light should give rise 
to quantum beats in the polarized PL at a frequency of w 

= 8£lh. Such beats are easily observed in the experiments 
with the GaAs quantum wells.27.S . 

The main reason for the absence of the beats in our case 
is, most likely, a large spread of the splittings of the bright 
doublet in the QD's ensemble. The spread may be predomi
nantly caused by the spread of the longitudinal components 
of the excitonic g factor. Indeed, according to the experimen
tal data for single InP QD's obtained in Ref. 7, the spread of 
the longitudinal g factor is very large and makes up !1g: 
= ±O.S. 

A result of the spread of the spliuings should be destruc
tive interference between the beat signals from different 
QD's. At small spread, such an interference leads to accel
eration of decay of the beat signal (reversible dephasing).'\2 If 
the spread substantially exceeds the mean value of the split
ting, the beats cannot be observed and the degree of polar
ization of the PL decays smoothly in time. For the Gaussian 
spread of the splittings, the spread of the beat frequencies 8w 
and the decay time T are connected by a simple relationship: 
8w= 21 T. In our experiments, we indeed observed the 
smooth decay of the degree of linear polarization in the lon
gitudinal magnetic field. The decay time in the field B 
= 1.5 T makes up approximately 20 ps, which corresponds 
to the spread !1g:=O.7. This value is comparable with the 
one given in Ref. 7. The absence of the beats means that the 
mean value of g z' in our sample, is significantly smaller than 
the spread, i.e., (g J < 0.7. 

Thus, due to the large spread of the excitonic g factor, the 
beats between the Zeeman components of the bright doublet 
are not observed. At the same time, this spread does not 
prevent fronl observing the beats between the dark and bright 
states, described in the previous section. This apparent para
dox can be easily explained with allowance for the fact that 
the splitting between the dark and bright components is con
trolled by the electron g factor only [see Eq. (Il)J, whereas 
the splitting of the bright doublet is determined by the sum of 
the electron and hole g factors. Hence it follows that the 
spread of the electron g factor in the QD's under study is 
rather small and the main contribution to the spread of the 
excitonic g factor is made by the hole g factor. The reason 
for such a large spread of the hole g factors calls for further 
investigation. 

C. Oscillation amplitude 

The calculations fulfilled in the framework of the spin
Hamiltonian model has allowed LIS to determine not only the 
frequencies but also the whole shape of oscillations of the 
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polarized PL in the magnetic field. To describe the shape of 
the oscillations, we calculated the time-dependent matrix el
ements of optical transitions from the relevant states of the 
fine structure. 

The eigenfunctions of the spin-Hamiltonian in a magnetic 
field of arbitrary orientation are linear combinations of the 
basis functions {cpJ={I+ 1),1-1),1+2), and 1-2)}: 

(12) 
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B =4T 

The expansion coefficients a ij can be found by solving the ] 
stationary Schrodinger equation wilh Hamiltonian (8) and l--I 

(9). The coherent pulsed excitation creates, at the initial mo-
ment, a linear superposition of the states ~Ji' whose subse-
quent evolution is described by the equation 

4 

'Y(r)=2.: COiexp(-iEJln·)~Ji· 
i= 1 

(13 ) 

Here, COJ are the time-independent coefficients whose val
ues are determined by the initial conditions of excitation. 

In accordance with the selection rules for optical transi
tions, the cr" polarized light excites each of the eigensrates 
~Ji in proportion with the admixture of the basis function 
1+ 1). The mixing is determined by the coefficients a ij with 
j= 1 in Eq. (12), so that the relationship C()i=a~ is fulfilled. 

The PL intensity in the cr+ polarization i + is proportional 
to the matrix element of the optical transition squared: 

( 14) 

where d is the dipole moment operator and 10) is the ground 
state of the system. From Eqs. (13) and (14) and the expres
sion for the coefficients CUi given above, we obtain the fol
lowing expression for the PL signal (to within a constant 
factor) : 

(15) 

The flrst sum in Eq. (1 S) describes the smooth component of 
the signal I,. It does not contain any time dependence since 
the model we use does not take into account relaxation pro
cesses. The oscillating part of the signal is described by the 
second sum in Eq. (15). In the framework of the above ap
proximations, the only nonzero cocCllcients in this term, for 
the cr

o

: polarized excitation, are a 1.1 and o:l.I . 
Thus the expression for the beals intensity i/J{'ols (see defi

nition in Sec. III) can be reduced to the form 

i beols -117). 

(16) 

The amplitude factor R is introduced to take into account the 
loss of coherence in the process of relaxation of the photo-

o 50 100 150 
time (ps) 

FIG. 5. Quantum beats in the InP QI),s in a magnetic field or 
B = 4 T. The noisy curves arc the experiment and the thick gray 
lines are the calculations. 

generated electron-hole pairs t.o the radiative energy level. J
·
1 

In addit.ion, Eq. (16) contains a phenomenological exponen
tial factor that takes into account the decay or the beals. 
Equation (16) allows us to determine the Zeeman splittings 
E i - EI; and decay constant 7 from the experimental data. 

Analyzing our experimental data, we have found that the 
beat decay rate lIT depends on orient<ltiGn of the magnetic 
fleld. An increase in the angle 0, i.e., a growth of the trans
verse component B r , is accompanied by an increase in the 
beat decay rate. This effect is most likely to be related to the 
presence or a small transverse component g h,x of the hole g 
factor. As follows from the spin Hamiltonian (9), the trans
verse component of the magnetic field, at a nonzero g h.x' 

admixes each bright state to the both dark states, rather than 
only to one of them. As a result, the beats arise at several 
frequencies. The interference of these beats is revealed as a 
decay of the main harmonic. Since the value of the admix
ture is proportional to the square of the transverse component 
of the magnetic fleld, this effect should be observed only at 
large angles g. 

Figure 5 shows an example of comparison of the experi
mental data with the results of calculations for the angles g 
~ 60° and magnetic fleld B = 4 T. The calculations were 
made using formula (16) with allowance for an additional 
mixing of the states due to nonzero g Il.\ . The value g h.x was 
used in the calculations as one more filling parameter. It has 
been found that the best agreement with the experiment is 
achieved at g Iz.x= 0.1. It is important that all the experimen
tal data obtained in the whole range of the magnetic-field 
strengths and for the angles g~ 60° can be well flued using 
one set of the parameters: gl'.z=0.S3, gl'.x= 1.43, R=0.8, 
and 7= 40 ps. I t should be emphasized that the estimated 
value of the x component of the hole g factor g h.x is small 
with respect to the electron g factor. Therefore this compo
nent virtually does not affect the beat frequency. 
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A good agreement it is worth noting between the calcula
tions and experimental data in spite of a limited number of 
parameters. A certain discrepancy between the calculations 
and experiments is observed only at the initial moment 
« 1 0 ps). This is probably related to the error of modeling 
of the smooth background upon extracting the beats from the 
total signal.34 

It is surprising that the value R is rather large. It means 
that about 80% of the coherence produced by the excitation 
is conserved after relaxation of the electron-hole pair to the 
radiative energy level. In this respect, the situation in the 
structure with quantum dots under study essentially differs 
from that in quantum wells, where, according to Ref. 13, the 
energy relaxation by more than 20 me V is accompanied by 
complete loss of the hole spin orientation. In our case, it is 
probably highly important that the relaxation occurs with 
emission of an LO phonon, and such a process is very fast. 
The relaxation with emission of acoustic phonons conserves 
a much smaller fraction of the coherence.16 

The above set of the parameters makes it possible to ad
equately describe the shape of the oscillating signal at the tilt 
angles up to (j:S; 60°. At larger angles, the oscillation ampli
tude sharply decreases (see Sec. II I) and, to obtain agreement 
with the experiment, one has to signiflcanUy change the am
plitude factor R. The reason for this effect invites further 
studies. 

The proposed theory, as a whole, describes adequately the 
behavior of the beat amplitudes and frequencies at different 
values and orientations of the magnetic field. At the same 
time, a few questions remain open, calling for further re
search. First of all, the great difrerence between components 
of the electron g factor, (g ('.X - g e,z) = 0.9, is fairly unusual. 
This value in quasi-two-dimensional heterostructures lies, as 
a rule, in the range of 0.1_0.2.:15..16 On the other hand, the 
value g ('.X we obtained practically coincides with that of the 
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electronic g factor in the bulk Inp.37 Therefore we have to 
admit strong suppression of the longitudinal component of 
the electron g factor in the InP QD's. 

One more curious fact is that the exchange splitting in the 
structure under study is rather small, 00<30 f-Le V. Our esti
mate of 00 strongly differs from the value o()= 100 f-Le V 
found experimentally for the negatively charged exciton, 
trion, at the same QD's.17 Such a strong difference between 
the exchange coupling in trion and in neutral exciton calls 
for special theoretical analysis. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we observed quantum beats between Zee
man components of the fine structure of electron-hole pairs 
in the InP quantum dots. This proved to be possible after 
removal of excess charges upon application of negative elec
tric bias to the top surface of the sample. It was found that 
the beats show specific polarization characteristics and de
pend in a nontrivial way on the magnetic-field orientation. 
Analysis of the experimental data within the framework oj' 
the spin-Hamiltonian model has allowed us to consistently 
explain the observed phenomena and to quantitatively de
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components of the electron g factor (g e.~ = 0.53 and g I'.r 
= 1.43) and estimated the exchange coupling (80 

<30 f-LeV). Based on the analysis of the experimental data, 
we came to the conclusion about a considerable spread of the 
hole g factor (11[.;11=0.7) and about nonzero value of the 
transverse component (g l1.x= 0.1) or the hole g factor. 
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Qua~ltum beats of the strain-induced GaAs quantum dots were observed in the time-resolved photolumines
cence m the magnetic field parallel and perpendicular to the growth direction. Quantum beats observed under 
the longitudinal magnetic field are caused by quantum interference of bright excitons showing Zeeman split
ting. The oscillation period depends on the angle between the growth direction of the crystal and the magnetic 
field. Analysis based on the spin Hamiltonian for excitons explains the observed data and gives g factors 0.51, 
0.17, and 0.34 to the exciton, electron, and heavy hole, respectively. Quantum beats coming from electron 
Larmor precession \vere observed under the transverse magnetic field. The isotropic electron !: factor is 
observed in contrast to the anisotropic electron g factor for the corresponding quantum well and is ascribed to 
the strain-induced opposite energy shift of heavy- and light-hole bands. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The semiconductor quantum dots (QDs), artificial atoms, 
have quantized energy levels characterized by orbital and 
spin angular momenta similar to atomic levels. Long optical 
coherence of exciton and spin in semiconductor quantum 
dots is expected to apply to quantum computation and quan
tum information processing. I Spin coherence time is known 
to be much longer than exciton coherence time in bulk and 
quantum structures. 2J Further, carrier spin relaxation is ex
pected to be greatly suppressed by quantum confinement.4 

Nevertheless, study of spin-relaxation time and spin struc
tures in quantum dots is still in the elementary stage. There
fore, new knowledge on the spin structure and the spin dy
namics becomes important. Static and transient optical 
orientation, magneto-optic spectroscopy, spin-flip Raman 
scattering, and quantum beats have given us valuable infor
mation on spin-dependent energy levels of bulk and quantum 
well (QW) semiconductors. Especially, quantum beats are 
known to he an efficient method for studying a fine energy 
structure and spin dynamics of carriers in semiconductorsS 

because they are not limited by the spectral resolution and 
hence give us finest energy splitting and because they also 
give us lower limit time of coherence between spin-split sub
levels. 

Quantum beats in semiconductor quantum structures 
under the magnetic field have been reported. Time-resolved 
pump-and-probe measurement revealed the electron and 
hole g factors in quantum wells.(i In the time-resolved lu
minescence measurement, quantum beats were observed un
der the resonant excitation of quantum wells.2.7 Time
resolved luminescence revealed hole spin quantum beats. s 

Although many observations of quantum beats have been 
reported in quantum wells, the observations of quantum 
beats for quantum dots are limited.9

-
12 This is ascribed to the 

large inhomogeneous broadening in the ensemble of quan
tum dots. 

The utilization of stress caused by lattice mismatch 
between different semiconductors is an ideal method for 
fabrication of well-characterized quantum dots. Quantum 
dots are formed in a single quantum well by the stress modu-

lation from the self-assembled islands fabricated on the sur
face. Self-assembled islands cause tensile strain perpendicu
lar to the growth direction and therefore, the potential 
energies of the conduction band and valence band rorm ad
ditional harmonic potential wells laterally in the quantum 
well layer. Almost equally spaced quantum energy levels are 
observed and the formed quantulTl structures are called 
strain-induced quanturn dotS. 13

-
17 The strain-induced quan

rum dots have homogeneous size distribution in the growth 
direction and no defect at the interface. They have well
characteri7:ed quantum energy levels which are suitable for 
the precise optical study. In this paper we report the first, to 
the best of our knowledge, observation of two kinds of quan
tum beats coming rrom the Zeeman splitting of bright exci
tons and electron Larmor precession in strain-induced quan
tum dots. 

H. SAMPLES 

The samples were grown by metal organic vapor phase 
epitaxy at 60 Torr on semi-insulating GaAs (00 I) substrates. 
Single GaAs-Alo.3Gao7As quantum v/ells were grown. The 
thickness of the GaAs quantum well is 3.9 nm in one sample 
and 4.8 nm in another sample. The AJo.]GaO.7As top barrier 
layer was 9.6-nm thick. Arter the growth of the single quan
tum well, a 2.4-nm GaAs cap layer was grown. Finally, InP 
islands were formed by depositing four monolayer InP as 
sLressors. The islands were ~90-nm wide and ~ 16-nm high. 
The areal density of the islands was =3x J09 cm- 2

. An 
additional sample consisting of single quantum wells 2.4-nm, 
4.8-nm, and 9.6-nm thick without InP stressors was also 
grown for the measurement of the well-width dependent g 
factor of the electron. 

III. PHOTOLUMINESCENCE AND 
PHOTOLUMINESCENCE EXCITATION SPECTRA 

Photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the sample whose 
GaAs well width is 3.9 nm, excited at 2.33 eV by using a 
continuous-wave (cw) Nd]+:YV04 laser is shown in the 
bottom panel of Fig. 1. The luminescence located at 1.64 e V 
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FIG. I. Bottom panel: Photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of 
strain-induced GaAs quantum dots excited at 2 K with a cw 
Nd3 +: YV04 laser. The GaAs well width is 3.9 nm. Middle panel: 
Circularly polarized photoluminescence excitation spectra. The de
tected energy is set to the first excited state of the quantum dots, 
which is obtained from the luminescence measurement. Vertical 
scale is expanded by ten ti mes bet ween 1.60 e V and 1.64 e V. The 
closed (open) circles show the same (opposite) circular polarization 
as that of the excitation laser. Top panel: Degree of circular polar
ization p,. of photoluminescence excitation spectrum. 

is attributed to heavy-hole exciton recombination in the 
GaAs quantum well without modulation by stress. In the 
lower-energy region around 1.60 eV, the luminescence from 
strain-induced quantum dots is observed. In the ngure, QD I 
and QD2 denote the PL bands of the nrst and second excited 
states of dots, respectively, whose luminescence nonlinearity 
was reported previously. I? The energy separation between 
the nrst and second excited states of dots is 16 meV which 
was also seen clearly in the nonlinear luminescence. I? Circu
larly polarized photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectrum 
was measured to specify the energy states of the dots more 
precisely. A tunable cw Ti:sapphire laser was used as an ex
citation source and its intensity was kept constant by an 
acousto-optic modulator. Circularly polarized light was made 
by a linear polarizer and a quarter-wave plate. The lumines
cence components of the same circular polarization as the 
excitation laser (CT +) and its opposite (CT -) were selectively 
measured by using another quarter-wave plate and a linear 
polarizer placed in front of a I-m double monochromator. 
The luminescence intensity was measured by a liquid
nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled-device camera by changing 
the wavelength of the excitation laser. 

The circularly polarized PLE spectra are shown at the 
middle panel of Fig. 1. The detected energy is set to the peak 
of the QD I band (1.597 e V). Several structures are observed. 
The energy of the second excited stale or the dots, QD2 in 
the bottom panel, agrees with the absorption structure QD2 
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in the middle panel and QD3 denotes the absorption by the 
third excited state of the dots. There is a sharp peak at 1.632 
eV. The energy difference between this peak and the detected 
energy position is 35 me V which is equal to the longitudinal 
optical (LO) phonon energy of GaAs. Therefore, the origin 
of this peak is the luminescence through one LO-phonon 
relaxation. The peaks at 1.653 e V and 1.680 e V correspond 
to heavy-hole (HH) exciton and light-hole (LH) exciton in a 
quantum well, respectively. Clear difference is detected for 
CT+ and CT luminescence. The degree of circular polariza
tion Pc=(/(r+-i,r-)/(/IF,+i1r) is as much as 0.4 at the 
LO-phonon peak, as is shown in the top panel of Fig. 1. 
When the HH state was excited, Pc is 0.5, the highest value. 
When the LH state was excited, Pc is negative and is -0.05. 
Based on the selection rule for the absorption and lumines
cence transitions by circularly polarized light,IR negative po
larization at the LH exciton of the quantum well and positive 
polarization at the HH exciton of quantum well sho\,·/ that 
quantum dot state is composed of the HH state while de
crease of Pc from 0.5 to 0.4 at the quantum dot state may 
contain the LH state of the quantum well. 

IV. EXCITON QlJANTlJM BEATS IN THE LONGITUDINAL 
MAGNETIC FIELD 

The sample was mounted in a cryostat with a supercoll
ducling magnet at 5 K for the magneto-optic study. The di
rection of an external magnetic field is along the epitaxial 
growth direction. For the measurement of time-resolved pho
toluminescence, 2-ps pulses from a mode-locked Ti :sapphire 
laser were used for the excitation at the repetition rate of 82 
MHz. The excitation and detection paths were along the 
magnetic field (Faraday connguration) and in opposite direc
tions. The excitation pulses were linearly polarized. The lu
minescence components with linear polarization parallel (II) 
or perpendicular CL) to that of the excitation laser were 
selected by a half wave plate and a linear polarizer. The 
luminescence was dispersed by a 25-cm subtractive
dispersion double monochromator and detected by a syn
chroscan streak camera. The typical time resolution of the 
system was ~ lOps. 

The excitation energy was carefully selected based on the 
PLE spectrum in Fig. I. When the excitation energy is above 
the quantum well, the luminescence intensity of the QD I 
band is high and most of quantum dots show luminescence, 
as is shown by a solid line in the inset of Fig. 2. This con
dition is not favorable for observation of the quantum beats 
because luminescence of quantum dots is inhomogeneously 
broadened. When the excitation energy is below the quantum 
well, the luminescence intensity of QD 1 is reduced, because 
the light absorption by a selected ensemble of quantuITl dots 
is much weaker than the light absorption either by a quantum 
well or by a thicker barrier layer. However, in this case, 
narrow-band picosecond pulses site selectively excite an en
semble of quantum dots of almost the same size. The fast 
LO-phonon-mediated relaxation makes sharp sideband lumi
nescence of site-selectively excited quantum dots. In the Far
aday connguration, luminescence was detected at E det under 
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FIG. 2. Time-resolved photoluminescence profiles of strain
induced GaAs quantum dOh (wcll width=~.9 nm) with co- and 
cross-lincar polarization at 0 T and 6 T. The solie! curves (circles) 
:..how the co-(cross-)linear polari!.ation component of luminescence. 
The inset shows selectively excited luminescence spectrum (circles) 
and luminescence spectrum excited above the barrier (solid line). 
En and Edot show the excitation and detee-tit)n encrgics for timc
re:..olved photoluminescence mea~uremCl1ls (dolled arrow:..). The 
difference of these energies corresponds to the LO phonon. 

the ex.citation at the QD I energy plus the LO-phonon energy, 
EUl't + fuv!.o (see the inset in Fig. 

Time traces of luminescence under magnetic field of B 
= 0 T and B = 6 T are shown in Fig. 2. The solid trace was 
measured at parallel linear polarization. The trace plotted by 
circles was measured at perpendicular polarization. At B 
= () T. the polarization decay time is abolll 15 ps. The pho
toexcited electron-hole pairs imillediately relax to the QD I 
state by emitting LO phonon, and then they recombine. The 
inrensity of parallel linear polarization component corre
sponds to the number of carriers that conserve the polariza
tion memory in the LO-phonon relaxation. The difference of 
two curves shows that the initial degree of linear polarization 
PI= (Iii 1,)/(1:: + I; ) is ~0.2. When a magnetic Reid is ap
plied, a damping oscillation structure appears upon the decay 
profile. The parallel component at B = 6 T decreases faster 
than that at B = 0 T and is follmved by damped oscillations. 
Still more dramatic changes were observed on the perpen
dicular linear component. After the quick rise around ( 
~ 12 ps, the remarkable oscillation appeared. The parallel 
and perpendicular linear polarization traces are antiphase and 
they coincide after 60 ps. Excitataion by circular polarization 
did not induce the oscillation of luminescence. These polar
ization selection rules for the observation of the oscillation in 
the Faraday geometry suggest the quantum beat of bright 
excitons.6 Linearly polarized light which is the superposition 
of right-handed and left-handed circularly polarized light ex
cites both of the Zeeman-splitted bright excitons coherently 
and the quantum interference of the bright excitons shows 
quantum beat. Another excitonic quantum beat between 
bright exciton and dark exciton is observed for co-linear and 
co-circular polarization under the magnetic ReId tilted from 
the longitudinal direction and does not hold true in the ob
served quantum beat here. 12 

The degree of linear polarization was analyzed by varying 
the magnetic field. For the analysis, degree of linear polar
ization was fltted by formula PI= exp( - flT)sin(wt), \vhere w 
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FIG. 3. Lpper panel: The observed Zeeman ~plitting (closed 
circles) of qrain-induced GaAs quantulll dots (well width=3.9 nm) 
as a function uf magnetic field B. The well-fitted straight line shows 
that g factor is 0.51. The inset shoviS temporal change in the c!egree 
of linear polarization at B = 6 T (open circles) and a fltting damped 
oscillation (a solid curve) with 21T/ll)=24 ps and T=20 ps. A scheme 
shows optical transitions between Zeeman components or electrons 
and heavy hules cOlllPosing the QD I state. Lower panel: 'rIle angu
lar dependence of the Zeeman splitting of strain-induced Gai\-; 
quantum dot~ at B = 6 T (diamond) anc! its lilling by 
I-1I3B(0.~4cos 0+0.17). The inset shows the degree of polari/.ation 
at 0=20° and 0=60°. Filted damped oscillations have parameters 
27T/W=24.~ ps and T=30 ps, for 0=20° and parameters 21T/w=~4.5 
ps and J= 24 ps, for 0= 60°. 

means the angular frequency of the oscillation and T means 
its damping time constant. The fitted result is displayed in 
the inset of the upper panel of Fig. 3 for the magnetic field of 
B = 6 T. The solid curve is the filled function with 21T/W=24 
ps and T=20 ps. The period of the beats decreased with 
increasing magnetic ReId. The energy splitting corresponding 
to inverse of the beat period is proportional to the magnetic 
field, as is shovm in the upper panel or Fig. 3. The obtained 
splitting is mllch smaller than the laser linewiclth (0.7 meV). 
From the absolute value of splitting and its linear depen
dence on the magnetic fleld, the beat is attributed to the 
quantum interference of bright excitons caused by the Zee
man splitting and the g factor of bright excitons in the quan
tum dots is determined to be 0.5 I. 

Further, the beat period was investigated in the Faraday 
configuration as a function or the angle between the mag
netic field and the growth direction, as is shown at the lower 
panel of Fig. 3. 

If the electron-hole exchange energy is much smaller than 
the electron Zeeman splitting,19 the spin Hamiltonian of the 
electron-heavy-hole pair in the GaAs qunatum structures un
der a magnetic field gives the simple expression for the en-
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ergy splitting of bright excitons, EI - E2= I1E I2 , represented 
blo 

(1) 

where g h/l (g ell) is the g factor of the hole (electron) for the 
magnetic field parallel to growth direction, g e~ is the g factor 
of the electron for the magnetic field perpendicular to the 
growth direction, and fJ is the angle between the direction of 
magnetic field B and the crystal growth axis, under the as
sumption that g H is much smaller than g hll . The assumption 
is verified for the GaAs quantum well,S where Ig H I is mea
sured to be 0.04 and is comparable to 1/50 of g hll. Because 
anisotropy is very large in GaAs quantum well, relation 
g H ~g hll is expected to hold for the strain-induced GaAs 
quantum dots where the lateral size is much larger than the 
height. As is shown in the following independent experiment 
in the Voigt configuration, electrons in the strain-induced 
GaAs quantum dots have isotropic g factor ge and Eq. (1) is 
simplified to be I1E 12= ,uBB(g hll cos fJ+ ge)' By using the ex
pression, the angle dependence of the energy splitting is well 
fitted, as is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3. Here, we 
assumed that the lowest QD 1 band mainly comes from 
heavy-hole exciton luminescence. The g factors for exciton, 
electron, and hole obtained are 0.51, 0.17, and 0.34, respec
tively. 

V. ELECTRON QUANTUM BEATS IN THE TRANSVERSE 
MAGNETIC FIELD 

Another type of quantum beats of the strain-induced 
GaAs dots coming from the electron Larmor precession was 
observed not only for the site-selective excitation of quantum 
dots but also for the excitation at the quantum well absorp
tion in the Voigt configuration. The co- and cross-circular 
polarization components were selected by using a quarter
wave plate and were detected by the same experimental sys
tem that was used in the Faraday configuration. Under the 
high magnetic field above B = 5 T, the periodic osci Ilation 
appeared in the time trace, as is shown by the bottom traces 
(QD 0°) for strain-induced GaAs quantum dots (well width 
=3.9 nm) in Fig. 4. Here, the circularly polarized laser pulse 
excited the quantum dots and the LO-phonon sideband lumi
nescence in the QD 1 band was observed. The crystal-growth 
ax is is perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field 
and is parallel to the direction of the incident laser light. In 
the Voigt configuration, fJ' denotes the angle between the 
crystal-growth axis and the direction of the incident laser 
light. Because of the circular polarization selection rule for 
the observation of the oscillation in the Voigt configuration, 
the periodic oscillation was thought to be originated from the 
quantum beat of electron Larmor precession. The electron 
Zeeman splitting I1EeOo is given by 

(2) 

We estimated g t'L to be 0.17 by equating the oscillation 
period to 21TnlgI'L,u BB. The positive sign of this value is 
determined by knowing that the well-width dependent g fac
tor of electrons discussed in the following and that the elec-
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FIG. 4. Luminescence quantum beats of strain-induced GaAs 
quantum dots labeled by QD (well width=3.9 nm) and a GaA:; 
quantum well labeled by QW (well width=2.4 nm) coming from 
electron spin precession observed in the Voigt configuration for 
8' =0° and 45° at B = 8 T. Solid and dashed lines show co- and 
cross-components of circular polarized luminescence. 

tron g factor monotonously increases with the decrease of the 
volume ratio of GaAs in GaAs-AIGaAs quantum structures 
from the electron g factor of -0.44 in bulk GaAs. 21

-
2

) Value 
g I'~ nicely agrees with the electron g factor obtained in the 
Faraday configuration. The periodic oscillations were also 
observed in the luminescence time trace of the quantum well, 
as is typically shown by the second top traces (QW 0°) for a 
GaAs quantum well (well width=2.4 nm) in Fig. 4. The 
oscillation period for the quantum well was found to be 
shorter than that for the quantum dots in the same sample, 
although the quantum dots are rorrned in the quanturn well 
by the strain. These results clearly show that g (' L = 0.17 for 
the quantum dots is smaller than g 1'.:. = 0.225 for the quantum 
well in the same sample whose GaAs well width is 3.9 nm. 

For the measurement of the electron g factor parallel to 
the sample growth direction (g eli), the crystal was rotated by 
45°. The luminescence oscillations observed in this geometry 
are shown by the top traces (QW 45°) and the second bottom 
traces (QD 45°) in Fig. 4. Compared with the oscillation 
period observed at fJ' =0°, the oscillation period observed at 
fJ' =45° is longer for the quantum \vell. On the other hand, 
the oscillation period does not change between fJ' =45° and 
fJ' =0° for the quantum dots. When the crystal is rotated to 
(-)' =45°, the electron Zeeman splitting is given by22 

(3) 
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FIG. 5. Well-width dependence of the electron g factor in strain
induced GaAs quantum dots and GaAs quantum wells. Electron g 
factors gil and g.!. were derived from quantum beats of electron 
Larmor precession for two angles between the magnetic-field and 
the crystal-growth direction, 8' =0° and 8' =45°, in the Voigt con
figuration. Circles and triangles represent gland gil of electrons in 
quantum wells, respectively. Samples having two kinds of dots and 
three kinds of single quantum wells are used for the experiments. 
Diamonds represent g factor of electrons in quantum dots. Solid 
lines show calculated gil and gl of electrons in a single quantum 
well in the Kane model (Ref. 21). 

From the measured oscillation period at (J' =45°, g I'll's of 
quantum dots and a quantum well in the sample were derived 
by using Eq. (3) and the g e':' 's of electrons in quantum dots 
and a quantum well from the measured oscillation period at 
(J' =0°. The g I'li'S of quantum dots and a quanlum well in the 
sample were 0.17 and 0.09, respectively, for the sample 
whose well width is 3.9 nm. The g eli is equal to the g t'l in 
quanlum dots, although g I'll and gel. of a quantum well were 
dillerent from each other. This indicates the isotropic g factor 
for electrons in dots, in spite of anisotropic g factor for elec
trons in the well in the same sample. Isotropic g factor for 
electrons in dots was also observed in another strain-induced 
GaAs quantum dots formed in the GaAs well 4.8-nm thick. 
In two kinds of strain-induced GaAs quantum dots 3.9-nm or 
4.8-nm high, electron g factors in dots are average values of 
g I'll and g 1'.1 of electron in the same quantum \vells, although 
g tli and gel of electron in the quantum wells strongly depend 
on the well width, as is shov·iI1 in Fig. 5. Electron g factors of 
GaAs quantum wells increase from a negative value to pos
tive ones with the decrease in the well width. The observed 
well-width dependence agrees well with the previous 
rep0rls. 22-

24 The observed well-width de~endence is well in
terpreted by the k·p perturbation theory.-I 

Anisotropic g factor of electrons in quantum wells has 
been investigated extensively.24 Its expression is given by 
the k·p perturbation theory and the physical origin for the 
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anisotropic g factor of conduction electron comes from the 
different optical selection rule for heavy hole to electron and 
light hole to electron transitions. 21 Anisotropic g factors of 
conduction electron in GaAs quantum wells are described 
by21 

(4) 

where P Cl! is the transition matrix element betwe.en the va
lence band and the conduction band, m 0 is the bare electron 
mass, Eg is the band-gap energy, and E(' I, Eh11i , and E/l11 
are size-quantized energies of electron, heavy hole, and 
light hole, respectively. The calculated anisotropic g faclor 
for electrons in quantum wells nicely explains the observed 
anisotropy. The anislropy is reduced if quantized energy 
of heavy hole and that of light hole approach each other in 
Eq. (4). 

Strain effect on quantum wells can be analyzed by using 
the deformation potentials. The tensile strain formed by InP 
stressors on the Alo .. 1GaO.7As surface causes hydrostatic de
formation potential (2/3) 8E/r r to the conduction electron, 
hydrostatic deforrnat ion potential ( 1/3) 8E /r \' minus shear de
formation potential (1/2) 8E,/r to the heavy hole, and hydro
static deformation potential (1/3) 8E/r r plus shear deforma
tion potential (1/2) 8E,/r to the light hole. 2() As a result, two
dimensional parabolic potential well is formed laterally in 
the well for electron, heavy hole, and light hole, and poten
tial wells for I ight hole and heavy hole approach to each 
other. Based on parameters listed in Ref. 26, ratio 
8EIIr 18Esii is calculated to be 2.18. From the observed red
shift of the energy of strain-induced quantum dots from the 
energy of the heavy-hole exciton peak of the quantum well, 
8E/r r - (1/2) 8E,/r is evaluated to be 43 meY. Therefore, 
8E/rr and 8E,1r are obtained to be 55.8 meV and.25.6 meV, 
resp·ectively. Although the energy splitting between heavy 
hole and light hole in the quantum well is 27 meV which is 
seen at the middle panel of Fig. 1, the reduction in the energy 
splitting in strain-induced quantum clots is estimated to be 
8EI'II=25.6 meV. We believe the isotropic g factor for the 
electron in the strain-induced GaAs quantum dots comes 
from the partial overlapping of the heavy-hole band and the 
light-hole band split once in the quantum well by the quan
tum confinement effect. Further study may be necessary to 

confirm the partial overlapping of the heavy-hole band and 
the light-hole band in the strain-induced GaAs quantum dots. 
In a spherical GaAs quantum dots, theory predicted the iso
tropic g factor for the electron. 25 This is another possible 
explanation of the isotropic g factor for the electron in the 
strain-induced GaAs quantum dots. However, we cannot 
simply use this theory because the shape or strain-induced 
GaAs quantum dots is far from the sphere and because the 
vertical confinemelll is much stronger than the lateral con
flnement. We consider this is a possible explanation but 
strain effect is much plausible in the strain-induced GaAs 
quantum dots. This problem needs further study. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, two kinds of luminescence quantum beats of 
the strain-induced GaAs quantum dots were observed in the 
magnetic field parallel and perpendicular to the growth di
rection. Quantum beat of bright excitons showing Zeeman 
splitting and quantum beat coming from electron Larmor 
precession were observed. The oscillation period in the quan
tum beat of bright excitons observed under the longitudinal 
magnetic field depends on the angle between the growth di
rection of the crystal and the magnetic field. Analysis based 
on the spin Hamiltonian for excitons explains the observed 
data and gi ves g factors 0.5 I, 0.17, and 0.34 to the exciton, 
electron, and heavy hole, respectively. Quantum beats com
ing from electron Larmor precession were observed under 
the transverse magnetic field. The isotropic electron g factor 
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The size dependence of the longitudinal optical (LO) phonons in the excited state of CuBr quantum dots 
(QD's) in glass and NaBr crystals in the intermediate confInement regime was studied by means of persistent 
spectral hole burning spectroscopy. The phonon-exciton coupled states were clearly observed at a photon 
energy of about 2.993 eV when the LO phonon energy is close to the energy difference between the ground IS 
and excited I P states of CuBr QD's in glass. The energies of the LO phonons observed in smaller CuBr QD's 
in glass and NaBr crystals were determined to be about 18.6 and 17.6 meV, respectively, \vhich are smaller than 
that of LO phonons in the bulk CuBr material. The energy softening of the LO phonons was explainecJ in terms 
of the phonon renormalization. 

001: 10, II 03/PhysRevB.68, 113305 PACS llumber(s): 68,65, - k, 63.22. + 111, 61,46, + w, 7 U5, - Y 

The elementary excitations of small quantuIll dots (QD's) 
containing a few hundreds of atoms are expected to modify 
the lattice vibrational frequencies due to the carrier confine
ment and resulting strong exciton-phonon interaction similar 
to the lattice vibrations i,n the excited stale or many mol
ecules and localized centers in solids, I The modification of 
the vibrational frequency in the electronic excited state of 
small-sized QD's is so unique that the QD's show a charac
teristic of the molecular nat.ure. Recently, the energy soften
ing of t.he longitudinal optical (LO) phonon by 8% was ob
served in persistent spectral hole burning (PSHB) and 
resonant phololunlinescence spectra of 2.S-nm-radius CuCl 
QD's, typical QD's in the weak conlinement regime,2--1 In 
contrast to the 2S,6-meV LO phonon in the ground state 
observed in Raman scattering and resonant photolumines
cence spectra, a 23,S-meV LO phonon was observed in the 
excited state of CuCI QD's in glass by means of PSHB and 
resonant photoluminescence. The exciton-phonon coupled 
states were clearly observed as a result of strong Frohlich 
interaction both in quantum spheres and quantum cubes 
when the energy of the LO phonon is close to the energy 
spacings between the ground and excited exciton quantum 
states. 2

,4 The LO phonon softening in the excited state of 
CuCI QD's was also observed by means of quantum beats in 
the time domain5 and two-photon-excited resonant lumines
cence in the spectral domain.o Theoretically, the energy soft
ening was described in terms of the phonon renormalization 
in the presence of a single exciton in spherical QD'S.2,6,7 The 
theory predicted further the LO phonon renormalization in 
the excited QD's not only in the weak confinement regime 
but also in the strong confinement regime.6.R 

Besides CuCI QD'S,9-i3 CuBr QD's are another typical 
class of semiconductor nanomaterials for studying the quan
tum confinement effects of the exciton translational 
motion l4

-
17 and cataloged to the intermediate confinement 

regime on the basis of the ratio of the dot radius to the Bohr 
radius. LO phonon modes in the CuBr bulk material and 
QD's have been extensively studied by Raman scattering and 
site-selective luminescence spectra. 18

-
23 Up to now, the size

dependent excited states of the Z 1,2 excitons in CuBr QD's 
have not been studied yet. Fortunately, the PSHB phenom
enon has been observed in CuBr nanocrystals,24-26 and 

therefore it provides a sensitive site-selective tool for study
ing the size-dependent exciton states and phonon modes as 
well as Ihe formed exciton-phonon coupled slates in CuBr 
QD's. 

In this Brief Report, we extend Ihe study of phonon soft
ening to QD's in the interrnediate confinement regime from 
QD's in the weak confinement regime, We study in detail the 
LO phonolls and exciton states for CuBr QIYs embedded in 
glass and NaBr crystals in the weak and intermediate con
flnement regimes by means of PSHB spectroscopy. We suc
cessfully found tile mixing of the LO phonon with exciton 
when the energy or the LO phonon approaches the energy 
spacings between the ground and excited stales for CuBr 
QD's in glass and the energy softening of LO phonons ex
perimentally for CuBr QD's in glass and NaBr crystals. 

Samples used in the experiment were CuBr QD's embed
ded in glass or NaBr crystals. The average size of the QD's 
was estimated by small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM).27 The samples 
were directly immersed in superAuid helium at 2 K in an 
optical cryostat. A narrow-band dye laser pumped by the 
third harmonics of the output of a Q-switched Nd3 ';: YAG 
laser (35S nm) was used as a pump source, The pulse dura
tion and repetition rate were 5 ns and 30 Hz, respectively. 
The spectrallinewidth was about 0'()14 meY. A halogen lamp 
was used as a probe source, The PSHB spectrum was mea
sured as follows: First, the absorption spectrum was obtained 
and the sample was exposed to dye laser pulses to burn a 
persistent spectral hole at excitation energy, Then, the ab
sorption spectrum was measured again after the laser expo
sure was stopped, The absorption spectral change - ad is 
defIned as the difference between the spectra before and after 
the laser exposure, The transmitted light of the samples was 
detected by a liquid-nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled device 
in conjunction with a 7S-CIll spectrometer involving a 1800-
grooves/mm grating operated in the first order of diffraction. 
The spectral resolution of the experiment for PSHB spectros
copy was about 0.3 me Y. 

Quantum size effect on the Z u exciton in CuBr QD's was 
observed in independent works, although the size depen
dence of the Z J.2 exciton in CuBr QD's in glass, alkali ha
lides, and polymers are slightly different from each 
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FIG. 1. Absorption (a) and PSHB spectra (b) of CuBr QD's in 
glass. The average radii for samples I, 2, and 3 are 10.5, 5.0, and 
2.4 nm. The excitation energies for spectra A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, 
I, and J are 3.0094, 3.0130,3.0167,3.0203,3.0242,3.0388,3.0463, 
3.0537, 3.0916, and 3.1073 e V, respectively. The excitation density 
is 100 nJ/cm2 and the exposure time is 5 min. The solid and dotted 
lines in (b) represent the energies of the LO phonons in the ground 
and excited states of the excitons in smaller CuBr QD's. 

other. 14
-

17 We investigated the size dependence of the Z 1.2 

exciton in CuBr QD's27 and the relation is very close to that 
reported for CuBr QD's in glass,17 which is phenomenologi

cally described by a relation 17 EII.!=EB 

+ ft21T2 t~./(2M R2) + AI R, where E13 = 2.964 eV is the Z 1.2 

exciton energy of a bulk CuBr crystal at 2 K, M = 2.6 mo is 
the translational mass of the Z 1.2 exciton, R and a B are the 
dot and the Bohr radius, 1Ttn.! is the nth root of the spherical 
Bessel function of the Irh order, '0," and A is a factor. Theo
retical treatment of QD's in the intermediate confinement 
regime shows that weak confinement model holds for the 
condition R>4a13' On the simple weak confinement model, 
the size dependence of the energy spacing between the exci
ton states 1 Sand 1 P in spherical CuBr QD's was simply 
estimated to be equal to the quantized energy of IS, In the 
following, we used this model because the anti crossing be
tween LO phonon and 1 S -1 P energy split takes place in the 
large size region, R> 4a B . 

The absorption and PSHB spectra of CuBr QD's in glass 
are shown in Figs. 1 (a) and (b) at 2 K. As seen in Fig. 1 (a), 

in comparison with the Z ',2 exciton energy of the bulk CuBr, 
by decreasing the size of the QD's, the absorption band of 
CuBr QD's in glass is shined to the high-energy side due to 
the quantum conflnement erfect. Further the exciton absorp
tion band of bigger CuBr QD's in glass is found to be split 
into two peaks probably due to the strain effect. It is clearly 
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noted that the Z 1.2 exciton absorption band of CuBr QD's is 
inhomogeneously broadened. This shows that the discrete 
nature of the exciton states and phonon modes is hidden 

under the inhomogeneously broadened absorption profile of 
the CuBr QD's due to the wide distributions in size and 
shape. 

As seen in Fig. 1 (b), a sharp main hole marked by M with 
asymmetric acoustic-phonon sidebands is burnt resonantly at 
the excitation energy. The energy of the LO phonon hole for 
smaller CuBr QD's was estimated to be about 18.6 meV. The 
energies of the LO and transverse-optical (TO) phonons in 
the bulk CuBr material are 21.1 and 17.0 meV, respectively, 
which were measured by Raman scattering.'1l Rt;cently, by 
resonant Raman scattering, '9-22 the energy of LO phonon in 
the CuBr QD's in glass was measured to be 20.3 meV, which 
was almost the same as that of the bulk CuBr crystal. The 
energy of the LO phonon side bands for small 2A-nm-radius 
CuBr QD's in glass was found to be lower than that of the 
bulk CuBr crystal by 2.S meV (12%). The LO phonon soft
ening observed in CuBr QD's by the PSHB spectroscopy is 
considered as the LO phonon renormalization in the presence 
of a single exciton in spherical QD's, in analogy with the LO 
phonon softening observed in CuCI QD'S.2-6 Phonons ob
served in the PSHB spectroscopy are unique, because it se
lectively probes the optical phonons in the electronic excited 
states as a pseudophonon wing at low temperatures. 2 On the 
other hand, resonant luminescence observes the optical 
phonons both in the electronic excited states and in the elec
tronic ground state, and Raman scattering observes the opti
cal phonons in the electronic ground state. The PSHB spec
troscopy is superior to others. As seen in Fig, 1 (b), a satellite 
hole marked by E, was observed in the PSHB spectra of 
larger size dots. The Stokes shift of the satellite hole is al
most equal to half of the energy separation between the ex
citation photon energy and the bulk Z 1.2 exciton energy. It 
becomes small gradually when the dot size increases. Thus 
the satellite hole is considered to come from the hole burning 
of the ground state ( 1 S) under excitation or the hrst excited 
state (1 P) of the quantum confined excitons in the nearly 
spherical CuBr QD's. 

Figure 2 shows the Stokes shifts or the LO phonon and 
satellite hole E, as a function of the photon energy of the 
satellite holes. As seen in Fig. 2, the holes E, and LO be
come close to each other when the dot size is increased. 
When the LO phonon energy of CuBr QD's in glass ap
proaches the energy difference between the 1 Sand 1 P ex
citon states, the LO phonon energy clearly shows an anti
crossing with the Stokes shift of the hole E, at an energy of 
about 2.993 eV. We consider 1 P exciton states can be ex
cited and relaxed to 1 S exciton state with the emission of LO 
phonon (I = 0), because CuBr QD's are not perfectly spheri
cal as shown in the TEM image. An anticrossing of the pho
non energy with the energy separation between ground and 
excited state excitons is clearly observed in Fig, 2. The ex
perimental result indicates that the interaction of the LO pho
non with the exciton in CuBr QD's in glass results in the 
formation of the excitun-phonon coupled modes at exciton
phonon resonance, which is similar to those observed in 
CuCl QD'S.2-() On the other hand, as seen in Fig. 2, the 
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FIG. 2. Stokes shifts of the satellite holes E, (solid circles) and 
LO (solid squares) in CuBr QD's in glass as a function of photon 
energy of the satellite holes. The solid line shows the size depen
dence of the energy difference between exciton states I Sand 1 P. 
The dashed lines represent the energies of LO and TO phonons in a 
bulk CuBr crystal, respectively. The open squares and triangles 
show the energies of LO and TO phonons in CuBr QD's in glass, 
which were measured by Raman scattering (Refs. 19-22). 

energies of LO phonons measured by PSHB spectroscopy 
are clearly smaller than those of LO phonons obtained by 
Raman scattering. 19

-
22 

The absorption and PSHB spectra of CuBr QD's in NaBr 
crystals are shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b) at 2 K. Unlike CuCI 
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FIG. 3. Absorption (a) and PSHB spectra (b) of CuBr QD's in 
NaBr crystals. The average dot radii for samples I and 2 are 9.5 and 
3.0 nm. The excitation energies for spectra A, B, C, D, E, F, and G 
are 3.0020, 3.0094, 3.0167, 3.0241, 3.0690,3.0766, and 3.0843 eV, 
respectively. The excitation density is 100 nJ/cm" and the exposure 
time is 3 min. The solid and dotted lines in (b) represent the ener
gies of the LO phonons in the ground and excited states of the 
excitons in smaller CuBr QD's. 
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FIG. 4. Stokes shifts of the satellite holes L, (solid circles) and 
LO (solid squares) as a function of photon energy of the main hole 
structures. The solid line represents the energy spacing between the 
exciton states I Sand 1 P in different sized CuBr QD's. The dashed 
lines show the LO and TO phonon energies in the bulk CuBr crys
tal. The open squares and circles show the energies ofLO and TO 
phonons in CuBr QD's in NaBr crystals, which were measured by 
the site-selective luminescence. 

QD's in NaCI crystals:1
.!) no clear oscillatory fine structure 

is observed in the absorption spectra or CuBr QD's in NaBr 
crystals. As seen in Fig. 3(b), many satellite holes are ob
served not only at the low-energy side but also at the high
energy side of the main hole M. The Stokes shift or the sharp 
LO phonon hole in CuBr QD's in NaBr crystals was deter
mined to be about 17.6 me V, which is lower than the LO 
phonon energy in the bulk CuBr (21.1 rneV) by 3.5 meV 
(17%) but larger than the TO phonon energy. As seen in Fig. 
3(b), hole L j is a dominant satellite hole in the PSHB spec
tra. The Stokes shifts of the satellite holes L j and LO as a 
function of the photon energy of the satellite holes are plot
tee! in Fig. 4. The Stokes shift of the hole L j is considered as 
the energy difference between the ground ( I S) and excited 
(1 P) states of the quantum confined exciton in CuBr QD's. 
If the energy of the LO phonon energy is close to the energy 
difference, the LO phonon is expected to mix with the ex
cited state of the exciton, which should lead to the formation 
of the exciton-phonon coupled states. However, we have not 
observed the anticrossing behavior in large-sized CuBr QD's 
in NaBr crystals because we cannot distinguish rnany over
lapped satellite and phonon holes. The exciton-phonon 
coupled states were clearly denlonstrated only in CuCI QD's 
in NaCI crystals4 and were not observed in CuBr QD's in 
NaBr crystals although the LO phonon softening was ob
served in both cases. Funher, we measured the site-selective 
luminescence spectra of CuBr QD's in NaBr crystals at 2 K, 
in comparison with the energy change of the LO and TO 
phonons in CuBr QD's. Some exciton state-related and LO 
and TO phonon-assisted luminescence bands were clearly 
observed in the spectra. The energies or LO and TO phonons 
in CuBr QD's in NaBr crystals as shown in Fig. 4 are con
sistent with those in the bulk CuBr material. lR In addition, it 
is noted that the many satellite holes from the exciton states 
were observed in CuBr QD's in NaBr crystalS but not in 
glass, which are similar to those in CuCl QD's in NaCl crys-
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tals and glass. 4
.
u The reason for this difference possibly re

sults from the QD shape-induced modification of the one
photon selection rules. The Stokes shifts of the satellite holes 
L2 and L:~ may be related to the energy spacings between the 
higher exciton states in CuBr QD's with different dot size. 
However, the phonon-exciton coupled states could not be 
formed when the LO phonon energy of the ground exciton 
state ISis close to these energy spacings. 

In summary, we have studied the LO phonons in the ex
cited state of CuBr QO's in glass and NaBr crystals. The 
phonon-exciton coupled states were clearly observed in 
CuBr QD's in glass when the LO phonon energy is close to 

the energy difference between the ground and the tlrst ex-
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cited states. The energy softening or the LO phonons ob
served in CuBr QD's was explained in terms of the phonon 
renormalization with the exciton. These observations of LO 
phonon softening together with our previous results in CuCl 
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The effect of bulk plasmon-LO-phonon excitations inherent to doped areas of semiconductor heterostruc
tures upon the electronic dynamics of quantum dots spaced apart from the areas is studied. An effective 
mechanism of intraband carrier relaxation in quantum dots is proposed for such heterostructures. The mecha
nism involves interaction between the quantum dot carriers :lI1d the electric potential induced by bulk plasmon
LO-phonon modes of the doped areas. It is shown that the interaction opens two relaxation windows with the 
spectral positions and widths controlled, correspondingly. by the free-carrier concentrations and the bulk 
plasmon-LO-phonon mode dispersion of the doped areas. The relaxation rates related to the mechanism are 
calculated for quantum dots spaced apart by different distances 20 from doped substrate (the area) with the 
different free-carrier concentrations 110' The estimations carried out for InAs quantum dots and the GaAs 
substrate yield the relaxation rates of about 1 O~ s - I for n () = 10lX cm - 3 and ?o = 1 00 nm. The rates increase by 
two to three orders of magnitude with decreasing the distance down to 20 nm. A manifestation of the mecha
nism is shown for a system of self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dots separated by a clistance of 100 nm from 
an n-doped GaAs substrate by means of the photoluminescence spectroscopy. From the experiment it has been 
found that L- and L ' plasmon-LO-phonon modes of the GilAs substrate arc involved in the intrabancl carrier 
relaxation in the quantum dots. The data arc in good agreement with the theoretical predictions. 

001: 10.1 103/PhysRevB.68.2053 18 PACS number(s): 78.66.Fd, 63.22. +111. 71.35.Cc, 78.55.Cr 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Rapid development of nanoengineering allows one to de
sign quantum dot based nanoelecrronic devices with a lot of 
structural components included doped serniconductor layers, 
connection elements, and substrates. The single electron 
transistors, I quantum bits,2 memory storage cells~3 and quan
tum dot lasers4 are the typical examples or such devices. 
Since the quantum dots (QD's) are their major operating 
units, an intimate knowledge about energy and phase relax
ation of the QD electronic subsystem is quite necessary to 
manufacture the high-performance devices. Up to now the 
main research efforts in this field have been directed to a 
study of relaxation processes caused by interactions with dif
ferent elementary excitations localized inside the quantum 
dot or at its interface. For ex~mgle, the effects of ~onfined 
and interface optical phonons)-I and pi as mons II-I., on the 
QD electronic dynamics have been investigated. Several 
works have been devoted to study a multiphonon mediated 
relaxation involving longitudinal optical (LO) and acoustic 
phonons. X,IO,I4,I5 The defect-assisted multiphonon emission 
mechanism l6

-
lil has been proposed for an explanation of a 

fast carrier relaxation in quantum dots. Moreover, the Auger
like process l9,20 has been considered as another effective 
mechanism of intraband carrier relaxation. 

In spite of the fact that the real QD based devices are the 
complicated heterostructures composed of many structure 
components (e,g., the host matrix, the quantum wells and 
wires, the capping, buffer, and wetting layers, etc.) there are 
relatively few studies of the QD electronic dynamics affected 
by interactions with the environment elementary excitations. 
Besides the interaction between QD electronic subsystem 
and barrier/matrix optical and acoustical phonons,7,8,21-23 the 

influence of only nearest surroundings on the QD dynamics 
has been studied so far. For example, homogeneous hroad
ening of optical transitions in self-assembled quantum dots 
causeel by the elastic Coulomb collisions between carriers in 
wetting layer and in the elots Z

,l has been considereel. The QD 
electronic dephasing caused by the charge fiuctuations in an 
impurity state due to its recharging through the free-electron 
reservoir2 have been investigated. It may be expected that 
not only free charges or environment but also plasmons and 
plasmon phonons which reside in eloped heterostructure 
components will interact with the QD electronic subsystem. 
Evidently at close contact of the dots with the doped com
ponents the QD carriers will strongly interact with environ
ment excitations accompanied by the electric fields. But in 
many cases such components, e.g., doped substrates, are re
mote from the quantum dots by several ten nanometers and 
strength of the interaction is a problem of question. 

Simple electrostatic considerations show that the electric 
field induced by longitudinal bulk waves regardless of their 
nature (LO phonons, plasmons or plasmon-LO-phonon 
modes) cannot penetrate to materials with another dielectric 
permittivity.25.26 However, it has been shown by the example 
of the LO phonons27

.
28 that account of the phonon dispersion 

results in a rise of exponential tails of electric field in another 
material. The same situation is expected to take place in the 
case of the pI as mons or plasmon-LO-phonon modes. Their 
dispersion plays a drastic role for understanding the physics 
of intraband carrier relaxation in quantum dots remote from 
doped material. It is due to the dispersion that electric fields 
induced by the longitudinal bulk waves can penetrate 
through interface and affect the QD electronic subsystem 
opening new relaxation channels. 

In this work we develop a theoretical model of the QD 
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FIG. 1. A heterostructure considered in the model. Electron 
structure of quantum dot is shown schematically. n is the QD in
traband transition frequency, Zo is the distance between the doped 

semiconductor and dot. 

carrier intraband relaxation via interaction between the car
riers and the electric potential induced by the bulk plasmon
LO-phonon (PLP) modes of doped heterostructure compo
nents. We report experimental observation of the mechanism 
in system of InAs/GaAs self-assembled quantum dots 
(SAQD's). We show that the mechanism can be used for 
manipulation of electronic dynamics in QD based devices 
with n(p )-doped substrates. 

Ho THEORETICAL MODEL 

In order to understand a physical reason of coupling be
tween the QD carriers and the bulk plasmon-LO-phonon 
modes of doped structural component we consider a simple 
model of heterostructure composed or two half-spaces filled 
by doped and undoped semiconductor with a plane interface 
(Fig. 1). The quantum dot is located at a distance z.o from the 
doped material. To find the electric potential induced by the 
bulk PLP modes at the dot position we use an approach close 
to that which has been employed earlier29 for description of 
the plasmon-photon modes in a single heterostructure. Such 
type of approach is based on the motion equations for all 
quasi particles and fields under consideration. In our case the 
Bloch hydrodynamic equations describing the motion of an 
electron gas coupled with the electric fleld 29

-
31 is supple

mented by the equation for dispersionless optical phononsYl 

(I) 

(2) 

47Te 47Ta 
6.cp= --(n-No)+--V· u, 

Sx; Sx 
(3) 

(4) 

where 1/1 is the potential of the hydrodynamic velocity 
v= - V ~I of the electron gas, 11 is the density of free carriers 
with effective mass In, cP is the self-consisted electric poten
tial, pen) is the pressure-density relation of the carrier gas, u 
is the mechanical displacement field corresponding of optical 
phonons, a=wT[(su-sx)pI47T]II2, So and Ex are the 10\>,'-

PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 205318 (2003) 

and high-frequency dielectric constants, p is the reduced
mass density of a unit cell, WT is the limiting frequency of 
transversal optical phonons, and No is the dopant concentra
tion. In contrast to the polaritonic problem we take into ac
count only the longitudinal electric field E= - V cP and in
clude to the Poisson equation [see Eq. (3)J an additional term 
that describes contribution of the phonon induced lattice po
larization to the charge density. According to Eqs. (1)-(4) 
the fluctuations of electron gas density are coupled with the 
longitudinal optical phonons via the electric potential cpo It is 
easy to see that the phenomenological Lagrangian corre
sponding to Eqs. (1)-(4) has the following form: 

(5) 

The Lagrangian (5) allO\vs us to define the appropriate 
Hamiltonian and by means of its diagonalization to introduce 
the eigen-PLP modes as well as an interaction between the 
electron subsystem of QD's and the PLP modes. Before pro
ceeding to this program we simplify our problem using the 
usual linearization procedure.29

-.
11 As result, instead of Eqs. 

(I )-(4), a set of linear equations, 

() 1/1 e f32 
-:- = - -cp+ -11 
iJr 171 n()' 

(6) 

(7) 

47Te 47Ta 
6.cp= --I1+--V, u, (8) 

C,c C'l. 

(;2U ) a 
- = - w~·u - - V cp 
()r 2 7 P , 

(9) 

is obtained and the corresponding Hamiltonian is given by 

J 
' rio, I " E,f.) 

H= d"r - ptr+ - pw:-·u- + aV cpo u- (V (f))-
2 2 I 87T . 

(10) 

where no = No is the uniform electron gas density in the un
disturbed state and f3=[il,2(37T2f?u)21:1!3m 2] 112 is the speed of 
propagation of hydrodynamic disturbance in the electron 
gas. 29 In order to obtain the eigen-PLP modes we solved Eqs. 
(6)-(9) for the doped (d) and undoped (u) parts of hetero
structure provided an equality to zero of the normal compo
nent of hydrodynamic velocity of electron gas 
d~/dldzl=-()=o as well as a continuity of the self
consisting electric potentjal 'P"I; _0= CPIlI:,= +() and the nor-
mal component or electric displacement 
Bd(w)dcpd1dzl:=-o=clI(w)dCPllldz.l; +(), where ~~i(w) 
=Cix((U2-w~L)/(w2-w;T) for i=d or u, and Wif~ are the 
limiting frequencies of longitudinal optical phonons. Analy-
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FIG. 2. The dispersion brunches for the bulk PLP modes in 
II-doped GaAs substrate with the concentration of free electrons 
cqualno= 10Ig cm- 3 . 

sis has shown that the bulk plasmon-LO-phonon modes oc
cur if their wave vector k and frequency W satisfy the in
equality 

( 11 ) 

where k7 is the normal component of k, q is the projection of 
k onto the interface plane, wp= J41Tlloe 21E.-;-xl17 is the plasma 
frequency, and all material parameters correspond to the 
doped semiconductor. Then we obtain that the bulk plasmon
phonon modes have two branches of a dispersion relation 
(Fig. 2) with frequencies 

W ~:: (k ) = ~ { W ~ + W ~ + [32 k 2 :±:: [ ( wi + W ~ + [32 k 2) 2 

( 12) 

Obviously the upper branch of the plasmon-phonon 
modes is restricted from below by the condition wh+(k) 

?: W'H- (0) while the lower branch is restricted by the double 
inequality WT>Wh-(k)?:Wh-(O). Using the solution of 
Eqs. (6)-(9) and the Hamiltonian (10) we found a coupling 
energy V( r) = - e 'P( r) between the QD electronic subsystem 
and the self-consisted electric potential 'P(r) induced by the 
PLP modes as 

where bk(b:) is the annihilation (creation) operator of the 
plasmon-phonon mode and x is the coordinate in the inter
face plane. As for a function Vk(z), it has the simplest form 
when both parts of the heterostructure are filled by the same 
materials like the structure shown in Fig. 1. Then 

( 14) 

where 
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Vk=[2hmy~«(u)IL"1(~I1()W(J(W)JII2, L3 is the normalized 
) ) ") ") ")") 

volume, (J(w)= 1 +w;;(wi-w;.)/(w--w"iJ-, W equals 
wh+(k) or wl;-(k) depending on the considered PLP branch. 
The lower string of Eq. (14) shows that the self-consistent 
electric potential penetrates to the undoped part of the het
erostructure and is responsible for the interaction between 
the QD electron subsystem and the plasmon-phonon modes. 
Moreover, as we mentioned above, the coupling vanishes for 
dispersion less PLP modes ([3 = 0). 

Now, using the Fermi golden rule, we can calculate the 
intraband relaxation rates of QD electrons due to interaction 
with the doped semiconductor via electric potential induced 
by the plasmon-phonon modes. Supposing that temperatures 
are relatively snlall, WI;; (k)lknT'?> I, we can restrict our 
consideration [0 only relaxation processes with emission or 
the PLP modes. Then, the rate of the intraband electron tran
sitions depending on the intraband QD level spacing 0 
=(E/I-E/I,)/h, where £/1(/1') is the energy of initial (final) 
QD state with the quantum numbers )J();') (see Fig. J), is 
given by 

, 1I1[32c.j;lljldTe-2{fnZIlTT\!I -T2/·, (T) 
W(i' .JJ)= ___ ' . I) ,I) (J7) 

lie:. 1Tftl1o 0 I +a(O)( 1-- T2) , 

where 

1 tn2 2 12 2 )2:2 Cfn=73v -w!J+CO)][{. -wh __ CO)]/(L -w L ), ( 18) 

a (0) = [[1 [3Cf n I)I( 0) f, and the function f,J'. pC T) contain
ing all information about QD parameters is 

where VI is the angle between q and x vectors. The operation 
Au 17'.71 in Eq. (19) implies the averaging over -degenerate 
initial QD states I v, 71) and summation over degenerate final 
QD states I v', 71'), where 71 and 71' are the quantum num
bers related to the degenerated QD states. For example, for a 
spherical QD of the radius Ro in the strong confInement 
regime,32 i.e., when Rex> R(), where Rex is the bulk exciton 
Bohr radius for the QD material, 

x (Pl Cl'o ") 
.J 'I' I' I() f)O)-

r () ?""" (R )") Jl 1/ ,1/ , 
. n'I'.nl T =-L.J 2 oCfnT - (? + 1)1 

p=o -p. 
(20) 

where I1I(n'[') are the principle qual1lum number and angu-
I' , 

lar momentum of initial (final) QD ~,lectronic states, Cln;','pr 
are the C1ebsch-Gordon coeffIcients·'·' governing the transi-

tion selection rules. The quantities i/~)I' I for a quantum dot n .n 
with an infinitely high potential barrier (Eo-)YJ) equal 
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}
(P) =!fIJ _2+1' jl,(gl1'I,X)jl(gnIX) 
11'1',111 ~ x):. . ' 

() J I' + I ( gil' I' ) Ji + I ( gill) 
(21 ) 

where gill is the nth root of the spherical Bessel function of 
lth order [j/(gnl) =0]. If the potential barrier Eo is finite 
then 

+ C::: I' I,' dxx'" "k ,,( ["'I'X }k,«",X} ), 

Anl=[j;( r;n/)k l - I ( (n/)k l + I((nl) 

(22) 

- k ~ ( (nl ) j I I ( r; nl )j I + I ( r; 111 )] - 1/2, (23 ) 

B;:~/,=kl'((n'I,)kl((n/),C::~/,=jl,(r;n'I,)jl(r;n/)' (24) 

where kl is the modi fled spherical Bessel function, r;nl 
= Ro(2m I Enl Iii 2) 1/2, (nl = R O[21712( Eo - Enl)ln 2J 112, 
171 I (1712) is the electronic effective mass in the dot (sur
rounding media), the electronic energy Enl is determined by 
the secular equation.14 

Equation (17) describes two relaxation windows resulting 
from the intraband transitions with emission of the PLP 
modes of upper dispersion branch Whi (k) if D;?; (Vhi- (0) 
and those with emission of the PLP modes of lower disper
sion branch wb-(k) if wT>D;?;Wh-(O) (see Fig. 2). It is 
clearly seen that spectral positions of the v,'indows depend on 
free-carrier concentration in doped structural component, and 
spectral widths of the windows and values of the relaxation 
rates are determined by the dispersion of the plasmon
phonon modes. 

HI. EXPERIMENTAL RESUI;rS AND DISCUSSION 

The discussed coupling of QD electronic subsystem with 
PLP modes of n-doped substrate ane! the intraband carrier 
relaxation mediatee! by these modes have been experimen
tally observee! at 2 K in two systems of InAs/GaAs SAQD's 
with different parameters of electronic stares. Two samples 
(A ane! B) were fabricated by MBE on a (00 I) surface of a 
Si-doped (J1o= 10lR cm -3) GaAs substrate. In both cases a 
100-nm GaAs buffer layer was grown. Then InAs of 1.8 
monolayers (ML's) was e!eposited at 500°C (480°C) giving 
rise to lens-shaped QD's with diameter of = 22 (18) nm, 
height of =10 (8) nm, and an areal density of =1.2 (2) 
X 10 10 cm - 2 for sample A (B). The thickness of a GaAs cap 
layer was 150 nm. The electronic energy structure of both 
quantum dot systems was found from their photolumines
cence (PL) spectra in standard state-fIlling experiments3

) 

with excitation by a S 14.5-nm I ine of AI'" laser. It was typi
cal for lens-shaped InAs SAQD's (ReI'. 36) with quasiequi
distant spectra of interband inhomogeneously broadened 
(= 70 me V) transitions ane! peak energies of the lowest (0-0) 
transitions of = 1228 meV (A) and = 1321 meV (B). Insets 
in lower and upper panels in Fig. 3 show the PL spectra of 
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FIG. 3. The resonant photoluminescence (RPL) :,pectrum of 
InAs SAQD's in samples A (lower panel) and B (upper panel) ex
cited in resonance with the I-I transition of quantum dots (1262 
and 1361 me V, respectively). The position of the 0-0 photolumines
cence (PL) band of the dots (dotted curve) is shown for comparison 
in both panels. The insets present the PL spectra of the s3mples 
measured in the state-filling experiments (see the text). A Gaussian 
line-shape fit is shown. The positions of the SAQD interband tran
sitions (0-0, I-I, etc,) 3re shown by arrows. The horizontal arrow 
b3r shows the portion of spectrum which is under detailed analysis. 

the samples at high excitation power and Atting of the PL 
spectra by a sum of Gaussians. The peak maximums corre
spond to the sequence of the QD interbane! transitions (0-0, 
1-1, etc.)_ Energy gaps between peaks of the lowest ane! sec
ond tJansitions were about S3 meV (A) and S5 meV (B). 
Taking into account the inhomogeneous broadening of the 
transitions we concluded that the energies of the QD intra
band level spacing36 match those of the PLP modes expected 
for studied quantum dot heterostructures. 

The secondary emission spectra of the samples were mea
sured in the ):(Y,)I) 2: geometry, where 2: is the growth direc
tion of the InAs layer, by the use of a cw wavelength-tunable 
Ti:sapphire laser and a double monochromator equippee! by a 
cooled InAs photomultiplier. The measurements were done 
at low pump power «0.2 W/cm 2

) when PL is only caused 
by recombination of the electrons ane! holes in their groune! 
states. It was found that in accordance with earlier data~u.'u7 
the PLspectra of the studied QD samples excited in reso
nance with high-energy QD transitions (hereinafter referred 
to as RPL spectra) are mainly formed by lines resulting from 
one- and multiphonon intraband carrier relaxation in the 
quantum e!ots. As an example, the RPL spectra of samples A 
and B excited in resonance with 1-1 transitions (the photon 
energies of 1262 and 1361 meV, respectively) are shown in 
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FIG. 4. Upper panel: Enlarged part of the RPL spectrum of 
sample A marked in Fig. ~ (lower pane\) by the arrow bar plotted V~ 
the Stokes shift. The background caused by the multiphonon lines 
was subtracted. Lower panel: The Raman spectrum of the n-doped 
GaAs substrate obtained from area of sample A with removed quan
tum dots. The spectrum has measured at the same excitation/ 
detection conditions as the RPL one. The as<;ignment of the lines in 
the RPL and Raman spectra is shown (see the text). 

Fig. 3. To make an assignment of the RPL spectrum lines, the 
spectra were measured at different incident photon energies 
Eex covering the interband transition energies of QD's and 
were analyzed as a function of the Stokes shirt, 
- E RPL , where ERFL is the energy of photons detected in 
RPL experiments. The RPL spectra were fItted by a sum of 
Gallssians, that yields parameters of the overlapping 
lines.R,15,37 It has been found that the Stokes shifts of the 
lines are invariable, This is a sign of phonon-assistant reso
nant photoluminescence, The lines of InAs wetting layer 
(WL), intrinsic LO phonons of InAs QD's, InAs/GaAs pho
non interface mode (IF) with the Stokes shifts of 29,5, 34,3, 
and 35,5 meV, respectively, as well as their overtones and 
sum tones have been easily distinguished under analysis of 
the spectra, Assignment of the lines was carried out accord
ing to Ref. 7 where resonant photoluminescence spectra of 
the analogous InAs SAQD sample were studied, Further, we 
have analyzed in more detail the obtained RPL spectra in 
region of the Stokes shifts of 25-60 meV, as is shown in Fig, 
3 by the arrow bars, This region of the spectrum after sub
traction of background caused by the multiphonon lines is 
plotted vs Stokes shift in Fig, 4 (upper panel) for sample A, 
It is seen that except for the above mentioned phonon lines, 
the lines belonging to the zone-center bulk TO phonons and 
to the PLP modes, L --, and L + (corresponding energies E L

and E L + are 31.1 and 46,7 meV, respectively) of n-doped 
GaAs (Ref. 38) appear to be in the spectra. The assignment 
of the L - and L + lines is based on comparison of the reso
nant photoluminescence spectra with Raman spectra of 
n-doped GaAs substrate. The Raman spectra were obtained 
from area of the sample with removed quantum dots at the 
same excitation/detection conditions as the RPL spectra. An 
example of the Raman spectrum is shown in Fig. 4 (low 
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FIG, 5, Excitation profllcs of the L t (open squares) anc! L
(open triangles) lines observed in the RPL spectra of samples A and 
B [(a) and (b). respectively]. The filled circles show the excitation 
profile of the intrinsic LO phonon line of InAs QD's, Solid curves 
show the positions of the QD 0-0 PL bands. E"II' E/. ' and L·/., are 
the energie~ of the LO phonons or InAs QD's, Land L' PLP 
modes, respectively, 

panel), The resonant photoluminescence spectra or sample B 
exhibited the same features. At first glance, the spectruill 
presentee! in the upper panel or Fig, 4 is a simrle superrosi
tion of the rhonon-assisted RPL spectrum or the quantum 
dots and Raman srectrum or the substrate, However, it was 
found that plasmon-LO-phonon lines in spectra or samples 
with QD's show unusual behaviors which indicate coupling 
between the substrate plasmon-phonon modes and electronic 
subsystem of the quantum dots. 

We have plotted the integral intensities of the L -- and L I
lines of the samples with quantum dots as a function of the 
incident photon energy, so-called excitation profiles of the 
lines commonly used in resonant Raman spectroscopy, The 
excitation proflles of these lines in the RPL spectra of QD's 
are presenred in Fig. 5 for samples A (a) and B (b) together 
with excitation profile of the intrinsic LO-phonon line of 
QD's. The positions of the 0-0 PL bands are shown in the 
same figure for comparison (solid curves). They indicate the 
energy spectra of inhomogeneously broadened lowest inter
band transitions of the QD ensembles. As can be seen, the 
excitation profile of the LO-phonon line of InAs QD's dem
onstrates single prominent peak blueshifted by the LO
phonon energy (En!) with respect to the 0-0 band. The ex
citation profiles of other phonon lines and their overtones 
demonstrated analogous shifts by the corresponding phonon 
or overtone energies. That is a signature of the fact that the 
phonon lines come from annihilation of the electron-hole 
pairs in the lowest energy state populated by the phonon
mediated intraband carrier relaxation from the directly pho
toexcited state. This process is described in detail in Refs. 12 
and 35. In this case the intensity of the phonon lines excited 
by radiation with photon energy tunable in region or the 
higher-energy transitions of QD's follows the 0-0 PL band 
contour. It is just our case that can be seen if the excitation 
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profile in Fig. 5 will be shifted by the LO phonon energy to 
the red side. Evidently the analysis of the RPL line excitation 
profiles is equivalent to that of photoluminescence excitation 
spectra. 

Let us discuss the excitation profiles of the L ~ and L + 

lines. As is well known,39 in n-doped bulk GaAs the intensi
ties of the L ~, and L + Raman lines have to increase mono
tonically with excitation energy approaching the GaAs band 
gap (pre-resonant Raman). However, except for this, we 
found that the excitation profiles of the L ~, and L + lines in 
spectra of different SAQD samples demonstrate pronounced 
resonances which are shifted by the E L - and E L + energies 
with respect to the corresponding 0-0 PL bands (see Fig. 5). 
This fact indicates that both the PLP modes of doped GaAs 
substrate are coupled with the QD electronic subsystem and 
are involved in the intraband carrier relaxation in quantum 
dot in the same manner as intrinsic phonons of quantum dot 
and its nearest surroundings. The observed plasmon-phonon 
lines are therefore superposition of the Raman signals from 
the substrate and the RPL signals from InAs SAQD's with 
comparable amplitudes at the maximuni of the PLP line ex
citation proflle. Importantly, the intraband carrier relaxation 
in the quantum dots induced by the plasmon-phonon modes 
is effective enough although distance between the substrate 
and QD layer is 100 nm long. 

As is known,15 the studied SAQD systems possess an in
homogeneously broadened spectrum of intraband transitions. 
In particular, light with deflnite photon energy in the region 
of the I-I transitions excites an ensemble of quantum dots 
with broad energy spectrum of intraband transitions to the 
lowest electron-hole states. Phonon-mediated intraband re
laxation results in the RPL spectrum with the phonon related 
peaks. In other words, the RPL spectrum as a function of the 
Stokes shift can be considered as a spectrum of intraband 
relaxation rates. [n the framework of our model we calcu
lated a dependence of relaxation rate of the lowest energy 
intraband electronic transitions as a function of the intraband 
level spacing D (i.e., the spectrum of' intraband relaxation 
rates). The calculations were performed for Zo = 100 nm and 
different concentrations of the free electrons in region of 
no= 10 IR cm~3. Spherical quantum dot with infinite poten
tial barrier was considered. A relation of R () 
= Vh(/;fl- 7T

2 )/(2I17 QD fl) between the QD radius and fl, 
where m QD is the electronic effective mass in InAs, was 
used. 

Figure 6 shows the results of calculation for no= 0.8 
X 10 IR cm~3 [solid line in Fig. 6(a)J in comparison with the 
experimental RPL spectrum of sample A [Fig. 6(b)J in the 
spectral region of interest. We see that the positions and 
widths L'- and L + lines in the RPL spectrum are quite close 
to the calculated energy positions of relaxation windows with 
widths of several me V. The same correspondence has been 
observed for the RPL spectra of sample B. A little difference 
between no of the substrate and its value used in the calcu
lations may come from the fact that the optical phonon dis
persion and/or retardation effects were not taken into account 
in our model. The relaxation rates for both PLP modes were 
estimated to be about 2 X I OR s~ I in spite of the relatively 
long distance between the quantum dot and doped semicon-
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(b) RPL spectrum of InAs SAQOs 

Stokes Shift fmeV) 

30 40 50 

intraband level spacing (meV) 

FIG. 6. Comparison between (a) calculated spectrum of relax
ation rate Wand (b) relevant portion of the RPL spectrum of sample 
A, the same as shown in Fig. (4) (upper panel). The calculations 
based on Eq. (17) have been done for the lowest electronic intra
band transitions in spherical InAs QD located at distance Zo 

= 100 nm from Il-doped GaAs substrate and dopant concentration 
of no=0.8x IO IX cm-- 3. Land L+ dei10te the relaxation windows 
corresponding to the PLP modes of GaAs substrate. 

ductor. It is seen that observed features of the RPL spectra 
are in accordance with predictions of our theoretical model 
for the intraband carrier relaxation with emission of the 
plasmon-phonon modes. Indeed, as we have demonstrated by 
Eq. (17), the coupling between the QD electronic subsystem 
and plasmon-phonon modes via the self-consisting electric 
potential opens two relaxation windows corresponding to the 
QD interaction with the upper and lower PLP branches. 

We would like to note that both the peak value and 
width of lhe relaxation windows are determined by the PLP 

Ul 

~~ 1.0 
'r./) 

O)~ 0.5 

s: 
0.0 

(b) 18 -3 
no== 0.8 x 10 cm 

20 40 60 80 100 120 
Distance, Zo (nm) 

(a) Zo == 100 nm 

30 40 50 60 

lntraband level spacing (meV) 

FIG. 7. (a) Calculated relaxation rate for lowest energy intra
band electronic transitions W in spherical InAs QD for different 
dopant concentration in GaAs substrate: llo=0.6x 10 111 cm- 3 , llO 

=O.8X lOIS cm~3, and Il()= 10 111 cm- 3 (dashed, solid, and dotted 
curves, respectively). A distance between the substrate and QD Zo 

= 100 nm. (b) Peak value of the W( WMAX ) as a function of Zo for 
17o=0.8x lOIS cm-.1. 
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mode dispersion, Eg. (12). At the same time, the spectral 
positions of the windows remarkably depend on the dopant 
concentration that is shown in Fig. 7(a) by the spectra of the 
relaxation rates calculated for different dopant concentra
tions (no=0.6X 10 18 cm- 3

, l1o=0.8X 10 18 cm- 3
, and no 

= 10 18 cm- 3
). The spectra demonstrate an 8-meV shift of 

the L + window with flO' This fact is very important because 
the rates can be essentially varied by tuning of the PLP-mode 
windows to resonance or out of resonance with QD intraband 
transition energies by means of changing of 110' Thus the 
switch on or switch off of the relaxation channels become 
possible. Such control of the intraband carrier dynamics will 
be especially effective in QD systems where inhomogeneous 
broadening of the intraband transitions is narrower than the 
window widths, in QD systems without such kind of broad
ening, and in a single QD. As for the efficiency of the relax
ation process, our calculations show that with decrease of 
distance Zo the peak values of the relaxation rates drastically 
increase [Fig. 7(b)J up to about lOll S--I atzo=20 nm. This 
value is comparable with rate of the Auger-like process of 
QD interband carrier relaxation. 2o 
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We believe the considered interaction has to be accounted 
for in design of QD based applications where n(p )-doped 
structural components of heterostructures spaced apart from 
the QD layers by ten or several ten nanometers are widely 
used. The concentration and distance dependencies of the 
coupling open promising opportunities for manipulation of 
QD electron dynamics in doped heteros!.ructures. We would 
like to note that surface plasmon-LO-phonon modes of 
doped heterostructure components can be also involved in 
the intra band carrier relaxation in quantum dots. Consider
ation of this problem is in progress. 
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Abstract. Light-induced spin orientation in negatively charged InP quantum dots is shown experimentally to be conserved 
for about I ms. 

INTRODUCTION 

The long-tenn orientation of spin systems in 
semiconductor structures attract in recent years 
considerable attention as a promising way of recording 
and storage of optical information [1]. The most 
interesting, from this point of view, are the structures 
with quantum dots (QD), where, due to confinement of 
the carrier motion, the main spin-relaxation processes 
appear to be suppressed. According to theoretical 
estimates [2J, the spin lifetime in such structures may 
reach units of ms and more. The so long lifetimes of 
the optically oriented electron spins in QDs have not 
been observed thus far. The longest lifetime of spin 
orientation (IS ns) was found experimentally in [3] in 
the studies of n-doped InAs QDs. In this 
communication, we present the results of experiments 
demonstrating conservation of the spin orientation for 
much longer time intervals. 

EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION 

We studied kinetics of circularly polarized 
photoluminescence (PL) of the negatively charged 1nP 
QDs. 11 was found that the degree of circular 
polarization of the PL shows a slow component with a 
decay time of about 1 ns. The amplitude of the slow 
component was the greatest when each QD possessed, 
on average, a single resident electron. For the Stokes 
shift flE st > 25 me V, the degree of polarization was 
negative. 

In conformity with conclusions of [3], the 
negatively polarized PL is emitted by QDs in which 

spins of the photoexcited and resident electrons are 
parallel. When the resident electron spin is 
preferentially oriented along that of the photoexcited 
electron, the amplitude of the degree of the negative 
circular polarization (NCP) should increase. Using the 
amplitude of the NCP as a measure for the degree of 
orientation of the electron spin, we have carried out a 
series o'f experiments to deten11ine the spin orientation 
lifetime. 

In the experiments, the PL was excited by two 
laser pulse trains obtained by splitting the beam of a 
mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser. One of these trains was 
shifted in time using an optical delay line. The time 
delay was about 1 TIS. Polarizations of the beams 
could be varied independently. 

Figure 1 a shows the kinetics of the degree of 
polarization of the PL excited by the second (probe) 
beam for two different polarizations of the first beam 
considered as a pump. As is seen, passing from the 
co-polarized to cross-polarized pump results in more 
than two-fold decrease of the NCP created by the 
probe pulse. This means that the spin orientation 
created by the first beam is held till the moment of 
arrival of the second beam, i.e., for about 1 ns. 

To strongly increase the time interval between 
the two beams, we used a mechanical chopper, which 
alternatively blocked the pump and the probe beams 
with a frequency of 120 Hz. A typical result of the 
experiment is presented in Fig. lb. It is seen that the 
NCP of PL after probe pulse still reveals a well 
reproducible change, Llp:::::5%, caused by the change of 
polarization of the pump pulse. This result 
demonstrates in a straightforward way conservation of 
the spin orientation during the modulation period of 
units of ms. 
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So long conservation of the spin orientation is 
impossible without a stabilizing factor that suppresses 
the electron Spill precession in random laboratory 
Il1<lgnetic fields. In this case, the role of this faclor is 
likely to be played by the f1uctuating exchange field 
produced by Iluclear spins [4]. To evaluate the 
t1uctuations of the nuclear field, we have studied the 
behavior of the NCr at co- and cross-polarized 
pumping (with no chopper) in small transverse 
magnetic fields (Voigt configuration). 

P circ 
a) 

0,2 

o,o~------------~~------

-0,2 I 

Pcirc 0 1 

0,2 b) 

o,o~--------------~-------

-0,2 I 

o 1 
Delay time (ns) 

FIGURE 1. Kinetics or circular polarization degree at the 
two-pulse excitation: (a) without chopper, (b) with chopper 
blocking the beams alternatively. Solid (dashed) curves are 
for co- (cross-) polarized pump and probe beams. 

The results of these studies are shown in Fig. 2. 
As one can see, dependences of the NCP on magnetic 
field, in the Voigt configuration, for the co- and cross
polarized pumping are strongly different. The 
difference between the values of the NCP for co- and 
cross-polarized pumping characterizes the spin 
orientation. Dependence of the degree of orientation 
on magnetic field is seen to be well described by a 
Lorentzian with a half-width of 0.0 I T (curve 3 in 
Fig.2). According to conclusions of [4], this value 
corresponds to the mean value of the exchange field 
produced by fluctuations of the nuclear spins in the 
QD. 

It follows from the above experimental data 
that the light-induced spin orientation in the negatively 
charged InP QDs is held during the time of about] 0-3 

s. This value exceeds by approximately 4 orders of 
magnitude the value of 150 ns, given in [5], which was 
considered until now a record value for semiconductor 
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nanostruclures. 
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FIGURE 2. Dercndcllccs of NCP on trails-verse magnetic 
field: I is for co- and 2 for cross-polarized pump anc! probe. 
3 is the difference between I and 2. Dots are experilllelHal 
elata, solid curves are fits by Lorcntzians. Inset: kinetics ur 
Nep at variolls magnetic fields. 
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We have measured photoluminescence (PL) spectra and time-resolved PL in CdTe quantum dots under the 

longitudinal magnetic field up to lOT Circular polarization of PL increases with increasing magnetic field, 

while its linear polarization remains zero under linearly polarized excitation. This behavior cannot be explained 

by the anisotropic exchange interaction of excitons, Time-resolved PL measurements claritled that this behav

ior is caused by the suppression of spin relaxation induced by the longitudinal magnetic field. We believe that 

this behavior is related to the hyperfine interaction of electron spin with magnetic momenta of lattice nuclei. 

DOl: 10.1 103/PhysRevB.71.0333 14 PACS number(s): n.66.HC 78.67.Hc, 78.20.Ls, 78.47. +p 

The spin state of electrons in quantum dots (QDs) is con
sidered as one of the most promising candidates for the 
implementation of spintronic and quantum information 
technologies. I A key challenge is to obtain long relaxation 
time of electron spin. The carrier spin-flip mechanisms, in
cluding exchange interaction, mixing between the conduc
tion and valence band states through spin-orbit coupling, and 
spin splitting of the conduction band due to the lack of in
version symmetry,2.3 have been studied in bulk and two
dimensional systems. In QDs, the discrete energy levels and 
the corresponding lack of energy dispersion lead to a pre
dicted nlodification of the spin relaxation dynamics. In gen
eral, the D'yakonov and Perel' mechanism does not work in 
zero dimension because this spin-flip mechanism relies on 
translation in variance, which is already broken in QDS.4 The 
electron spin relaxation mechanism connected with the spin
orbit interaction of carriers is strongly suppressed for local
ized carriers in QDS,5 The absolute lack of energy states 
between QD energy levels is expected to inhibit not only the 
elastic processes of spin relaxation but also the inelastic ones 
such as phonon scattering. As a result, electron spin relax
ation via interaction with nuclei becomes relatively impor
tant for localized electrons. Recently, Merkulov el al. 6 

pointed out that the hyperflne interacting with nuclei may 
become the dominant mechanism of electron spin relaxation 
in quantum dots at low temperature. Although the hyperflne 
interaction has been demonstrated to induce the additional 
Zeeman splitting or polarization of electrons and exciton in 
QDs,7.R no direct experimental evidence has proved the im
pOl'tance of hyperfine interaction with nuclei responsible for 
spin relaxation in QDs up to now. 

In this report, we investigated the spin relaxation mecha
nisms of carriers in CdTe QDs. We measured the magneto
photoluminescence (PL) spectra and time-resolved PL under 
the magnetic field with a Faraday configuration. An unusual 
magnetic field dependence of circular polarization was ob
served in steady-state PL spectra, which cannot be explained 
in the framework of anisotropic exchange interaction of ex
citons confined in an elongated QD. Time-resolved PL decay 
proved that the suppression of spin relaxation by the longi
tudinal magnetic field is the origin of this behavior. We be-

lieve that the spin relaxation of electrons localized in QDs is 
caused mainly by hyperflne interaction of electron spin with 
magnetic momenta of Janice nuclei. The hyperfine held is 
suppressed by the external longitudinal magnetic field. 

The CdTe self-assembled QD was grown by molecular
beam epitaxy on a relatively thick (0.6-1.0 )lm) ZnTe buller 
layer formed on a GaAs (100) substrateY The sample was 
not doped intentionally. Atomic force images show that the 
average size of CdTe QDs was ~20 nm in diameter and 
~2.7 nm in height. The area density or the dots was 
8 X 10 10 C]11-2. The PL ane! time-resolved PL measurements 
were performed in a magnetic l1eld up to lOT and at 10K in 
a Faraday conflguration. An optical parametric amplifier or a 
Ti:sapphire laser was used as an excitation source with a 
photon energy of 2.217 e V, corresponding to a quasi
resonance exci !ation of CdTe QDs. Circular and I inear polar
izations were obtained by using quartz wave plates and linear 
po larizers, respecti ve I y, 

The representative PL spectra of our sample are shown in 
Fig. 1 (a). In these measurements, the luminescence was col
lected under co-circular (the incident and emitted light with 
the same circular polarization) and cross-circular geometries 
(the incident and emitted light with counter-circular polariza
tion). In order to study the intrinsic spin dynamics, the PL 
spectra were obtained by selectively exciting the sample with 
photon energy 2.217 e V slighlly above the PL band of the 
QDs. The PL bands of the QDs have a smooth profile with 
two sharp features, LO I and L02 (24.S and 19.5 me V, re
spectively), which are caused by fast relaxation of hot carri
ers with emission of LO phonons of ZnTe and CdTe. 

At zero field, the PL band shows very weak circular po
larization (7%). With increasing magnetic held the circular 
polarization of PL band increases. When the direction of 
magnetic field was reversed, the same results were obtained. 
We further measured the circularly polarized PL spectra un
der linearly polarized excitations at 4 T in Fig. J(b). It con
firms that no circular polarization was observed under 
linearly polarized excitation. Therefore, the circular polariza
tion is not related to the thermalization between Zeeman split 
levels. 

Figure 2 shows the circular polarization of the emission 
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FIG. l. Circularly polarized PL spectra (a) in co-circular (solid 
lines) and cross-circular (dotted lines) geometries, at various mag
netic fields. (b) Circularly polarized PL spectra in four geometries at 
4 T. Linearly polarized excitation gives the same intensity of right
and left-circularly polarized PL (lin/ ()'+ and lin/ (T-, respectively). 
(c) Linearly polarized PL spectra in co- and cross-linear geometries 
along [11 OJ direction. 

peak as a function of magnetic field. The circular polariza
tion is defined by P= (r -1-) / (r + r), where rand rare 
the PL intensities under the co-circular and cross-circular 
geometries. It shows that the circular polarization increases 
with increasing the magnetic held and saturates at the high 
magnetic field above 6 T. The circular polarization of phonon 
replica LO I was also presented in the figure. Figure 1 (a) 
shows that the phonon replica is not polarized at zero field, 
while it becomes strongly polarized in co-circular geometry 
with applying magnetic field. 

This behavior is quite similar to the effect induced by the 
anisotropic exchange interaction or excitons. As we know, 

Magnetic field (T) 

FIG. 2. Magnetic field dependence of the circular polarization of 
QDs emission peak and phonon resonance L0 1 in steady-state PL 
spectra. 
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the ground state of the e I-hh 1 (I s) heavy-hole exciton in a 
zinc-blende quantum well is fourfold degenerate with the 
angular-momentum projection M=s+j=±J.±2 on the 
growth axis z/ /[00 I J of the structure. The exchange interac
tion splits this state into a radiation doublet 1 ± I) and two 
closely lying optically inactive singlets, which are a super
position of the I ± 2) states. In some QD structures, the sym
metry is lowered and the exchange interaction is thus no 
longer isotropic. lo.11 The anisotropic exchange interaction 
splits the I± I) radi3!tive doublet into two eige.J:lstates labeled 
IX) == (I 1)+ 1-1»)/ (\/2) and I Y) = (11)-1-1 »)/ (i \,2), linearly po
larized along the [110J and [110J directions, respectively. 
This anisotropic exchange splitting may originate from QD 
elongation and interface optical anisotropy.12,Ll 

When the magnetic fJeld was applied, and if the Zeeman 
splitting h07.=gf-LBB is much larger than the exchange en
ergy Ii w, the QD exciton eigenstates are no longer the IX) 
and 1 Y) linearly polarized states, but the I + I) and I-I) cir
cular ones. We thus expect to observe circularly polarized PL 
under cr-polarized excitation. This circular polarization was 
indeed observed by several groups in various nanostructure 
systems. to-t4 In our case, we did not observe any linear po
larization at zero field under linearly polarized excitation 
along [110J and [110J directions, as shO\vn in Fig. l(c). At 
higher field 8=4 T, the PL spectra under linearly polarized 
excitation in Fig. I (b) did not show circular polarization, 
which contradicts this model. We also checked the linearly 
polarized time-resolved J>L under linearly polarized excita
tion along [II OJ and [1 10J directions, and did not observe 
any polarization in the temporal profile. All these experimen
tal results indicate that anisotropic exciton fJne structure is 
not responsible for our results. Although the anisotropic ex
change energy splitting was observed in elongated QDs, its 
absence is not strange in the isotropic QDs. Surrounding 
mixed crystal Zn,Cdl_.\Te (Ref. 15) might induce isotropic 
inner core CdTe QDs. 

Another possible explanation of the experimental results 
is that the circular polarization originates from the suppres
sion of spin relaxation by the longitudinal nlagnetic f1eld. 
Our results indicate that the spin relaxation time is very fast 
at zero fjeld, and the spin orientation is practically destroyed 
during the electron lifetime. If we assume that the spin re
laxation is suppressed by the longitudinal magnetic field, 
then the circular polarization of steady-state PL band in
creases with increasing magnetic field. We can use a com
mon formula to estimate the spin relaxation time from the 
steady-state PL measurements: 

P = --"---- (I) 

Here, Po is the initial spin polarization, and T,. and T, are the 
lifetime and spin relaxation time of carriers, respectively. 
The lifetime T,. and the initial spin polarization Po use the 
values obtained from the time-resolved PL measurements, 
which will be discussed later. (The calculated spin relaxation 
rates from the steady-state PL polarization degree will be 
shown in Fig. 4.) 
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FIG. 3. Time depenoence of the circularly polarized PL for co
circular (solid lines) and cross-circular (dotted lines) geometries at 
various magnetic fields (0-8 T) at 10K. Smooth curves are fittings 
by a combination of a rise function and two exponential decay 
functions. whose decay times are rclated to I,. ane! i , . 

The protuberant phonon struclure observed in the cw lu
minescence band of QDs is formed by the competition be
tween the phonon-mediated relaxation and nonradiative 
10SS.I() Further, in case of the circularly polarized lumines
cence, the competition bet\veen the phonon-lTlediated relax
ation and spin relaxation is thought to determine the phonon 
structures in the cross-circularly polarized luminescence 
spectra. In this model, the assumption of suppression of spin 
relaxation can be used to explain the circular polarization of 
phonon structures simply. As is seen in Fig. 1 (a), LO phonon 
structures in the cross-circular polarization geometry de
crease with the increase of the magnetic field, while those in 
the co-circular polarization geometry does not change. This 
feature is explained by the assumption that spin flip time 
becomes longer than the time for the relaxation mediated by 
the LO phonon plus acoustic phonons with the increase of 
the magnetic field. 

The time-resolved PL measurements confirmed the sup
pression of spin relaxation by external magnetic field. The 
temporal profiles of circularly polarized PL signal under the 
co-circular and cross-circular geometries at various magnetic 
fields are shown in Fig. 3. We can see clearly that the spin 
relaxation time becomes longer with increasing magnetic 
field. In order to investigate the spin dynamics and recombi
nation process, we calculated the sum (j+ + r) and the difTer
ence (j+ -1-) of the circularly polarized luminescence, where 
1 is the intensity of circularly polarized PL. The sum 
(J++r) is proportional to exp(-tITr), where Tr is the lifetime. 
We obtained the lifetime at the maximum position of the PL 
band, Tr= 190 ps, which is independent of magnetic field. 
The time-dependent degree of circular polarization P(t) is 
defined by P(t) = (j+ - r) I (j+ + r). P{t) is proportional to 
exp(-2!ITJ,17 where T,. is the spin relaxation time. The spin 
relaxation time can be estimated from the decay of P(t). The 
obtained spin relaxation rates, 11 Tp are shown as a function 
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FIG. 4. Magnctic held dependence or thc Spill relaxation ratc. 
The experirncntal valuc:'. fronl timc-resolved PL (circles) and the 
estimatccl valucs from steady-state PL spcctra (squarcs) arc shown 
togcther for comparison. Thc solid line is the thcorctical 11lling ac
cording to Eq. (2). 

or magnetic f1eld in Fig. 4 by circles. We can see that the 
measured spin relaxation rates are consistent with the esti
mated ones from steady-state PL spectra (squares). The dis
crepancy at low fleld Illay cOllle from the fluctuation or laser 
power, or the di fference of detected energies in PL and t i Ille
resolved PL measurements. The time-resolved PL measure
ments pmved further that the unusual magnetic tleld depen
dence of circular polarization observed in steady-state PL 
measurements originates from the suppression of spin re\;)x
ation by the longitudinal magnetic field. 

The spin relaxation rate is not alTected rernarkably by the 
magnetic field in the framework of anisotropic exchange in
teraction of exciton, as was reported by Paillard e! al. 14 Ho\v
ever, we observed that the spin relaxation rate decreases re
markably with the increase of the longitudinal magnetic 
field. Therefore, the model of the anisotropic exchange inter
action of excitons cannot explain our results. We need to 
consider other possibilities. A suppression of spin relaxation 
by the external magnetic fleld has been reported for the case 
of spin relaxation of electrons localized at donors in bulk 
crystal. 18.1<) These authors have found that spin relaxation of 
electrons localized in potential wells is caused mainly by 
hyperflne interaction of electron spins with magnetic mo
menta of lattice nuclei, the hyperflne magnetic field being 
randomly changed due to the hopping migration of electrons 
over localized states in the crystal. This mechanism should 
work for localized electrons in QDs. In a strong magnetic 
field, the nuclear hyperfine fields only perturb the precession 
frequency of the electron spin about the external magnetic 
field. As a result, the spin component parallel to B is con
served, while the transverse spin component precesses with 
Larmor frequency. The dependence of the electron spin re
laxation time T\. on the longitudinal magnetic fIeld can be 
descri bed by the ex press ion 

Tr - T\.(O)( 1 + D 2 r;.) . (2) 

Here, T\(O) is the spin relaxation time under the zero mag
netic fIeld, D. = g e/-LBB I h is the precession frequency of the 
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electron spin in the field B, and Tc is a characteristic time of 
the order of correlation time of the fluctuating magnetic field 
responsible for the spin relaxation. Here we used Tc as a 
fitting parameter. If the nuclear field BN is present, the quan
tity in Eq. (2) is defined by the total field acting on the 
electron spin. By this formula, we can simulate the magnetic 
field dependence of spin relaxation time, which is in good 
agreement with the experimental data. 

Merkulov et al. studied theoretically electron spin relax
ation in InAs QDs and CdSe QDs via interaction with 
nuclear spins, and they proposed the hyperfine interaction is 
the dominant mechanism of carriers in these QDS.6 They 
obtained the spin dephasing time on the order of 50-100 ps 
for InAs QDs, which is close t.o our data. Correspondingly, 
we think that the fast relaxation in CdTe QDs is due mainly 
to the hyperfine interaction with nuclei spin at zero field. The 
spin relaxation is suppressed by the external magnetic field. 
However, the hyperfine interaction constants in CdTe are not 
experimentally determined. Reliable quantitative calculation 
is difficult to obtain. In this material only a fraction of the 
nuclei (25% of the Cd ions) have magnetic moments, and 
they have spin 1= I 12. As a result., the electron spin interac
tion with the nuclei in these QDs is weak. Although Merku-
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ture University, Sakai, Japan. 
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lov et aI. calculated the hyperfine interaction in nanocrystal 
CdSe QDs, the obtained spin dephasing time is around 1 ns, 
and longer than our data. Further theoretical and experimen
tal work is needed to clarify the spin relaxation time for 
various materials. 

In conclusion, we have measured the PL spectra and time
resolved PL in the CdTe/ZnTe QDs under a longitudinal 
magnetic field up to lOT and at 10K. An unusual magnetic 
field dependence of circular polarization was observed in 
steady-state PL spectra. However, we did not observe any 
linear polarization at zero field. This cannot be explained by 
the anisotropic fine structures of excitons. Time-resolved PL 
confirmed that electron spin relaxation is suppressed by the 
longitudinal magnetic field. We attribute it to the effect of 
nuclear field. We believe that the spin relaxation is deter
mined mainly by the hyperfine interaction of electrons with 
nuclei. The Larmor precession of electron spin about the 
strong external magnetic field can suppress the precession 
about the internal hyperfine field, thus preserving the initial 
orientation of electron spins. We expect our experiments can 
help to understand the spin relaxation processes and to ex
tend the relaxation time in CdTe QDs. 
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We have studied the electron spin relaxation in semiconductor InAs/GaAs quantum dots by time
resolved optical spectroscopy. The average spin polarization of the electrons in an ensemble of p-doped 
quantum dots decays down to 1/3 of its initial value with a characteristic time T!J. = 500 ps, which is 
attributed to the hyperfine interaction with randomly oriented nuclear spins. We show that this efficient 
electron spin relaxation mechanism can be suppressed by an external magnetic field as small as 100 mT. 

001: 10.II03/PhysRevLett.94.116601 

Spins of localized electrons in semiconductor quantum 
dots (QDs) are attractive for future spintronic and quantum 
information devices since they are not subject to the clas
sical spin relaxation mechanisms known for free carriers 
[1-5]. Recent theoretical studies have predicted that the 
dominant mechanism of electron spin relaxation in QDs at 
low temperature is due to the hyperfine interaction with 
nuclear spins [6-8]. An electron spin in a quantum dot 
interacts with a large but finite number of nuclei NL = 
103-105 [4]. In the frozen fluctuation model, the sum over 
the interacting nuclear spins gives rise to a local effective 
hyperfine field EN [6]. The electron spin can thus coher
ently precess around EN [6,7]. However, the amplitude and 
the direction of the effective nuclear field vary strongly 
from dot to dot. The average electron spin <S(t) in an 
ensemble of dots will thus decay as a consequence of the 
random distribution of the local nuclear effective field. For 
the sake of simplicity, this spin dephasing mechanism on 
the QD ensemble is termed here "spin relaxation." Note 
that for repeated measurements on a single QD the hyper
fine interaction has the same effect as for an ensemble of 
dots [6,7]. 

The spin dynamics of carriers in III-V or II-VI semicon
ductor QDs have been studied experimentally by different 
groups in recent years [9-20]. Spin relaxation times of the 
neutral exciton longer than 20 ns have been found in 
undoped QDs [13-15]. In n-doped QDs, hole spin relaxa
tion times longer than IOns have been measured [16,17]. 
In all these experiments, no manifestation of the electron 
spin relaxation due to the interaction with nuclei has been 
observed for the following reasons: (i) In undoped QDs the 
photogenerated electron feels a strong effective magnetic 
field due to the exchange interaction with the hole [21 J. 
This exchange field is much stronger than the effecti ve 
hyperfine field of the nuclei, which thus plays a negligible 
role [22]. (ii) In the experiments performed on n-doped 
QDs the ground state luminescence corresponds to the 
radiative recombination of the negatively charged exciton 
X- formed by one hole, and a pair of electrons with 

PACS numbers: 72.25.Fe. 72.25.Rb. n.21.La, 78.47.+p 

opposite spins in a singlet state [23]. In this case, no effect 
of the hyperfine interaction with nuclei is expected since 
the total electron spin in the charged exciton is zero and the 
hole spin is only weakly coupled to the nuclear spins due to 
the p symmetry of the hole Bloch function [24]. 

The ideal configuration to probe the electron spin re
laxation mediated by nuclei in QDs with optical experi
ments presents itself in the form of positively charged 
excitons X+ (consisting or one electron and two holes 
forming a spin singlet). As in the case of X-, the exchange 
interaction between the electron anel the two holes cancels 
in the X-1

- ground state. The analysis of the circular polar
ization of the X+ luminescence in p-cloped QDs following 
a circularly polarized laser excitation will thus probe di
rectly the spin polarization of the electron. A large spin 
polarization of the X+ luminescence has indeed been 
observed recently in InAs/GaAs and GaAs/ AIGaAs quan
tum dot photoluminescence (PL) spectra [25,26J. To the 
best of our knowledge the spin dynamics in p-doped QDs 
has, however, not been studied at low temperature so far. 

In this Letter, we present measurements of the electron 
spin dynamics in p-doped InAs/GaAs quantum dots using 
optical orientation experiments. We find that the time 
dependence of the electron spin polarization exhibits two 
regimes: the polarization decays within the first 800 ps 
down to 1/3 of its initial value; it then remains stable with 
no measurable decay on the radiative lifetime scale. We 
also show experimentally that this efficient spin relaxation 
mechanism can be suppressed by the application of a small 
external magnetic field (B = 100 mT). We interpret these 
results as experimental evidence of electron spin relaxation 
mediated by the hyperfine interaction with nuclei in an 
ensemble of QDs. We have studieel three modulation eloped 
QD structures grown by molecular beam epitaxy on (001) 
GaAs substrates. Very similar results have been obtained 
for all three samples. We present here the experimental 
data obtained in one of them which consists of 10 planes of 
lens shaped self-assembled InAs/GaAs QDs separated 
by a 30 nm GaAs layer; a beryllium delta doping layer 
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is located 15 nm below each wetting layer (WL). The 
nominal acceptor concentration is N/\ = 15 X 10 10 cm- 2 

per layer in this sample. The QD density is about 4 X 

10 10 cm -2 per plane. The observation of QD ground state 
PL under strictly resonant excitation (not shown here) 
proves that this structure contains on average less than 
two resident holes on the QD ground state. We have 
investigated the spin properties in these structures by con
tinuous wave (cw) and time-resolved PL experiments. In 
the time-resolved experiments the samples are excited by 
].5 ps pulses generated by a mode-locked Ti-doped sap
phire laser with a repetition frequency of 82 MHz. The 
time-resolved PL of the QD ground state is then recorded 
using an S 1 photocathode streak camera with an overall 
time resolution of 30 ps. The excitation pulses are circu
larly polarized ((]"+). The luminescence intensity copolar
ized (1+) and counterpolarized (r) with the excitation 
laser is recorded. The circular polarization degree of the 
luminescence is defined as Pc = (1+ - 1-)/(1+ + r). In 
the following the arrows j, 1 characterize the spin projec
tion on the Oz growth axis of the electron ground states 
(labeled Sc)' whereas fr and t characterize the heavy-hole 
pseudospin in the valence ground state (labeled Sv) [18]. 

Figure 1 (a) displays the cw PL spectrum of the QD 
ground states at T = 10K. It is characterized by a full 
width at half maximum of about 50 meV due to the 
fluctuations of size, shape, and strain in the ensemble of 
dots. Figure 1 (b) presents the circular polarization of the 
time-integrated PL after a circularly polarized picosecond 
excitation. The excitation energy is 1.44 eV; this corre
sponds to the photons absorption in the low energy part 
of the WL (because of the strain and the quantum confine
ment, this absorption corresponds to a heavy-hole-to
electron-like transition [18]). We measure a circular polar
ization degree of = 19% of the QD ground state emission 
(B z = 0). The excitation intensity is about 1 mW; this 
corresponds to the photogeneration of less than one 
electron-hole pair per QD. All three p-doped samples 
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FIG. I. (a) cw photoluminescence spectrum of the QD. 
(b) Circular polarization of the QD ground state luminescence 
for ce) B: = 0 and (6) B: = 100 mT. (c) Scheme of a posi
tively charged exciton X+ formed by a spin polarized electron 
and two holes with opposite angular momentum projection. 

that we have studied present circular polarization degrees 
larger than 10%. In contrast, the same experiment per
formed in nominally undoped QD samples (not shown 
here) yields a very small polarization Pc < 3%. This 
weak circular polarization in undoped QDs under these 
nonresonant excitation conditions is a direct consequence 
of the linearly polarized neutral exciton eigenstates due to 
the anisotropic exchange interaction (AEI) between the 
electron and the hole [13,14,27,28]. The measurement of 
a significant circular polarization in Fig. 1 is a strong 
indication of the successful chemical doping of the QD. 
For simplicity, we consider for the interpretation that (i) the 
dots contain a single resident hole and (ii) a single electron
hole pair is optically injected into the dot. Following 
excitation into the WL, it is commonly assumed that the 
electron spin does not relax during the capture and energy 
relaxation process in the QD, whereas the initial hole spin 
orientation is lost due to efficient spin relaxation processes 
in the WL [18,25,29J. The recorded PL in the p-doped QD 
samples corresponds essentially to the radiative recombi
nation of positively charged exciton X+ formed with a spin 
polarized electron and two holes with opposite spin [see 
Fig. I (c)]: IX+) = 1/ J2(111t, 1) - It, fr, 1)). 

Figure 2 displays the circular polarization dynamics or 
the QD ground state luminescence Isame excitation con
ditions as Fig. 1 (b) J. The inset presents the time evolution 
of the luminescence intensity components /+ and 1-. The 
circular polarization dynamics in Fig. 2 presents two re
gimes. The polarization decays within the first 800 ps down 
to a value of about 12%, then it remains stable with no 
measurable decay on the radiative lifetime scale. We can 
infer that the spin relaxation in this second regime is longer 
than 10 ns. This specific circular polarization dynamics has 
been observed for any detection energy in the PL spectrum 
of the QD ground state ensemble. Moreover, we have 
measured similar kinetics in all the p-doped samples we 
have studied. 
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FIG. 2. Circular polarization dynamics of the QD lumi
nescence after a circularly polarized IT+ laser, excitation. 
Inset: Photoluminescence intensity copolarized 1+ and counter
polarized r with the laser (semilogarithmic scale). The detec
tion energy is centered at Edct = 1.11 eV. 
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All these results are in very good agreement with the 
predicted electron spin relaxation by nuclei [6-8]. The 
time dependence of the average electron spin due to the 
interaction with nuclei can be written as [6] 

where So is the initial spin, TtJ. = fi/(geJ-LB6. B) is the 
dephasing time due to the random electron precession 
frequencies in the randomly distributed frozen fluctuation 
of the nuclear hyperfine field, J-LB is the Bohr magneton, 
and ge is the electron effective Lande factor. The disper
sion of the nuclear hyperfine field B N is described here by a 
Gaussian distribution characterized by its width 6. 8 : 

WeB N) = exp[ - (BN)2 /6.1J [6]. It is clear from Eq. (I) 
that the time dependence of the average electron spin 
polarization exhibits two regimes. After a strong initial 
decay with a characteristic time T tJ., the average electron 
spin polarization is expected to reach a constant value of 
1/3 of the initial polarization (inset of Fig. 3) [301. The 
circular polarization measured in Figs. I and 2 corresponds 
mainly to the radiative recombination or X+; i.e., it probes 
directly the spin relaxation of electron: PeU) = p)t) = 

2(S(r), where Pe is the electron spin polarization. The 
initial value of the average electron spin polarization here 
is about Pe(O) = 40%; Peer) then drops down to about 1/3 
(Pc = 12%) of its initial value in agreement with the 
predictions of Eq. (1). After the initial drop, the average 
electron spin polarization remains stable on the radiative 
lifetime scale. Merkulov et al. calculated that the subse
quent electron spin dephasing, which is the result of the 
variations of the nuclear field direction, occurs on a time 
scale typically 100 times longer than T tJ. [6J. Thus it cannot 
be observed on the radiative lifetime scale. 

A key argument for the hyperfine interaction being 
responsible for the initial polarization decay comes from 
magnetic field dependent measurements. We have re
corded the circular polarization dynamics of the QD 
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FIG. 3. Circular polarization dynamics of the QD ground state 
luminescence (semi logarithmic scale) for B: = 0, B::. = 100 mT, 
and B::. = 400 mT. The inset displays the calculated time de
pendence of the average electron spin (S(I»/So (see text). 

ground state luminescence with a magnetic field applied 
along the Oz growth axis. Merkulov el al. and Semenov 
et al. predict that the electron spin dephasing induced hy 
hyperfine interaction can he strongly suppressed in an 
external magnetic field [6,8,3 1]. The required magnetic 
field must be larger than 6. 13 , which is of the order of 
10 mT [7], to ensure that the Zeeman interaction of the 
electron spin with the magnetic field is stronger than the 
interaction with the nuclei. We see in Fig. I (b) that the 
time-integrated circular polarization is almost doubled at 
the peak of the spectrulTI when a magnetic field of B: = 
100 mT is applied. This strong increase in circular polar
ization for such a weak external magnetic fielc! is very 
unusual in nonmagnetic semiconductors. Note that the 
Zeeman splitting energy of the electron in this weak mag
netic field is at least 50 limes smaller than k8 Tat T = 10K 
[21]. Figure 3 displays the circular polarization dynamics 
of the QD ground state luminescence with magnetic fields 
B: 100 mT and B: = 400 mT; the dynamics for B: = 0 
is also presented ror comparison. By applying a field or 
B: = 100 mT, we drastically increase the initial decay 
time to =4000 ps, as compared to = 500 ps at B: = O. 
This pronounced ellecl or the small external magnetic field 
observed in Fig. 3 agrees very well with the expected 
influence of the external magnetic field on the QD electron 
spin relaxation by nuclei [6,81. The effect observed here is 
similar to the suppression of the nuclear hyperfinc interac
tion ITleasured recently for localized electrons in lightly 
doped bulk n-GaAs 132,3]]. 

We see in Fig. 3 that the time evolution or the circular 
polarization at B?, = 400 mT is very similar to the behavior 
at B?, = 100 mT [34]. The main difference is a small 
increase of the initial circular polarization, \vhich is proba
hly due to the effect of the magnetic field on the electron 
spin relaxation during its capture and energy relaxation 
inside the dot. We still observe a slow initial decay of the 
circular polarization in Fig. 3, whereas we expect a total 
suppression of the spin relaxation by nuclei for B: > 
100 mT (see inset) [6,8J. First, we have assumed up to 
now that the analyzed luminescence corresponds only to 
the radiative recombination of positively charged excitons 
X+. This is an oversimplified description as neutral exci
tons XO or doubly charged excitons X2+ can contribute to 
the recombination process since some of the dots contain 
zero or two holes before the optical excitation (the majority 
of the dots containing one resident hole). The slow initial 
decay observed in Fig. 3 for B7 '* 0 could be due to the 
complex spin dynamics of XO ~r X2+. Second, we have 
neglected in our interpretation the details of the spin
dependent energy relaxation inside the dots. In n-doped 
InAs/GaAs QDs it has been shown, in particular, that the 
strong AEI in the X- charged exciton hot triplet state plays 
a significant role in the spin dynamics [18,35]. In p-doped 
QDs a similar slow spin nip process mediated by the AEI in 
the X+ hot triplet state could occur in the QD where the 
photogenerated and resident hole spins are parallel. This 
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effect may also contribute to the slow initial decay of the 
circular polarization in Fig. 3 for Bz * O. As the aniso
tropic exchange energy in the hot triplet state is a few tens 
of f-LeV, the suppression of the AEI spin relaxation mecha
nism would require the application of magnetic fields of 
the order of a few Teslas. Note that in n-doped QDs the 
application of a field of Bz = 100 mT does not yield any 
measurable change in the PL circular polarization dynam
ics [36]. 

The initial decay time of the average electron spin 
polarization due to the interaction with nuclei can be 
estimated from Fig. 3 (B z = 0). We find Tb, = 500 ps. 
Merkulov et al. showed that this dephasing time can be 
written as 

(2) 

where NL is the number of nuclei interacting with the 
electron in the QD, Aj the hyperfine constant, ]j the spin 
of the jth nucleus, and n the number of nuclei per unit cell 
[6]. The sum goes over all the atoms in the primitive unit 
cell. We take for the hyperfine constants of As (lAs = 3/2) 
and In (lIn = 9/2) the values AAs = 47 f-Le V and Aln = 
56 f-LeV, consistent with n = 2 [37J. For a typical dot size 
(base diameter = 17 2: 3 nm, height = 5 2: 2 nm) [38], we 
estimate that the number of nuclei in interaction with the 
electron is NL = No 2: iJ..NL = 6 X 104 2: 4 X 104 [6,7J. 
Equation (2) yields for an InAs dot T~lAS = 450 2: 

170 ps, in good agreement with the experirnental value 
(=500 ps) if we consider (i) the great uncertainty on the 
determination of the number of nuclei N L interacting with 
the electron and (ii) the In/Ga interdiffusion which yields 
the formation of InGaAs dots rather than pure In As dots 
[39]. From the experimental determination of the dephas
ing time T 6., we can estimate the dispersion iJ../3 of the 
nuclear hyperfine field B N . We t-Ind iJ.. B = Fz/(gef-L B T6.) = 
28 mT, assuming an electron g factor of Ig e I = 0.8 as 
measured by Bayer et 01. [21]. This value of iJ.. B is con
sistent with the effect of the external magnetic field ob
served in Figs. I (b) and 3. The external magnetic field 
Bz = 100 mT is about 4 times larger than iJ.. s . The inset 
of Fig. 3 presents the calculated average electron spin 
(S(t)/So for Bz = 0 ancJ Bz = 4 X iJ.. B (= 100 mT) with 
the parameters T6. = 450 ps and iJ.. B = 28 mT [6J. An 
additional Gaussian broadening of (T!:J -I corresponding 
to the dot size variations iJ..NL / No = T 6. 0-(21112) 1/2 with a 
standard deviation of if = 0.8(T6.)-1 has been added to the 
calculation of Ref. [6] to take into account the fluctuations 
of NL from dot to clot. We clearly observe the quenching of 
the spin relaxation by nuclei through the application of a 
weak external magnetic field. In conclusion, we have in
vestigated the spin dynamics of positively chargecl excitons 
in InAs/GaAs quantum clots by time-resolved photolumi
nescence. We have shown that the clominant electron spin 
relaxation mechanism at low temperature in QDs is clue the 
hypert1ne interaction with nuclei. Although this efficient 

spin relaxation mechanism may strongly limit the perform
ance of future spintronic devices, our measurenlents show 
that this spin relaxation can be suppressed by applying a 
magnetic fielcl as small as 100 mT, provided, for example, 
by small permanent magnets. 

We gratefully thank A. E. Zhukov and V. M. Ustinov for 
the sample growth. 
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The work is an experimental study of optical spin polarization in InAs/GaAs quantum dots (QDs) with two 
resident electrons or holes. A capture of a photogenerated electron-hole pair into such a QD creates a negative 
or positive tetron (doubly charged exciton). Spin polarization was registered by the circular polarization of the 
QD photoluminescence (PL), The spin state was found to be radically different in the dots with the opposite 
sign of the charge. Particularly, under excitation in a GaAs barrier, the polarization of the ground-state PL is 
negative (relative to the polarization of exciting light) in the negatively charged QDs and positive in the 
positively charged QDs. With increasing excitation intensity, the negative polarization rises from zero up to a 
saturation level, while the positive polarization decreases. The negative polarization increases in weak mag
netic fields applied in Faraday geometry; however, it is suppressed in strong fields. The positive polarization 
always increases as a function of magnetic field. We propose a theoretical model that qualitatively explains the 
experimental results. 

DOl: IO.1I03/PhysRevS.72.0-J.5325 PACS number(sl: 72.25.Fe, 72.25.Rb, n.21.La, 78.55.Cr 

I. INTRODUCTION 

When one passes from three-dimensional to zero
dimensional objects, the role of different mechanisms of spin 
relaxation changes significantly. When analyzing different 
mechanisms of spin relaxation for the carriers localized in 
semiconductor quantum dots (QDs), it is convenient to use 
the analogy with the spin relaxation of deep paramagnetic 
centers. 1 The relaxation due to spin-orbital interaction gets 
suppressed,2 while the exchange interaction intensifies and 
becomes anisotropic,3A and the relaxation by nuclei also gets 
stronger.) An anisotropic exchange interaction of electrons 
and holes induced by the dot asymmetry can split the exciton 
radiative doublet and destroy spin polarization of QD 
excitons.:u The anisotropic exchange can be strongly sup
pressed in charged QDs containing an odd number of carriers 
(including photocreated electron-hole pairs), since such QDs 
have half-integer spin and the anisotropic exchange does not 
split spin states due to the Kramers theorem.6 Indeed, a long
living spin orientation has been observed in negatively 
charged InAs,7 InP,s and ZnSe (see Ref. 9) QDs containing 
one or three resident electrons, As the Kramers theorem is 
not applicable to the complexes comprising an even number 
of particles, the question of the spin conservation in QDs 
with an even number of resident carriers remained, so far, 
open. 

Generally, an analysis of the exchange interaction is sig
nificantly complicated by increasing the number of resident 
carriers in a QD. However, the situation is radically simpli
fied in a QD with two resident carriers. The matter is that in 
such a QD the ground state of majority carriers is a singlet 
with a zero spin. Therefore, the exchange interaction of the 
four-particle complex (tetron) containing two resident carri
ers and a photoexcited electron-hole pair reduces to the ex
change interaction of the photoexcited pair. The latter is the 

analog of an ordinary exciton. But in contrast with an ordi
nary exciton, in the tdron one of the particles coupled by the 
exchange interaction (hole or electron) is in the ground state, 
while the other one (electron or hole) is in the first excited 
state. This provides a possibility to study an exchange inter
action of particles located at different orbital Slates. In this 
work, we study optical spin polari/.ation in QDs with two 
resident electrons or holes. 

U. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL RESUCrS 

We studied the molecular-beam expitaxy (MBE) grown 
structures contalI1lI1g ten layers of self-assembled 
InAs/GaAs QDs separated by 30-nm-thick GaAs barriers. 
The dot density in a layer of about 0.5 x lOll cm-2, base 
diameter of = 1 5 nm, and height of =5 nm was found from 
the TEM studies (for review see, e.g., Refs. lO and ll). The 
dots are positively or negatively charged due to delta doping 
by Si or Be, respectively. The delta-doping layers are located 
15 nm below each QD layer. The dopant density was equal 
to the double QD density producing nominally two resident 
electrons or holes per dot on average. The MBE grown struc
ture with a single layer of InAs QDs embedded into the 
middle of the i layer of the n-i-n GaAs matrix was also 
studied. GaAs barriers, cladding the i layer, are doped by Si 
with concentration of 2 X 10 16 cm-3. In such structures, the 
QDs are filled with electrons. 12,13 The independent 
capacitance-voltage measurements 13 showed that on average 
two resident electrons occupy each QD at low temperature in 
the n-i-n structure. 

The carrier spin polarization was created by optical pump
ing with circular polarized lighLI4 A continuous wave tun
able Ti:sapphire laser was used for excitation. The helicity of 
the exciting laser beam was alternated at 42 kHz using a 
quartz photoelastic modulator. I ).16 Changing the excitation 
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FIG. I. PL (solid lines) and PL polarization spectra (0 and III) 
of doubly positively (a) and negatively (b) charged delta-doped 
InAs QDs recorded at excitation into the GaAs barrier. T= 10K. 
Excitation energy hvexc(eV): 1.653 (a), 1.59 (b). Excitation power 
lexc(mW): I (0), 5 (III). 

helicity at a high frequency precluded dynamical polarization 
of spins of lattice nuclei. 14

. 17 The spin polarization or charge 
carriers was determined by measuring the photolumines
cence (PL) circular polarization degree, which is deflned as 
p=(r: -f~)I(r: +f:), where f: and f: are the intensities of the 
0-+ PL component under 0-+ and 0'- pumping, respectively. To 
measure the PL circular polarization up to 1.4 ,urn, a highly 
sensitive polarization analyzer l6 with an InGaAsP photomul
tiplier and a two-channel photon counter synchronized with 
the quartz polarization modulator was used. For the measure
ments in a longitudinal magnetic field, the sample was in
serted in a center of a superconducting solenoid with a warm 
bore. The measurements were done at 10K. 

PL and PL polarization spectra of the delta-doped QDs 
measured at excitation above the GaAs barrier are presented 
in Fig. I. The solid lines in Fig. I show the PL spectra taken 
at different excitation intensities. The band centered at the 
1. I I eV is the PL of the QD ground state. We suppose that 
the high-energy shoulder within the range of 1. I 6-1.21 eV 
is the radiation of the QD first excited state. With increasing 
excitation density, the shoulder grows due to the state-tilling 
effect and even exceeds the ground-state PL in negatively 
charged dots. In positively charged QDs this effect is much 
less pronounced. This difference is most likely due to the 
following reasons. In InAs/GaAs QDs, the size quantization 
energy for electrons is much greater than for holes 
(50-70 me V against 5 - lOme V between the ground and 
first excited states. 18 .19) Therefore, the visible "excited-state 
PL" is due to recombination of excited-state electrons. As in 
n-type QDs the ground state is filled with electrons, it takes 
lower pump power to have the excited electron level occu
pied for doubly negatively charged (2e) QDs than for doubly 
positively charged (217) QDs. At high-excitation density, a 
weakly pronounced wing associated with the QD second ex
cited state arises in the 1.22-1.26 eV range indicating that 
there are at least three electron shells in the QD conduction 
band. The radiation near the 1.5 e V comes from the GaAs 
barrier. 
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FIG. 2. PL and PL polarization excitation spectra of double
charged delta-doped InAs QDs. T = 10K. PL spectra of the posi
tively (dotted line) and negatively (solid line) charged dots recorded 
at hVexc= 1.653 eV, lexc=0.2 mW, and hlJexc = 1.59 eV, I,.>:c 
=0.05 mW, respectively. PL circular polarization excitation spectra 
of the positively (0) and negatively (III) charged dots measured in 
the center of the ground-state PL band. h Vdet( e V): 1.109 (0), I. 117 
(III). lex(.(mW): 5 (0), 20 (III). 

The PL polarization spectra of positively and negatively 
charged dots are shown in Fig. 1 by open circles and closed 
squares, respectively. 

PL circular polarization excitation spectra for positively 
(0) and negatively charged dots measured in the center 
of the ground-state PL band are shown in Fig. 2. One can see 
in Figs. I and 2 that the polarization spectra are radically 
different for positively and negatively charged dots. Uncler 
above-barrier excitation, the ground-state PL polarization re
mains practically constant within a wiele range of excitation 
energies (1.52-1.73 eV) for both types or QDs, but it is 
negative for 2e-QDs anel positive for 2h-QDs (see Fig. 2). 
This "sign rule" holds for excitation into the wetting layer 
also, but here the absolute value of polarization exhibits a 
strong non monotonous dependence on the excitation-photon 
energy, which is probably due to the splitting between heavy 
and light hole subbands in the wetting layer. Under excita
tion below the wetting layer « 1.38 eV), the PL polarization 
in 2e-QDs becomes positive due to spin polarization of 
holes. 2o 

In the following, we consider the case of above-barrier 
excitation. In this case the ground-state PL polarization is 
positive in positively charged dots anel negative in negatively 
charged ones. To the contrary, the wetting-layer and barrier 
emissions are, of course, positively polarized for both types 
of QDs. This results in a crossover from negative to positive 
polarization in the PL spectra of negatively charged dots (at 
~ 1.32 e V), as seen in Fig. I. 

The dependences of the ground-state PL polarization on 
excitation power and longitudinal magnetic field are also 
strongly different in negatively and positively charged dots. 
With increasing excitation intensity, the negative polarization 
rises from zero up to a saturation level, while the positive 
polarization always decreases, as shown in Fig. 3. We note 
that spectral dependences of p and the dependence of p on 
excitation power for doubly negatively charged QDs in a 
l1-i-11 structure with one layer of InAs QDs (not shown here) 
are qualitatively similar to those shown in Figs. 1-3 for 
n-delta-doped dots. 

Figure 4 shows that the negati ve polarization increases in 
weak magnetic fields applied in Faraday geometry, but 
strong fields suppress it. The positive polarization always 
increases as a function of magnetic field. 
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FIG. 3. Ground-state PL polarization vs excitation power for 
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III. THEORETICAL MODEL AND DISCUSSiON 

A, Qualitative explanation of the experimental results 

We start with a qualitative explanation or one of the main 
results of this work, the observation of opposite signs of the 
circular polarization of the ground-state PL in douhly posi
tively charged (217) and doubly negatively charged (2e) QDs 
under excitation in the barrier. In our opinion, the main rea
son for this ditlerence is the fact that phOloexcited electrons 
coming to QDs from the GaAs barrier retain their initial spin 
polarization (50%), while holes completely depolarize before 
their caplLJre into QDS. 21 This is a consequence of a strong 
difference of spin relaxation times of holes and electrons i~ 
bulk semiconductors. l-1 As the ground-state PL of charged 
QDs is a result of recombination of a photoexcited carrier 
with a resident carrier of opposite charge and :ero average 
spin polarization, one could expect positi\!e polarization of 

(a) 
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FIG. 4. Longitudinal magnetic field dependence of the ground
state PL polarization of doubly positively (3) and negatively (b) 
charged InAs QDs. T= 10K. Here, the sample with negatively 
charged dots is a Il-i-n structure with one layer of InAs QDs. (a) 
hvexc= 1.722 eV, Iexc=5 mW, hVdc:.l= 1.109 eV. (b) hvexc= 1.55 eV, 
Iexc=7 mW, hVdc:.l= 1.143 eV. 
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the PL in positiwly charged QDs and I/O polarization of the 
PL in negatively charged QDs. In reality, however, the dif
ference between positively and negatively charged QDs is 
even stronger, due to the anisotropic exchange (AE) electron
hole interaction, which results in negatil'c PL polarization in 
negatively charged QDs. 

As shown earlier for excitons,.-u.22.2:1 AE in an electron
hole pair results in a simultaneous spin-flip transition of the 
electron and the hole. In other worcls, AE provides a transfer 
of angular monlentuIll between the electron and the hole. 
Note, however, that '·transfer" docs not imply "conservation" 
in this case: a portion of the angular momentuIll goes to the 
crystal lattice via the spin-orhit interaction, making it pos
sible to match the electron spin 112 with the heavy hole spin 
312. In particular, this rcature of the AE results in a possi
bility of flip-nop transitions for electron-hole pairs both with 
antiparallcl and parallel spins. In the former case, similarly to 
the usual electron-electron spin exchange, the hole acquires a 
portion of angular mOIllentum of the same sign as that lost by 
the electron. In the laller case, both the electron and the hole 
lose their angular momentum to the crystal lattice, so lhat the 
portion of angular momentum gained by the hole is opposite 
in sign 10 thaI lost by the electron. The matrix elements of 
these two transitions (8/J for the "bright" states with the toull 
spin projection on the structure axis equal to ± I and !5.1 for 
the ;'dark" states with lhe spin projection ±2) are generally 
difTerenI. 23 .2.t If we now consider an ensemble of electron
hole pairs where the electrons arc spin-polaril.ed and the 
holes arc not, we can readily sec that the electrons are in any 
case losing their average spin via AE, while the holes can 
acquire spin polaril.ation oj" the same sign as that of electrons 
(if (~) > !5.,), of the opposite sign (if 8/J < 8,,), or remain with 
zero spin polarization (if 8,,= (~.,). Theoretically, all these situ
ations can be realized in QDS23.2.\ however, experimental 
works published up to now indicate that in real QD struc
tures (~)~ ~,.7.22.2-1 Therefore, one can expect the AE to result 
in a spin polarization of holes parallel to the initial polariza
tion of electrons. According to the well-known optical selec
tion rules,l-1 the PL resulting from recombination of these 
holes with unpolarized resident electrons in negatively 
charged QDs has the helicity opposite to that of the excitinrr 

light. Such a "negative" PL polarization has been so far ob~ 
served in singly negatively charged QDs.7.22 As the capture 
or an electron-hole pair into a singly charged QD results in 
the formation of a trion whose ground state is a Kramers spin 
doublet not aflectecl by the AE, intermediate states were in
voked to explain the negative polarization. According to Ref. 
22, the AE occurs in exciton before its binding with the 
resident electron. Cortez ct al. 7 explain their experimental 
results by the AE in the excited triplet state of the QD trion. 
In doubly charged QDs, two resident carriers form a spin 
singlet that does not hinder the AE in the photoexcited 
electron-hole pair. This fact, together with experimentally 
documented fast capture of photoexcited carriers from the 
barrier into QDs, suggests that the negative PL polarization 
observed in our experiments is due to the AE inside the QD. 
The basic properties of this interaction, including the relation 
between 0) and 8d, should remain the same as for excitons, 
though values of these constants may be different. A theoret
ical model we propose on the basis ;r this assumption repro-
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duces all the main features of the observed phenomena, in
cluding the effects of magnetic fields and the dependence of 
the polarization on the excitation intensity both for positively 
and negatively doubly charged QDs. The model calcula
tions are presented in Sec. III B. However, the main qual
itative results of the model can be obtained without any 
mathematics. 

Let us consider first the situation in 2e-QDs. If photoelec
trons come from the barrier with spin down (1), and photo
holes come unpolarized (spin projection of the hole is 11 or 
JJ), then 1 + 1) (1 TlII) and 1-2) (1 TlJJ) tetrons are formed with 
equal probability. By analogy with the corresponding exciton 
states, we will in the following refer to I ± 1) tetrons as bright, 
and to I ± 2) tetrons as dark, though both these doublets are 
radiative. The emission of the 1 + 1) bright tetron has (T+ po
larization, while the 1-2) dark tetron emits (T- light. As the 
AE is stronger in the bright tetron (o,,?3> (~), its emission 
depolarizes faster, and therefore the net PL polarization is 
negative. 

The magnetic field dependence of the polarization also 
finds its explanation in the different strength of the AE in 
bright and dark tetrons. Indeed, analogously to what has been 
observed earlier in excitons,22 the longitudinal magnetic field 
suppresses flip-flop transitions generated by the AE and re
stores polarization of both bright and dark tetrons. Besides, 
due to weaker AE in the dark tetron, its polarization is re
stored in weaker fields, and the magnitude of the negative PL 
polarization increases. Further increase of the magnetic field 
also suppresses the depolarization of the bright trion, and as 
a result the net PL polarization goes to zero in high magnetic 
field. This explains the experimentally observed W-shaped 
magnetic field dependence of the PL polarization, shown in 
Fig. 4(b). 

In 2h-QDs, the polarization of bright and dark tetrons has 
the same (positive) sign. Therefore, the increase of polariza
tion of each of the two types of tetrons in the magnetic field 
should be accompanied by a monotonous increase of positive 
polarization of their net PL, as indeed is observed experi
mentally [see Fig. 4(a)]. 

In order to explain the experimentally observed depen
dence of the PL polarization on the pump intensity (see Fig. 
3), the model should be expanded to include the capture 
kinetics of photoexcited electrons and holes. Based on the 
results of Refs. 21 and 25, we assume that under above
barrier excitation electrons and holes are captured into QDs 
separately. Additionally, we suppose that a negatively 
charged QD first captures a hole and, only then, an electron 
(for positively charged dots the situation is opposite-an 
electron is captured hrst, then a hole). This assumption is 
based on a simple observation that a charged QD attracts 
particles of the opposite charge and repels like-charged ones 
and also on the experimental results of Ref. 26. An evident 
consequence is that the opposite-charge carrier lives for 
some time in the QD before the coming of the like-charge 
one; during this time interval, the QD contains not a tetron, 
but a trion. The stronger is pumping, the shorter is this time; 
at weak pumping, however, trions can exist for a long 
enough time to give a significant contribution into the pho
toluminescence. Therefore, the net PL of the QD ensemble is 
governed by trions at extremely low pumping and experi-
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ences a crossover to tetron-dominated regime at higher pump 
intensities (note that trion and tetron PL lines cannot be spec
trally resolved in ensemble measurements). Now, as the 
ground-state trion PL has zero polarization for negatively 
charged QDs, and a polarization equal to that of photoexcited 
electrons in positively charged QDs, we can conclude that 
the net polarization as a function of pump intensity should be 
negative, increasing in the absolute value, in 2e-QDs, and 
positive, somewhat decreasing, in 2h-QDs. This behavior is 
indeed observed experimentally (see Fig. 3) and reproduced 
by model calculations in Sec. III B. 

B. Model calculations 

1. Negatively charged QDs 

We assume that the photogenerated electrons and holes 
are captured into the dots separately under the above-barrier 
excitation. 21 ,25 Further, we believe that a photohole is cap
tured first, forming a trion, and then a photoelectron is 
trapped to the QD first excited state, yielding a tetron. In 
accordance with the spin projection of electron (T, 1) and 
hole (11, JJ), we denote trion states as T 111 and T JjJ, 1 + 1) and 
1-1) tetrons as LT 111 and IT JjJ, and 1 + 2) and 1-2) tetrons as 
IT 111 and 1 T JjJ. In the following, we will refer to 1 ± I) and 
1±2) tetrons as bright and dark tetrons, respectively, in an 
analogy to bright and dark exciton states. though in fact both 
bright and dark tetron states are radiative and have equal 
oscillator strengths. 

The photoexcited hole can recombine with the resident 
electron, either before or after the capture of a photoexcited 
electron. 

The fraction of photons emitted by the QD with a photo
hole before capture of a photoelectron (trion emission) is 

/)=---

I + lVT' 
( I) 

where T is the ground-state radiative lifetime; w is an elec
tron capture rate at the first excited level, which is propor
tional to the excitation intensity Inc The polarization of this 
light is equal to the hole polarization Ph' 

The fraction of photons emitted by the QD with a photo
hole after capture of a photoelectron via recombination of the 
photohole with one of the resident electJons (tetron emis
sion) is 

WT 
v/J+ Vd= ---, 

1+ H'T 
(2) 

where V/J and Vd are the fractions of bright and the dark 
tetrons, formed by one 5 hole, two s electrons, and one p 
electron. 

As the holes are captured unpolarized, we put the frac
tions of bright and dark tetrons equal ro each other 

WT 
1)11= 1)(/= ----. 

2 I + WT 
(3) 

The net polarization of the QD emission is then given by the 
expression 
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(4) 

where Pb and P d are average polarizations of bright and dark 
tetrons. The initial polarization of the PL from bright and 
dark tetron states is determined by the polarization of cap
tured photoelectrons PeO: PbO=-P dO= PeQ. so that P2e is ini
tially equal to zero. It becomes nonzero due to unequal 
strength of the AE in the bright and dark [etron states, result
ing in a disbalance of Pb and Pd' In order LO find these values 
at the moment of recombination, one should analyze the in
fluence of the AE on the tetron spin state. 

The AE interaction in the tetron, where the two electrons 
on the lowest level of size quantization are in a spin-singled 
state and therefore do not interact with other spins, is analo
aous to that in the exciton. The spin structure and dynamics 
~f the QD exciton is well documented.:1·7.22-24.:nJ4 We will 
use the results of Refs. 22, 23, and 33 to analyze the polar
ization of tetron photoluminescence. This is done, briefly, as 
follows. 

AE splits ground states of both the bright and the dark 
LeU'on into two levels with the wave functions being linear 
combinations of + 112 and -1/2 states. This effect can be 
described by a two-level model with a pseudospin 112, re
flecting the tetron polarization, and an effective magnetic 
field of the AE directed perpendicularly to the initial direc
tion of the pseudospin (.:: axis). An external magnetic field 
Bllz splits pseudospin states with projections + 1/2 and -112 
onto the structure growth axis and for this reason, in this 
model, it is parallel to the initial pseudospin direction. A 
combined action of the two fields results in the pseudospin 
precession around their vector sum. Under a continuous
wave excitation of tetrons, they are characterized by a pseu
dospin vector averaged over time (taking into account the 
lifetime of the corresponding tetron state). The PL circular 
polarization, determined by the z projection of this vector, is 
given by the following expressions: 

Pd=-PeO )7 i\ )7' 
1 + (Oi/:Td - + (Hi/Tel -

(5) 

similar to the formula for the electron mean spin in the Hanle 
effect in a tilted magnetic field. I4 Here Tb.d is the hole life
time in bright and dark tetrons, hOk.d~=gb.dfLBB and hOb.d 
= 0,.eI are the Zeeman and anisotropic splittings of the bright 
and dark tetrons; gb.d is the g factor of the bright or dark 
tetron and fLB is the Bohr magneton. 

Since the holes come from the barrier unpolarized (Ph 
=0), then 

PeO HiT ( 1 + (Dbz TtY 
P2e= ---- 2 2 

2 I + \\)T I + CD!>? TtJ + (Db Tt,) 

I + (Del: Td)2) (6) 
- 7 7 . 

1 + (Del: Td)- + (DelTd)-

As, because of the symmetry of envelope wave functions, the 
ground-state hole recombines predominantly with one of the 
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FIG. 5. Dependences of the PL circular polarization on the ex
citation intensity and longitudinal magnetic fleld in the double 
negatively and positively charged dots. calculated with Eqs. (6) and 
(8). The capture rate IV was calculated as w= \-II I hU"xcNd(ll' where W 
is the pump density and Ndol is the dot density. The following pa
rameters arc used: P<,o=0.5, r=0.5 ns, Ig"I=3, Igtfl= 1.4, 0) 
= 100 !LeV, ~1=2 !LeV, N cl()l=5 x 10 10 

C111-
2

, hu"xc= 1.6 cV. (a) and 
(c) B=O. (b) and (d) \-11=25 W Icm 2. Sec text for details. 

ground-state electrons, we may take the recombination times 
of bright and dark tetrons, Tf, and Ttl, approximately equal to 
each other, and replace them with a unique tetron lifetime T. 

In this case, in zero external field 

(7) 

Since 6h?? 6i/,7.22.2.j the second term in Eq. (7) exceeds the 
first one, and P21' is negative. The electron capture rate w 
x Inc' So, P2e x lexc at a weak pumping WT~ I and goes to 
zero by decreasing the excitation intensity. With the excita
tion rise, the PL polarization achieves its maximal value that 
does not depend on the excitation intensity at IVT?? I and for 
a certain electron polarization PeO is determined by the ratio 
of anisotropic spliuings of bright and dark tetrons 0, and 8./ 
[see Fig. 5(a)]. 

In these calculations we have assumed that the values of 
excitonic g factors measured in Ref. 30 (lgf,I=3,lgdl= 1.4) 
are suitable for our QDs also. 

2, Positively charged QDs 

We apply the same model to describe polarization in dou
bly positively charged dots. The difference is that now we 
assume that the photoelectron is captured first, .forming a 
positively charged trion U ffll or Tffll). The subsequent capture 
of a photohole to the first excited state creates positively 
charged (Jffllff or Tffllll) and dark U ffllll or Tffllff) tetrons. 
Equations. (J )-(4) can be used to calculate the polarization, 
but now v in Eq. (1) denotes the fraction of photons emitted 
by QDs with a photoelectron before the hole capture. Their 
polarization is P= PeO' Respecti vely, w is a hole capture rate 
at the first excited level. By changing the sign in the expres
sion Pel in Eq. (5) (because the emission of dark tetrons in 
2h-QDs is positively polarized), we obtain the following ex
pression for the PL polarization in 2h dots, P?h= vPeO 
+ vf,Ph + iJi/p(/ 
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I ( WT I + (D./1zTIJ
2 

P2h = PeO--- I + ') ') 
1 + WT 2 I + (D.kT,,)·- + (D.hTIJ-

WT I + (n J : Td)2 ) 

+ 2 J + (nd" TJ)2 + (D.d Td)2 . (8) 

P2h has the positive sign, because all the terms in Eq. (8) arc 
positive. The maximal value of P2h is equal to the initial 
polarization of electrons, P eO, which can be realized in the 
limit of weak pumping (w ~ T- 1). With increasing intensity 
P2h decreases and, at strong pumping (w~ T-

1
) saturates at a 

level [Fig. 5(c)] that is determined, in the absence of the 
external magnetic field, by the ratio 0hlod' The longitudinal 
magnetic field always enhances the PL polarization, resulting 
in a V-shaped dependence P2h(B) [see Fig. 5(d)]. The sharp 
increase of P2h(B) at weak fields and much more smooth 
increase at higher fields are due to restoration of optical ori
entation in dark and bright tetrons, respectively. 

C. Discussion 

Dependences calculated for positively and negatively 
charged dots with the same set of parameters are shown in 
Fig. 5. One can see that the model calculation reflects all the 
main features of the experimcntal observations. 

A W-shaped dependence of the negative PL polarization 
on the lonaitudinal ma(1netic field under above-barrier exci
tation has Dbeen observ~d earlier in singly charged n-doped 
InP quantum islands. 22 Though the PL of the negative trion 
was detected, the dependence p(B) was explained via 
magnetic-field-induced restoration of the polarization of pho
toexcited exciLOns before their binding with the resident elec
tron and formation of a trion. For the weak AE in the dark 
exciton to result in a considerable loss of polarization, the 
exciton needs the lifetime in the island of at least 200 pS.22 
This is possible in InP islands, having the lateral size 4-6 
times larger than the exciton size (~J 00 A). However, this 
scenario is not realistic in our InAs/GaAs QDs, because the 
capture of photoexcitcd carriers in such QDs is very fast 
(~15 pS),7.21 the dot size is comparable to the Bohr radius of 
the exciton, and, as a consequence, phoLOexcited and resident 
carriers immediately form a complex. 

Further corrections to the model should involve multiex
cironic effects, which can be considerable at high excitation 
power. However, we believe that the essential features of the 
observed phenomena are captured by the simplest tetron 
model. Some other possible effects are discussed below. 

1. Electron spin relaxation due to hyperfine interaction 

In doubly negatively charged QDs, the photoexcited 
(p) electron is coupled with the lattice nuclei by hyperfine 
interaction (on the contrary, hyperflne interaction of holes 
with lattice nuclei is absentn ), and its polarization can be 
destroyed as a result of a precession of its spin in a fluctua
tion of the effective nuclear field.) However, the isotropic 
part of its exchange interaction with the hole, which splits 
the spin states of the tetron into bright and dark doublets, 
suppresses the precession of the electron spin. An estimation 
with Eq. (7) of Ref. 5 gives the energy of the hyperfine 
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interaction of an electron with the nuclear spin fluctuation 
OeN ~ 5 /-LeV (we assume that in our samples an InAs QD 
contains = I n:l nuclei, the spins and the hyperfine constants 
of indium and arsenic are equal to Iln=912, 11>..;.=312, A1n 

=56 /-LeV, Ai\s=46 /-LeV, respectively).28.29 We suppose that 
the exchange interaction between the p electron and the s 
hole in the tetron is of the same order as the exchange illler
action in the ground (s-s) exciton state. The exchange split
ting of bright and dark exciton states, 00, is 100-600 /-LC V in 
InAs/GaAs QDs,-U.:l.30.31 which is considerably higher than 
the hyperfine energy r5eN . Therefore, the electron spin-nip 
transitions due to the hyperfine interaction are suppressed in 
the negative tetron (a stabilization of the electron spin hy the 
exchange interaction was earlier considered for the exciton in 
Ref. 32). 

In a doubly positively charged QD, the photoelectron 
comes first and, before the hole capture, experiences the in
fluence of the nuclear fluctuation. In this case, the degree of 
depolarization of electrons is determined by the relations of 
the dephasing time of the electron ensemble in fluctuation 
nuclear fields, T!:::,., with the electron recombination time with 
resident holes, T, and the capture time of the hole, \V-I. The 
latter can vary within a wide range depending on the pump 
intensity. In the InAs QDs under study, T!:::. =0.2 ns:~) T 

~ I ns.4.7·21 At weak pumping, wilen the holt: capture rate 
is small, T!:::,. is the shortest time, and the nuclear-induced 
electron spin dephasing may dominate. In this case, for zero 
external field, one can use Eq. (8) with the initial electron 
polarization PeO replaced by Peon. This docs not qualita
tively change the calculated dependence of P7.h on pump in
tensity, plotted in Fig. 5(c). 

Magnetic fields should suppress the effect of nuclear fluc
tuations and, consequently, increase the electron polarization. 
Since the energies of the hypertlne interaction ~N and the 
AE in the dark tetron (~l are comparable, suppression of both 
these interactions can give rise to a sharp increase of the PL 
polarization observed in weak magnetic field [Fig. 4(a)]. We 
would like to note that the suppression of nuclear fluctua
tions by a magnetic field should he more pronounced at weak 
pumping, where the depolarizing effect of nuclear nuctua
tions is stronger. 

2. Spill memory effects 

Our model does not consider the effects of "spin 
memory," i.e., of the spin polarization of resident electrons 
remaining after recombination of a polarized electron-hole 
pair in 2e-QDs. After recombination of the dark terron, the 
QD remains with two electrons having the same spin direc
tion (predominantly 11 in the case of cr+ excitation). This is 
again a doubly charged QD and, as we suggested above, it 
should capture a hole first. Since photoexcited holes are not 
polarized, holes 11 and U can be captured with equal prob
abilities. The 11 hole forms a hot trion H 11, emitting cr+ light. 
However, AE of the 11 hole and each of the two 1 electrons is 
strong and can transform the hot trion into the cold one with 
the spin configuration 1 TU,7 which lives long and emits cr

light increasing the negative PL polarization. A capture of the 
U hole forms a hot dark trion HU. The AE in such a trion 
would result in a cold trion 1 T1I, producing the (J'+ emission. 
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But the AE in dark trions is weaker than in bright ones; 
therefore, the net PL polarization of 11 QDs after a hole 
capture is, presumably, 0--. 

Before the hole capture, the two 11 electrons may be af
fected by the hyper/lne interaction with a nuclear spin flUC
tuation, which would defkct their total spin from its initial 
direction. As a result, within the time comparable to the pre
cession period of an electron spin in the nuclear-fluctuation 
field (T6 = 0.2 ns),35 these QDs, retaining the total spin of the 
two electrons equal to I, will have zero projection of the 
total spin onto the structure growth axis (a more detailed 
consideration of this process will be published elsewhere). 
After the hole capture, such dots will give unpolarized 
emission. 

Thus, the QDs with two spin-polarized electrons yield on 
average 0-- light. As the relative number of such dots is 
small, their cOI1lribution should not considerably affect the 
PL polarization of the whole ensemble or QDs. 

To summarize, we observed optical spin orientation in 
doubly negatively and positively charged quantuIll dots. We 
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Light-induced orientation of electron spins in the negatively charged InP quantum dots is found to persist 
longer than 100 {Ls. We have proved experimentally that the long-lived orientation is clue to slow relaxation of 
the electron spins rather than to the dynamic nuclear polarization effects. 
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In recent years, the long-lived spin orientation in semi
conductor structures attracts increasing atlention of research
ers as a promising way of quantum information processing 
and storage. I The structures with quantum dots (QDs) in 
which the main processes of spin relaxation are suppressed 
due to conflnement of the carrier are particularly advanta
geous in this respect. According to the theoretical estimates,2 
the electron spin lifetime in QDs can lie in the range of 
milliseconds or even seconds. This theoretical prediction has 
stimulated the studies of spin relaxation in low-dimensional 
structures.·1- 8 The most excltJIlg experimental results 
achieved in this field were the electron spin relaxation time 
Tl ?:= SO J-Ls, observed for the one-electron QD (Ref. 5) and 
Tl ~ 20 ms observed for the InGaAs self-assembled QDs.7.8 
At the same time, a fundamental question arises associated 
with the origin of so long-lived spin polarization. Along with 
suppression of main spin relaxation processes in QDs, pre
dicted theoretically,2 persistence of the spin polarization can 
result from dynamic nuclear polarization 10-13 capable to con
serve the eleetron spin for a long time. It should be particu
larly emphasized that the dynamic nuclear polarization is a 
very slow process which cannot realize fast recording of in
formation. The role of nuclear polarization has not been dis
cussed in Refs. 5, 7, and 8 and the question about origin of 
the long-lived spin orientation in semiconductor QDs is open 
so far. 

In this paper, we present the experimental results showing 
that relaxation of the electron spin in InP QDs is indeed very 
slow and the lifetime of real spin memory in this system can 
exceed 100 J-Ls. On the analysis of the experimental data we 
came to conclusion that so long-lived spin memory is not 
associated with the nuclear polarization. To study the elec
tron spin memory, we used a modification of the known 
pump-probe technique with detection of the polarized photo
luminescence signal (PL pump probe).4,6.9 The method in
volves detection of the effect of a circularly polarized pump 
on polarization of the PL excited by a probe beam. The PL 
pump-probe method makes it possible to overcome the limi
tation of the experimental study of spin dynamics related to 
flniteness of the electron-hole pair lifetime. At the same time, 

this method allows one to retain the high sensitivity and 
spectral selectivity characteristic of the convemional PL 
techniques. For excitation of the PL we llsed a tunable 
Ti:sapphiere laser with the 2-ps pulse duration and the 
82-MHz repetition rate. 

The structure under study is described in Ref. 14. The 
lowest electron level in the QDs is close to the Fermi level of 
the doped substrate that allowed us to control the arnount or 
the resident electrons in the QDs by means or an external 
voltage. Most measurements were done in a magnetic field 
parallel to the growth axis of the structure (longitudinal mag
netic field) 13=0.1 T. This, according to Ref. IS, makes it 
possible to suppress the efTect or the nuclear field l1uctua
tions on the electron spin orientation. 

As an indication of the resident electron spin orientation, 
we used the effect of negative circular polarization (NCP) of 
PL of the charged InP QDs observed when the energy difTer
ence of the exciting and detected photons (Stokes shift) 
exceeds 30 meV [see inset in Fig. I (an The highest NCP 
value was obtained in the PL kinetics measured in real time 
by a streak camera with a Stokes shift or 45 meV [Fig. I (an 
The degree of polarization calculated in a standard way, 
p= (r -1-) / (r + r), where r (r) is the copolarized (cross
polarized) PL intensity, changes its sign in approximately 
100 ps after the excitation and then comes to a negative 
steady-state value further referred to as the NCP amplitude 
[Fig. I (b)]. 

The experiments have shown that the NCP amplitude 
strongly depends on the bias, Ubias , applied to the sample 
[right inset in Fig. I (b)]. The greatest NCP is reached in a 
narrow bias window near Ubias = -0.1 V practically coinci
dent with the range where, according to Ref. 14, the trionic 
quantum beats are observed. So we can conclude that it is the 
trionic states that are responsible for the arising NCr. 

We suppose that the negatively polarized PL is emitted by 
QDs with parallel electron spins (see left part of the scheme 
in Fig. 2).16 This spin conflguration is possible under excita
tion with a large Stokes shift when the photoexcited and 
resident electrons occupy different energy states. In these 
dots, referred to as the P-type QDs, the direct relaxation of 
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FIG. I. (a) PL kinetics under strong 0-+ excitation in copolariza
tion (0-+0-+) and cross-polarization (0-+0--). Pcx =90 W /cm2, Uhii!:, 

=-0.1 Y, T=5 K. The inset shows PL spectra in the copolarization 
and cross-polarization under excitation al Ecxc= 1771 meV. (b) Ki
netics of the degree of circular polarization. Left inset shows the 
dependence of the NCP amplitude on the pump power density. 
Right inset shows the dependence of the NCP amplitude on the bias 
voltage at weak excitation Pex-I W/cm2

. 

the photoexcited electron to the ground state is blocked due 
to the Pauli principle. However, the cOITlbined energy relax
ation of the electron and hole with simultaneous flips of their 
spins (flip-flop process) appears to be allowed in the pres
ence of anisotropic component of the exchange couplingl? 
(see middle part of the scheme). As a result, the electron 
spins become paired while the hole spin orientation appears 
to be inverted. In this case, the PL polarization determined 
by the hole spin becomes negative (see right part of the 
scheme). 

In the QDs with initially anti parallel spins of the photo
excited and resident electrons (the A-type QDs), the ex
change coupling is small, and the flip-flop process is not 
effective. The polarization of the PL of such QDs coincides 
with that of the excitation, i.e., the degree of polarization is 
positive. As a result, the contributions to the PL polarization 
from the P-and A-type QDs should partially compensate 
each other, and the total PL should be almost unpolarized if 
the resident electron spin has no preferential orientation. 

If spins of the resident electrons are polarized by the ex
citing light,18 the numbers of the A- and P-type QDs become 
unequal and degree of the PL polarization may be changed. 
We have detected these changes. As the pump power density 
was increased, we observed a rapid growth of the NCP with 
a saturation at about -50% [see left inset in Fig. 1 (b)]. An 
evident reason for this growth is the orientation of the resi-
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FIG. 2. Kinetics of the degree of circular polariz(~tion for the 
copoJarized and cross-polarized pump and probe pulses. Time po
sitions of the pulses are indicated by arrows. The scheme illustrates 
the model of the NCP formation. 

dent electron spins by the exciting beam. Thus, the degree of 
spin orientation can be found from the measurements or the 
NCP. 

In order to study relaxation of the resident electron spin, 
we measured kinetics of the PL excited by laser pulses sepa
rated in time. For this purpose, the laser beam was split into 
two beams and one of them was optically delayed (for b.! 
> 1 ns) to avoid any overlap in tinle of the PL excited by 
each of the pulses. Polarization of each beam could be varied 
independently. The results of the experiments for the case of 
equal intensities of the probe and pump beams are shown in 
Fig. 2. When the QDs are excited by circularly copolarized 
beams, a large NCP of both PL pulses is observed. However, 
in the case of excitation by the cross-polarized beams, the PL 
polarization virtually vanishes. 

These results show that the spin orientation created by the 
pump pulse affects the polarization of the PL excited by the 
probe one and vice versa. It is evident that, after recombina
tion of the electron-hole pairs (TI'L =250 pS), the information 
about polarization of the excitation can be stored only in the 
orientation of the resident electron spin_ As it is seen from 
Fig. 2, the NCP amplitude at co-polarized excitation is ap
proximately the same both after the probe and after the pump 
pulses, in spite of the fact that the former arrives 11 ns after 
the latter, while the latter comes I ns after the fOrIner. This 
means that the relaxation time of the electron spins substan
tially exceeds the laser pulse repetition period 12 ns. 

To check the conservation of the spin orientation at much 
longer times, we have radically increased the time delay be
tween the pump and probe excitation pulses. For this pur
pose, we selected the laser pulses using acousto-optical 
modulators (AOM) placed into the pump and probe paths, 
The repetition period of the pump and probe pulse trains, 
their duration and the delay were controlled by a functional 
generator connected with the AOMs. To obtain a noticeable 
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FIG. 3. (a) The time delay dependence of ANCI' for circularly 
polarized probe with copolarized (circles), cross-polarized (tri
angles), and linearly (squares) polarized pumps. T=2 K. (b) The 
delay dependence of MNCI'=ANCI'(cross)-ANCI'(CO) (diamonds) 
and multiexponential fit (solid line). Left inset: temperature depen
dence of .6.A NCI' at different delays Til (symbols); solid curves are 
the fits by the function f(T)=fo(J +aj3)-I, where !3=exp(-.6.ElkT). 
Activation energy .6.E=4 meV for all the curves (Ref. 20). Right 
inset shows magnetic field dependence of A 1'\CI' under cross
polarized excitation for the I I-ns delay. 

spin polarization created by the pump beam, the pump power 
density was chosen to be several WI cm2. The intensity of the 
probe beam was by a factor of 10-20 lower, because only 
under these conditions the probe pulse train did not erase the 
spin polarization created by the pUlTlp. 

We have measured the dependence of the NCP amplitude 
of the PL excited by the probe beam on time delay between 
the pump and probe pulse trains [see Fig. 3(a)]. Under linear 
polarization of the pump beam, the NCP amplitude slightly 
exceeds 10% and almost does not depend on the time delay. 
The circularly polarized pump substantially changes the 
value of the NCP. These changes are of opposite signs for the 
copolarized and cross-polarized pumping and are approxi
mately equal in magnitude. Therefore, we attributed the NCP 
changes to the optical spin orientation rather than to other 
effects such as, e.g., heating of the structure by the high
power pump. Difference between the NCP amplitudes at the 
copolarized and cross-polarized pumping can serve as a 
quantitative characteristics of spin orientation of the resident 
electrons. 

As seen from Fig. 3(b)' the spin orientation created by the 
pump decays in time. Time dependence or the NCP, mea
sured experimentally, cannot be described by a simple expo
nential runction. For the delays of about units of microsec
onds, one can observe a relatively fast decrease of the 
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orientation and, then, for the time delays exceeding 50 f-Ls, 
the orientation comes to a virtually constant level. The rea
sons for the nonexponential decay of the spin polarization 
may be related to a spread or the spin relaxation rates in the 
inhomogeneous ensemble of the QDs caused by the random 
distribution of uncontrollable paramagnetic defects. The 
NCP amplitude decreases with temperature and its decay be
comes faster. However, even at T= 8 K, the NCP is observ
able up to time delay 100 f-Ls. Temperature dependences of 
the NCP at different delays is shown in the left inset in Fig. 
3. 

The main conclusion from these experimental results is 
that the electron spin orientation can be conserved in the 
ensemble of InP QDs during \ 00 f-Ls and more. As it was 
mentioned above the reason for this spin memory can be not 
only slow spin relaxation but also the dynamical nuclear po
larization conserving the average orieIltation of the electron 
spin. The conservation can be realized by the two opposite 
ways depending on ratio of the electron-nuclear spin ex
change rate to the phonon-mediated electron spin relaxation 
rate. 

Fast electron-nuclear spin exchange would result in cre
ation or the common electron-Iluclear spin system. Spin
phonon interaction for nuclei is so small that the only effec
tive channel of spin losses in the system is the phonol1-
mediated relaxation of the electron spin. This channel serves 
as a "bottleneck" for the spins accumulated in the nuclear 
reservoir that gives rise to slowing clown spin relaxation in 
the electron-nuclear system. 

In the opposite case, when the phonon-mediated electron 
spin relaxation is faster than the electron-Iluclear spin ex
change, the electron ancl nuclear spins can be considered as 
the independent, though interacting, systems. The light in
duced electron spin orientation is partially transferred to the 
nuclear spins causing the dynamic nuclear polarization. An 
effective magnetic helcl created by the nuclear polarization 
splits the electron spin states. At low temperatures, spin
phonon relaxation results in freezing out of the electron to 
the lowest Zeeman level.'o Electron polarization created by 
this way will hold as far as the nuclear field exists. 

Quantitative information about possibility of the electron 
spin freezing in the nuclear held was obtained by measuring 
the magnetic-held dependence of the NCP in Faraday con
figuration. The measurements were performed for the cross
polarized excitation by the probe and pump pulses with equal 
intensities. Under this excitation, neither the electron spin 
polarization nor the dynamic nuclear spin polarization may 
appear, and the only source of orientation is the freezing of 
the electron spin in the external magnetic fIeld. The experi
ment reveals nearly linear magnetic field dependence of NCP 
(see right inset in Fig. 3). We may use this dependence to 
calibrate the rate of the NCP chan(res due to the freezina 
effect: QNcp=dANCpldBcxl=0.025 T-". D 

In the case of the copolarized pump-probe excitation, the 
electron spin polarization and, as a result, the dynamic 
nuclear spin polarization may appear. If we assume that the 
difference between the NCP amplitudes in small external 
magnetic field for the cross-polarized and copolarized pump
ing, LlA Ncp =0.35 (obtained from Fig. 2), is due to establish
ment of thermal equilibrium in the effective magnetic field of 
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nuclei, we can estimate the held BN=6.A NCp /aNCP= 14 T. 
This value is larger by approximately three order of magni
tude than the nuclear field strength obtained experimentally 
for the InP QDS. 11 .!9 Therefore the freezing effect cannot be 
responsible for the long-lived electron spin memory in the 
QDs under study. 

So small nuclear field cannot be also responsible for sta
bilization of the electronic spin due to its coupling to the 
nuclear spin system by the mechanism mentioned above. In
deed, the nuclear field BN=0.02 T (Ref. 11) corresponds to 
orientation of small fraction of the nuclear spins « I %). If 
the electron and nuclear spin subsystems are in equilibrium 
with each other, degree of the electron spin orientation can
not exceed this value.!O At the same time, the long-lived 
component of the degree measured experimentally (see Fig. 
3) is about 10%. This means that the relaxation rate of the 
electron spin in the structure under study is really small and 
quantum information written in such spin system can be con
served for a long time. 
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In conclusion, our experiments have shown that the qua
siresonant excitation of PL of the singly charged InP QDs by 
a circularly polarized light results in an cfllcient orientation 
of the resident electron spins. Decay of the spin oricmation is 
not exponential which is possibly related to the presence of 
paramagnetic defects in vicinity of the QDs. The long-lived 
component of the spin orientation is characterized by an ef
fective lifetime exceeding 100 jJ-s. It is shown that so long
lived spin memory arises from the inherently slow electron 
spin relaxation in the InP QDs rather than due to the nuclear 
spin polarization. 
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ISThe key process for optical orientation of the electron spins is the 

relaxation of the hole spins. Mechanisms of the optical orienta
tion of spins are extensively discussed in the literature, see, e.g., 
Refs. 6 and 10. 

I<JOur experiments also show that the effective nuclear field in the 
system under study does not exceed few hundredths of T. Re
sults of these experiments will be published elsewhere. 

:wThough discussion of the temperature experiments is outside the 
scope of this paper. we can mention here that the thermally 
activated process responsible for the NCP decrease is most prob
ably the hole spin relaxation. 
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Spin relaxation lnechanism of strain-induced GaAs quantum dots studied by 
tiIne-resolved Kerr rotation 
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Vve observed electron spin precession under magnetic field in single-layer quantum dots (QDs) by 
highly sensitive time-resolved l<:err rotation measurement. The spin lifetime is longer than that, for 
the quanturn well (QV/). This is a result of the additional spatial confinement of electrons in QDs. 
Below 60 K, the spin lifetime is almost constant, and is 7 times short.er than the carrier lifetirne. 
This suggests that the strong electron-hole exchange interaction dominates over the electron spin 
lifetime in QDs at low ternperat,ure. 

PACS numbers: 78.47.+p, 78.20.Ls, 42.50.t-.'IcI, 78.67.Hc 

An electron spin in a semiconductor is one or the most 
hopeful cCl.ndidCl.tes for a quantum bit in the qUCl.lltulll 
information processing]. Espec:ia,lly in a semiconductor 
quantum dot, an electron spin may have a. long spin co
herence time due to suppression of spin rela.xation by 
three-dimensional cOllfinement. of electrons2

. Spin re
laxation Illeasurements by using various technique have 
been performed in bulk semicond uctors, quantum well 
and quant.um dots. In quantum dots, for example. the 
spin relaxation measurements by using optical orienta
tion in steady-state and time-resolved photoluminescence 
have been reportec(Hj. T'hese measurement.s nre lllacle, 
however, under ]]011- and quasi-resonant excitatio]]s I)e
cause the photoluminescence spectroscopy' is diJlkult. to 
be dOlle under resonant excit~atioll. However, the lllea
surement under resonant excitation is inevitable not only 
for obtaining direct information on spin relaxation but 
also for coherent processing of spins. In quanturn wells 
a.nd bulk semiconductors, many time-resolved magneto
optic measurements such as Kerr and Faraday effect.s 
have been performed in recent years6.7. The methods 
are suitable to observe electron spin dynamics under res
onant excitation. In the single-layer quantum dots, how
ever, such measurements have never been done because 
of the weak signa.l8 ,g. In t.his \vork, \ve constructed a new 
system for highly sensitive tirne-resolved Kerr rotation 
measurement (TRKR). The angle resolution of the sys
tem was 5 x 10-6 degree, which is highest among those 
so far reported. As a result, we could observe the carrier 
spin dynamics in single-layer st.rain-induced GaAs quan
tum dots under resonant excitation. 

The sample was fabricated by molecular beam epi
taxy on a semi-insulating (001) GaAs substrate, An 
Alo.3Ga07As buffer layer was deposited on the substrate. 
On the bufrer layer, a quantum well layer 4 nm thick, an 
Alo.3Gao.7As barrier 14 nm thick and a GaAs cap layer 
2.3 nm thick were deposited in order. Stranski-Krastanov 
grown self-assembled InP stressor dots were fabricated on 
t.he surface of the cap layer. Since these stressor dots put 
the local strain into 4 nm quantum well layer, the strain
induced quantum dots were formed in the quantum well 
layer. The diameter, the hight and the areal density of 
the InP stressor dots are about 60 nm, 15 nm and 4 x 109 

cm- 2 , respectively. By using Lhe strain-induced qua.ntull1 
dots, we call compare Llle electron spin re!ct.xcl.t.ioll for the 
qua.nLurn dots a.lld the quantum wel! directly beu\.Use the 
qlla.ntll]]] dots are fonned ill the quantull1 weII IO ,II. The 
opt.ical densit.y of the; single-layer quallturn dOLs is i\.houL 

3x 10-:3, which is estinlaLed by the absorptioll coefhcicllL 
for the CaAs qUc1.ntuJl] well 2\llcl (,]1(' covera.ge ratio of 1 J 

%12. The optical density of GaAs quantum dots in our 
sample is lO-2 times smaller thnll that. or about 0.;) for 
the chemically-synthesized CclSe quantum cloLs studied 
in n.eL 8, which is a tlllique report for the qUMltum dots 
studied by the time-resolved FhPlclcty rotatioll lllCasure
nWllt. 

For Lhe 'fRKR mCil.SUrClllenLs, the 80 fs pump and 
probe pulses were generc\.Led C),(; 11 repeLi Lion rate of 80 
T\'lHz by a mode-locked Ti:sa.pphire laser. The circula.rly 
pola.rized pump pulse was made by passing through a 
Glan-laser prism a.nd a quarter waveplate. An optical 
chopper modulated the pump beam. The probe pulse, 
t.emporally delayed with respect to the pump pulse by 
using an optional delay, was spectrally narrowed by pass
ing through a. f-ilter unit met.de of a grating and a slit. The 
f-ilter unit was also used to tune the photon energy of the 
probe beam. 'rhen, the polarization of the probe bearn 
was modulated by a photoelastic modulator. The pump 
and probe beams were focused by a lens on the sample 
kept. in a superconducting magneto-optic cryostat in the 
tra.nsverse magnetic field geometry. 'I'he reflected probe 
beam from the sample passed through a \Nollaston prisnl 
serving for an optical bridge and was detected by a bal
anced photodetector. 'I'he detected signal was amplified 
by a lock-in amplifier at twice the trigger frequency of 
the photoelastic modulator for the direct detection of the 
Kerr rotation angle13 . The output signal of the first lock
in amplifier was amplified again by the second lock-in am
plif-ier at the chopping frequency of the pump beam for 
the reduction in the noise caused by the scatt.ered light. 
The excitation densities of the pump and probe beams 
were about 30 \",1/ cm2 and 3 W / cm2 

1 respectively. 'I'he 
pump pulse generated about one electron-hole pair per 
quantum dot. 

Figure 1 shows the photoluminescence spectrum for 
the sample. The peaks originated i'rorn the GaAs quan-
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FIG. 1: (a) Photoluminescence spectrum at 10 K for ex
citation by the frequency-doubled output of a Ti:sapphire 
laser. The dotted line is under high excitation density. (b) 
Probe wavelength dependence of the TRKR signal without 
the transverse magnetic field at 10K. Closed and open circles 
indicate the TRKR signals at the delay time of 20 ps and 100 
ps, respectively. 

tum well, the strain-induced quantum dots and the bulk 
GaAs substrate are clearly observed. T'he peaks originat
ing horn the excited state of the quantum dots are ob
served under high excitation density. The probe energy 
dependence of the T'RKR signal without the magnet.ic 
field are also shown. The peaks of the 1"HXR signals are 
in agreement with those in the photoluminescence spec
trurn. The ratio between the T'RKR signal intensity for 
the quantum well and the quanturn dots is about 20:l. 
As is estimated from the areal density and t.he diameter 
of the stressor quantum dots, the coverage ratio 11 % 
of the InP qua,ntum dots is obtained, It roughly agrees 
with the intensity ratio bet.ween the TRKR signals for 
the quantum \vell and the quantum dots. 

The TRKR signals under the transverse magnetic 
field 13 = 6 T at 10 K are shown in Fig. 2. U n
der the magnetic field, the spin of tile photogener
ated electrons precesses around the axis of the mag
netic field. Thus, the TRKR signal is described by 
6.() f{ (.6.t) ex: exp( -6.t/Ts) cos(w6.L), \vhere Ts is the 
spin lifetime, .6.[; is the tem poral separation between 
the pump and probe pulses and w is the Larmor pre
cession frequency. Because of the reflect.ion geome
try in the 1'RKR measurement, the oscillatory com
ponent for the bulk GaAs substrate was observed in 
our experiment as the probe energy is higher than t.he 
GaAs ba,nd gap energy. The absolute value of the g
factor estimated from t.he observed oscillation frequency 
is about 0.43. ']'his is consistent with the electron g
factor of the GaAs. Therefore. we need 1.0 divide the 
experimental da.ta, into the individual signa,ls by the for
mula described by .6.()1{ (.6.1,) ex: exp( -6.l/Ts ) cos(w.6.t) + 
exp( -.6.t/TsGoAs) COS(WGU/IS.6.t;), where TsGaAs (wGo.!\,,) 
is the spin lifetime (Larmor precession frequency) of the 
bulk GaAs. In case of resonance of the qualltulll well 

2 
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FIG. 2: Component analysis of TRKR signals taken under 
the magnetic field B = 6 T at 10K, The experimental cia ta 
(closed circles) for the probe photon energy of 1.622 e V res
onant to QDs (a) and those for the probe photon energy of 
1.664 eV resonant to QW (d) and calculated signals (solid 
lines) by sum of two components are shown. The dominant 
components are shown in the figure (b,e). The minor compo
nent in resonance to the QDs is originated from the QDs (c). 
The dominant component (b) cornes from the bulk GaAs sub
strate. The contribution. of the bulk GaAs signal in resonant 
to the Q\V is shown in (f). 

[Fig. 2 (d-f)], the oscillatory signa,] for the bulk compo
nent is seen but is almost negligible beca,llse the signal is 
10 times weaker than the dominant, signal for the quan
tum well. In Fig. 2 (1'). the fitt,ing errors are seen from () 
ps to 100 ps because of the wei:lk signal component. OIl 
the other hand, in case of resonallce' of the quantlllll dots 
[Fig. 2 (a)], a modulation ill (,he amplitude of the oscil
latory signal is observed due to the large contribution of 
the bulk component, which is 3 times larger than that. 
for the quantum dots. 'rile observed frequencies for the 
quantum dots, the quallturn well and the bulk substrate 
are different from each other. In the latter part, we try 
to state the observed g-factors in detail. 

The obtained spin lifet.ime of a.bout 90 ps for the quan
tum dots is longer than that of about 30 ps for the quall
tum well at 10 K [Fig. 2], The D'yakonov-Perel' (DP) 
mechanisrn due to the spin-orbit interaction dominates 
over electron spin relaxa.tion in the uncloped (100) GaAs 
quantum well and shortens the spin lifetime because the 
moving electron feels the effective ma,gnetic field due to 
the lattice 14 . Tn fact, the spin lifetime reported is below 
70 ps at low ternpera.ture15, 16. Our experimental finding 
suggests that. the spin relaxation due to the D I=> mech
anism is suppressed as a result of the additional spatial 
confinement of electrons in qualltum clots. 

The spin precession at the frequency G' is interpreted by 
t.he quantum interference between the Zecma.n levels sep
arated by .6.E = hw to each other19 . 1"he ma,gnetic field 
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FIG. 3: The magnetic field dependence of the estimated Zee
man splitting energy. Open circles, triangles and diamonds 
are splittings in the quantum dots, the quantum well and the 
bulk GaAs substrate, respectively. The straight lines are the 
least square fittings. Inset: Qua.ntum well width dependence 
of the electron g-factor. The filled squares, triangles and cir
cles are respectively the g-factor values for the parallel, g!I, 
and perpendicular, gJ., components for the Q\"1 and that for 
the QDs taken from Ref. 17. Open circle and triangles are 
our experimental results for the QDs and the Q\V. The solid 
lines show the calculated result for the electron g-factors for 
the single quantum we11 18

. 

dependence of the observed Zeeman splitting is shown 
in Fig. 3. These energies show a linear relationship de
scribed by rWJ = gP,B13 with the magnetic field 13, where 
g is the g-factor of the electron. Thus, we can estimate 
the effective g-factors by using the above relation. The 
observed g-factors for the quantllm well and the quant.um 
dots are 0.26 and 0.22, respectively. The effective g-factor 
is infi uenced by not only the structure but also the sur
rounding mauix int.o which the wa.vefunction is penetrat
ing. rrhe g-ract.or for the quantum well is assigned t.o the 
perpendicular component g~ because the magnetic field 
applied in perpendicula.r to the crysta.l growth axis. T'he 
inset of the figure shows t.he well width dependence of the 
g-fa.ctors. The solid lines show the calcula.ted electron g
factor on the Kane model in an Alo3Gao7As/GaAs sin
gle quantum we]]18, and the filled marks are the exper
imental results by the t.ime-resolved photoluminescence 
quantum beat. measurement.s in the st.rain-induced GaAs 
qua,nt.um dots17 . The present report. gave slightly larger 
g-fact.ors than the previous work, because the stressor
induced strain in our sarnple is weaker than the sample 
used in Ref. 17. 'rhis is because the distance between 
the surface and the quantum well is longer, and because 
the diameter of the stressor dots is smaller in the sample 
used in this work. Thus, the quantum well layer feels 
smaller strain than that in the sample of t.he previous 
work, a,nd approaches the oaTe quantum well. Therefore, 
the observed g-factor is in good a,greement with the cal
culated result because of the small strain. Because the 
vvavefunction of electron in quantum dot penetrates into 
the AIGaAs barrier in the similar way as the GaAs quan-
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FIG. 4: Temperature dependence of the inverse of spin life
Lime and carrier lifetime for the quant.um dots under the mag
netic field B = 6 T. 0 pen and closed ci rcles show the carrier 
and spin lifetimes, respeccively. Dashed lines are guide lines 
for eyes. 

tum well, the effective g-facLor for the qU()!lLUlll clots is 
considered to be close to tiP)!. for the qUclIltum well. 'rhe 
consistent g-factors showll ill Llw inset of Fig. :5 collfirnl 
that we could observe the elect roll spi II prec:essic}Il of the 
single-layer quantllrn dots uncleI' reSOlliln(, ('xc:iLCltioll. 

In the stra.ill-inducecl Cn.As qUClllLlIrn clots, Lhe spill 
lifetime in the clots is lengLllelled by the suppression of 
t.he DP meclli'l.llislll. Both el('cLron-h()lc~ exchallge in(,er
a.ction and hyperf'ine illtera.cLio]) were suggested as the 
possible electron Spill relfl.xation processes in the quan
tum dots2 ,20,2]. '1'0 identify the dOlllin[LllL Spill relax
ation mechanism for the strain-induced qualltllm dots, 
we performed the rrnl<n IlleasurelllcnLs at elcv~I.Led tem
peratures. Figure 4 slJO\\'s the (ell! penl LlII'c dcpclldcm:e 
of the measured Spill I ifeLime and t,he carrier lildillle 
for the quantum dots under 13 = 6 T. The la.Lter was 
measured by the time-resolved photoluminescence spec
troscopy v·,rith a streak cament under t.he quasi-resonant 
excitation, where the excitatioll and detection energies 
\\'ere separat.ed by the LO phonoll energy of lnP ("12.5 
meV). Above 80 K, the spin and carrier lifetimes showed 
the similar decreClse. This llleallS that. the spin lifetime is 
limited by the cCLrrier lifet.ime above 80 K. The observed 
temperat.ure independence of the spin lifet.ime at 100\'er 
t.emperature indicClLes that the spin relaxatioll rnecha
nism does not. involve phonons. \1I/e evaluated the possi
bility that. the g-fact.or inhomogeneity might shorten the 
decay of the observed spin precession at lower temper
ature. However, the inhomogeneous shortening of t.he 
observed spin precession lifetime wa.s found negligible. 
Because the Spill lifet.ime is short.er than the carrier life
time, some spin relaxation mechanisms (l,re considered to 
dominate over the electron spin relaxation. In the neu
tral quantum dots, the electron-hole exchange interaction 
plays a dominant role in the electron spin relaxation22 ,23. 

The efi'ective magnetic field due to Lhe exchange interac
tion is considered to be larger tha.n that due to the l1y
perfine interaction t.hrough the fluctuating nuclear spin 
orientations, althollgh the spin relaxation due to the hy
perfine inter;:1ction is importa.nt in the quantum dot.s2 ]. 

It. is because the exchange energy reached to a,n order 
of JOO p,e V cl ue to t.he three-dimensional confinement. as 
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is compared with the energy of the fluctuating hyperfine 
field of an order of 1 11e y?.1 ,'25. Therefore, it is considered 
that the electron-hole exchcLnge interaction is the pre
dominant mechanism for the electron spin relaxation in 
the strain-induced quantum dots, which is referred to as 
the Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism26 . The exchange inter
action is considered t.o be independent of the temperature 
and reduce the spin lifetime with increasing electron-hole 
density because the overlap of the wavefunctions of the 
carriers increases. VIe cannot confirrn, however, the exci
tation power dependence of the spin lifetime because of 
the wea,k power of the laser. On the other hand, for the 
quantum well, it is considered that the electron spin is 
relaxed by the DP mechanism mentioned above. The car
rier lifetime limits the spin lifetime above 80 K as is the 
case for the quantum dots. 'I'he spin lifetime is longest 
at 80 K, but becomes shorter \vith decrea,sing tempera
ture. The reason is not clear, but the similar results were 
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Biexciton binding energy in parabolic GaAs quantun1 dots 
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Biexcitons confined in parabolic quantum dots are investigated both experimentally and theo
retically. Biexcitonic beat is observed by llsing time-resolved four-wave mixing in strain-induced 
CaAs quantum dots formed in the quanturn well. The period of the be(lt is about 1.5 tirnes shorter 
than that from the quantum well region in the sarne well. The shortening of the beaL period is a 
direct evidence of a.n increase in the biexciton binding energy in the quantuITI dots due to the lateral 
confinement induced by the stressors. Magnetic field dependence of the biexciton binding energy 
is investigated, and is found to be almost. independent of the external magnetic field up to 8 T. A 
t.heoretical calculation of t.he biexciton binding energy is presented to pxpla,in t.he observed nlagnPtic 
field dependence. 

PACS numbers: 78,47.+p, 7S.67.He 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Physics of excitons and exc:itonic: complexes such as 
biexcitol1s, charged excitons and rricxcitons conlinec! in 
low-dirllensional qualltulll structures hcts been a. subju·t 
of intensive study in rccent years. In addition to interest 
of hasic physics, t.hese studies are driven by the lleed for ct 
deep understanding of such confined st.ates for successful 
appliuHion of quantum s( ructures io qu,)nt.llm informa
t iOll technologies. The billdillg energy of a.n exciionic 
complex ill llanostrllctures is expect.ed to be enhanced 
compared to the bulk material clue to the spatial confine
ment of electrons and holes. Actually, ill many kinds of 
quantum dots (QD) such as Stranski-Krastanov grown 
dots or dots dispersed in glass mat.rices, large binding 
ellergy of biexcitolls has been reported 1. Large binding 
energy of the biexciton state is particularly important in 
light of the recent demonstration of the a.bility to operate 
a tv,.ro-qubit gate using exciton and biexciton st.ates2. 

General considerat.ions point to a. strong dependence 
of the enhancement of the biexc:tion binding energy on 
dimensionalitj'. It is well known that. the biexcitons 10-
ca.!ized in potentia.! minima. originating from well width 
fluctuat.ions or (l,Hoy fluctuations have la.rger binding en
ergy compared to that of an idea.! quantum well (QvV):3-8. 
Although t.hese examples demonstrate the enhancement 
of t.he biexciton binding energy in reduced dimensional
ity, the additional lateral confinement potent.ial in these 
cases is naturally formed and is, therefore, unknown and 
uncontrollable. For a. bet.ter understanding of the ef
fect of dimensionality and confinement, it is desirable 
to study a system with a well-defined confinement po
tential that could be easily controlled. Strain-induced 
quantum dots (SIQDs) which are formed in a buried QW 
by the stress modulation arising from self-assembled is
lands fabricated on the surface9 provide such an ideal sys
tem. Carriers in SIQDs are confined laterally in the QW 
by an almost parabolic potential with no defect at t.he 
surface, resulting in nea.rly equally spaced energy levels, 
\vhich greatly simplifies t.heoretical treatment. In COI1-

trast to other kinds of QDs, the codillCll1enL pot.entials 
could be finely controlled in SIQDs by chn.ngillg t.he Q\V 
and spa.eer widths0 with mono-layer precisioll provided 
by epitaxial growth. Furthermore, a.s QvV H.nd QD co('x
ists inherently in (t, SIQD sa,rnplc, we call observe the ef
fect of the additional In.teral confinement withill the Setlne 
quallLurn well. In il,ddition, as the confillement potentia,1 
is rather deep, QvV a.nd SIQD is energeLiudly well sepa
rated, which ena.bles us to apply qtlanLmYl heat techniq\Ic 
\Ising ult rai'ast, laser pulses to 1l)(;(1.surc the binclillg CliNgy 
in Q\'V and in SIQD separately. 

in this paper we report transient rom-wave rnixing 
(F\V!VI) in a strain-induced Ga.As QD rnea,sured by (t, 

highly sensitive het.erodyne FVVM technique. Using tbis 
technique, we det.ected biexcitonic quantum beat t.hat is 
related t.o the biexciton binding energy in t.he SIQD. VVe 
also present measurement and theoretica.l calculation of 
the ma.gnetic field dependence of the biexciton binding 
energy. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

1'be structure or the sample studied is depicted 
in Fig. 1 (ct,). The SIQDs were formed in a single 
GaAs/Alo3Gao7As Q\V of :3.8 nm in width llsing InP 
stressors of 90 nm in diameter. The areal density of t.he 
stressor was:3 x ]09

/ cm2. The width of the Alo.:3Gao7As 
barrier on the Q\'" is 9.0 nm. Photoluminescence (PL) 
spectrum of the sample is shown in the right pa,rt of the 
Figure. The weak peak centered at 1.647 e V is due to 
PL from the GaAs Q\"', while the intense peak centered 
at 1.600 e V originates from the GaAs SIQDs, showing 
a confinement potential of 47 me V. The energy separa
tion between the lowest state and the first excited sta.te 
was measured by PL excitation spectroscopy as 16 meV. 
The detection method employed in this study is based on 
Refs. 10,11. Recently, a very similar method was success
fully utilized to investigate the biexciton binding energy 
in annealed InxGal-xAs QDS12. We have modified the 
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FIG. 1: (a) Structure of the strain-induced GaAs quantum 
dots and PL spectrum at 2 K. The shades schematically rep
resent strain fields due to InP stressors. (b) FWM signals 
excited by various photon energies at 20 K. For this measure
ment, the spectral width of the laser was reduced to 15 meV. 

method for refiec:tion geornetry. The excitation laser was 
a mode-locked femtosecond Ti:sapphire oscillator with 
repetition rate of 80 MHz, and a typical pulse width of 
100 fs. The output beam was divided into three beams, 
and two of them were frequency-shifted by acousto-optic 
modulators to u + 110 MHz and u + 111 rvIHz, respec
tively, where u is the optical frequency. 'rhe very weak 
FvVM signal with frequency of u + 220 J\!IHz induced by 
the two seq uential pulses, the first one (u) and the second 
one (u+ 110 MHz) delayed by T, was overlapped with t.he 
other strong beam (u+lll MHz) via a beamsplitter, and 
detected by balanced PIN-photodiodes. T'he interference 
component at (u+220 MHz)-(u+lll1Vn-Iz) = 109lV1Hz 
was extracted by a spectrum cwalyzer. One of t.he beams 
was intensity modulated by an optical chopper, and lock
in detection was utilized. The sensitivit.y of this system 
'vas found to be sufficient to detect the F\Vrd from a, 
single layer of QDs. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In Fig. 1(b), the time-integrated FWIvf signals rnea
sured at 20 K are shown as a function of the center photon 
energy of the excitation laser. T'he PL spectrum is plot
ted in a vertical plane for comparison. \Vhen the excita
tion photon energy is at the center of the PL peak of Q\V, 
quite strong FVlM signal was observed (not shown). The 
signal decreases rapidly \vith decreasing photon energy, 
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FIG. 2: Logarithmic plot of the FV/M signal at SIQDs peak 
and at Q\V peak at 2 K. Decay time of the signal at SJ QDs 
(QW) is 12 ps (3.2 ps). Inset: Polarization dependence of the 
FWM signal of the initial part. 

and then increases as the energy approaches the SIQDs 
peak. After the laser photon energy passes through the 
PL band, the signal fades out. Therefore, it is confirmed 
that the signa.! near the SIQDs peak originated from the 
lowest state in SIQDs. As it appears at first glance, the 
signals have a pronounced beat structure, which is not 
clear in the signal from the QW. 

The F\VM signals measured at the center of Q\V peak 
and SIQDs peak at 2 K are shown in Fig. 2. Except for 
the beat structure, the intensity of the FvVM signal de
cays almost exponentially. The decay time constants for 
the Q\V and SIQDs differed from each other, and were in
dependent of the excitation laser power under the presellt 
experimental conditions. The dephasing time was deter
mined to be 24 ps for excitons in SIQDs13. Polarization 
dependence was investigated in order to discuss the ori
gin of the beat structures. A clear oscillation with a 
period of 1 ps was observed for the SIQDs when the two 
excitation pulses have co-linear polarization, while it dis
appeared when the pulses were co-circularly polarized as 
shown in the inset. The polarization dependence of the 
beat strongly suggests that the biexciton is the origin of 
the beat, as biexcitons consist of two excitons of oppo
site spin, and therefore cannot be excited by co-circular 
polarized pulses14

. The same is true for the signal from 
the QvV. The difference in the beat periods would there
fore represent an enhancement of the biexciton binding 
energy in SIQDs. In the present sample, the binding en
ergy increases from 2.8 to 4.1 me V, corresponding to an 
enhancement factor of 1.5. vVe found that the enhance
ment factor had a tendency to decrease with decreasing 
the lateral confinement potential: 1.4 5 for 44 me V, 1.3 for 
36 me V. It seems reasonable to suppose that the biexci
ton in QVl is not localized but free in the present sample, 
because a, theoretical cakulation 15 which includes local
izaJ,ion of biexciton shows that the localized biexciton in 
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FIG. 3: Magnetic field dependence of the biexcitonic beat (a) 
and slow beat (b). The biexcitonic beat remains constant up 
to 8 1'. The open circles in the inset represent the result of 
the theoretical calculation (see text). The slow beat results 
from the Zeeman splitting of excitons in SIQDs. 'I'he g-factor 
of excitons in SIQDs is deduced as 0.64, while that in Q\V is 
1.3. 

3.8 nm Q\N should have much larger binding energy, and 
the experimental result.s cit.ed in the paper also support. 
this assumption. 

Next, we measured the magnetic held dependence 
of the biexciton binding energy in Faraday geometry 
(Fig. (3)). \\lith incre"1sing the magnetic field, another 
beat structure emerged and it modified the biexcit.onic 
bea.t. The frequency of the slow beat depends lin
early on the magnetic fi.eld (see, Fig. 3(b) inset). This 
beat is assigned to t.he quantum beat between the right
circularly polarized exciton and left-circula.rly polarized 
exciton separated by the Zeeman splitting. The g
factor of excit.ons in the SIQDs is deduced to be 0.64, 
and agrees well with that measured by polarized time
resolved luminescence16 . Turning now to the biexcitonic 
beat, the beat frequency and corresponding binding en
ergy show practically no change up to a magnetic field 
of S T as shown in Fig. 3( a) 17. Similar \;\/eak dependence 
011 the magnetic field was also reported for the biexci
ton binding energy in InGaAs Q\\I, but no explanation 
was given 18. The weak magnetic field dependence is not 
caused by the weakness of the magnetic confi.nement com
pared to that due to the strain field. It could be under
stood by theoretical considerations described below. 

\\le calculated the exciton and biexciton stat.es in 
SIQDs using a configurat.ion int.era.ction approach 19,20. 
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FIG. 4: Calculated binding energies of (a.) exciton and (b) 
biexciton for various values of the confinement para.meters We 

and Wh (see the text for details). The bottom panel (c) shows 
the magnetic field dependence of the exciton (solid line) and 
biexcitoll (dashed line) emission energies for w,: = 12 me V and 
Wh = 4 meV. The points (open triangles) denote experirnenta.l 
data for the exciton. 

For single particle elect.ron a.nd hole str1tes, we use a Cwo 
band effective mass i:1pproximation with an isotropic elec
tron band and an allisotropic hole band. Previous the
oretical calculations have established that single pc1rt.icle 
SIQDs could be well described by such a modeI'2l. Fur
ther, we explicitly male use of the cylindrical symmetry 
of the confining potelltial in SIQDs. In this approxima
t.ion, the hole single particle Hamiltonian, 'Hh, for a given 
axial angular momentum lh takes the form, 

(1 ) 

where rn;: and Tnt denot.e the hole effective masses along 
the ,z-direction and in the 1; - Y pla.ne respectively. Both 
the electron and hole effective masses could be posit.ion 
dependent. The confining potential 11;) (7', z) is deter
mined by the ba.nd edge discontinuities and the strain 
distribution induced by the stressor and Ec(u) is the con
duction (valence) band edge of t.he barrier rnaterial. A 
similar equation holds for the electron. 

Although mlxmg of heavy-hole(HH) and light
hole(LH) bands is known to affect excitons and biexciton 
states, the single hole-band model used here is a good 
approximation. III the quantum well, the HH-Ll-I split
ting due to confi.nement is about 35 meV and, based on 
early ca.lc:ulations22 , we estimate that the HH-LH mixing 
would change the exciton binding energy by less than 
10% (lmeV). In the quantum dot, the band mixing ef-
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fects would be even weaker because of increased HH-LH 
splitting due to the stressor-induced strain. From contin
uum elasticity calculations we find that, at the location 
of the quantum well, which is about 11 nm below the 
stressor, the biaxial strain increases the HH-LH split.t;ing 
by an a.dditional 15 me V. 

\"le calculated the single particle energies and enve
lope functions using a finite difference discretization of 
He and 'th in the r - z plane. While the confining po
tentials V (r, z) could be directly related to the structure 
of the QD, there is considerable uncertainty in the re
sulting potentials due to inaccuracies in known values 
of deformation potentials and elastic constants. Here we 
have opted to use a phenomenological confinement poten
tial given by Ve(h)(r, z) = Ee(h)(r, z) ± 'n?~h)w;(h)r2 /2, 
where Ee(h) describes the band edge discontinuities rela
tive to the conduction (valence) band edges of the barrier 
and We and Wh are treated as parameters. Once the sin
gle particle states are deterrnined, we construct biexciton 
states within a C1 approac:h 20 . The Coulomb interaction 
is screened by the bulk dielectric constant of GaAs. vVe 
use as high as 50 singJe particle states leading to more 
than 105 configurations which is much larger than previ
ous calculations (see R.ef. 23). 

F'inally, in the presence of a rnagnetic fleld (H) the 
single particle Hamiltonian is modified by replacing -iV 
by -iV ± (e/hc) A where the + sign applies to electrons 
and - sign to holes and A = (H x r) /2. All results 
reported here are for magnetic field along the z-direction. 

The calculated binding energies and the magnetic field 
dependence of exciton and biexciton emission energies is 
shown in Fig. 4(a--c). The data shown in Fig. 4(c) are 
for We = 12 meV, Wh = 4 meV which appea.rs to be 
rnost appropriate for our sampie25

. The biexciton bind
ing energy, given by the difference between exciton and 
biexciton ernission energies, is shmvn in the inset of Fig. 
3( a) along with the experimental data. The calculated 
results are in good agreernent \vit.h the experiment. 

The calculated biexciton binding energy for the above 
parameters is about 3 meV which is somewhat smaller 
than the observed value of 4 meV. By a comparison of 
CI and path-integra.l-T'vlonte-Carlo methods we have con
cluded that even the relatively large basis set used by 
us may not be enough to obtain well-converged biexciton 
states in these QDs. This point will be addressed in more 
detail elsew here24

, 

An analysis of the convergence indicates that the cal
culated weak magnetic field dependence of the biexcit.on 

1 A. D. Yoffe, Adv. Phys. 50, 1 (2001) and references therein, 
X, Li, y, \Vu, D. Steel, D. Gammon, T. H. Stievater, D, S. 
Katzer, D. Park, C. Piermaroeehi, and L. J. Sham, Science 
301, 809 (2003). 

3 O. Heller, Ph. Lelong, and C, Bastard, Rhys. Rev. B 56, 
4702 (1997). 

.:1 D. A. Kleinman, Phys. Rev. B 28, 871 (1983). 

4 

binding energy is not an artifact. In a simple picture 
one may think tha,t the additional conflnement due to 
the magnetic field will lead to an increase in the binding 
energy of multi-particle states. In fact, the diam;:l.gnetic 
confinement potential due t.o a field of 8 T would es
sentially increase We from 12 meV to 14.5 meV and Wh 

frorn 4 me V to 5.6 me V. Considering this effect alone 
one would expect the exciton binding energy to increase 
from 16 meV to 18 meV which is indeed in very good 
agreement with the actual calculated value. 

However, the same argument would mea.11 that a field 
of 8 T' should increase the biexcitoll binding energy from 
:3 rneV to about 3.3 rneV in contradict.ion with the ac
tual extremely weak magnetic field dependence. This 
behavior is intimately relat.ed to the fact. that, in QDs 
smaller than the exciton Bohr radius. the exciton bind
ing energy is predorninantly determined by t.he Hartree 
term or first order perturbation theory and is insensitive 
to correlations described by excited state contributions. 
On the other hand, the biexciton binding is completely 
determined by correlations and hence by contributions or 
excited state configurations. The magnetic field causes 
orbital ZeenMll split.tillg of the excited stares and thus re
duces the mixing of the ground and excited :=;t.ate configu
rations. It is this compei.it.ion between t.he parama.gnetic 
and diamagnetic t.erms that lead t.o a vveak dependence of 
the biexciton binding energy on t.he magnetic field. Cal
culat.ions in which the paramagnet.ic term was artificially 
switched off confirms this interpretation. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

FVVIvI of parabolic Ga;\s SlQD formed in C1. CCtAs sin·· 
gle Q\"l was studied using a highly sensitive heterodyne 
detection technique. A remarkable enhancement of the 
biexciton binding energy ill SIQD due to the lateral con
finement was detected by direct comparison with the 
QW based on the beating period in t.he F\V:f\l signal. 
ivlagnetic field dependence of the binding energy was in
vestigated in Faraday geomet.ry, and \vas found to be 
very weak although the exciton ernission energy shows a 
strong shift with magnetic field. A theoretical calcula,
tions using the configuration interact.ion approach S11p
pons this observation. 
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